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EPILOGUE

Cash Newmann died almost two years ago. He had just turned 34.

I turned out to be seven weeks pregnant, and gave birth to our Beautiful, blond
baby boy, Miles, the following December.

The final chapter was pieced together from interviews with the building manag-
er, the Chinese mother and the ambulance driver.

The rest of the book was compiled from Cash’s voluminous journals,
Dictaphone tapes, radio interviews, personal notes, photos and letters; from
interviews with his other lovers, his bartender and his bandmates; and mostly
from my memories. Some of my own voice may have crept in, though I attempt-
ed to avoid this. I tried to preserve Cash’s lyrical-yet-everyman sentence struc-
ture and time-bending sense of tense wherever possible. I opted for the use of
extensive endnotes to approximate his elliptically concentric/parenthetical
thought patterns, and to convey the weight of the incessant chatter and life sub-
plot conversations that constantly populated Cash’s brilliant and broken brain.

In publishing this book, I have killed two bats with one rock:

As a result of writing it, I have received my Doctorate in Modern Literature from
U.C. Berkeley. (Though I would have written it regardless, as a labor of lust.)

Also, I am honoring Cash Newmann’s frequently expressed wish to have his
short, brilliant life chronicled for the ages.

Love and tears,

Melody Annabella,
Berkeley, California
May 1999
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Part One: On The 

Way Up
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Chapter 1:  
I’ll Bury You All

It was a bright
and dreary day,
warm and over-
cast. Very San
Francisco. I was
s k 8 b o a r d i n g
down Valencia
Street, hanging

up posters. It was Saturday, and I felt good.

Two of my girlfriends and I were looking for a love-doll, kittywhore supplicant
and we’d decided that it would be a hoot to take our search to the streets:

CASUALLY SEEKING “CINDY” (OR “SALLY”. OR “SUSIE”. OR.
. .)

LOVE TRIO ON A FUN-FILLED MISSION TO OBTAIN A FOURTH
PARTICIPANT TO ENGAGE IN
FANTASTIC AND FITFUL FROLICKING, IN AND OUT OF THE
BEDROOM.

WE ARE: 2 WOMEN AND 1 BOY, IN LOVE AND IN OUR MID-
TO-LATE 20S.
GIRL #1 IS: JAPANESE, BRAZEN, CLEVER AND CAPRICIOUS.
SHE HAS
LONG LEGS, DEEP VIRGINAL EYES, PIGTAILS, CROOKED TEETH
AND A PRETTY MOUTH THAT BEGS TO BE KISSED.  AND THAT’S
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JUST THE FROSTING ON THE CAT: SHE IS ALSO
SMART, STUNNINGLY GORGEOUS AND LOVES TO
LAUGH.

BEHIND DOOR #2 IS A BELLA ITALIAN-AMERICAN GAL WHO’S
TALL, BRUNETTE, OVERWHELMINGLY ALLURING, PRETTY AND
POETIC, FEARLESS AND ATHLETIC, STRONG IN MIND AND BODY,
WITH FELINE FEATURES AND EYES, PROBING MIND AND HANDS,
SUCCULENT LIPS AND STRIKING FACIAL STRUCTURE.

THE BOY IS A BLOND, SHORT, BEAUTIFUL ANGLO-AMERICAN-
ADONIS.  HE IS OVERSEXED (THE GIRLS CAN’T KEEP UP. .
.THAT’S WHERE YOU COME IN, HONEY.) AND UNDERFED,
WITH DEFINED CHEEKBONES, ROMAN NOSE, A TATTOOED, HAIR-
LESS, SINEWY
CHEST, FULL LIPS AND A GREAT ASS.  (HE LOOKS GOOD IN
A SKIRT.)
HE POSSESSES PIERCING BLUE-GREEN-GREY EYES AND AN
UNMISTAKABLY KEEN MIND THAT
REQUIRES AS MUCH, IF NOT MORE, STIMULATION THAN HIS
SACRED AND PERFECT BODY.

YOU ARE:
AN INSA-
T I A B L E
YOUNG GIRL
(AGE: 18-
27) WHO IS
EAGER TO
PLEASE AND
ANXIOUS TO
B E
E N J O Y E D .
YOU ARE
SWEET BUT SMUTTY AND
LOOKING FOR MORE LOVE AND EXHILARATION THAN ONE PERSON
COULD EVER POSSIBLY INSPIRE.

WE’LL KISS AND FUCK AND TALK AND GO FOR WALKS AND MAKE
MUSIC AND COOKIES AND GO TO SHOWS (FROM THE MELVINS TO
JOHNNY CASH TO BACH, ART SHOWS AND ANY EVENT IMAGIN-
ABLE) AND LAUGH AND CRY AND LOOK AT THE MOON AND MORE.
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IF YOU ARE THE RIGHT WOMAN, WE WILL NURTURE, PROTECT
AND ENCOURAGE YOU IN ALL YOUR AMBITIONS, AS WELL AS
USE YOUR BODY FOR OUR OWN SWEET ENDS, AND WE MEAN THAT
WITH ALL THE LOVE IN THE WORLD, BABY.  WANNA CUM ALONG?
EXPERIENCE NOT REQUIRED.  START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!

Send a photo and 69-word essay to: PO Box 421805 San
Francisco, CA 94142

It wasn’t that I/we had any trouble getting laid. We just thought that it would be
neat to hang flyers and see what washed up on my doorstep. Actually, the real
fun had been writing the copy for the posters.

We had been naked, high and out of drugs. It was 4 a.m. and I still wanted to
fuck. Both girls were exhausted. Debbie (the Japanese chickypoo), laughed,
“Cash Newmann, you are a fucking animal! What this three-way needs is a girl-
friend! . . .some young slut to crock on your knob so us gals can get some sleep!”

“Here here!” snorted Melody Annabella (the overwhelmingly alluring, athletic
poet—and my Soulmate, of sorts.) Cash, where the fuck is that typewriter of
yours?”

“I think it’s over by the foot of the bed, under that pile of clothes by my guitar,”
I said.

Melody crawled over to the end of my huge cast-iron bed, and grabbed my non-
electric typewriter from under a pile of crap. I slapped her gorgeous, sweet, full-
moon ass as she bent over.

“Slut!” she yelled lovingly at me and plopped the typer at Debbie’s feet. “Bitch,
take a letter!” Melody ordered Debbie. She then grabbed Debbie by her straight
black hair, and yanked her lips to her own and kissed. Then we composed our ad
copy.

By the way, my life is weird and good and weird.

I feel like I am tripping most of the time, but I’m not. I was insane for several
years. It sucked. The word “insanity” is bandied about in song and talk like it’s
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a goal. It’s as if insanity were a positive attribute. “Let’s go
crazy”. “It was cool, I was out of my mind!”

If you have ever really been out of control of your faculties,
you know it’s a drag.

It used to be that all my heroes were do-or-die rockers. Then the last one put a
shotgun in his mouth and sprayed pretty blond brains all over his room. About a
month later I started to find new heroes.

You haven’t heard of most of my heroes.

They are just common folks who quietly have their shit together, and are all about
putting good into the world.

Most of them have an edge, though. I adore these kick-ass, rock ‘n’ roll, subtle
angels;

Healthy, shining boys and girls and women and men who straddle the edge of
light and dark, and fuck it hard, sweet and mean.

I love people who can dress up in Mother Earth’s pumps and play life ruff, like
the way puppies fight with love.

People who prefer this side of the chasm spanning dominance and degradation.

I love to get really, really dirty. . .and really, really clean.

I feel that I am on this earth to have fun, fuck, laugh, help folks, feel, sing . . . and
do tasks. Lately I have been looking at each day as a laundry list of small duties
that reveal themselves to me in a linearly logarithmic manner.

At the end of a day, if I have put most of the things in their right place—that song
on that tape, that kiss on that letter, that letter in that mailbox,1 that message on
that machine, that kiss on those lips, that ear to listen to that friend. . .and get the
dishes done, too—then I can sleep a happy man.2

Every time I finish consuming some product, I throw the container on the recy-
cling heap or down the garbage chute in the hall and do a little victory dance and
think, “Yes! That much closer to death! That much closer to winning this game
with grace!”

(I don’t mind making money at art, but other than art supplies, I hate amassing
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material possessions. They hurt. I always end up giving them away. And if I ever
go bald, all the better. Less hair and le$$ money is less crap to shuck and lug
about on this poison ball of humans.)

At the end of each day, I X it out on my calendar. Not nihilistically hash mark-
ing away my life sentence—no. It is me celebratorially rejoicing in another day
well done and 24 hours closer to the completion of the grand scheme.

At the end of my days, if I have done most of the tasks put before me, I can die
a joyous kitty.

I used to want to die a fiery, cool death before I turned 30.

Later I wanted to die old and healthy of natural causes, in bed with two 23-year-
old girls.

Now I think about slipping calmly of old age into that dusk in a room full of
books and albums and paintings by me, surrounded by children, grandchildren
and lifelong friends.

I’ll race ya. . . .

I have been through a hell of my own making and I’ve stayed alive to enjoy
telling the tale. I am not going to tell it here, not yet. Today, I am all about today.

I have some hobbies. I sk8board,3 and oil paint.4 I also sing in a band. I sing like
a devil-angel being run over by a truck. Pretty people from all over the world
write me and tell me that my singing is tattooed on the inside of their spine, like
a drug. God has blessed me with an unholy Beauty of a voice. I am not rich or
famous; I am poor and popular. I get to travel the planet and play clubs and halls
packed with fervent fans. I work part-time and make a plumber’s wage doing
what I love, and there are certain fringe benefits. One of them is lying asleep,
naked, next to me as I scribble this journal entry. She sure looks good. Her pret-
ty lips are just barely open, and they move a little each time she breathes.

I like to live life pretty fucking hard, and I live it really pretty. They say that
when you are dead, you are dead for a very long time.

I like to pray. My friend, Sudsy, says that the more other people that you pray
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for, the sexier God makes you.

She and I get drunk on God.

When I was little, my mother told me that I have a guardian angel. I must. They
say that God looks after fools and drunks and dogs and little children. I am at
least three of those things, and should have been dead many times over. I know
I’m a dead man walking and should live each moment in a fucking ecstatic ultra-
violet drowning of pleasure. And I try. . . .

I have heard that the god to whom a little boy prays has a face very much like his
mother. I like that. I think that prayer is sexy. I think that people who pray are
sexy.

I watch to see which girls look like they really mean it.

I take walks in Chinatown (a block away) and buy cheap disposable cameras and
have a blast trying to see my pretty little town through the eyes of a tourist. I go
on dates with different gals. I work out at the YMCA. I try to eat well5 and mod-
erate my drugging and drinking. I have a lot of friends, but even so, I enjoy
spending quality time alone. I call that “going on a date with Baydoll”. Baydoll
is my god. She is a 700-foot tall, really sexy woman. I am in a monogamous rela-
tionship with her, but she lets me see other girls.

I like clean girls with dirty minds.

When I get lonely, I just call a woman from my rotating Rolodex6 of willing trag-
ic Beauties, and have my fun. Most of them fall in love with me. They all know
that the others exist, they are all disturbed by the existence of the others, and they
all act like they don’t care. I seem to have the ability to love a gal so completely,
to look her in the eye and mean it so intently, to focus my attention with such sin-
gularly spiritual attendance, that I am capable of making any one of them feel like
she is the only being in the universe. And for that moment, singing sweetly in my
bed, she is.

By the way, although it may seem that I have women practically dripping off of
me, I must say that I am eternally impressed when one actually takes any sort of
interest. . . .

I love women. “Wine, women and song”. (Or sex and drugs and rock ‘n’ roll.)
And I love music. I tend to get a record and listen to it two or three times a day
for a month or three. This month it is the album Deep by Peter Murphy. Music
pumps my heart, lights my Soul and enbiggens my mind. I play music because I
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love music.

I live in a really nifty neighborhood in San Francisco—halfway up Nob Hill. It’s
very nice, but very “city”. The vista from my front fire escape looks a lot like
views in Manhattan. I live on Pine Street. This part of town is cool and old and
falling apart in an interesting way. It’s all urban decay, cockroaches, brown-
stones, overpopulation, street people, shops, money, etc. My ‘hood is bitchin’
and groovy and cosmopolitan, with batches of tourists always in my way. That
doesn’t bum me out much, because in my old stompgrounds (Divisadero and
Oak) there was an abundance of crackheads and an overall violent vibe.

New York is ugly in a Beautiful way. LA is Beautiful in an ugly way. San
Francisco is a different country entirely, a kingdom of century-old Victorians
with psychedelic paint jobs.

Even the bank presidents here have tried acid.

Someone tried to break into my house last night while I was home. I was drift-
ing off to sleep at about 3:30 a.m, and was awakened by a noise in the kitchen.
Without turning on the light, I picked up my sk8board and went to check it out.
Outside my kitchen window, on the fire escape, was a tall, very skinny guy,
about 35 years old, in a baseball cap, trying to jimmy7 the lock with a big knife.
I yelled, “What the =*SPl@tb@ng!¥ÐÑÖnil!<p> are you doing!!?” and banged
the glass with the sk8, trying to smash the window (whatever. . .I was barely
awake and was not thinking.) He tried to pull the knife out of the window frame,
but it was stuck. I called 911 as I watched him rock on down my fire escape. I
opened my living room window and loudly described his retreat to the dispatch-
er lady so that Mister Jimmy could hear me as he fled. He didn’t seem in too
much of a hurry; he walked fast, but did not run.

The police took about fifteen minutes to arrive. They took the knife as evidence.
I talked to them and filed a report. I fell back to sleep pretty quickly.

I’m kinda freaked out today, but do I not hate the guy. He was just a junkie try-
ing to get through another day. God has a sense of humor, and in a year, I will
probably end up being Mister Jimmy’s friend.

My friend, Sammy Nietzshe, said of the event, “When sk8boards are outlawed,
only outlaws will have sk8boards. . .and I’m glad that my favorite outlaw was
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packing that night!”

My one-bedroom, rock ‘n’ roll bachelor pad is calm, peaceful
and pleasant, but I can hear a lot. I attend the quiet roar of car
alarms and sirens mixing with the wafting sounds of the drunk lady down on the
first floor playing Beautifully demented classical piano late at night with her win-
dow open. I can hear the bells on the cable cars a half-block away. It’s funny—
in movies that are supposed to take place in SF, you can always hear cable cars
in the background (and the inevitable, obligatory, improbably non-lethal madcap
car chase always goes by my door or {in What’s Up Doc} ends crashing into my
building.) In reality, there isn’t much of The City where you can actually hear
them. I am fortunate to live where you can. And on summer nights, I can almost
feel the baritone bellow of foghorns on the bay, eight blocks away.

There are a few bums in my neighborhood, but not many. Les gens misérables
don’t generally bother walking up hills, but I don’t live at the top. There are
enough bindlestiffs in my ‘hood to make it interesting. They use the stairs of the
Stockton tunnel as their toilet, and sometimes cop a fix in the alley next to my
house. On full moons especially, I can hear the peasants’ muffled cries from the
streets—the siren song of lunatics freaking out on bad drugs. Their shrieks filter
through the summerfog and fill me with all the care of   a king counting gold
while hooked up to an IV drip of pharmaceutical Dilaudid.

“Let them eat codeine!”

My apartment is on the top floor of a honed and hoary old downtown San Fran,
six-story building. It’s a two-room, bed/living/painting/reading/music/sex space.
It is small, but that’s O.K. because at 5'  5", so am I. (Anyone over 5'  5" is a
weed.)

The main room has three bay windows, plenty of light and a bas relief view of a
wall that is pretty interesting as views of walls go. I sleep on a delightful, old,
iron, fold-out-of-the-wall Murphy bed. I’ve added handcuffs and fleece
restraints—or, as I call them, “lambcuffs”. (The sheets are relatively clean
today—I did laundry last week. These linens usually smell of sweat, old sperm
and the perfume of one of my many lovers.) My pad has a bathroom with a big
claw-foot bathtub. I have a small kitchen, with the aforementioned window, as
well as a refrigerator, stove, some shelves and a few roaches. I have a closet and
a little entrance way. The passage has a little altar-alcove where I hung up my
parents’ wedding picture. They haven’t been married since I was nine, but it’s a
Beautiful photo, and I love my parents.

There is an odd calm in my room, always. Before I moved in, an old man died
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here in his sleep.

Rooms have power, and retain the energy of the inhabitant after he is gone. The
room in which I lived on Divisadero is now occupied by a former nice girl who
has picked up most of my bad habits since she moved in. My old roommates still
live there and tell me so.

I used to shoot Dope in that room and look at a girl across the street that had a
crush on me, and I her. I would parade around in a dress, wasted out of my mind,
and call her on the phone. She had a boyfriend, so we never got together. We just
enjoyed the delicious, painful agony of desire. When her light was on, I hurt, and
vice versa.

“You think so loud that I cannot sleep. . . ”b b bc y    

I collected photos of all my lovers. She never made it onto my wall, but I remem-
ber her more than most. . . .

The writing on the wall. The scrawling on the wall. One wall in my
room is covered with writing and drawings ranging from childish to brilliant by
musicians famous, semi-famous and wannabe famous and by many twisted
women I have loved. It is interspersed amongst flyers of my shows in a half-
dozen countries and with photos of me in various locals, some with my arm
around different gals.

It used to be that many of the pictures on my wall were of women I’d fucked.
Nowadays, most of my photos are of family. My ex-girlfriend, Francesca Coco
Dean, who is a very good friend still, says that this means that I am growing up.

I’ve started wearing rubbers when I fuck and earplugs when I play. I remember
when sex was safe and music was dangerous, but I want to be able to hear the
birds when I am 50, and I want to live to see 50.

So anyway, I was sk8boarding down Valencia Street hanging up those damn cat-
wanted flyers. When I passed 16th Street, some teenage Mexican boy said,
“Chiva. . ”. to me.
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I kept skating.

“Chiva” is Heroin. Chiva is Spanish for “goat”. Mexican tar Heroin looks like
goat shit. Thus; Chiva. I have been addicted to Heroin on and off for ten years.
I’m clean now, and I swear I’m never gonna do that shit again. No sir. I am
through riding the white horse. I have been bucked off and foolishly climbed
back on over a dozen times. That trash has been nothing but hell for me.

I consider Heroin to be assigned entirely to my past. Banished to the hut. A small
speedbump on the road to sanity.

I passed up the boy and sk8ed into The Chatterbox for a beer. I usually don’t go
in there, ‘cause I hate getting recognized when I’m drinking. Folks often bug me
on the street, and in bars. I try especially hard to lay low when I’m playing an in-
town gig, because people always wanna weasel onto the pest list. I’m playing a
show tonight at The Kennel Klub, and all 1200 tickets for three nights are sold
out. I’m getting a $12,500 guarantee for the entire run under the condition that I
keep the pest list low. Last time I played there, I had 130 guests in one night.

So, if I’m hiding out, you may be wondering: Why am I out hanging up posters
advertising for a girlfriend? I don’t really know. I guess because I told the girls
that if they made them, I would help hang them up. Besides, I didn’t put my name
on them, just my P.O. box. . .and the girls looked so adorable telling me that I had
fucked them raw and that we should find a playtoy to give them a rest. Well, I
just couldn’t resist. . . .

The Chatterbox rocks. It’s a sleazy little dive that advertises, “Pool, wine, pin-
ball, no art”. There are autographed, broken cymbals from unknown bands on the
wall, and the bathroom smells like vomit. The soundman sells speed, and he is
out of his mind on the stuff. The beer is cheap and the girls are sleazy.

There is graffiti on the women’s bathroom wall. (I went in there once, to fuck a
girl—standing up in a stall.) It says:

How to pick up Haight Street boys:

1. Wear crushed velvet
2. Be willing to sink to his intellectual level
3. Pretend that you actually like his band
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The corresponding graffiti in the men’s room says:

How to pick up Haight Street girls

1. Grow your hair long
2. Grow your hair long
3. Grow your hair long

The ‘Box is a dark place, and at four in the afternoon it’s pretty empty, save for
a couple of bike messengers ditching work. They ask me for tickets, of course.
I tell them that I can’t help ‘em. I buy them beers and go sit by the pool table and
pull my journal out of my Zo bag.8 I begin to write:

JULY 10. . . .

“Wow, today seems so late. . .so late in the grand scheme of things. . .seems like
only yesterday I was nine years old and my parents were getting divorced. . .and
I was tiny and powerless.

“I am sitting in a dark corner of the Chatterbox, contemplating my life and my
time in the city and county of San Francisco. This Halloween I will have lived
in the area for ten years, three-and-a-half years in the same place. That’s a record
for me!

“I am 32 years old.9 I have been clean for four weeks. I am doing well.

“I still love sex, but I am realising that to fuck a crazy person is to allow her
insanity into your life. No thank you ma’am. . .I’m busy working on myself, and
you can only love others as much as you love yourself.

“I am attracted to girls who are healthy; I used to be attracted to dysfunction.

“I have been working out at the gym. I look good. I haven’t had a cigarette in
over three weeks. I am done.

“Today is a really good day. I am winning so hard. . .Every bus I wanted to catch
was right there. Every gig I wanted was waiting for me on my answering
machine when I woke up. Girls are smiling at me. Life is good.
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“I feel old sometimes, but these days I have a little more self-
confidence than I used to. I feel like I can still do a lot.

“I have started oil painting. I dig it. I’ve made a promise to myself to try to paint,
sing and write a little bit every day.

“I will not use Heroin again. Never. When I relapse, I tend to relapse hard. I have
stuff to do, and drugs get in the way. Maybe when I’m 80 and have accomplished
a lot, I will take a little break and party. When I have created a great body of
work, when I have fucked all the women that I want to fuck, when I have trav-
eled everywhere that I want to travel, I will be able to sit in my silk bathrobe in
the study of my mansion and relax. I will be surrounded by records that I record-
ed and paintings that I painted. The naughty nursie will come in and administer
the morphine every time I frantically clap the bell.

“But not today. Today is all I have. I want to pursue life as fucking hard as I
chased death. Let’s burn it down, b@by!!

“Change does not hurt; Resistance to change hurts.

“I used to think I’d be dead by 30. I’m still alive, so I have to figure out what to
do with the next 60 years or so.

“I really am in love with the idea of being a daddy, but it scares me. On Father’s
Day, Mandy called me for the first time. She said ‘Hi Dad.’

“I said ‘Who is this?’ I thought it was some crazy adult girlfriend of mine. I hate
lying, but I lied and told her that I thought she said ‘Hi Doug,’ cuz I didn’t want
to explain that I had forgotten that I was a father.

“It is hot as Hell today, all over the country. Fucking global warming. Fuck every-
one who has ever treated the world as a non-expendable resource, including me.

“Some folks care. Yesterday, my lover from back in the day, Karoin, called me
up. She was the hot, sexy hippie girl with the biggest ass in the world. The shit-
ter on that critter is a hand- and eyeful of joy. Her Beautiful butt is huge, as big
as her wonderful spirit. She is an exhibitionist. She likes to get naked in the street
and cause minor accidents with that obscene, traffic-stopping ass, while her
friends take pictures.

“I called her two weeks ago and asked her to sleep with me. She said ‘No.’
Yesterday when she called, she told me that she was canvassing to raise money
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to save the redwoods. I told her I would make a donation if she came over and
fucked me. She did. I gave her $250.

“You gotta love a gal who cares enough about ecology to whore for Mother
Earth.

“It is used to bug me that I was broke all the time, and that I scammed off of chix.
These days I’m doing O.K. with this rock ‘n’ roll shit. I will be 32 in May. 32
seems pretty old, but I think I’ll like it. I am finally relatively happy, and finally
making money at music after years of trying. I have graduated from Soup Kitchen
Celebrity to third-rate Rockstar.

“I have a new solo band. We are simply called Cash.

“Mario Killingsworth has been playing some gigs with my band, but he’s forgot-
ten how to play drums. The man with the golden arm is really outta practice. He
is still as consumed with self-will, riot-a-go-go, as he always was, but he no
longer possesses the skills to justify my putting up with this. He is insolent and
indolent. I fired him last week. It felt good.

“Despite all this, we are finally finished with the new album. It sounds great. I
am putting together a new band, with Jamie Crow on guitar and J. J. Harms on
drums.

“I have a gig tonight. Bitchin’. I’m out hanging up the sex-flyers that the gals
made.

“As soon as most people realize that they are major dorks and I am a minor god,
we will all get along fine”.

I finished my beer and put away the pen. I bummed a ciggy off one of the bike
messengers. As I lit it (with a wooden match—I hate lighters) I thought out loud,
“Just one won’t hurt. . . ”.

Later:
The gigs that week were serious. That nifty combo, Lithium Milkshake, opened.
My band was cracking, and totally on. My voice was in great shape, and I felt
simultaneously relaxed and jazzed. The secret to doing a great gig is to be will-
ing to die onstage every night.

The first night, I had garbage bags of presents to throw out to the crowd. I
brought three bags-full of “clothes that I don’t love anymore, and love letters
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from girls who no longer love me”10 and disseminated them
as projectiles to the fervently adoring fans. People were
pumped and nuts and dressed sexy and pretty and crazy. It is
considered an event whenever I play in town. It happens so
infrequently, and people who like my music really LOVE it. No one just kinda
likes me. It is either love or hate.

One guy up front was yelling, “Fuck you!” over and over at me. I think that he
actually liked us, but I was getting sick of it. I nailed him to the wall: Between
songs I said, “Sir,11 If you don’t stop saying, ‘fuck you!’ I am going to climb
down there and fuck you!” People loved it, and he shut the fuck up.

I went home with different girls each night. I love playing the Kennel Klub. The
third night, I ended up going home with a British gal called Daniella, who had
some Heroin. My reserve was out the window; I was high on a bellyfull of beer
and low-budget stardom.

She and I shot up, and spent the night melting and melding into each other’s
Souls. She told me that she had been turned on to shooting coke at gunpoint, at
age thirteen, by a pimp who raped her. Daniella said he’s still her pimp, and that
deep down, she loves him. She talked some very impassioned and poetic psy-
chobabble about how she and I were Soulmates and how what’s hers is mine and
vice-versa.12 She had me convinced. We got naked, but didn’t really fuck. I just
lay inside her, holding her and loving her.

I sort of woke up in the middle of the night, and barely noticed that she was gone.
It wasn’t ‘til the next day that I realized that she had stolen a guitar.13

I sat squinting in the sobering light of morning, staring at the very loud space
where my baby blue 1963 Fender Stratocaster used to live. I popped a micro-cas-
sette into my Dictaphone14 (a very small pocket tape-recorder that I carry
almost everywhere, and use to organize my life, document my thoughts, and tape
girls’ throaty, chirpy sex songs in my bed. . . . Sometimes he is Mister Dictaphone
or even just Mister D. I consider him a personified confidante—a little motorized
mentor.) and listened to a conversation that I had recorded four years earlier. I
flashed back on that silver sliver frozen cross section of a moment in time:

“. . . And you were asleep with a lit cigarette in your mouth, Cash. You were lying
prone, fully dressed, and the light was on. You had the radio blasting. I took the
cigarette out of your mouth”.
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The day that I had made that tape, my housemate on Divisadero Street, Rolf, had
been describing the disturbing state in which he’d found me the previous
evening.

He and I, and my other flatmate, Craig, were standing around our kitchen, on a
rainy San Francisco Sunday afternoon. Craig was fixing himself some toast.
Rolf was drinking a glass of orange juice. I was holding a spoon over the gas
flame of the stove, cooking up my morning dose of Heroin.

My roommates didn’t do hard drugs,15 but they were very nonchalant about my
use, even though I was an addict, and spent about $75 a day on the shit. They
didn’t blink when I pulled a capped syringe out of the pocket of my second-
hand, long-sleeved shirt and drew the acrid, brown liquid up from the spoon into
the rig. I tied off my arm with a microphone cord16 that was lying on the floor
and began plunging and plugging the needle into my arm, lunging in vain to find
a vein. To Craig and Rolf, I may as well have been eating my breakfast. In a
way, I was. Heroin had become a vitamin to me, one that my body couldn’t do
without for very long.

My roommates weren’t always so tolerant. When I’d moved in, they told me
that they would kick my ass and kick me out if I even did Heroin just once. (My
reputation had preceded me. It always does, even in a small, medium-large city
like San Francisco.) But gradually I started partying, a couple months after I
moved in, about the time that my band, The Vagrant Vampires, got signed to a
major label. I had lots of money and impending fame, two things that my room-
mates, also musicians, wanted very much. And I’d always brought lots of
yummy girls over, so the ‘mates liked and admired me and were willing to over-
look a few indiscretions.

I pressed “stop” on Mister Dictaphone, stopped hanging out in the past, and
drew today’s Heroin soup up into the insulin-type syringe and slammed it into a
fresh vein.

I’d cooked the Dope with a little holy water that Melody and I had stolen from
a church. (She needed it for some witchual that she was planning on intoning.)
“Maybe that will keep me from getting addicted again,” I laughed out loud as I
unwrapped the tourniquet of Vanessa’s discarded garter belt from around my
arm and laid back to nod.

I know I said that I wasn’t gonna use, but I was kinda depressed. I get that way
from time to time. I was not strung out yet, but probably would be by tomorrow.
This was my second day in a row using, this time.
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The first time that a person ingests an opiate, it can take
weeks or even months of daily use to become addicted. But
once you have burned those pathways into your brain, your
mind is electrochemically trained to get strung out in about
three days. And the more you get strung out and kick, cop-shoot-cop-shoot-cop-
shoot-cop, the quicker and harder and further down the spiral you slide each time.

Time will not undo it. There are hardcore career junkies who get forced by their
actions into the hell of kicking Dope in jail. They spend ten years in prison,17 get
“out the gate at eight, into the spoon by noon”. Within a week, they are commit-
ting enough felonies to get a hundred bucks a day from the pawnshop.

I know that this is how Dope operates. And I understand the physiology of how
Dope fits its corkscrews into your Soul. The reason for the ever-increasing need
is thus: The liver perceives Heroin as a poison. It produces ever-larger amounts
of the enzyme that metabolizes Dope. Therefore, over time, you need a lot more
to feel the same.

Despite the fact that I knew all of this, I also knew that I was different. I figured
that I could research and discover a way to make it work for me. So I was spend-
ing the afternoon listening to old Dictaphone diary tapes, reading old letters and
lyrics and trying to fathom what to do differently this time.

I did my third shot in as many hours18 and lay back to dream. But I had miscal-
culated my increasing tolerance, overcompensated, and passed into a deep nod.
For a timeless hour or so, my consciousness was a blank-slate dreamless sleep.
My heart rate slowed to half, my breathing became dangerously shallow. I know
this because I’d left Mister Dictaphone running mid-lyric. A later listen showed
that I had degenerated from some slurred songwriting:

“Standing on the Golden Gate Bridge     b b bc y     . 
looking for the girl who did not like to live.
Look for the girl with the atropine eyes, as she flies

drfcosgai `pmu t h e  q u i c k  
It’s another fucking sunset, and I’m checking out tonight.
Slipping into sleep, your memory slaps me awake
I don’t wanna die, I wanna fuck you one more time

24
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I feel that wave of. . . . . . . ”.

e ev t kl e e ev
into a frighteningly strained, slow snoring.

Later, as I slipped out my mini-overdose, I felt lucidly melancholic. Memories
from my past flushed and blushed my stirring, nodding consciousness. I recalled
vividly some of the most important episodes of my childhood:

Chapter 2:  A Mean
Childe

“Cash Newmann, you be careful down at the pond!” my mother called after me.
Words of wisdom, considering that I could not (and still can’t) swim.

I didn’t care. It was one of those idyllic Indian-summer days that seemed
ergonomically engineered for little golden haired seven-year-old boys. A day for
fishing and looking to birds and trees for the keys to the mysteries of the
spheres—the Chinese finger trap that only reveals itself to the young, the insane
or those under the influence of certain psychedelic drugs. . .and, oh yeah—to
those in love.

My family was visiting my Aunt Valerie and Uncle Ray’s farm. My parents were
up at the farmhouse talking about whatever it was that adults talk about. I didn’t
care. This day, this cow pasture, this pond were mine: created for my sweet,
devious seven-year-old brain alone.

I looked over my shoulder as I skipped down the hill to the pond. I watched the
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farmhouse getting smaller as the distance between us grew. I
thought about perspective. I thought about vectors and angles
and other things that I had read about. I’d been reading since
I was four. I had an addict’s thirst for books, especially those
about science. To me, the world was one big playground of my own creation, or
at least of my own interpretation. I was constantly reinventing my reality based
on the combined magics of science, religion, imagination and observation.

When I reached the pond, I stood and smiled back at the sky. Fat Old Sun was
ripe in the late afternoon, and sparkling his golden flakes on my longish (for a
seven-year-old) golden hair. I thanked science for the fusion of hydrogen atoms
93 million miles away that produced the rain of warmth upon my happy face.

I stretched my arms out to Mister Sun and yawned. I took off my Keds and my
socks, sat down at the pond’s edge and got ready to kill some fish.

Dipping my little toes in the water was cold, but I didn’t care. I squished my feet
into the mud and thought of the millions of years of history that had tortured hard
rocks into this soft goo.

I plundered into my paper bag and took a worm out of the Styrofoam bait cup. I
regarded Wormy for a moment, all a-squimmer in the sunlight. Then without hes-
itating, I stuck a hook through one of his five hearts and plunked the line into the
water.

The worm and I sat there for some time, watching the orange sky-orb slink
towards the horizon. I was thinking lots of thoughts. Little boy thoughts. Fishing
thoughts. Science thoughts. Fun, enchanting thoughts.

I thought, with some glee, pride and maybe a little shame, about my expulsion
from Sunday school.

At first I’d enjoyed my religious training. I liked the lessons and stories in
Sunday school. I listened eagerly to tales of the wise, 33-year-old hippie from
Bethlehem who tipped the tables of the money changers and turned the world on
its ear. I liked hearing about his early following of inquisitive (and sometimes
treacherous) men, and his curious, Beautiful and brave women

I’d even liked church. I adored the pageantry of it all; the stained glass, the tim-
ber and melody of the words, the cadence of the ritual and the crystalline resound
of the music. Oh yes, the glorious music. I loved the choir; that legion of farm-
ers and dentists and mill workers and their wives who transcend their lot in life
to became angels every Sunday. (It would be years later, at “The School of Jesus
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in the Field,” that I would actually sing in a choir—and get expelled from said
choir for smoking cigarettes.)

Um. . .the music. . .that thunderous organ, whose amazing, throaty bass notes
would rattle the church rafters, shake my lower back and make me squirm in my
seat and smile.

I guess I thought too much for my Sunday school teacher’s liking. She was some
poor old, Episcopal marmey matron who looked like a good orgasm would kill
her. She was the defender of the Lord’s will to me, though—as sage as any sci-
entist to little Cash. That is until one day, when she told us that the Earth was
only a few thousand years old, that all of the world’s critters were created in a
few days—not over millions of years. The scientist in me smelled a big white lab
rat. I did my research that week, and the following Sunday, brought her two
pieces of evidence as irrefutable by me as the Bible was to her. One was an arti-
cle from Scientific American about Carbon-14 dating. The other was the
Encyclopedia Britannica’s entry entitled, “Evolution”. She listened patiently to
me and then, in effect, changed the subject.

That week, I wrote a story that reconciled, in my mind, how the theory of evo-
lution could co-exist peacefully with the creation myth. My version began:
“Adam and Eve were amoebas. . . ”.

When I showed it to my teacher, she called the priest, then my parents. I sud-
denly found myself the only boy in recent memory to be excommunicated from
Sunday school.

It was not the last time I’d lose standing in a group for thinking too much and
sticking to my sling-shots. But it was the first time I realized firsthand that
knowledge is power and that the truth threatens those who simply parrot the
words of others.

I should have figured this out earlier. All of my heroes at the time (Jonas Salk,
Albert Einstein, Buckminster Fuller,19 and David Cassidy,20) were strong, free-
thinking men. Their vocabularies, it seemed, lacked the phrase, “You can’t do
that”. Either they had edited it themselves through years of empirical thought, or
maybe, just maybe, some divine intervention deleted it (and pointed it in some
other direction, perhaps Albuquerque?) Maybe that’s what makes men great, I
thought to myself—the absence of that phrase in their neuro-cortex. (It would be
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even more years before I would consider the possibility of the
existence of great, freethinking women. Like another sleeping
princess—I’d have to kiss a few first.)

I sat at the pond watching the nibbles on my line and thinking these and many
other thoughts. I was more watching the ideas float by then actually thinking
them, as actual thought requires work, and god dammit, this was my day off.

The fishing bobber was jumping at the end of my line, playfully taunting the
place where the water threatens to join the sky, held in place only by the crush-
ing air pressure that I knew to average 14.7 pounds per square inch. Finally, the
bobber dove under the skin of the water. I had a bite! I was busy daydreaming
though, barely aware of my luck. I was occupied with watching my (?) thoughts
float by on the imaginary screen in my head. At the exact instant, more or less,
that the fish had struck my line, the screen went blank, then it was filled with
blinding white light. Not so much white, but every colour at once, including some
I’d never seen before. (Perhaps infrared and nine different colours of ultraviolet?
Perhaps even further to the left and to the right of the dial: microwaves and sound
and radio? Regardless, it was a blazing and Beautiful chord.)

Then, words began to form on the screen. Well, not really words, and not really
images, but a completely formed thought expressed in some sort of endoceptual
binary cipher, encrypted to fit only my unique DNA. Actual elapsed duration was
close to nil, and in less time then it took my bobber to duck, surface and dive
again, I suddenly had a complete understanding of the true nature of God, put into
terms that any mortal seven-year-old scientist could understand. And it was this:

The universe is a dream created for my benefit. . .and the dream exists only
in the minds of three giants who have no bodies and live in the sky. They
spend most of their time playing poker and smoking cigars.

I was so knocked out by this revelation that I forgot where I was. No, that’s an
understatement. Much later in my life, while taking hallucinogenic drugs, I
would occasionally forget not only where I was, but even my name. (Or, on the
most psychedelic of all drugs, inhalants—particularly ether and nitrous oxide—I
would sometimes forget my species.) This time however, fishing at my aunt’s
farm, I was not on drugs. It would be a good four years before I would try mari-
huana, let alone LSD or the bane of my late twenties and early thirties, Heroin.
But I was more altered in consciousness that early autumn day then I would ever
be again in my life. I momentarily forgot not only where I was, what my name
was and my species, but I couldn’t for the death of me remember what form of
energy I took. I couldn’t be sure whether I was a single-cell organism, or perhaps
all single-celled organisms, at once. Or maybe I was a rock. Or a small village of
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lichens and slime molds on one of Saturn’s moons. Or my grampa. Or his work
boots. And I was (or was it we were?) squashed down to about two dimensions
(or maybe four, but I didn’t understand tesseraction yet—or even know that crin-
kled time might exist.)

This sensation stretched an eternity of frozen light years in my mind, and per-
haps five seconds in “real” time. Somehow my fishing neuro-function went into
autopilot.

About the time I was recovering from the file-transfer download of this glaring
knowledge, I was landing a Beautiful, shimmering, rainbow-opalescent, twelve-
inch, blue-gill fishy, all flopping and drowning in air at the end of my line.

I felt a certain empathy for him, as I was, and still am, about as home in the water
as this fish was in the air. (My whole life, whenever I get into water up to my
neck or deeper, I panic. I experience a sensation similar to being strangled. I
think, but can’t be sure, that someone held me down and choked me as a child.
To this day, I hate hands on my neck, even in a lover’s caress.) In water, I panic
and begin to have an asthma attack.21

This feeling of aquaphobia is almost identical to the sinking, drowning feeling I
used to get whenever a doctor or nurse would stick a needle in my perfect body.
I later overcame this fear in San Francisco, when I got into Heroin (and it got
into me). Somehow I never got over the water thing.22

I looked at the fish dying on my line. Was it sent by the three discorpereal giants
in the sky as an affirmation of their existence? I couldn’t tell; it had all happened
so quickly. I took the fishy in my little hands and removed it from my hook. I
held it and petted it a little, loving the feel of his glistening slime in my hands. I
saw his powerful mouth gasping for air, I watched his primitive gills opening
and closing. Suddenly I got an impulse to throw him back as an offering to tes-
tify to the three giants who now equaled GOD in my head. Sometimes when I
didn’t keep a fish to eat (endor dissect it to perform electrocardio experiments
with circuits built from parts from Radio Shack), I would throw it as hard as I
could at the skin of the water, where it would lay stunned for a few seconds on
the surface, then regain consciousness and swim back down to waterworld. This
time however, I simply gently let Mister Fishy go at my feet and watched him
swim happily back to his family. I’m sure he had a great fish story to tell the
other fishes, and was probably received either as a hero or a liar. (Do fish lie?
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hmmm. . . .)

Regardless, it must, I thought to myself, be quite an amazing
thing to a fish to spend a few moments, however painful, in
that other world above his sky.

I had fished and gleaned enough for one day. The Sun was going down. I decid-
ed to go back to the farmhouse and see my aunt, uncle, mother and father. I decid-
ed not to tell them about God revealing themselves to me. I knew that my fami-
ly would consider it a flight of fantasy, a product of my very developed imagina-
tion. . .and I knew it to be much bigger and more real than that. I knew it was the
truth, and I wasn’t about to have the truth tainted by the disbelief of others, even
if those others were people who loved me very much.

I decided to just tell them about the fish I had caught, and the blue heron I had
seen. (Herons are an endangered species that frequented the pond.) I told them
about the flock of geese that had flown over my head and squawked their odd
song at me. (My favorite Grampa, Lyle, called them “Canadian honkers”. An
avid hunter, he loved the “honkers” and would never shoot them. He would tell
me stories about their habits and games, in between playing reels and jigs on his
fiddle and quoting bible verse at me, as my amazed self sat cross-legged at his
feet, loving every enchanted second.)

(Lyle was the first in a long series of friends who’ve died on me. I was ten. I cried
for three days, and will never forget him for living.)

On my way up the gentle hill through the cow pasture that separates the pond
from my aunt’s house, I heard a rustling in the grass. The scientist in me (or per-
haps my inner-brat; maybe the brat and the scientist are the same person) decid-
ed to investigate. I walked slowly over to the clump of wild wheat that seemed
to be the source of the sound. I peered into the tall grass and saw a small garter
snake. Naturally, I reached down to pick it up, after first gingerly setting my fish-
ing rod and paper bait sack on the ground. The snake detected my movements and
took flight, eventually resting in another clump of wheat. As I reached down to
pluck him up in my hands, I noticed the purple rust of ergot mold growing on
some of the grain. I knew from reading that ergot was the precursor to the drug
LSD, as well as being a powerful poison, uterine medicine and a psychedelic in
its own right. I also knew that bread from ergot-infested wheat and rye was the
source of the hallucinations that caused erratic behavior and visions in many of
the women burned as suspected witches during the middle ages.

I gently picked the snake up in my little paws, and marveled at his23 majesty. He
shimmered a thousand colours in the setting sun. He looked at me with his cool,
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mysterious, black/translucent cataract eyeholes. We studied each other for some
time, and I decided to keep him as a pet. I explained this to him, speaking
earnestly and with patient supplication, and he seemed to agree. He at least
seemed resigned to the idea, even though he was secreting the milky substance
that snakes squirt from their nether regions when frightened. (Perhaps this is
why people think that snakes are slimly. They are not. Anyone who has ever
beheld one knows that they are glassy and cool to the touch. They seem wiser,
in some ancient way, than we. They have been around a lot longer than people,
and like cockroaches, will probably be here long after we blow this place up.
That seems fitting and right to me. Who better to inherit the Earth than insects
and snakes? I have always felt that man, and especially men, are silly in a lot of
ways. War is, or at least most wars are, a good example of this silliness.24 Maybe
that Nick Zedd quote in graffiti I saw when I was squatting an abandoned facto-
ry in DC was right. Maybe “war is menstrual envy”.)

I put the snake in the paper bag that had held my bait, and walked the rest of the
way up the hill to the farmhouse, being careful to dodge the poopie landmines
with which the cows had littered the field. (My too-cool, cigarette smoking,
delinquent teenage cousins called them “cowpies”.)

When I got to the top of the hill, I decided to put the bag with the snake in it in
my dad’s car. I would have brought Snakie inside to proudly display to my par-
ents and relatives, but didn’t, as my mother had a general abhorrence of all
things that creep, especially spiders and snakes. Pretty strange for someone who
had grown up on a farm (both my parents had been farm-brats, and they also had
owned a farm together before I was born), but I guess it made sense in light of
the fact that my folks had left behind their farming ways. They’d moved to
Welchton, New York, a bustling metropolis of 3000, and set up life in a big
house with a teenage son, a nine-year-old girl and their darling, blond baby boy,
Cash. Dad was a real estate agent, Mother was a happy housewife, and I was me.

I put the snake-bag in the backseat of the large, sleek black sedan and shut the
door. I went into the house saying, in a loud voice, “Hi honey, I’m back from the
club,” which is how I always announced my arrival. (Later, in San Francisco,
this would be amended to, “Hi honey, I’m homo!” or sometimes, “Hi honey, I’m
homeless!”)

My mother was pouring tea, and offered me a cup. I took it. They wouldn’t let
me drink coffee, and I enjoyed tea. It was relaxing and stimulating at the same
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time.

“How was the fishing, son?” My Uncle Ray inquired.

“It was fun. I caught a pretty big blue-gill, but I threw him back. I also saw a flock
of honkers”.

“Grampa Lyle and I saw a huge flock of them yesterday,” offered Aunt Valerie.

“It’s that time of year, alright,” said my mother.

This degenerated even further, into the sort of small talk that adults use to whit-
tle away the time left in their limited spans. For Christ’s sake, I’d just seen God,
and these folks were talking about the weather!

“I’m gonna go outside and watch the sunset,” said I, turning on my heel and spin-
ning around to face the door.

“We’ll be ready to leave soon, Cash Newmann. Enjoy yourself”.

“O.K, Mother. I will”.

“Of course I will. . . ” I thought to myself. How could I not; I now held another
key to the understanding of the universe.

I walked through the dimly lit hallway, marveling at the fresh smells of the farm-
house—hanging herbs, food cooking, my uncle’s pipe. Even the scent of cow
dung-encrusted workboots in the hallway contributed to the formation of this
heady perfume.

I opened the front portal and was amazed. The Sun had slunk even lower in the
sky in the few moments I’d spent inside. The horizon was awash with a million
colours, made just for me by the giants in the sky. It was perdition orange, jade
blue, frozen lake-hell violet and a colour I would later come to call “lysergic pur-
ple” after the tinge that my hallucinations’ halos took on when I was under the
influence of LSD.

I sat on the front porch and contemplated my good luck. Sometimes I just could-
n’t believe how amazing this world was, and how it was all created just for me. .
. .

By the time the Sun was down, I found myself in the backseat of my dad’s car. I
didn’t recall getting up and walking there. That sort of thing happens to me a lot.
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Later in life, when I was playing in a rock band, sometimes I would step offstage
and not remember any of it. It would be a blur that seemed to have only lasted
about two minutes. I would call this “out-of-body bass playing”.

I looked around my feet and found the brown paper snake-bag. I picked it up and
peered inside. Snakie was not there! He must have crawled away while I was
humoring the ‘rents or drinking the sunset!

I felt sad. My little pal was gone. I also felt bad. I was horrified at the thought of
that prehistoric reptile snaking across my mother’s high heels and giving her a
heart attack.

Mother and Dad came out to the car, all happy and chattering about banal things.
They climbed into the front seat. My stomach was sinking into my feet, but I
attempted to maintain aplomb or two.

I later told my dad, but we never found the snake. . .I think he crawled out a vent.
My mother, however, refused to get into the car ever again, and made my dad
sell the sedan soon after.

!~~##©’@`¼¼¼jee?’CD$$$DC’?eej¼¼¼`@’©##~~!

I stumbled out of those retrospective reminiscences and got upright and con-
templated shooting more Dope. The sick, sour wine smell of that drug had filled
my heart and would not leave. “Why do more? I am all about Dope,” I thought.
“If I am Dope, who needs Dope?!”

I was coming down and wanted something. I walked out my door and down the
stairs and went to the Hill Top Pub for a closing-time beer.

Chapter 3:  Buy This Life
The world is fond of the image of the starving artist. People love the archetype
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of the struggling, brilliant young man or woman, garrisoned
away in a garret, slowly going insane while producing a daz-
zling body of work, and then dying or being consigned to the
madhouse or skid row.

The rock fan who works in a gas station cannot afford to trash hotel rooms and
snort coke off of a supermodel’s breasts, so he pays Mötley Crüe or Too-Live
Crew to do it for him. The yuppie consultant cannot leave his job to pursue mad-
ness, so he finances madness in another by purchasing a powerful painting.

We pay our artists to live these lives that we daren’t live. When you buy a great
rock record, you are acquiring more than music; you are procuring a lifestyle.

I hate this crap. I am too busy living it to buy into it. “Tortured artists should be!
Fuck starving artists! Here’s to selling out with style!” I said as I raised my glass
to Jack, the bartender at “The Hill Top”.25

The Hill Top Pub is my favorite bar to drink in whenever I’m in town. In fact, it
is pretty much the only bar in which I’ll drink. The fact that it’s on the first floor
of the six-floor brownstone I call home not withstanding, I like the anonymity
that the place offers—the clientèle is mostly Chinese laborers and Filipino well-
to-do types who don’t know who Cash Newmann is and don’t care. I am often
recognized at the trendier bars in The City, places in the Mission District or the
Haight—establishments where the latest crop of 21-year-old, cigar-smoking brats
congregate to sip martinis and drink major microbrews and be nostalgic for an
era that occurred 30 years prior to their collective birth. I used to like being rec-
ognized on the street, but after years of it, it’s a hassle. I am not popular enough
to be afforded the financial rewards that could buy the isolation that big-ticket
Rockstars enjoy. I am popular enough, however, to attract a lot of idiots. The
public interactions that they foist upon me range from doe-eyed adulation to ver-
bal insubordination to, more than once, a stranger’s slap in the face for no mani-
fest reason at all.

Nope, I like to drink undisturbed, write my music alone and just cash my occa-
sional royalty checks—from seventeen records on almost as many labels. (I have
trouble playing the music-industry game. I make music. If the industry26 wants
to get involved, they have my number.)

I tour Europe three months of the year. I hate touring the states. I make more
money and am treated better in 90 days of playing 1200-1500 seaters in Europe
than in nine months of bars in America. I usually only play two gigs a year in the
states—New Years Eve and My Birthday.
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(Nice work, when I can get it.)

Some of my royalties are substantial, but the smaller ones, I simply sign over to
Jack, in exchange for swabbing out my massive bar tab. Jack knows the drill—
I scribble my John Adams on the back of the check. He hands me all the twen-
ties in the till, wipes out my debt and starts working towards another one, a cou-
ple hundred dollars in the black.

Jack doesn’t drink. He is a recovering alcoholic. He goes to “those darn meet-
ings” (his words, not mine) every day before his shift, but he never preaches at
me. It is an unspoken bartender-barfly confidentiality: Jack will help me if I ever
ask, and there is nary a word about it otherwise.27

Jack is a kind man, quiet and physically imposing. At 6' 3" and 185 lbs., he tow-
ers over me.28 He’s a very young 40-year-old; a righteous babe with a long
brown veil of hair and sleeve tattoos on both arms. He’s a handsome man of Irish
derivation, and is in full possession of chiseled-yet-boyish good looks. He works
out and eats well. He’s married to Missy,29 a Beautiful little 21-year-old gal from
the Bronx who he met at a meeting. They live nearby, and Missy brings Jack a
sandwich every night and talks to him and me for a half-hour or so before she
heads off to work.

Missy and Jack are the prettiest couple I have ever seen. She’s a tiny, little
blonde-pigtail thing with huge hazel eyes. She looks like a sexy lemur caught in
the headlights of a UFO. She’s a gorgeous sexcartoon of a woman, with huge,
firm breasts, an aerobically thin waist, shapely hips and pouty lips. She looks
like my mental image of God. She has a figure to live for and usually wears a
Harley Davidson shirt and thigh-high leather boots. Missy is very intelligent, a
great listener and a good conversationalist. She talks of going to law school, and
I believe that she could pull it off. She wants to defend juveniles.

Jack told me that when he first got clean, he prayed for a woman just like Missy.
Actually, his sponsor had told him that you can’t treat God like Santa Claus and
ask for stuff. Jack’s sponsor told him to only pray for others. So Jack made a list
of physical, mental and spiritual characteristics that he wanted in a woman and
made a deal with another guy. The other guy had a wife, but wanted a better job.
So Jack prayed for the other guy to get the job, and the other guy prayed for Jack
to get his dream girl.
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Jack turned down every advance by all other women (Jack is
very good looking and gets a lot of offers) and stayed celibate
for nearly a year until a shivering, dirty, skinny, little toe-up,
ex-ballerina prostitute showed up one rainy night at Jack’s
homegroup. Jack ignored the advice of his sponsor and all his friends and let
Missy kick Dope in his house. He played motherbird by feeding her and wiping
up her vomit and diarrhea. She gave him permission to handcuff her to the bath-
room sink while he went to work, so she wouldn’t split to turn a trick and cop
Dope when the withdrawal got particularly hellish. He also took the phone to
work so she couldn’t order out. He held her and petted her for 21 nights, until she
quit shaking and started sleeping.

The other guy got the great job, and Jack and Missy got married two months later.
They’ve defied all conventional wisdom by living very, very happily ever after.

I am fond of telling my friends that “Behind every great man is a good woman
he steals all his ideas from”. I may have even stolen that soundbite from some
girl, I’m not sure. For such an intelligent man, my brain is kinda scrambled from
drugs and alcohol (and carbon monoxide from a teenage suicide attempt.) I can
remember things that I did two years ago better than I can recall what I had—if
anything—for dinner last night.

It doesn’t matter anyway. One of my other soundbites is, “Everything that can be
done has been done. Being a great artist consists simply of being a good editor”.

I certainly operate on this principle—I’m as likely to include an uncredited stro-
phe or two from a Dear John letter in one of my songs as I am to brilliantly pull
the other 23 lines out of the ether. I do believe that songs come from the air. . .but
I certainly didn’t mind cashing the check at the end of the day.

Thanks, air. . . .

I guzzled some more beer and soliloquized to Jack and a few others in the Hill
Top:

“Anyone who gets his dick sucked for playing rock ‘n’ roll, and thinks he actu-
ally deserves it, is sorely deluding himself”.

I love to dispense such pseudo-wisdom to my less successful friends and to the
press, in the believable, almost religious manner that only glad-handing, ass-kiss-
ing folk like Rockstars, politicians and priests can get away with.

Then I’ll turn and let some 20-year-old, low self-esteem Beauty crock on my
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knob backstage, or in my Nob Hill apartment, and believe that I am special
because she is there for me. Like most third-rate Rockstars (and less attrac-
tively so, most would-be third-rate Rockstars), I simultaneously sk8 the razor
edge betwixt two conflicting yet related ideas—that I am, on one hand, the
crowning king of creation, and that on the other cut toe, I’m some gum under-
neath God’s roll-top writing desk. I either think that I am the most important
creature on this green earth, or the piece of shit on the bottom of The Almighty’s
shoe.

I rarely just realize the reality of the day—that I am good at what I do; I am a
small yet important part of this world.

My mind is a closet full of jammed contradictions. The worst part is that I know
it. Self-knowledge hurts. Sometimes I envy stupid people.

“Do me some favors, and maybe I’ll let you owe me some money!” I’d yelled
out at the bar last week while buying red wine for a room full of well-wishing
strangers. . . .

I often speak in quotables like this. I feel that I should be remembered, that my
purpose on this earth is first to feel and second to be commemorated.30 People
are good at retaining about ten words, tops. So I tend to speak in bumper stick-
ers, pop song hooks and pull quotes. Actually, I think in slightly more contorted
and layered parenthesis-within parenthesis (a helical syntax perfectly suited to
the non-linear, bang<*>splat&pow!-somewhere-else-fast connectivity of
HTML, but I’m a rocker, not a web page designer.) However, I’ve become quite
good at distilling these serpentine soups of reasoning down into little, pre-pack-
aged nibble-thoughts.

At age fifteen, I practiced being interviewed, with a tape-recorder and a mirror.
I lived in many houses as a child, dragged and trounced around by a divorce. In
the closet of these dwellings, and in hotels on tour, and in some strangers’ habi-
tations, I’m fond of writing little snaps of thought on the underside of shelves in
closets, and on walls behind dressers. I always follow these petite quotes with
the four dots of ellipsis to indicate that these words are a snapshot out of a short,
desperately important life. I’m writing my own “Cash Newmann slept here. . .
”.

I have always felt that if you don’t believe your own hype, then no one will. . .
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I knew I’d be dead by age 30. I have always known that.
Legends always expire young. So, it was quite humbling to
actually celebrate my thirtieth birthday and be relatively healthy, somewhat
happy and facing the future with a childlike, naïve, enthusiastic optimism.

The day of my thirtieth birthday, I bought myself a silver ring at Touchstone. I
have never taken it off. I will be buried in it. I bought it as a present for myself
for defying all the Heroin OD or beat-to-death-in-a-bar odds and living to a
decade plus a score.

The day of my thirtieth birthday, just for that day, I quit worrying about the future
and the past, took a big ol’ hit of now and just grooved.

Later that afternoon, I found out that two friends had just died. One was Christian
Gavin. He overdosed on Heroin, overmedicating a broken heart. The second was
Brian Goldbaum. Brian and I had once bonded over the death of his friend,
Mikeaholic. Brian and I had mourned by cashing Mikeaholic’s welfare check and
getting as much Heroin as we could.

Bob didn’t need the money anymore.

(Brian and Mike were two-thirds of “The Three Musketeers”. The third was Eric
Fiend. Eventually dear, sweet Eric died.

(It has been my experience that people with elective surnames like “Fiend” or “-
aholic,” don’t usually die of old age.)

Merely living to the age of 30 is not to imply that everything is all good. While
it probably is on an outward level (I have enough cereal and a nice apartment. I
have lovers to pet me and a sporadic career as an underground rock-guy), I feel
pretty confused inside. I pass off my constant contradictions as part of the artis-
tic temperament (or part of the human condition), but the reality is settling in
deeper—I hurt. It is that dull pain common among entertainers. It’s hard to tell
where the cause leaves off and where the effect begins.

The artist is too busy making omelets with his brains and plans to worry about
whether the egg predated the chicken.

I am not a wealthy man, but sometimes I have money. I usually have either a lot,
or none. I get a royalty check or an advance and live high with it until I’m broke.
I blow it living like a low-rent Rockstar—taking taxis everywhere and eating
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in restaurants—Mexican food, Thai food, sushi, even cereal. I spend loosely,
treating friends and lovers to dinner, movies and presents. I also lend freely.

I am pretty conscientious about taking care of all my bills. Whenever I get a
chunk of change, I pay my rent a year in advance and mail a batch of cash to
Mandy’s mom. Then, right before I run out of scratch, I go buy a big bag of rice
and a big sack of beans then collect debts and bum cigarettes ‘til some more
mailbox money arrives.

I probably could play the music game a little better. About three years ago, an A
and R rep was ready to offer me a HUGE deal. She had been perusing and pur-
suing me as a signing for some time. She was talking to me in the dressing room
after a wild and tight set at Club Lingerie in Los Angeles. I whipped out my
penis and showed it to her. She walked out, muttering some quip like, “Hey
Cash, don’t make a big thing out of this, not that you could”.

Snoopy, my manager at the time, had looked dismayed. Seeing dollar signs
winging out the door, he said, “Cash, I need to give you a little refresher course
in talking to A an R people”.

I slurred, “Man, git me ‘nother beer”.

He fired me a few weeks after that.

I haven’t sold out, but it isn’t really due to integrity; it’s from ignorance and lazi-
ness. I would sell out hard if someone offered, but I’m considered unreliable. I
do show up for most gigs and sessions. However, I’ve blown enough commit-
ments that people think “Only a fool would invest a lot of time and cash into
Cash”.

I push these occasional allegations aside; “I make music for people with dispos-
able lives, not disposable incomes”.31

Girls like me and do anything for me. I attract a particularly pretty and particu-
larly desperate class of female—raving Beauty, raging co-dependents who do
not feel like real women unless they have some broken man to mend. I enchant
ladies who have somewhere replaced their need to be a complete human with an
aching desire to be half of a twisted whole.
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I usually have three or four of them in my wings, with one
more on her way in and another on the way out. The quandary
of having five lovers is thus: It is not five times the fun, it is
five times the hassle. One of them always feels like killing
you.

Most of my kitties are pretty, but not all. I tend to pull in comely gurls, but I’m
not picky—I would take up with almost anyone who would don the pumps and
spread her stickies for me. Somehow though, I bat pretty near a thousand in the
looks department, and the ones that aren’t really pretty are usually really foxy, or
really smart or have some other attribute that makes them worthwhile to me.

“When your mojo ain’t workin’, go fuck a fat girl,” I once told a pick-up bass
player. “When you don’t get laid for a while, it gets harder and harder to get
some. Women smell desperation like dogs smell fear. Fuck a fat girl, and fuck her
really well. Not only are you doin’ a good deed, but they’re usually really appre-
ciative and dirty in bed. Most important, you will stop smelling like desperation
and start smelling like sex. I done gone without gettin’ any fifi for a while before,
but when it rains, I drown. . . ”

As callous as I am in this backstage (i.e. locker room) talk, I’m right-on with this
desperation thing—people who get laid, get laid even more. People who don’t get
laid continue to not get laid—and they get bitter. I’ve been there, and I’ve
resolved to not go there again. I never go more than about six weeks without get-
tin’ some, even if it means going to bed with someone that I wouldn’t go to lunch
with.

Chapter 4:  Money For
Nothing

I sat in my room, drunk and high. I pulled Mister Dictaphone from the inside
pocket of my well-worn, brown leather motorcycle jacket and began spouting:

“I have an unhealthy disregard for money. Money means nothing to me. I like to
have it, but I hate to have to work for others in order to obtain it. I cannot hold
onto it, and I don’t panic or even worry when it’s gone. I somehow always man-
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age.

“This not-quite contradictory, dichotomous attitude may have some basis in the
fact that I grew up in a house filled with rare pets, with the price tags still on
them. My mother ran a pet store in Wehauqua, a summer resort town ten miles
from Welchton. The summer population of Wehauqua is 15,000 (not counting
the bats.)

“In the off-season, the town is ghosted. To keep from getting ripped off, my
mother would bring the store’s stock home. We would live the winter among five
thousand-dollar purebred Pomeranian puppies and priceless Persian pussies. It
warped my sense of material worth, and made money into something that I felt
giddily guilty about. I still find this somewhat amusing.

“Everyone in my family is self-employed at something we love. We’re all
workaholics. We all work on holidays and my parents happily drudge on and
refuse to retire, even though they are in their 70s.

“As a child, I would sit in the back of my dad’s car as he drove around the back-
roads of our county. He made every moment a guided tour. He was a well-mean-
ing storehouse of trivia about everything. I would watch genteel, rolling hills
slant by, the late-afternoon sun kissing the cool breeze, and feel that anything
was possible. Dream it, then be it. . . .

“I was seven when God revealed itselves to me at the pond. I was a really smart,
aware and shimmery kid. I was relatively happy. This changed when I turned
eight. I was molested by a fifteen-year-old boy, and it really pissed me off. He
was the brother of my babysitter. The bastard didn’t shotgun me, but an eight-
year-old doesn’t really have the decision-making capacity for sex to be consen-
sual, even if he goes in the room without being forced.

“I was turned on by the act. This was very confusing. It caused me to begin
thinking about sex almost all the time, at an age when I should have just been
sublimating my desires by worrying about things like whether to become a fire-
man or an astronaut.

“I have talked to women who have been raped. Most of the women I know have
been. They all hated it. The most confused ones are the few who also physical-
ly enjoyed some aspect of their bodily violation. I think I have an inkling into
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that. It fucked me up pretty bad that I took pleasure from my
molestation while I was despising it.

“After that pussy-ass, trophy-stealin’ punk motherfucker did
his deed, he gave me a present. It was a bribe really, to keep me quiet. He hand-
ed me a small reel-to-reel tape recorder. This did several things. First, It made me
associate sex with being materially rewarded. This later came up time and time
again with me letting women support me. It also gave me a fascination with pros-
titution.

“In addition, being given a tape recorder also helped me become interested in
music and in chronicling my existence. I loved that tape recorder. Even now, I
feel incomplete when I am too far away from the mechanical means to archive
my thoughts.

“I can find good in anything. This is why I am such a festive cat, despite my dark-
ness. . . .

“Later the same year, a sixteen-year-old girl babysitter threw a pot party in the
house while my parents were gone. I didn’t see the pot, but I smelled it. The lights
were out and all the teenagers were paired off, necking on my parents’ antique
chairs. The girl pulled me onto her lap and made out with little me. She French
kissed me and taught me to pet, and she put her hands all over my hairless, little
boy chest. I got very turned on and thought that she loved me.

“The next day, I got her phone number and rang her to ask her out on a date. She
laughed at me and hung up.

“I got the feeling that somewhere, someone had lied to me.

“A year after these violations, my parents happened to get divorced. My little
eggshell mind mixed that with my guilt over being molested. I irrationally feared
that I had caused their divorce because I sucked a boy’s dick in the closet. I
stopped being happy all the time. Sometimes I was happy, and sometimes I was
filled with rage or shame. This vehemence would manifest itself in me scream-
ing at my parents and torturing and poisoning and cutting small animals.32 I
guess I felt powerless in the world, and it made me feel powerful to hurt other
smaller critters, the same way that the bigger boy had hurt me”.
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`pd  rr p
Close your eyes, to catch yourself from falling

Close your eyes, to keep your skin from crawling. . . .

fcc    oo  ss   ggaa    ii 
“My shame came out as being sorry for everything. I would overapologize. I
also went through a period of being overly honest, telling everyone everything
that entered my head. (I later heard a friend describe this as compulsive disclo-
sure.) I got really anal with honesty; if you wiped your boots off in my doorway,
I would try to give you the dirt because if I kept it, I felt that I was stealing.

“After a year of this, I got sick of guilt for imaginary stealing and started steal-
ing for real.

“I got caught shoplifting shotgun shells. I stole the book Steal This Book, and
decided I needed to steal shells to get powder to make bombs to overthrow my
school. When I got pinched, they decided to try to scare me straight. The shop-
keep called the cops, and I was taken to the county clink, a half-hour away. They
paraded little blond me by some caged crooks, who had been told to say lasciv-
ious things to this pocket delinquent”.

Scared straight by threats of violent homosexuality?

“My dad had to come and pick me up from the pound. When my mother found
out, she said, ‘First stealing, next it’ll be dope, and then sex!!’
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“She was right.

“The highwayside, redneck bait ‘n’ beer shop that I stole the
shells from was the same place that my second dead friend
died. Four years after my shoplifting episode, my buddy, Todd, was riding drunk
at 120 miles an hour. He had his head out the window, groovin’ on the rush, when
the driver missed the turn and drove through one wall of the bait store and out the
other side. Todd lost his head.

“Needless to say, they couldn’t put it back on.

“Sometimes his head would appear to me at night. I had a series of recurrent-
dreams/quasi-nightmares as a child. They all contained highly evolved, surreal
symbolism and a bathetic sense of the absurd.

“In one of them, I am laying in bed dreaming with my eyes open. The ceiling of
my room is filled up with the hum of two electric motors that take up my whole
view. I’m holding my arms outstretched, with a piece of string in between my
hands. There is a force-field betwixt the string and the turbines. I can feel it keep-
ing their weight from crushing my chest.

“In another dream, I hold my arms out to the Sun, which is 20 feet in diameter
and three feet away from me. I can feel its heat, but it does not burn me. Inside
it, I can see a cross made out of iron. The cross is charred, but does not melt.

“In another, I confront a little man with injurious, glowing eyes. He is in my
backyard saying that he will have to take me ‘to the tower.’33 I woke up from this
one trying to scream, but no sound would come out.

“Yet another dream found me in the backseat of a car, looking over the shoulder
of the me in the driver’s seat. I am going somewhere, but I never get there. I keep
passing a witchy-woman in the woods. She is tending to a psychedelic-coloured
pile of glowing, ice-like crystals that are growing out of the ground. The crystals
are emanating a pulsing, frozen lake orange and hell-violet aura. (I would later
be amazed to meet Kitty in DC and see that she had independently painted my
dream and titled it Ice Goat.)

“To little boy me, dreams would seep into my waking hours. I would lay on the
couch and hallucinate that the TV was watching me. My eyes would telescope
the set to a million miles away and then up to a centimeter close and then back
again. I would perceive hallucinations that were more powerful than (but similar
to) drugs, which I had not yet needed to discover.
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“The first time I had this waking dream, I was watching the particularly surreal,
Christian children’s series, Davy and Goliath. Later, it always made me associ-
ate that show with a feeling of vertigo. I tried to describe this experience to
adults. In another era, I would have been thought to be possessed, but it was
merely given to the realm of ‘an overactive imagination.’ (Later, when my fever
hit 103 degrees and I was taken to the hospital, they figured out that I had
mononucleosis.) But the mold was set; I could later have these feelings at will.
(And often independent of my will.)

“When I was eleven, I started smoking pot, with the bad seeds in my town. My
pal Jody literally lived on the wrong side of the tracks. His mother was on wel-
fare. She would lie and lay in bed, high on Valium and booze and lure truckers
to her house with her CB radio.34 (Her handle was ‘Sugar Britches.’) There was
almost always an eighteen-wheeler parked out front.

“Jody could come and go as he felt. He had a plump, sexy, white trash girlfriend,
Latisha, and he got her pregnant. (She looked like it was really fun to make her
pregnant. . . .)

“Jody was fifteen, and knew how to drive a car. I really looked up to him. My
dad was a good person, but my parents were divorced, so I didn’t see Dad much;
therefore, I looked elsewhere for my male role models.

“The first time I smoked pot, with Jody, I didn’t let on that it was my first time.
I am not even sure that I got high. I do know that the next day, I stole pot from
him.35 When confronted, I lied about it. Then I offered to turn him on to some
of ‘my’ pot. He kicked my ass, took the pot (and my money) and then offered to
smoke some pot with me. I did.

“I am amazed at how much I looked up to him.

“I always have had a Jody in my life—some stronger, older, more bad-ass male.
I don’t know if it is latent homosexuality or simply poor identification with
males, but I seem to have a need for this character in my life. Later, in The
Vagrant Vampires, it was Dick Hopper. After that, in my solo band, it was Wolf,
or sometimes Pee. I don’t know why I need someone to fit this role, and I don’t
know why I get so co-dependently insane caring about what he thinks of me.
When more sensible people are furious with my behavior, I don’t much care. But
when my Eddie Haskell is slightly irked at me, I have a hard time even having
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a good day”.

Chapter 5:  All About
Kaia

I dropped Mister D. and noodled out into nods of more memories of my little
past:

The period from age eleven to fourteen is a blur. I was smoking pot and getting
shuffled around between parents, and getting into trouble. I was raging at kids
twice my size and getting beat up. (Less likely than you would think; a lot of bul-
lies are all talk.) I started skipping school. I still got good grades, because I was
smarter than most of my teachers. (This only added to my frustration. They
would sometimes correct me when I was right—because I knew a word or under-
stood a concept that they did not comprehend.) The whole thing leaves a bitter-
ness in my heart. Maybe a few years of therapy would fix it, but I would prefer
not to recall some parts of my life.

A lot of things happened to me when I was fourteen. . .I guess this is in keeping
with the astrological idea that things happen, your most important, life-changing
events occur, at intervals of seven years, i.e. age 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, etc. Not
necessarily your best times; they could be your worst. But unmistakably the most
tumultuously momentous. So far, it has worked out for me: at age seven, I met
God. At age fourteen, sexdandrugsandrockandroll happened. (In Lolita, Nabokov
informs us that whatever a boy does at 14 sets the tone for his life. I took LSD,
learned guitar and fucked.) At age 21, I moved to California and started my band,
The Vagrant Vampires. When I turned 28, The ‘Vampires got signed to a major
label, an end I’d been working on since age fourteen. The seven-year thing is sup-
posed to have something to do with the alignment of the planets being similar to
where they were when you were born.36 My explanation for the seven-year
thing’s biorhythmic validity, other then observation, is that, according to some
science article I read, every cell in your body is replaced every seven years. .
.every seven years you are a completely new person. (Except, I think, for your
brain. You are born with a finite number of think-cells, and as they die, they are
not replaced. . . .)
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So, when I was fourteen, I had consensual sex for the first time. I took my first
hit of acid (after much time spent in a local library; I researched all drugs thor-
oughly before trying them.) That year, I also started playing guitar, keeping a
diary, writing poems and lyrics, carrying a Mister Dictaphone and otherwise
documenting my thoughts.

I met Kaia in Wehauqua. The funny thing about Wehauqua, New York is that
since people are only there for nine weeks, a lot of the bullshit is automatically
dispensed with. You can get past “Hi, where are you from?” really quickly, and
become someone’s really good, lifelong friend in a day. I’ve kept this attitude
and skill my whole life. I can’t measure the number of occasions that after a
short period of time, someone says to me, “I feel like I’ve known you a lot longer
then I have”. It’s a recurring phrase that has haunted and delighted me forever.
But it started in Wehauqua.

Kaia was sweet, short, smart and curvaceous. Enough baby fat to give me a
hardon and enough emerging woman to keep me hard. We were both fourteen,
both virgins and both in love.37 We spent the summer holding hands. This lead
to kissing, leading to other things. We professed our love to each other, and felt
that we meant it.

It was a slow and Beautiful process. I would meet her every day, after my typ-
ing class, outside the octagonal building where she took her guitar lessons. We
would take long walks and make out in the woods. We would hold hands and
drink the luxury of smooth-skinned youth and the promise of the Beauty that the
future held. We would joke that holding hands was a digit-strengthening home-
work exercise for our respective summer classes.

The trees, the grass, the sky, the chimes of the bat-filled clock tower by the
lake—the whole world was all made just for us. Everything seemed bright and
unlimited.

We would kiss for days. . . .

I Turned Kaia on to pot. (This was back when I cared about such things—now I
only smoke marihuana medicinally, if I am kicking Heroin.38) We liked to
smoke a little, every few days. We’d watch the world, our world, slow down to
comprehensible speed. It seemed so. . .ours. It felt like we could travel anywhere
together, just by sitting in one place and letting the Earth turn past us. When your
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destination spun by, you’d simply jump off onto that spot.

Kaia’s friend, Karen, also wanted to try weed, but wanted to
try it alone. I gave her a little and told her how to smoke it.
She got busted by her dorm mother and shipped home. That girl also, I heard, got
pregnant the first time that she had sex.

Some kids have all the luck.

Kaia and I spent the whole summer unfolding into each other’s arms. Near the
end of the season, we knew it was time.

We skipped up the stairs to my mother’s apartment, hand in hand. Lady luck was
being good that day. Lady luck had even left a note:

Dear Cash. . .I’ve had to leave town for the day on business.
I won’t be home until very late tonight. There’s cereal for you.

Here’s $5.00. Go see a movie and have fun.

—Your loving mother.
PS: Please make me always proud.

I Took Kaia by the hand and lead her into my mother’s room. I laid her on my
mother’s bed and started kissing her. I kissed Kaia all over, from stem to stern.
She reciprocated with that delicious, hungry teenage mouth of hers. We were one
person, not sure where each other began and ended. We were trying to occupy the
same space at the same time. Somehow we ended up naked. Kaia pulled my body
on top of hers. I placed my erect member inside. I lay within her, suckling on
nape and pretty, fleshy lips.

But I didn’t know that you were supposed to move up and down. After about five
minutes, I rolled off of her. I got the feeling again that somewhere, someone had
lied to me. It wouldn’t be the last time. I asked her if it had felt good.

She lied, “Yes my love”.

About a week later, the summer was over, and Kaia returned to her home in
Lackawanna, New York (a suburb of Buffalo.) I wrote her several long and ardent
letters, professing my love to her. She didn’t answer them. After ignoring three
or four such pleas, she wrote back, a very short, stern note:

Cash. Don’t say you love me. You don’t know what love is.
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I’m dating a 28-year-old coke dealer who makes me cum.
I love him,

and he loves me. Please stop writing.

Love, (sic) Kaia.

There it was again. That nagging feeling that somewhere, someone had lied to
me.

Sometimes I feel that sex, even great sex, is a lie. How else could someone look
into your eyes and mean it, claw at your back and drown you in orgasmic juices,
become one with you, be totally vulnerable and then weeks (or even minutes)
later, be yelling at, or worse yet, ignoring you. I’m 32 years old, and still don’t
know. Maybe I never will.

After Kaia dumped me, I got another girlfriend, Margaretta, right away. She was
a short, pretty, witty, Salvadorian artist. She was very brown—almost lookin’
Negro to some. (What is it about me that makes dark-skinned gals go so gaga for
my firm, sweet, pink little English/French-Canadian/Welch/Irish/German ass?)
She was Beautiful in the way that I love; she looked like a cat caught in the head-
lights of a car. Her birthday was Halloween, and she was witchy and twitchy and
full of smart, creative cool.

At sixteen, Margaretta was older than I. Like Kaia, she played guitar, but was
also an excellent painter. My involvement with her was the beginning of me con-
sidering the scent of linseed oil an aphrodisiac. I think she defined my archetype
of the ideal girlfriend—the template that I still run. Margaretta and I are friends
today. I try to just forget about Kaia, and consider Margaretta my first gal.

+===<<ß÷~¢¥å@ŽXŽ@å¥¢~÷à>>===+

I sat up. It was still night. I was still in a waking-overdose and I was still unstuck
in my past. I sleepwalked into the bathroom and tried to piss. I was too high to
tinkle. I stood there for a endless fifteen minutes and finally un-nodded enough
to pee. I shot up the Dope left in the spoon and recalled more of my early adult-
hood:
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At the end of that Wehauqua summer, my friend, Sasha
Maduro, was going back to DC and he said that there was
room for me in the car. He also said that his dad would still be
summering in Wehauqua for another month, and that I could
stay in their mansion for a few weeks.

Chapter 6:  Brother, Can
You Spare Some

Herpes?
We stopped along the way and Sasha double parked while I ran into a store and
bought chips and candy with foodstamps, and produced a triple take from the
cashier and bag boy as I walked out and jumped into the Jaguar convertible. We
ate government-subsidized junk food and blasted the Blaupunkt as we sped south
towards my new life

When I first got in the car, I hadn’t thought much about what was in store for me,
or how long I’d stay.

Sasha and I whiled away the drive time by talking about punk rock. Now under-
stand. . .like my hick Welchton friends, my first knowledge of punk had come
from Rolling Stone. That magazine had painted punk as an ugly scourge of dis-
affected Brit-youth who loved to fight and hated Pink Floyd. I loved Pink Floyd
and at the time, hated even the idea of violence.39 At first, I had no clue that the
American version of punk rot could hold a place for me. . . .

But Sasha painted a pretty fairly glowing picture. . .that the DC punk communi-
ty was a place where misfits were not only readily accepted, but also celebrated
for their rogue attitudes and caviler approaches. He told of a brilliant, sponta-
neous network of kids who had decided to throw away convention and make their
own rules. . .he spoke of band-run record labels, teen-organized gigs, alternative
(back when the word actually meant something) radio shows, etc.

About three hours into the nine-hour trip, I had begun to form my own grand
scheme for world domination: Tonight, I would arrive in DC. Tomorrow, I would
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find some rich senator in search of a young, blond, long-haired boy to keep as
his pleasure pet. I would move into his mansion, and he’d give me lots of spend-
ing money. I’d take the third day off, drinking in the opulence of it all, ordering
around the servants. By day four, I would start a group. I would enlist the most
cutthroat, insane young musicians I could pull out of the squats. They would be
blistering players, but lacking in direction. They would trust my crystalline
vision, follow my word as gospel, and revere me as a god.

Day five would see my group setting up residence in the Senator’s mansion and
composing a blistering set of supercharged, antiestablishment youth anthems. I
would be the main singer, but they would all yell along on the choruses, in true
egalitarian spirit.

On the sixth day, we would make a single (recorded on a boom box), press a
thousand copies, and quickly get famous.

On the seventh day, me and the band would relax, and sit around the Senator’s
pool, guzzling martinis and daiquiris, and see that what we had done was good.

When Sasha and I actually arrived at his dad’s mansion (in an extremely afflu-
ent DC suburb in Maryland.) I was relieved and amazed. Relieved, because my
back hurt from sharing the non-existent backseat of the tiny sports car with a
spare tire for hours; amazed, because I could never have dreamt that the place
could be so plush.

The habitation was a twenty-five-room spread of wealth and prominent con-
sumption. Dad was a powerful lawyer40 whose specialty was suing the United
States government for various corporations. I feared yet liked him. . .he played
guitar, and he mowed his own lawn rather then paying some kid five bucks an
hour, and then joining a gym that he’d never go to, like most millionaires would.
He also was trying to invent a way of quanitizing the melodies of all songs with
nascent copyright software, to make them all searchable in a huge database, for
copyright litigation.

Sasha and I wasted no time before breaking out the two hits of LSD that I’d
brought for good luck. (Back when I cared about that crap. . .my motto was prac-
tically “Don’t leave anywhere without it”.) We drank huge mugs of coffee as we
waited for the legendary stuff to do its legendary thing.
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We watched the regal mansion breathe around us (it was
exceptionally strong LSD.) Sasha had never tripped before.
He spent an hour looking at a particularly accurate brass bust
of himself make faces at him. (His dad is an amateur sculptor.
. .and quite a good one.) I wondered and wandered around the estate in one of
Dad’s silk bathrobes, pretending that I lived there. Sasha and I spent about half
an hour sitting on the basement floor and staring at his friend’s drum kit. He final-
ly came up with the hilarious truism; “Drums are the ultimate in, ‘What the hell
do you do that for?’ ” We saw a silverfish climb out of an unused basement fire-
place and decided that it had crawled up from hell. Then I found a pile of
mildewed Time-Life books on Nazi Germany. I spent countless moments
enthralled with the act of consuming page after streaming page of holocaust hor-
rorshow. Then I decided, in a flash of inspiration, that I had to shave off my long,
Beautiful blond locks and change my name to “Billy Auschwitz”. Why not? No
one knew me here—why not begin anew with a completely fresh misidentity?
When I informed Sasha of my plan, he said, “Um, Cash. . .are you sure you want
to do this?”

Hmm. . .the thought of not doing it had never even crossed my liquefying brains.

“Of course I want to do this. Will you help me?”

Sasha went upstairs, and then returned from one of the many rooms with the fam-
ily dog clippers in his hand. We ceremoniously buzzed my head while listening
to the only punk rock in the house—his copy of The Sex Pistols’ Never Mind the
Bullocks. I had never heard it in its entirety, and hopped-up on hallucinatory
chemicals, it sounded amazingly vibrant.

I watched in shuddering laughter as he deftly manipulated the buzzers across my
skull. It felt great. . .and I was astonished to watch the transformation that was
taking place in the mirror. With the fall of each goldie lock, I was incrementally
going from being a soft, feminine-looking hippie to being an extremely mean
looking, masculine creature. I kept saying out loud,

“I. . .AM. . .A. . .HUMAN. . .MALE. . .ANIMAL!”

To compound the effect, here and there we impatiently left some little tufts. . .the
impact of these patches was to make me look like a chemotherapy client or con-
centration camp victim. I dared the mirror to a stare down and thrice declared, “I
AM BILLY AUSCHWITZ!!!”

We lounged around the Olympic-sized pool, drinking more big mugs of coffee. I
imagined that the pool, the mansion, the Bösendorfer grand piano—all of it was
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mine. I strolled around the two-acre grounds and pretended that I owned it and
had bought it with the profits from punk rock.

We finally came down from the acid around midnight. I picked a room out of the
dozens available and drifted off into a gooey sleep. I had several dreams of being
a punkrockstar and taking the world by storm as Billy Auschwitz.

After about a week, I came to my senses and changed back to my given name.
The next day, Sasha’s dad returned, and I was becoming a nuisance, eating all
his cereal and filling up his huge house with my Beautiful, undeodorized stink.

I started sleeping in an abandoned factory in Georgetown (a very yuppie section
of DC.)

I stopped staying in the factory when a rat crawled across my face one night
while I was falling asleep. He was after the stale bread I’d dumpster dived and
had in my knapsack/pillow. I decided it would be better to sleep in the park, and
did so many nights that summer and fall.

That year I ate out of garbage cans. I begged, borrowed and occasionally, stole,
but I rarely went truly hungry. I have always been staving in Soul, but almost
never in tummy. I have forever been emotionally hungry, seeking more, never
satisfied with what I have on hand, even if it is all I could ever need.

I have always been, in one way or another, starving in the company of Beautiful
women.

Chapter 7:  Get a Job
Since I was broke and living off my friends in DC, they decided that I had to get
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a job. I got hired by the first place I applied. (Even though I
was still an evil punker, my hair had grown out from skinhead
to crewcut length, and I looked semi-respectable, though it is
my belief that anyone who bases respect on looks isn’t wor-
thy of respect. So I made it a point of giving away as much food to my friends as
I possibly could.) It was a healthfood restaurant called “Natural Grass”. The
owner, Ocean Flower Chi Weiss, was a tie-wearing, New Age geek who hired me
because he “liked my vibe”. The fucking blockhead’s first question in the inter-
view was, “What’s your sign?”

I made sandwiches there for several months. At first, I was homeless and work-
ing. I would wake up in the park or in the factory or in a doorway with a pound-
ing hangover, pull my only necktie out of my pocket, tie the decorative noose
round my big wrestler’s neck in the rear view mirror of a car, and stumble to
work. At the end of the day I would wash my only collared shirt in the sink at
work, hang it in the alley on a hanger to dry, steal enough food for me and my
punk pals, and return to the empty factory and drink with the pigeons. We would
huddle in the dark by candlelight and listen to Circle Jerks and Black Flag on a
little boombox powered by stolen batteries. We would pass the time by talking
about the hopelessness of the world, by smoking cigarettes butts and taking turns
fucking a very pretty, really depressed, really fat punk teenlette on a urine-soaked
mattress. I forget her name.

I imagined that my life was a movie. I guess the movie was Clockwork Orange.
The only problem was that I hated classical music and was not particularly moti-
vated to violence. But somehow it worked in my mind. . . .

I got sick of DC. I threw a dart at a map and moved to Richmond, Virginia on a
whim. I switched from guitar to bass, put up posters and tried to start a band. I
sold my guitar and amp to a coke dealer boy for 200 dollars and a three grams of
blow. (He fronted me a fourth gram. I never paid him.) Playing bass would solve
at least one of my problems in starting a band. Then I would always have a bass
player, and I’d just need a guitarist (Guitarists are a dime a dozen. . .though
decent ones are about two-bits each.)

I settled into a natural, for me, rhythm: Wake up at four p.m., drink tons of cof-
fee, go visit friends, come home at two or three a.m. Snort borrowed coke and
write songs and drink beer ‘til I passed out, usually around dawn. Wake up in me
clothes around three or four p.m. and begin anew. In two weeks, the grams of
coke wuz gone, but I had the grains and skeletons of about ten songs, all of them
unique, and all good-to-great. I was onto something.
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One afternoon, I was snapped out of a death-like sleep by the tattoo of a rapping
at my door. I awoke with my bass across my chest and the buzz of the amp fill-
ing the room. Various scraps of paper with various odds of lyrics and chord
changes scribbled on them were scattered all about me. Flies were buzzing
around a half-eaten, Blue Front Café cheeseburger in the dead air of the swel-
tering heat. I threw my bass aside41 and stumbled up to get the door.

On the other side was a most curious man. He was tall, drug addict-skinny and
even more disheveled then I in his faded jeans, holey sneakers and cigarette-
burned long sleeve shirt. He looked like a gangly, yet more handsome, young
Lou Reed, or maybe the defeated preacher in Grapes of Wrath. He spoke:

“Are you Cash Newmann?”

“Yeah,” I replied.

“I’m Terry. I got your address from the station director at WVCU. He said you
were looking to do some evil pop music”.

I asked him what his favorite bands were.

“Don Cherry, The Ramones and John Coltraine”.

“Come in,” I said.

Terry sat down and wordlessly took out his guitar. He looked like a spider,
hunched over the instrument cases that lay on my dirty, cluttered floor. He was
all limbs. . .I would guess he was six-foot-two, but weighed about the same as
little stocky me. He silently pulled out his ax (one of those funny lookin’, thick,
hollow-body electric jazz numbers, with duct tape over the F-holes) and socket-
ed it through a futtering, old unmarked distortion peddle and plugged that into
my funky, fourth-hand bass amp. I jacked into the second input, tuned up to him
and commenced to play one of the songs that I had written in my previous month
of lonely, productive, self-imposed sabbatical.

It was magic. Unlike the white-boy blues wankers to whom I’d subjected myself
over the previous couple months, this cat could play. Actually what he didn’t
play was as amazing as what he did. He had a stylistic sense of reticence that I
had never encountered in a human, let alone a musician, particularly a guitarist.
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He was the only guitar player I’d ever had to tell to turn up.
Then, when he did play, it was unlike anything I had ever tast-
ed. He alternated between clipped punk rock power chords
and single note anti-melodies that more resembled jazz horn
lines then rock ‘n’ roll leads. In fact, he never took a solo. I loved that.

After an hour of playing, I spurted, “Let’s be a band!”

He nonchalantly shot back, “O.K.,” and it was on.

Terry was unemployed too, and liked to sleep late. Every afternoon around three
or four, he would lurch into my pad, and we would pool our pennies, nickels and
dimes to buy some macaroni and cheese and as much generic beer as we could
afford. We would drink and laugh, and eventually get around to playing at about
10 p.m. In two weeks’ time we had a set and a name: Translucent Infant. (The
name was Terry’s idea.)

All we needed was a drummer.

We somehow found Dash, a grad student in English at VCU. He had classic good
looks, like a 1950s matinee idol. He’d only been playing drums for a year, but
somehow he was great, and perfect for us. His background and tastes resembled
Terry’s jazz-and-Velvet Underground more than my Pink Floyd-and-punk rock,
but it worked. Very well.

We moved our base of operations to Terry’s sister’s house, where Terry lived,
because we could make loud there. We really believed in ourselves, and did it for
love of noise alone. We were heroes, so damn the zeros.

In three practices we sounded like a band, and a darn good one at that.42 Now all
we needed was a gig.

In the nastytime, Terry and I had become reluctant friends, but tight. His speech
was as reserved as his taut musicianship—when he did open his mouth, it really
meant something. He was an unwilling genius, seemingly unequipped to survive
in this world or the next.

I figured he needed a girlfriend, so I hooked him up on a blind date with my
friend, Trustme. She was a smart, Beautiful punk rock chick who had (or was)
bad luck with men. After several abortive attempts, I forced them together into
the same room.

That was fourteen years ago and they’re still together.
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Terry’s sister’s boyfriend, Gary Queen, also attended our rehearsals, and lived
with Terry. He was an interesting character. He would go to DC on the week-
ends, turn tricks with men and buy Heroin and shoot it. He was smart and sleazy
and I liked him a lot. He had a lot of life spark, more then most. He was also the
first person I knew who died of AIDS. He died in 1986.

I booked Translucent Infant (or as Terry was fond of calling us, “Cash n’ Dash”)
anywhere I could. . . blues bars, frat parties, backyard barbarques, bar-mitzvahs,
lobotomies. We were great and unique but met by indifference. Except for our
loyal fifteen or so friend/fans, we were ignored. I got depressed about it, and
drank even more.

By then, I was humping a wonderful woman named Becky. I had met her one
day at my old house on Wellbeloved Street, where I stayed when I first landed
in town. I just walked out of a room and there she was in the hall, all smiling that
Southern-sweet smile and bustin’ out of her shirt. It was love at first sniff; we
were both lonely and horny and we needed each other.

I think the elapsed time from “Hi, what’s your name?” to “Was it good for—pass
the cigarettes—you?” was about an hour and a half. From that point on we were
inseparable. After work she would run to me, after practice I to her. . .we were
in love, bad. She was Beautiful, short, all smiles and breasts and perfect little
body and intimate brown eyes and she loved to fuck. She was a wholesome gal
with a dirty mind. . .my favorite. When we walked down the street, I held my
head high while rednecks whistled out of pickup trucks at her, even as she held
my hand. Things were good.

We had a lot of fun together. One memorable night was our trip to see Fibber in
DC:

I had been hearing about Fibber from the guys that I used to live with. Johnny
and Deady were DJs at WVCU, and deified this band for some reason. They told
me all kinds of interesting tales: The guitar player was a Vietnam vet, the band
met in college at frat party (they certainly didn’t look like frat boys to me
though; they looked like sleazy, xool,43 older men.) I’d heard that Fibber were
drug addicts, and that they sometimes let the audience come up and play their
instruments while they went to the bar and drank. That sounded far out to me. I
loved their music, too. It was simple—most of their songs had two parts, one
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part or even less—but it was deep. It was simultaneously cel-
ebratory and sad—poetic and guttural. You could dance to it
or pass out to it, or both.

Becky and I got tickets in advance through Plan 9 Records. When the lucky day
came, we were very, very excited. Becky got all dressed up. She was cluelessly
cute. I came home and found her doing the bunnyhop in front of the mirror, lis-
tening to the Fibber song, Never. This inspired me to start calling her, “Rebecky”
on the spot. She was wearing a red and white checkered gingham babydoll dress
and sporting an Easter bonnet. Girl looked like she was on her way to a barn
dance. She said, “Oh Cash, I haven’t been to a concert in so long!”

She then tackled me and threw me onto the bed, opened my zipper and began
sucking. I said, “Baby, what was the last concert that you saw?”

She stopped slurping me for just long enough to say, “Supertramp and Bob
Seeger”.

She then went back to her business. I lifted up her skirt and stuck it in long
enough to splurt cum into her perma-wet pussy. I stayed hard and inside her and
rubbed her clitty with my thumb for about fifteen seconds until she shuddered
and poured. Then I slapped her on the ass, pulled her skirt back down and said,
“Thanks, Babe”.

It was going to be an interesting night, indeed.

The drive was fun. We stopped three times to pull onto little-used sideroads and
make love. I made a special point of stopping on Route 666. Becky was kinda
disturbed at this, having been raised Southern Baptist, but she shed no tears and
went along with it because she loved her man.

We got to the 9:30 Club44 and parked down the street. We went around back and
smoked the joint she had saved for the occasion (I didn’t really like pot, but she
did. Pot had ceased being fun a few paranoid years earlier. By this slice, I was an
alcohol man. I used to like drugs that change the channel on reality. But for the
past bunch o’ years, I have only liked drugs that turn down the volume.) I lifted
up Becky’s skirt, knelt and licked her little pink butthole. I spit on my cock and
began boinking her in the ass. We were standing up. I forcefully pushed her up
against the brick wall. She rubbed her clit and came instantly and said that she
loved me. I was so turned on that I splatted globs all over her ass. I wiped the shit
off my cock with a rag that I found on the ground and said, “Blow me, you
Beautiful, healthy little whore!” (I don’t lose my hardon when I cum.)
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She said, “Gladly, baby!” She reapplied her lipstick and knelt down in the rub-
bish to wrap her pretty worm-lips around my root. I didn’t bother to tell her
about the two HUGE rats that were fearlessly watching us during the doing of
the daring deed. I swear that they were bigger than cats.

We went back into the club. It was totally packed. The show had sold out and
Fibber had added a second performance. I grabbed Becky and tried to go back-
stage.

I was astonished that no one tried to stop us. We walked down the stairs and
acted like we were supposed to be there. (More often than not, this approach
works in most areas of this life.) We were also surprised that there was hardly
anyone down there. Just the band, the manager, and one woman interviewing
them for a radio station.

I introduced Becky and myself to the band. They seemed unimpressed. They
seemed larger than life. I was star-struck, and I am sure it showed.

I had brought copies of the Translucent Infant 7" E.P. to give to the guys. I hand-
ed them out all around the room. I’m sure that I thought that they would take one
listen to it, fall in love with my free and convoluted spirit, and make me
famous.45

Stebe, the relentlessly steadfast drummer who held their glorious mess together,
wordlessly bit his copy in half. I was crushed, but undaunted. I gave one to Bill
Splatter.46 He said “Thanks,” and went back to calmly conducting a Dictaphone
interview with the woman from WGNS.

The guitar player, Ned, was the only one who was really nice to me. He told me
that he had a radio show in San Francisco, and that he would spin my record, at
least once. I was so happy!

I asked Ned if I could have one of the band’s beers. He said “sure” and incurred
a dirty look from Bill’s co-lead singer, Bruce Juice. I sipped the beer-of-the-gods
for a few minutes and tried to think of something to say. After a while, Bruce
said to me, “Hey man, why don’t you get outta here”. Rebecky and I turned to
leave, crushed, and one of them added,” . . “but your girlfriend can stay!”

I was hurt, but impressed. To me it seemed like the treatment that I deserved
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from my idols. It increased my resolve to move to California
and become a Rockstar.

The show was great. Fibber did not go to the bar. They stayed
on the stage and played the hits furiously. I was especially impressed by Ned’s
truck-jackknifing-on-the-interstate guitar playing. It was the sound of Western
civilization crumbling. It was magic; not only in sound, but in the fact that what
his fingers were doing did not seem to correspond with what was coming out of
the speakers. Bill and Bruce alternated on lock-groove, live distorto-bass loops
and drunk, poet-in-the-gutter lead singing. At times, Stebe’s amazingly clocked-
in, idiot-savage, simple drumming was the only thing that kept the whole mess
from dissolving. The between-song patter consisted mainly of admonishments to
the DC scene for fostering the Straight Edge movement. Everything that Fibber
did seemed contrary to that ideal. They were a walking, squawking, attractive
promotion for the sinister Beauty inherent in hedonism.

Becky was a good companion—sweet and smart. She was a great listener and a
good conversationalist. She also supported me financially and would fuck me,
very well, any time and place I wished. When she didn’t feel like fucking—very
rarely—she would hold me, kiss me and dote over me while I masturbated.47

In short, Becky was everything that a short, pig-headed misogynist asshole of a
man like myself could want in a woman, and more. She was totally true to me,
and lived only to please her man. She cooked for me and loved me and cleaned
up my messes and she was my best friend. Becky even bought me my first nice
guitar, a Fender Telecaster. (I later smashed it in a drunken rage.)

I was bored, though. When a man gets everything he needs and everything he
wants and is too immature to appreciate it, it frustrates him. Also, in the back of
my mind was the sneaking suspicion that I was somehow not worthy of this heav-
enly treatment. I began testing Becky.

Even though I was a malicious drunk, I would get her to buy me a bottle of wine.
We would share it (with me drinking the pig’s share), and I would fuck her and
then verbally abuse her. I would tell her that she was ugly and fat. (Nothing could
be further from the truth—but almost any woman will believe these lies if you
are convincing enough.) I would say “If you really loved me, you would go to the
store and buy me a root beer”—even though it was 3 a.m., the dead center of win-
ter and a woman had been brutally raped the night before by the railroad tracks
between our house and the store.

I got my root beer.
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I would often walk around town in a daze of smug self-satisfaction, telling
myself that I was the “luckiest boy in the world”. Sometimes the ego would strip
away and it would be just me and my god walking and talking about stuff. I
thanked my god for my gifts in secret and flaunted them in public. (It would be
ten years before I would hear “If you don’t [humbly] use your gifts, they will kill
you”.)

I haunted that town and became a legend. My spirit still walks those streets, and
people still speak of me in hushed tones and degrade me with drunken spiels. I
am a folk hero there, and when I sleep, my living-ghost still wanders Richmond.

Even though I only lived in Virginia for two years, when I moved to California
I told everyone I was from Virginia rather than Upstate New York. This was par-
tially because I had felt more at home in Richmond, and partially because when
you say you’re from NY, most West Coasters assume Manhattan (as if there is
no Upstate—even though I grew up 300 miles from New York City and know
better.)

I’d rather be thought of as a redneck then as a New Yorker.

Translucent Infant had entered Inner Ear Studio48 in Arlington, Virginia and cut
the LP follow-up to our 7". Becky helped pay for it. We pressed 1000 copies, and
put the covers together ourselves in a big record-stuffing party. We crammed
1000 hand-Xeroxed covers into big freezer bags and cut off the zip-lock tops
with a razor blade.

The day after the record came out, I tried to kill myself (and landed meself in the
nuthatch.) I foolishly felt that since I had two records out, that my life’s work
was complete.49 Also that day I had backhanded Becky in her face. I had never
hit a woman before. She and I were in “our” van,50 stuck in traffic. I was driv-
ing her to work at the Toco Bell. She was actually whining about something (me
not having a job?) which was unusual in itself. I don’t know what happened. I
was freaking out at the pressure of trying to maneuver through rush hour traffic
and listen to her whining. I hit her. She cried. I dropped her off at work.

I felt entirely ashamed. I wanted to die. . . .
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I woke up again from my death-dreams of daze past. I was in
Frisko in my Nob Hill bed, high as fuck on God’s own junk-o-delic, Heroin. I
kept vu-vuing back in time. I tried to sit up, but Morpheus pulled me back into
the bed and made me look at the movie screen of the book of life and watch more
shit that I was sure I’d gotten away with:

After my suicide attempt, I ended up in the boobie hatch. Becky visited me in the
fidget farm often. She would sneak me into the closet and fuck me really well.
She told me that she had rented us a little cottage on Peacock Lane, and told me
how Beautiful it was, and how she was fixing it up for us. It would be our new
home, our new beginning, our new life, when I got out. She forgave me for hav-
ing cheated on her. (I did fuck other women during our relationship. . .and then
would promptly admit it to her. . .like I said, when a man is given everything he
wants and is too immature to handle it, he gets bored. Jesus, some of the cheat-
meats weren’t even pretty.) Becky just wanted to build a perfect little nest for her
tortured genius of a boyfriend. Alas, it just wasn’t to be. . . .

I have one very vibrant, crystallized cross-section-of-a-moment of a memory that
recurs often, even today:

It is fall.51 Leaves are changing colour and falling at my feet and licking my shuf-
fling paratrooper boots. It is not too cold. The still, autumnal quiet is occasional-
ly interrupted by a slow breeze that brings a welcome smell of wood smoke while
simultaneously warning “Hey kid—enjoy it while you can. That long, mean
Virginia winter is right around the corner!”

Bare skeleton trees marble a gun-metal grey sky. I am walking across the bridge
on Jefferson Park Circle near Montebello Avenue, wondering what to do with my
life. Suddenly it hits me like a ton of books. “I’m gonna make records!”

It was as clear as the day.

Later but still back in time. . . .

I ended up living in Richmond with a woman named Caress. I had taken up with
her after my suicide attempt, after Becky had tried to nurse me back to mental
and physical health.

After that, I’d thrown Becky out of her own house. I’d started having Caress
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spend the night, in a bed that was almost still warm from Rebecky and me lay-
ing together in it. This was a bunk of broken dreams for Becky. She had so want-
ed to make a little family for us. She needed so badly to live to please her little
man, and by turn please herself.

It hurts me still, eleven years later, to think about this. I viewed myself as a lov-
able scumbag, living the rock ‘n’ roll dream. I was an adorable, madcap doll-
boy—a rat in paradise. If it meant turning my page midstream on the one per-
son outside my natural family who truly loved and cared for me, so it was to be.

Caress was quite the opposite of Becky. Caress was a blue-eyed, tall, slender-
yet-shapely, red-haired52 Beauty, of Lithuanian descent. (I have a “thing” for
Eastern European girls, Russian-Polish Jews being a particular weak spot.) She
had Beautiful, ruby red, full gypsy lips that begged to be kissed, and looked like
they had semen dripping off them even when they didn’t. She was intelligent,53

like Becky, but unlike Becky, she was educated. She was an honor student in art
history at VCU. And while Caress was expert and passionate in bed, she had
other things to do with her fire then to devote it entirely to pleasing men, such
as satisfying her own appetites for life in any way she liked. But goddamn, she
was sexy and alive and I loved to tie her up and kiss her and lick her from her
stems to her stern and pump her full of nectar. Kissing her felt like taking a core
sample of life for later amazing analysis. She hides in my memory, lives in my
DNA. Caress was pure hedonist—sparkly and slightly hippie (though she hated
being told this.) She was one of those rare individuals who, in lieu of a recog-
nized talent (such as oil painting or playing the oboe or the electric bass guitar),
simply lived life as an art, and did a damn good job of it. Much of my percep-
tion of what is valuable in people is based upon what is significant to them.
Caress found it important to do things like take time out to go and water a little
pine sapling that she had pulled outta the trash and planted in the woods. She
volunteered at the SPCA socializing doggies—i.e., petting them and talking to
them to make them more adoptable so they wouldn’t have to be gassed.

She also liked getting fucked up the ass. She was a dirty girl who always smelled
healthy and clean. She walked straight out of my prettiest, dirtiest dreams, into
my life and into my bed.

Take me out to the ball gag. . . .
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After I had spent few days with Caress, Becky came by to get
some more of her things. I would never forget my mixture of
pride and shame when Becky’s aching voice accusingly
declared “You’ve already found another woman. . . ”.

I asked her how she knew. . .she said, “I can smell her perfume on our bed”. (I
don’t know if one would call patchouli a perfume. . .but you get the snap.)

I was saddened by her hurt, but somehow felt powerful because I had the ability
to wound a woman with my actions. . .and this realisation made me even sadder.

Sometimes I am ashamed to be a man. This was one of these times.

I usually tell people, “I’m a boy, not a man”. Somehow even now, at the age of
32, lying out loud like this makes me feel better. It also exonerates my actions. .
.as does me telling people up front when I meet them, “I’ll probably end up hurt-
ing you. Don’t say I didn’t warn you”.54

This disclaimer attracts as many as it repels. And the ones that it does attract tend
to be really sick.

Something about this is fine with me. . . .

(I used to put on a CD of the band “Painkiller” to run people out of my house
when I wanted a party to be over. It would drive almost everyone away, but the
few who would stay were the ones that I really didn’t want around.)

I hate crowds.55 But I love the one-to-one magic of looking into a girl’s eyes and
unfolding into her Soul. I love the first few months or weeks or days of a love
affair, before it becomes work and tastes stale. I wish that I were man enough to
only want one gal, but my heart is scattered all over the globe.

I end up holding candles for so many that I get burnt.

What is it about me that I can fall madly in love with a woman, look her in the
fucking eyes and fucking mean it more than anyone ever fucking has, then walk
down the hall to go pee, bump into her roommate, fall in love with her, and for-
get about the first girl?

Don’t ask Becky. She might have the answer. . . .

´Ãö°·±d!±zªº!ª€´§ªß§ª€´§ªß´§¦³´§ª€´~¦³Ãö°·±d!±zªº!
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Caress and I had a blast in Richmond. For several months we were one. We
furled completion as two little 20-year-old kids discovering the world through
each other’s eyes, aglow with the Beauty of a new, blossoming love.

We did fun stuff together. It was our own personal perky pretty little Old
Dominion astonishment quest. We ran around and laughed and fucked in the
woods and in alleys and in Edgar Allen Poe’s room down the road at UVA.56

(We broke in and did it on his bed.) Caress and I talked to children and petted
cats. We went skinny dipping in cool streams in the gentle rolling hills of the
Blue Ridge mountains. We did it doggy style, kitty style and everything in
between, everywhere. We took acid and ran around exploring the steam tunnels
under the campus (once coming up in the morgue in the medical building and
looking at corpses by flashlight while tripping, just for kicks.) We lay on our
backs and flirted with shapes in clouds, and medicated and meditated on waves
of floating, puffy-fluffy cumulous nothingness.

But something was amiss in Virginia. I needed acceptance on a larger level. I
wanted “artistic fulfillment,” (ha!) and I wanted it badly. Translucent Infant were
great, but no one cared. We had a record or two out, but they weren’t selling. I
could barely give them away. (I was very happy, years later on tour with The
Vagrant Vampires, to see one of those vinyl Frisbees in at Lovegarden Records
in Lawrence, Kansas, selling for 75 dollars.) Translucent Infant couldn’t even
get a decent gig in Virginia. Everyone wanted to hear party rock. We played
“bad-time rock ‘n roll,” and there was not yet a market for it.

When I left the mental hospital, I was strongly encouraged to see a therapist. For
a spell, I was keeping appointments with this marmy matron once a week, and
lying to her a lot. But some truth filtered through. She told me that she thought
that I was an alcoholic, so I stopped seeing her. The problem, I postulated, was-
n’t me, it was my environment.

I decided to move to a major metropolitan area and start a band, and slug it out
‘til everyone in that town who liked weird music had heard me. If my music was
wellbeloved, I’d keep doing it. If not, I’d decide it was me, and not my environ-
ment, and sell my guitar, buy a typewriter and “become a writer”. That’s what I
promised myself, Caress and a few friends as I prepared to split. I was leaving
town “for my sanity, for my happiness and to keep from slitting my wrist”. (As
I have often said, the only reason to commit suicide is to hurt others, and if I
must hurt people, I can hurt them more alive. This thought often keeps me suck-
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ing air long enough to find other reasons to stick around.)

So, it was only a decision of where to go. I narrowed my
choices down to New York and San Francisco. I picked San
Francisco, for a mess o’ reasons. For one, I’d never been there. I’d been to New
York, and knew it was big, scary and ugly. Also, SF was farther away. In New
York if things didn’t work out—and I didn’t think that they would have—there
would always be the option of moving back Upstate to my parents or to Virginia
with my tail planted squirmly between my legs. This would be harder to do from
3000 miles away.

Also, I knew one person in San Francisco (Berkeley actually): my friend, Sasha.
I had already surfed the couch in his dad’s mansion, and I liked him a lot. Why
not follow him again? He fed my ego and had an interesting mind.

I called him, collect, in desperation one day from Caress’ house in Richmond. I
told him of my predicament, and asked him if I could come out and claim his
couch. He said “Of course”.

I said goodbye, hung up and asked Caress if she wanted to join me. She thought
for about eight seconds, smiled, said “no” and kissed me deep.57 I wouldn’t leave
for two more weeks, but that kiss and subsequent hug really felt like “goodbye”
to me.

Goodnight, Moon. Goodnight, god dammit.

I sold everything I owned, except my guitar and amp. I went to the only pawn-
shop in town and cashed in a stereo and some piano tuning tools that my dad had
bought me, that I had never learned to use.

I used the old Boy Scout packing rule: Lay on your bed the absolute minimum
you can get away with taking, then pack half the things on your bed.

I threw it all into a garbage bag with my life savings (one hundred and twenty-
seven dollars), five hits of LSD and a one-way Greyhound bus ticket. My new
life was set. I wouldn’t leave for three more days, but it was already done. The
bag was by the door. . . .

Those three days were spent in Caress’ arms, in one long kiss and fuck.
Amazingly, I didn’t even drink during that 72-hour period. I just filled that
princess with as much gush and kiss and pet as possible. It was the first time in
my life I wasn’t breaking up with a girl or watching her ditch me. I was simply
leaving, and leaving a big clunk of my heart with her. Virginia is for Lovers, that
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state’s chamber of commerce is fond of saying, and it seemed true.

It would be years before I would get to “leave my heart in San Francisco”.

I have one particularly fond memory of the last or second to the last night I spent
with Caress:

We were sitting on her back porch, smoking cigarettes and drinking iced tea. We
were watching the dusk paint Beautiful purple and turquoise splotches all over
the high, unmown lawn of her backyard. It was a warm, positively sexy evening.
I took Caress by the hand and pulled her smiling 5' 11" of gorgeous, vulgar, pret-
ty, raw sex-cat self gently down into the tall grass. I kissed her on the lips for a
long time. I worked my compact, little muscle-pup body down her firm, small
breasts, to her belly and then past her skirt. I snaked my agile tongue into the
river where her legs met. I supped her sweet, clean, earthy juices until she shud-
dered and moaned and clawed the dirt. Her smell mixed with the whiff of the
earth, the grass and the night like some forgotten food.

I mounted her, held down her willing arms and proceeded to pump her full of
buckets of spunk. I then lapped up this river of millions of little me’s flowing out
from her gates of heck. After she cummed again, we held each other and watched
Venus, the evening star, rise on the horizon until we got too cold. Then we went
up to her bedroom and fucked more, and listened to a live Joy Division record.
We danced and jumped up and down on her bed and laughed and cried.

Goodnight, god dammit, and Goodbye Baby.
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Chapter 8:  Beautiful Bad
Trip

It was a dark and oozing night. I ate the first little perforated blotter
square of acid about ten minutes after the Greyhound pulled out

of Richmond—I wanted to “prepare” myself for California. I needed to forget the
painful image of a barefoot Caress in her sweet farmer’s wife dress, crying and
waving goodbye as the midnight bus sped towards DC, eventually heading west.

It was dark on the bus. There were several other passengers, but they were asleep.
I sat alone in the farthest-back seat, chain smoking Marlboros and watching the
night whiz by through the frost-covered frosted windows.

I was tripping and time had compressed, hard. It was two-and-a-half hours to DC,
but it seemed like moments. Baltimore was 40 minutes past Washington, but I
thought it was another stop across town. The metallic aftertaste of the colourless,
tasteless LSD gave way to the tobacco-melting, lysergic ice crystal halos slick-
ing through my glowing brain. I finally flew into a fitful sleep. I dreamt that Tom
Joad’s granny was sitting next to me on the bus. She was puffing wacky tobaccy
in a corncob pipe and cackling maniacally.

I awoke cold and still tripping when the bus stopped after dawn in Pittsburgh.
There was a half-hour layover there, so I went inside. I called an old girlfriend
who I hadn’t spoken with in years. The last thing she’d said to me (after return-
ing from some funky Be Here Now-type Zen meditation workshop in Colorado
with Swami Havnaguttime Vishnuverhere) was “I know the answer to life. And
I know, Cash Newmann, that you will never get it”.

When I’d said, “I’ll never get what?”, she’d replied, “I didn’t think so”.

She had turned her back and tramped off. (Why does a woman’s ass always look
best when it is walking away from you forever?)

I stood at the phone outside the Pennsylvania bus station, smoking and shivering.
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The girl wasn’t home, but her mother told me never to call again. (This has been
a reoccurring theme in my life. . . .) I hung up feeling happy, dangerous and lone-
ly as I got back on the bus.

I ate another hit of acid. . . .

In Cincinnati, I almost turned around and took another bus back to Virginia. I
missed Caress so, and was afraid to be a lost little boy in a big city about which
I knew almost nothing. But like Saint Joad, I pressed on.

By the time the bus stopped in Chicago, I was tripping too hard to contemplate
turning back. I resigned myself to my decision. It seemed out of my hands any-
way.

I sat with my knees under my chin smiling maniacally, and wondering if I was
happy.

The bus felt as if it were moving even when it wasn’t. I had become one with the
seat, one with the road. The experience was heartbreakingly breathtakingly bor-
ing. I sat back, ate a candy bar and smiled at mile after undelimiting mile of
America whizzing by me.

When we got to Cedar Rapids, everything out the window looked like one big
corncob. Sitting in the back of the bus, fever dreaming about my new life in
California, all that I surveyed seemed to run together, to echo like nitrous. It was
sort of as when Fred Flinstone drives and the backgrounds just repeat and repeat
times 1023rd.

I grooooved on this thought for a while.

A cute, strawberry blond, redneck farmer boy got on in Des Moines. He was
going to visit his grandmother in Nebraska. We quickly befriended each other,
so I gave him his first ever hit of acid. After he started coming on, I showed him
my copy of The Book of the Subgenius. Farmboy perused said tome and decid-
ed that Cash Newmann=Satan, and moved to the other end of the bus. We never
spoke again.

The motor coach stopped for an hour in Omaha. The Sun was risin’ all majestic-
like over the grain elevators. . .another brilliant sunrise for you n’ me. . .another
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glimmer of one of the only constants in my life. I lit a ciga-
rette (one of my other constants, unfortunately) and stood out-
side admiring my breath crystallizing in the early morning,
clean country air. Omaha was the farthest west I’d ever been,
and it was the halfway point to California. I felt that it meant something. I didn’t
know why, but at that moment, it felt important.

(I didn’t know that somewhere across town, the future love of my life, [or one of
them, anyway] Melody Annabella, was getting ready for to catch the bus to her
grade school, wishing she were anywhere but Omaha.)

I felt good, and my Fred Flinstone future looked groovy, or at least interesting. I
was free, 21 and tripping. . .and it was Halloween.

A peculiar man got on the bus in Omaha. He was about 50 (he seemed older. In
fact, he seemed dead), beefy and wore a cheap suit and a grey crewcut. He would
blow his nose into his hands and wipe it up onto his crown. The booger pomade
made his anesthetized hair stand on end.

He was disgusting.

He also had one dead eye, an opaque cataract cloud on one window to his Soul.
It scared the shit out of me. I thought that he was The Devil.

Before he’d boarded, I’d been talking to this really cool woman. She was black,
simple, humble and she loved her husband and two young sons. She was about
35, and Beautiful. We spoke for a long time and became friends, or at least what
passed for a friend at that point in my life. Her name was Colleen.

After Omaha, I came back from the bus bathroom and Ol’ Dead Eye was sitting
next to Colleen. He seemed to be frightening her. He was showing her a half-inch
high stack of hundred-dollar bills that he had in an envelope. (“What was this guy
doing on a bus?” I thought to myself, “I fly when I have that kind of money”.)
Ol’ Dead Eye was talking about all manner of shit, some of which sounded
vaguely racist to my tripping ears. I leaned over him and asked Colleen, in full
earshot of the old lunatic, “. . .This guy bothering you?”

Colleen nervously said “No,” but I knew that she was lying. When Old Dead Guy
got up and exited nervously to the bathroom, she leaned over and said “He real-
ly is bothering me. . .a lot”.

When Mister Satan got back from the washroom, I said to him, “Colleen is my
friend, and you’re bugging her. Why don’t you go sit somewhere else?”
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Devilguy fixed a melting, departed glare on my electric drool-aid face. I was
looking into the furnaces of perdition for one honest man, and coming up with
an empty, dead hand. More accurately, it was like looking into the eyes of that
demon in my childhood reoccurring dream, the one where the old troll sees me
and mutters, “I guess I will have to take him to the tower”.

The opalescent-eyed lunatic took a swig of Ol’ Jesus brand whisky and drawled,
“Boy, if you hate me that much, I’ll get off this bus in Lincoln. But I am a man
of God and a man of my word, and I’ll tell you this; my brother-in-law is the
lieutenant governor of Georgia. If you ever set foot in that state, I’ll make sure
you’re locked up for ninety-nine and one-half years”.

I believed him.

Ten minutes later, Deadman was gone from the bus and gone from my life. I took
my last hit of acid and watched Halloween go by in America.

The scenery started to change, slowly. It still had the Hanna Barbera repetition
factor, but it was starting to look more and more like the surface of the Moon.
(Or at least how I remembered the Moon looking on TV when I was six and
watching a man take that mannishly small, big jump for humanity.)

I was tripping hard. By then, I was arguing with Tom Joad. He was crouchin'
next to me, stuffing freebase cocaine in the corncob pipe in his dead grandma’s
mouth and telling me that I owed him money for the pot that she gave me a ways
back.

The next stopover was an hour in Denver. I was pleasantly amazed to find the
bus terminal announcements being made in Pueblo (a language sounding so for-
eign to me that it defied everything little Anglo/Latin-based me could figure) and
then in English.

Then my heart stopped; I found myself 20 feet away from Ol’ Dead Guy. He was
staring at me, pinning me to the wall with his moribund countenance. How had
Mister Satan gotten ahead of a direct bus and beat me to my next stop? I thought
maybe he’d used some of those hundred-dollar bills, chartered a helicopter and
trounced ahead, just to fuck with me.
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(Or maybe he really was The Devil!)

Years lurched in the seconds it took him to walk right up to
me. I suddenly wanted to be somewhere, anywhere else, fast.
(This is a feeling that I have had often. In a sentence, it sums up all the reasons
that I have taken drugs for so many years.58)

The Beast scrutinized me. Decades passed. He spoke:

“Hey partner,” he said, extending a shivering, bony hand for me to flap. “I just
wanted to apologize for my behavior back there in Nebraska. I’m your friend”.

I reluctantly shook his exoskeletal leather paw.

He told me that he was going to Los Angeles to speak the Word of God to large
congregation. After telling me this, he disappeared.

Somewhere in Utah, I almost got left behind. The bus stopped at a Wendy’s for
breakfast and I wasn’t hungry. I wandered off and walked around. An hour and
five minutes later, I was floating down the highway. A sinister Greyhound
screeecehed to a halt and the large wax figure of a stillborn fetus driving the bus
under a heat lamp said, “Get in”.

I slid to the back of the bus and decided not to talk to anyone else. As we pulsed
across Utah and into Nevada (the scenery now looking less like the Moon and
more like Mars), I wrote little poems to pass the time. One went like this:

`̀ppmu  ppWhen I went through Ohio, there were cows there.

w wx x xy y yz z
When there’s cows, I drink milk. u
When I went through Utah, my eyes were parched,

and when my eyes are parched, I don’t drink. kl m m mn o u
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e w w wx x o w n  f o x

j h e  l a z y  o g

(This couplet would later serve as the lyric for one of the Vagrant Vampire’s
stranger compositions. I would sing it live, but on record, the honor went to the
guitarist’s wife, Natasia. We asked her to sing like an seraph being scraped by a
bus. She obliged.59)

I spent the rest of the journey trying to sleep. When that didn’t work, I would try
to forget about Caress (to no avail) by visualizing my new life in California. I
thought a little about how I would survive there.

I mulled on how nice it would be to see Sasha again. I pictured him waiting on
his porch for me, the early morning sun highlighting his strong, dimpled, boyish
features and Beautiful, athletic smile. I saw him throwing his arms about my
road-weary frame and inviting me inside to bask in his opulent world and sip
cappuccino in the breakfast nook while we caught up on each other’s exploits.

As the bus entered the state of California proper (to the sight of purple mountain
majesties fibrillating into the sky), I extended this image even further. My idea
of my arrival went something like this:

Chapter 9:  Bummer Of
Love

The bus would pull up at about 2 p.m. to the intersection of Haight and Ashbury 
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Streets in the mythic city of San
Francisco. It would be a Beautiful day—

sunny and hotter than The Devil’s whore. I walk off the bus, guitar case in one
hand, rucksack in the other. My blond hair is flowing in the wind as I walk down
Haight Street. All the hippie, punky, alterna-types are smiling at me. They are all
Beautiful and healthy and pretty and sexy. Some tall, bearded and beaded guy
sees me and stops to talk. “Hey brother. . .my name is Bummer. You look a little
lost. Hey, cool! You play guitar? What’s your name?”

“The name is Cash Newmann. I play bass, too. . . ”. I replied.

“Wow. My roommate’s band needs a bass player. You should come over and jam
with them”.

We walked about two blocks up Haight to his gorgeous, three-story Victorian
townhouse. It was painted a dozen colours and had stained glass bay windows
depicting the birth, life and death of Momma Cass in triptych. A few Beautiful
people were sitting on the steps, sharing a joint.

We hit the joint, said “hello” and walked on in. I savored the overwhelmingly
balmy tranquillity washing over me. While the mood of the street had been happy
and sweet, almost a hip Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood, the inside of the house felt
like a cathedral of calm. Yet there was activity:

My new friend Bummer lead me from room to room, giving me a sort of 50-cent
tour of his home. I wasn’t not sure how many people occupied those spacious
digs, but I’d venture it was around fifteen. They almost all seemed to be doing
something creative. All the doors were open, and as I walked through the house,
various little scenes of imaginative activity could be seen in each room.

In the first chamber we passed, a tall Beautiful woman with red hair and bare feet
(who looked not unlike Caress) was practicing cello in a flowing dress. “That’s
Martha,” said Bummer.

In the next room there was a boy writing something on a green-screen word
processor. He had his feet up on an antique roll-top desk, the keyboard on his lap
and a phone tucked under his chin. He was watching a robin on a limb just out-
side his window and talking to someone on the other end of the line about
“rehearsal times”.
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“That’s Malcolm Winston,” said Bummer, “one of the finest playwrights in
California, maybe the world. Come on, let’s leave him alone”.

As we were leaving, a short, pretty, dreadlocked hippie-looking girl who smelled
of sex and patchouli was gliding by us to bring Malcolm a great-smelling cup of
herbal tea.

In the next room a couple was making love. In another, people were sitting
around, discussing some sort of pro-tree demonstration they were going to stage
in Oregon the following week. In another room, a boy was wearing a dress and
modeling for another boy who was sculpting his visage in clay.

We finally ended up in the kitchen. It was a dash of fragrant activity. Two girls
and one boy were fixin’ some sort of feast. The aroma of edibles being prepared
smacked me softly in the face. I hadn’t realized how hungry I was.

“This is Cash Newmann,” said Bummer, “he’ll be staying with us a while, won’t
you Cash?”

I nodded “Yes”. Bummer introduced me to the consortium of cooks. He said,
“This triumvirate of trenchermen is Karma, Pretty and Jimi”. Then, grinning
mischievously, he spun on one heel and left the room.

I was particularly taken by the girl named Pretty. She exuded that sort of healthy,
brunette, non-shaved leg, rural Pagan allure that I used to just love (before the
big city graduated me to kittywhores in pumps, perfume, pearls, makeup and
lingerie.) She was wearing a red babydoll dress that barely covered her consid-
erable chestal regions. Her determined nipples were erect and perky, standing at
attention and looking up at me. She was a few inches shorter than my 5' 5", and
had a smile that seemed to say, “Welcome”.

Indeed, that was the first word out of her mouth.

“Welcome, Cash”. She resolutely grasped my hand as she said it. She stroked my
palm and examined the lines on it. “Where you from?”

I told her about Richmond, about my band, and about why I had left. I told her
about Caress, and how I missed her. Something about Pretty awoke very primal
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feelings in me. I thought of Mother’s Day as a child, of mak-
ing that hand print clay thing in school and giving it to Mom.
I thought about the echo chamber repeating hallucinations I’d
felt on nitrous on my first trip to the dentist. I thought about
my early dreams of girl yearnings. . .laying in twilight sleep wrapped in a com-
forter at age ten with a hardon against my teddy bear, pretending to be locked in
a six-foot tube in long-term space travel with a little girl my age who held me,
loved me, adored me and completed me.

Pretty said, “Well, I’m not Caress, but I think you are Beautiful. Would you like
to stay in my room tonight?”

I told her, “Of course. That would be gorgeous!” She then kissed me lightly but
firmly on the lips. It was not an entirely sensual kiss, but not at all chaste, either.
It was a definite promise of agreeable possibilities to come.

Then she handed me an apron and told me to help her skin a rabbit.

“Do you eat meat?” She asked.

“Of course”.

“Good. So do I. I shot this rabbit myself, in Marin County. I have this theory: that
anyone who eats meat should go out and kill something and prepare it themselves
every once in a while, or at least once. That way, you understand what’s involved.
You know, folks buy meat in the store, and they don’t realize that it was once
alive. This rabbit fucking screamed when I shot it. Now, understand: It’s hard to
think this way here—most of the folks in this house are vegan. There are three or
four who do eat meat. . .I’ve been trying to get them to do some huntin’ with me
and they won’t. Will you go hunting with me some time?”

“I’d love to, Pretty”. I liked her attitude, and I liked guns. “I’d love to go shoot
stuff with you”.

I sat down with the others at the dinner table. All told, there were 23 people. We
were seated at a long oak table that had ornate serpentine carvings on the legs.
There were three vases, about one every six feet. Each vase contained a hand-
some bouquet of wildflowers. The tablecloth was antique lace. Incense was burn-
ing in the next room. Its scent was drifting in, subtly mixed with the classical
music—maybe Ill-Tempered Clavier?—to form a synthesezia-flavored appetizer.

The mood around the table was jovial and low-key—good food and good friends.
Jerry Garcia, an amigo of the house and frequent visitor, was sitting across the
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table from me, cracking jokes as he passed the carrots. Jerry was generally mak-
ing everyone smile with his sheer presence, which one can only describe as
Santa Claus incarnate, if Santa were fond of peyote and Heroin.

To my right was Pretty, who was playing barefoot footsies with me under the
table. To my left was Mellow Viagra, the roommate who was looking for a bass
player.

“Well Cash Newmann,” intoned Mellow in his characteristic avuncular whine,
“Bummer tells me that you play bass. The Red Kennedys need a bass player, you
know. Mouse Bromide ODed on Drano and baby laxative. We think that a gov-
ernment agency is behind it, but so it goes. We are going on tour next month, and
you seem like a nice kid. Like to try out?”

“Wow, Mellow!. . .pass the potatoes, please. . .I’d love to!”

Mellow and Jerry chitty-chatted for a bit. I tried hard to hide the fact that I was
really star struck.

After dinner, Jerry Garcia left, and the other surviving members of The Red
Kennedys showed up, about 20 minutes apart. West Bay Jay arrived at exactly
8:00 p.m., as scheduled. The drummer, Dick Danger, was late, mumbling some-
thing about “That son-of-a-bum, ‘Sweet,’ didn’t come through on his word”.

Mellow ignored this, and introduced me as a potential bandmate. Dick looked
suspicious, but Jay took it cool, displaying all the emotion of an assembly line
operant who had just been introduced to a new drone.

We went down to the basement, where the band rehearsed. Mouse’s bass and
amp were still there, already set up and waiting patiently for their master, who
would never return.

“You can use that stuff”. Said Mellow, pointing at the abandoned bass rig. I
detected a trace of sadness in this nasal statement (something about Mellow’s
voice reminded me distinctly of Ronald Reagan’s60), but he had a general air of
“The show must go on”.61

“The first song will be a little ditty called I Am the Fowl”. Mellow barked into
the microphone, “Jay, show Cash the chords”.
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Jay didn’t need to show me. I knew every Red Kennedys song
by heart. I launched into the rolling bass figure and the band
joined in. By the time we hit the chorus, we were all grinning.

That magic, that spark, that indefinable mixture of talent and chance, science and
voodoo; that firecracker snap that makes for great rock ‘n’ roll was rearing its
severed heads in abundance. When the tune was over, Mellow was almost jump-
ing up and down. “You’re in if you wanna be, Cash!”

My face was electric. My beaming smile told them that I wanted in, even if I was
too happy to speak.

Jay shook my hand. Dick just sat behind his drums, looking every bit the too-cool
Rastafied Rockstar in his dark sunglasses and baby dreadlocks. He said just one
word; “Riiiiiiight. . . ”.

In the next four hours, we rollicked through the entire Red Kennedys catalog, and
wrote a new song, Twinkee Defense, on the spot. I was pumped.

Mellow went upstairs and returned with a six-pack of bottled Heineken. He
opened four and passed them all around. “A toast: To Cash Newmann, our new
bass player!”

The clink of glass-on-glass resounded in my Soul. I felt that I had been indoctri-
nated into a secret fraternity.

Pretty came bounding downstairs, all a-flow o’ glowin’ life. “Are you guys done
with this boy? Cause if you are, I’d like to borrow him for, oh. . .let’s say the next
twelve-to-sixteen hours”.

“Sure Pretty,” said West Bay Jay. “Say, Cash, how about the same time tomor-
row. You got plans?”

“I’ll be here, Jay!”

Pretty beamed, “Wow! You got the gig, Cash!” She patted me on the ass and took
my hand in hers to lead me up the rickety stairs.

Pretty’s room was Beautiful! She had lit about a dozen candles of varying lengths
and colours. The air was thick with incense. There were exotic tapestries on all
the walls. The bed was a futon on the floor.62 It was covered with blood-red silk
sheets, and had many pillows and several teddy bears on it. The ceiling was all
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a-shimmer with glow-in-the-dark stars. In one corner of the room was what
looked like an altar of sorts, covered with esoteric bric-a-brac: a crystal ball,
quartz crystals, crucifixes, a Star of David medallion, a small hash pipe and tall,
cylindrical glass candles with odd pictures and Spanish words printed on them.
The centerpiece of the altar was an oil painting of an odd incantation: Namasté.

Her shrine had a severe and sexy effect on my head. I’d never seen anything like
it.

The room was warm, but not hot. Everything about it seemed embryonic and
inviting. She had huge record and book collections, each containing some of my
favorite selections. There were recordings by The Fall, Black Sabbath, Queen,
Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, The Birthday Party, Psychedelic Furs and Gang of
Four. I noticed something unusual about her record collection—she had the only
the first record by each group.

She owned books by Kurt Vonnegut, Michael Bérubé, A.S. Neil, Michael Gerard
Kelley, Kenneth Tindall, Bucky Sinister, Wilhelm Reich, Leahcim Yellek, Alice
Olds-Ellingson, Debra DeSalvo and Tom Robbins.

I told her, “I love a lot of the stuff that you’re into. I kinda think, though, that
Tom Robbins writes the way that he does for the purpose of securing a steady
supply of young, doe-eyed Beauties to show up on his doorstep well into his
80s”.

“That isn’t such a bad reason to write, now is it?” was her reply.

Pretty sat on the bed next to me. She handed me an acoustic guitar and said, “Do
you play?”

I started some pretty finger-picking as an answer. She smiled and pulled a vio-
lin from its case. Pretty rosined the bow, plucked herself into tune and joined in.

We played for about 45 minutes, encompassing every style we knew, and a few
we didn’t. It was Beautiful, and sometimes comical. I felt that our sweet, silly
Souls were merging through the music. Eventually, she stopped abruptly and put
down the fiddle. She looked deeply into mine eyes and moved her face about
five inches away. Her deep, cinnamon pools seemed to imply a wisdom beyond
her 20 years. . .and perhaps some untold suffering. . . .
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Something about her eyes reminded me of my mother’s.

“Cash, do you know? I mean, do you really know?”

“Know what?” I laughed nervously. She had caught me off-guard.

“Hmmm,” she said, “well, let’s try something easier. What do you want to be
when you grow up?”

This seemed like a funny question. I felt that I was grown up. . .and I was the
new bass player in The Red Kennedys. I told her this.

“Yeah, I know, but what would you do if you could be anything with a snap of
your fingers?”

I thought for a second. I surmised that I did have goals beyond playing bass in
the most popular and important underground band in the world. “You got about
an hour? I’ll tell ya”.

Pretty smiled and stroked my long, pretty blond hair. “We have many hours. .
.unlimited hours. I’m all ears. . .and other things. . .”.

I began, “I have this feeling that rock ‘n’ roll is not all I am going to do with my
life. I feel that it’s just a stepping stone to something bigger, something more
along the importance of the invention of the electric light bulb. I want to be the
next Thomas Edison. No, fuck that. . .I wanna be the next Nikola Tesla. That’s
who Edison stole a lot of his ideas from.

“I don’t know what this next thing is, but I do know a few things about it: One is
that I might not invent it, maybe I’ll just pioneer it, the same way that Ford did-
n’t invent the car, but he put one in every carriage house and barn. I also know
that it will involve bringing people together. That is my strongest suit. . .far more
important than rock ‘n’ roll. I have match-made a lot of folks. . .lovers, musicians
and friends. I have an intuition about it; I don’t just randomly try one person with
another, and try them with someone else if the first attempt fails. Naw, I just get
these feelings that person X must meet person Y, and I will try very hard to get
them together in the same room. If I do and the magic don’t take, I have done my
part and usually don’t try with them again. But it often works. There are couples
that have been together for years because of me, bands that wouldn’t have hap-
pened without my help and lifelong friends I’ve introduced. You could say I want
to be a professional catalyst.
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“I’m not talking matchmaking in the conventional sense of the word. I’m talk-
ing about some brave new art-science spiritual-service that hasn’t been invented
yet. I know I have to keep my eye out for it, but that I can’t look too hard, or it
will evade me. I almost know that I could start doing this thing today and that
when I finally find it, I’ll hit myself in the head for not thinking of it sooner.

“I want to find something to do that only I can do, and then do it really well”.

After pausing to hit the hash pipe and pass it back to Pretty, I coughed; “I know
that this process will involve computers, which is odd, because I’ve always said
that I would never learn to use a computer. But I guess that being open-minded
means being teachable.

“I also know that the knowledge of how to do this elusive thing is available in
any mid-sized public library. . .sort of the same way I figured out the process for
the synthesis of LSD by age thirteen, cross-referencing about a dozen books
from the local book depository, starting with a dictionary.

“And I know that it will involve working with one other person, probably my
spouse. It’s odd to say ‘my spouse’ because currently I go through about a dozen
girlfriends in as many months.

“But I foresee a day when I will find enough satisfaction in myself to be able to
share it with just one other person. I could see settling down with one wonder-
ful woman somewhere remote. Albuquerque comes to mind. My friend, Hester
Hanson, has never traveled much, and whenever someone asks her where some
place is that she’s not familiar with, or where so-and-so has disappeared to, she
always quips. . .‘Oh, near Albuquerque.’ ”

I lit a smoke and continued, “I envision carrying out this grand mission with the
future Mrs. Cash Newmann. I like the idea of doing an art with one other per-
son. Art-by-committee in a rock band is very frustrating. Most musicians are just
big babies with huge egos and no self-esteem. They profess devotion to each
other while constantly battling for the stage-center spotlight. More often than
not, they are fucking each other’s girlfriends and stealing each other’s drugs
behind each other’s backs. Most musicians would sell their Soul and soulfulness
to become slaves to any corporate entity. ‘Getting signed’ is seen as the goal—
the faerie godmother waving her funded-debt wand to make everything O.K. for
the insecure little lads. Most rockers would fire any of their vanmates in a hum-
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mingbird’s heartbeat if the producer told them to. While I
envy solitary artists like painters or writers, that life seems a
little lonely to me. Besides, I need a bullshit detector. I often
can’t tell my great ideas from my stoopid ones.

“Who knows, maybe my calling is to start some zany religion. It will be a coura-
geous synthesis  of science, Buddhism, Jesus-was-a-hippie California cool, pop
psychobabble, computer networking, 12-step ideology and good ole fashioned
Dale Carnegie strong-arm tactics. I will lead a choir of 50 blonde virgins and I
will go out in a blaze of dignity as the ATF (tipped off by new merged FBI and
IRS mutual agency, The F.B.I.R.S.) earns yet another place in hell. We will be
heavily armed and the compound will be impenetrable. There will be dozens of
strong, brave and Beautiful women willing to lay down their lives to defend me.
. .aaahhhh, maybe not. Maybe I will just get married, retire and putz around the
ranch and learn to weld, and have a blast making big, crappy, creepy art out of
creaky old rusting cars.

“I don’t know what this grand new thing for my life will be, but I look for and
forward to it. I feel like someone in the 1800s who wants to be a movie star or a
nuclear physicist”.

I finished my soliloquy with a dramatic drag on my Marlboro, exhaled and wait-
ed for a response.

“That’s amazing, Cash. I am blown away by that. Really. You are a person of rare
vision, and I think you could quite easily come to meet and exceed all of those
goals”.

Her words sounded like a horoscope, almost rehearsed. But coming from Pretty,
they somehow buzzed true. Maybe I was blinded by her Beauty and the intoxi-
cating effect of her violin playing. (Or by the hash we’d smoked when I first
walked into her room?) Or maybe I just wanted, more than anything in the world,
to reach out and touch the long, brown ringlets that crashed all around her soft,
angelic face and I was willing to believe anything.

“What do you want to do with your life, Pretty?”

“Well, to answer that, I’d have to tell you what I’ve done with my life so far. You
wanna hear a story, little boy?”

She placed her hand on my knee for emphasis.

“Of course I do. . .be my guest. Or my host”. (And I’ll be your symbiotic little
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love parasite. . . .)

Pretty cleared her pretty throat. “Well, to begin with, I moved to this city because
I’d be dead if I hadn’t. I used to be a happy little girl. I lived with my parents in
a big house with a big yard on Long Island. It was Beautiful. When I was four-
teen, my folks got divorced. There was a huge custody battle, and my Mother
won me, but lost the house. She moved into a storefront in Manhattan at Second
and B, so that’s where I ended up.

“I hated it there. All my friends were somewhere else, and New York was big
and ugly and scary. I hated that town. It felt like a big brig.

“Anyway, I didn’t have any friends. But one day, I was playing violin in
Tompkin’s Square Park, under a tree, by myself. The most Beautiful man I’d
ever seen walked up with a guitar and asked if he could jam with me. I said
‘sure.’ He sort of reminded me of my father, who is also a musician, and who I
missed very much.

“This guy, Dale, was 6' 4" and was a Portuguese cowboy from Mississippi.
That’s the only was to describe him. That’s what he was. That’s what he still is,
and will always be. . .that is, if he’s still alive. . . .

“I fell in love with him. Hard. And he with me. We were inseparable, like two
little kids in love. And that’s what we were. I was fourteen and he was eighteen.

“My mother hated him, but I didn’t care. I loved him a lot. I was a virgin, and
Dale was in no hurry to change that. We would kiss for hours, but he never tried
to crack my panties.

“After eight months, I was going insane. On my fifteenth birthday, I pretty much
pounced him. We fucked all night, and most of the next day and into the fol-
lowing night. He astounded me with his passion and manly Beauty and sweet-
ness.

“This went on for a while, but Dale was changing. He started being late all the
time. He was acting really strange. I brushed it off, ‘til one day I found out why.
I walked into his house without knocking, to surprise him with a pretty dress I’d
just bought on St. Mark’s place for a dollar. He and his rhythm guitarist, God,
were shooting Heroin! Or I should say Dale was shooting Heroin. God was
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already high and laughing and playing Russian roulette with
a gun that he’d won in a poker game. I ran out of the room and
didn’t look back.

“I went home and cried for days, and didn’t return his calls. The following Friday,
his band, Girlhex, was playing at CBGB’s. I brushed away my tears, combed the
knots out of my hair, put on that pretty dress and a brave smile and walked over
to CB’s.

“I sauntered in mid-set. I pushed my way past the other little Jills pressed up
against the tiny altar-of-a-stage, stood below Dale and looked up at him with total
adoration and bliss. He was Beautiful, and his music was pure magick. I was cry-
ing tears of joy. . .real tears that rolled down my face, down my neck and into my
dress. Dale noticed me when he finished a big, strapping solo. He stopped mid-
song, as the rest of the band looked and vamped on. He reached down and put his
arms around me and put his lips on mine. Then he licked the tears off of one side
of my face. I could have died! All those other pretty girls looked so jealous!

“After the gig, Dale and I went to a party at God’s house. The drummer, Bunny,
didn’t drink or do drugs, and had left after the gig with his Beautiful Japanese
girlfriend, Slara. I don’t know where their bass player, Chrisp, was.

“Dale told me that he was leaving his band and leaving New York. He was mov-
ing to Hawaii to get back with his old girlfriend, Edie. I was devastated. You
could have knocked me over with a whisper. I tried to beg him to stay, but he’d
made up his mind and had already bought his ticket.

“That night, we made Love, stronger and sweeter than never. We were crying and
fucking and kissing and sucking and hugging and. . .and. . .and trying to sink into
each other’s Souls. I wanted to drown in that man.

“In the morning, Dale was not there. I awoke at God’s house, alone, cold and
depressed.

“My. . . angel. . . was. . . gone.
“Pretty soon, God came back from taking Dale to the airport. God was still cry-
ing, and so was I. I wanted to do anything to make the pain disappear. I got an
idea.

“‘Hey God. If I gave you some money, would you get us some Heroin?’
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“At first, he said ‘No.’After repeated nagging, he said that he would. I gave him
a twenty and he ran out the door.

“He was only gone about two minutes. He came in grinning. He took a swig
from his ever-present bottle of Jim Beam, smiled that exquisite, dirty-blond
smile of his and drawled, ‘You’re in luck, honey.’

“The Dope was in a little clear envelope stamped Toe Tag. God prepared it in a
silver spoon, over a Black Cat ‘lucky number 13’ Santeria candle and tied off my
arm with a guitar cable. He pushed the plunger in. As soon as he took the tourni-
quet off, my world shifted. I had only wanted to do Dope to feel better and to get
some inkling into Dale’s mind, maybe figure out why he left. But I hadn’t count-
ed on this.

“I felt better then I ever had before. I was warm, floating in an embryonic bath
of pure Beauty. I was still thinking about Dale, but there was no pain associated
with my thoughts. I wanted to feel like this forever. Then I had to throw up and
I ran to the bathroom.

“Throwing up wasn’t painful, though. It was more like burping after drinking a
beer.

“That thought made me laugh. I went back into the living room and sat down
and closed my eyes. I had wanted to feel like this my whole life. This drug was
the missing puzzle piece that I had lost as a little child. I didn’t ever want to
come down.

“I did a good job of trying not to. I started doing Dope every day. I hung out with
God a lot. We were lovers, but not like Dale and I had been. There was passion,
but he hardly ever wanted to fuck. I didn’t care though. I needed someone to
hold me, and God was kind. I mainly just loved getting high with him. . .but I
started to get a tolerance to Heroin, and it was costing me more each day. I sold
everything I had. My mother got very suspicious. I tried to quit, but I got direly
ill. I hated feeling like that. It was the exact opposite of being high. That sick-
ness took me as low or lower than Dope took me up. I ran over to my dealer’s
house. I told him I didn’t have any money.

“That fucker! He basically told me that if I sucked his dick, he’d get me high.
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“I didn’t give a shit at that point. I did the deed and I got the
bag.

“I ended getting kicked out of my house two days after my
16th birthday. I moved in with my dealer and traded my sacred body for that
white shit. A year later, my dealer got busted. I ended up on the street, turning
tricks to stay well. I barely even got high anymore. I was shooting $100 a day just
to keep from getting sick. When my violin wasn’t in the pawnshop, I’d play in
the subway for money. I didn’t make as much doing that, but somehow it helped
me keep my dignity.

“One day, me and my girlfriend, Audrey-Kay, went over to her dealer’s to score.
His name was Richard. He was a junkie, but a righteous sort. He would even
front us Dope if we were broke and sick. He never tried to fuck us, literally or
figuratively. I think he was too strung out to get it up anyway. He was kinda a
father figure to Audrey-Kay and me. He was about 40, and he looked after us.

“Anyway, while we were there, two crackheads burst in. They wuz crazed, and
they had guns. They robbed us, and robbed Richard. They had a lot of crack and
kept smoking it and getting crazier.

“The main difference between crack addicts and Heroin addicts is this: They can
both be pretty desperate if they don’t have their Dope. But when a Heroin addict
gets his daily, he just goes in the corner and mellows out. When a crack addict
gets his issue, he gets even more desperate!

“They robbed everyone who came in to score. Then they started ravishing
Audrey-Kay in all her holes—they were really tearing her up. She was bleeding
and screaming. When Richard protested, they shot him in the head. He died
almost instantly. Somehow Audrey-Kay got a soda pop bottle and hit one of them
in the face. They killed her, too. Then they raped me, for 24 hours, while I was
very Dopesick—in total withdrawal and covered with my friends’ blood and
brains.

“When they finally left, I hobbled straight to a clinic and signed up. I went
through the 21-day program, and got my mother to buy me a one-way ticket
here”.

I was stunned. I didn’t know what to make of this. Was it true? Pretty started cry-
ing. It was true. . . .
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I faltered for words. . . “Well. . .what do you. . .want to do with your life?” was
all that would come out.

“I want to be your woman. That’s what I want to do with my life”.

She smiled and pulled me closer, gently yet firmly by my hair. She placed her
Beautiful, abounding lips to mine. She slowly lured me horizontal, without
releasing her kiss. She enveloped me in the most passionate embrace I’d ever
tasted, and draggled the covers over our little world.

Thus began the most amazing, fervent night of my life. We made love a half-
dozen times, and caressed and petted and talked in between. It was Beautiful,
magical and easy.

Life in San Francisco was delightful. Pretty and I laughed and loved all the time.
I practiced with The Red Kennedys and we went on tour. On the itinerary was
my previous home, Richmond. My old friends were in awe of me. I had returned,
only two months later, as a conquering hero.

We rocked that town, and the whole country (and much of Canada).

Chapter 10:  Be Sure To
Wear Some Insects In

Your Hair
“SAN FRANCISCO. END OF THE LINE. WELCOME TO SAN FRANCIS-
CO. THIS WILL BE THE FINAL STOP FOR THIS BUS”.

I woke up from my dream. The bus had arrived after three-and-a-half-days of
tripping hell. We had not died at the bottom of a gorge on highway 101,63 but it
wasn’t sunny and I wasn’t at the corner of Haight and Ashbury. It was raining
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buckets. . .cold. . .and I was at the corner of First and Mission.
I had the feeling again that somewhere, someone had lied to
me. I stumbled off the bus. There were no hippies, just
vagrants sleeping in the pigeon-encrusted terminal. I looked
at a newspaper. It was Sunday morning, November 3, 1985 at 8 a.m. I had to get
to Berkeley, and BART64 didn’t open for two hours. I bought a dirty magazine
from a rack on the street, sat down and waited.

I ended up on the wrong train and found myself in a suburban hick heck called
Walnut Creek. No hippies there either.

I finally made it to Berkeley. It was still raining hard. I was depressed and com-
ing down from all the LSD. I could still taste the chemical toilet bus smell that
had permeated my Soul.

When I stepped out of the BART-hole, I saw my first California hippies. . .but
they weren’t Beautiful. They were dirty, barefoot, bug-infested and too thin. They
were banging arrhythmically on old, fucked-up conga drums and looked beaten
down by life on the street, and by their own suicidially nostalgic, endless strych-
nine blotter party.

No one had bothered to tell them that they had failed the acid test. No one had
told them that their fifteen minutes had been up for a long time. . . .

They wearily asked me for money. I gave ‘em a buck.

I walked two miles in the rain, carrying my guitar case and knapsack. My amp
had somehow gotten on the wrong bus somewhere. The people at the terminal
(who also were not hippies) promised me that they’d deliver it as soon as it
arrived. “It’s probably in the front window of a pawnshop in Brooklyn by now,”
I thought to myself as I trudged the torrents towards Sasha’s house.

I finally made it to Seventh and Bancroft Streets. It was a cute little gingerbread
house in what looked like a formerly cute neighborhood. . .but there were home-
boys hanging out mackin’ in front of the little Korean mom n’ pop grocery/liquor
store next door. They looked at me like they wanted to take my ax and kill me for
kicks.

I braved past their hostile stinkeye and walked up the steps onto Sasha’s porch to
ring the bell.

I waited for what seemed like ten minutes. Finally, Sasha came down and sleep-
ily opened the door for me. He didn’t give me a hug, and he did not have hot pas-
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tries and coffee waiting. He pretty much just said, “Oh, hi Cash,. . .um. . .come
on in,” shrugged, and went back to bed.

I sat in Sasha’s living room shivering, and thought that I had just made the
biggest mistake of my life.

After an hour of smoking and sulking, I went next door to the store and bought
a bumper of cheap beer. “40 ounces to freedom”.65

I proceeded to get drunk.

I walked around and looked at my new neighborhood. California was a little
weird. The tidy little manicured Berkeley lawns could have been anywhere,
except for a few wee differences. They were smaller and neater than lawns in
Ohio or DC. Land is at such a premium in California that people make do best
with what they can get. Also, some of the flora in Cali boggled my tiny mind.
There are plants here that look like they’re from the florist on Uranus. It seemed
odd to my East Coast brain to have the grass in a lawn bordered by creeping cacti
and other succulents. And I had never seen a palm tree. To a brain raised on
snow-topped maples and elms, Cali seemed just not quite right. So to make
sense of it, I bought another 40-ouncer of beer.

I did that a lot over the next few months. Sasha would joke and say, “A bumper
a day keeps reality at bay”.

He was laughing but covering up genuine concern for me. I was becoming a
worse alcoholic then I’d been in Virginia. I was an ugly, caustic drunk.

Ten days into being there, I got a letter from Caress with an attached hit of acid.
I washed it down with beer and sat in the backyard enjoying the sun. I then got
to feel my first earthquake. It was little, but huge to my exuding and extruding
brain. I loved it66 and decided that California was all right and alright, after all.

I started peaking and decided that the homeboys next door dismantling their cars
were really trying to distract me so they could break in and steal my guitar. I
called the cops and told them this. Eventually, the ossifers came out to talk to
me. I think they could tell that I was tripping, because they left laughing. I
thought this odd. Other places that I’d lived, cops stay and fuck with ya if they
think you are on drugs. . . .
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Around midnight, as I was coming down, a big chrome-
coloured bus pulled up out front. A peculiar, striking and
walleyed man got out and introduced himself as Helios Creed.
Oh my God. . .it was my idol, leader of the rarely-heard-but-highly-influential
group, Chrome. He wanted to plug into our porch outlet and charge the batteries
on his support-pod while he waited for our neighbor, who ran his record label, to
get home. I made a fast friend. I thought, “Wow. . .this almost never happened in
Virginia!”

Ahhhh. . . California, just like I always pictured it.

After a week of lounging, I got hired as a bicycle messenger at the company
where Sasha worked. The job was in San Francisco, so I had to get up at 6:00
a.m. to take my $25 yardsale bike on BART before rush hour. I would work my
ass off for ten hours, and then wait ‘til after 6:00 p.m. to take the train home
again. (Back then, they wouldn’t let you take bikes on BART during peak hours.)
At night I was too tired to do anything but drink and fall asleep and start over in
the morning.

It was exhausting, physically and spiritually. When you’re a messenger, the
whole world is eternally in your way. . . .

As employment went, it was O.K. I had been hired on the spot, partially because
I was Sasha’s friend, and partly from a 60-second interview that went something
like this:

Tree (the dispatcher): “So, Cash, you want a job. Do you know your way around
the city?”

Me: “Not really. I sorta had trouble finding this place”.

“How long have you lived here and what do you do with your time?”

“About a week. I drink. . .and I brood”.

“Well, why should I hire you?”

“Because I have no fear of death”.

“Can you start tomorrow?”

It was a dangerous job, sliding in and out of traffic as fast as possible, nine hours
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a day at least. Sometimes there was no time for lunch. I’d smoke while I rode.
I’d eat while I rode, I’d eat in elevators. I’d ride rain or shine, up and down the
backbreaking hills for which San Francisco is famous.67

The job was fun, hard and funny. I would carry anything: legal briefs, checks for
a million dollars (I opened a lot of the packages when I was bored), live gold-
fish, AIDS blood samples, cigarettes for nic-fitting executives who didn’t have
time to leave the office; flowers and candy from bank presidents to their whores.

One day I had a tag where I had to go to a guy’s house, wake him up and say,
“Your boss says ‘get to work.’ Sign here, please”.

It was all on commission, so the harder I rode, the more money I made. It was
fun and provided a lot of freedom; I could stop off for a burrito and a beer any
time I liked. I might miss a filing deadline at City Hall and destroy someone’s
career. I would probably lose my job, but no matter—I could then ride across the
street to another company and get hired on the spot by a rival concern, whose
dispatcher would laugh when I told him how I just fucked up the competition.

On the job, I constantly felt like I was in a movie.68 Just me, my bike and my
two-way walkie-talkie squawking above the bedlam of traffic. Just me against
the world and against the clock—racing my fool head off with a Zo bag full of
packages burdening my shoulder.

Messengering had its hardships, but it had its amusing points. Like this exchange
that occurred between Tree (a Native American Indian) and me over the radio
one crazy day:

“O.K., Boy 71569 Go to triple-nickel Cal,70 13th floor. Talk to Jill T’witch. Get
two tags, one going to 600 Monkey Street71 and one for 650 skfjk;ej”. (The last
word was garbled by static.)

“Ten-four72 on the B of A and first delivery. Ten-nine73 on the second drop”.

“O.K., 715. . .the second drop is 650 Colxmkelfj Street, third floor. Copy?”74

“Tree, you’re still getting stepped on. I think it’s that construction team in the
East Bay again. Would you please repeat the drop for the second tag?”
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“650 Columbus. Columbus! Columbus! Like the guy who
brought all you people over here!”

Messengers were a secret society, a brave brotherhood, a
freaky fraternity. We were bums with jobs—crazed but necessary. Executives
hated having to hand their work over to a smelly, shabbily dressed, fiery drunk
guy. (Or girl. I always loved the few gals who took that job. I was fond of think-
ing and saying, “A plain girl on a bike is prettier then a pretty girl in an office”.)

(Sasha was fond of rephrasing the old hippie maxim with “You’re either on the
bike or off the bike”.)

We would usually get the package to its destination on time, out of professional
pride, or hunger, but wouldn’t sweat it too much if we didn’t.

There were some colourful characters, especially the lifers. There was Rico, who
always smiled (despite a few missing front teeth) and could do 70 tags a day.
Gravy Dog liked to get in verbal fights with security guards. Craig got in brawls
with taxi drivers. I once took an hour off of work to go visit him in jail after he
hit one with his Kryptonite lock. Gail was pretty and tough and sang and played
tuba in a very bizarre band called “Tragic Mulatto”. Crud was every bit the fam-
ily man at home, with his wife and two little daughters. But one day, he didn’t
feel like waiting for the elevator at City Hall, so he jumped out a second-story
window. The next day he was back at work, riding with both hands in casts, like
nothing had ever eventuated.

One day I tried to organize a strike. “We’ll shut those muthafuckin’ suits down,
man!” When I was the only person to show for the picket, Tree called me a Cause
Without a Rebel.

I just liked to be a greasy zephyr, sailing past crowds of bland food tubes; blank,
witless drones; male yes-bots in suits and dull, interchangeably pretty women in
nylons and heels.75 I would zip by and scream at the top of my lungs, “Why
won’t anybody fuck me?”

One day, someone answered that question. An attractive lady screamed back out
of a knot of yuppies, “Because you’re a bike messenger!”

There was a biker named Spanky. He used to bark at everybody as he rode by
them. I responded by meowing at him. Then I started meowing at the rest of the
world.

I still meow at the rest of the world.
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This bike crap went on for two-and-a-half years. It took a lot out of me, espe-
cially since at first, I had no band and no woman. I was trying on both counts,
but I went a half-year without being kissed. I called Caress a lot, but finally she
told me—and rightfully so—that I was using her as a crutch. She said, “Don’t
call back ‘til you get a life”.

At that time, a life to me consisted of having a lover, a band, money for food, a
roof over my head and a little something to get me out of my head.

I didn’t have the former two and barely had the last three.

The six months of circumstantial abstinence ended one evening around dusk. I
was sitting on Sasha’s porch, banging down a bumper, and talking to my room-
mates, except for Sasha, who wasn’t home. It was hot out, which is rare.
(Whoever told me about “Sunny California” was lying. Or thinking of Los
Angeles. It rains about a hundred days a year in the San Francisco Bay Area.)

This partially pretty, very drunk woman wearing a dirty Linda Ronstadt T-shirt
walked up on the porch and slurred, “Wish onea ya fogzy men’z gulay me
down’n gimmie shome lovin’? I need eh bad”.

The roommates just laughed. (They were stud-boy, coke-snortin’ type-A person-
ality fucks who couldn’t love a woman unless there was a chase and a feeling of
conquest.) They looked shocked when I took her by the hand and led her inside
the house.

I took her into Sasha’s bed (an act for which he was later furious with me) and
laid her down. She kissed me. She smelled like vomit. I was so hungry for touch
that I didn’t care. I kissed her. She pulled my pants off and slurped my dick for
about ten seconds. When it was hard, she hiked up her skirt and garbled, “Shtick
it in, baahybee”.

I did. She was dry but I fucked her anyway, for about 30 seconds. I came and
rolled off of her, feeling filthy. She didn’t seem to care. About anything. She
looked at me with her pretty, empty eyes and mumbled, “Thangs, Puppy. I got’
go now. M’ husband’ll be home shoon, ‘n’ heza mean som’abitch”.

It was then that I noticed her “ten thousand-dollar tattoo”.76 I felt ill. She walked
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out the door and I never saw her again. I was lonelier then
ever. So much for my California free-love dreams. That hip-
pie shit all died as soon as the government moved speed and
Heroin and tie-dye cops77 into the Haight in ‘68.

This was the summer of ‘86. It was my bummer of love

I soon met a guy named Jinx while drinking at the Vis Club.78 I slunk on over to
his house. He had two acoustic guitars. We improvised for three hours straight.
When we stopped I said, “Let’s start a band!” and he said “O.K”. It was that sim-
ple.

Late that night I went out drinking with Jinx and his drummer friend, Dick
Hopper. Dick was a closet heterosexual; a straight guy who didn’t like his dad,
so he acted queer.

On the way into our last bar of the evening, The Dovre Club, we noticed a pecu-
liar, old fixed-gear bicycle that was not locked. It was still there at closing time,
so Jinx and Dick loaded it into Jinx’s car.

I was shocked. I tried to talk them out of it. It seemed so wrong to me. . .I still
had my small-town morals intact. But to them, it was just big city business-as-
usual. I felt that they were bad people, but didn’t say so.

A couple weeks later my bike got ripped. I needed a ride for my messenger job,
so Jinx gave me the stolen one.

Quickly but imperceptibly, the pretty, dirty city79 was worming its way into my
happy little heart and shimmery spirit.

Playing in a band, even an unknown band, gave me the power to talk to girls. I
quickly took emotional hostage a lonely, pretty girl from Germany named Anna.
She spoke little English and had few friends.

I played bass in the group. We called our little outfit “The Vagrant Vampires”.
Jinx played the really xool, bad trip, delay-soaked slide guitar. He called Dick to
come over and play drums. We wrote a set in two months. Our first gig was at
“The Farm,” in San Francisco on July 4th. We opened for Tex and the
Horseheads, Flipper, The Afflicted and The Noize Boyz. We called ourselves,
“The Vagrant Vampires”. We sounded sort of like a cross between Bauhaus,
Boston, Blue Öyster Cult and the Bay City Rollers.

Probably our tenth or so show, I went temporarily insane on LSD. We were play-
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ing the warehouse at 101 South Van Ness Street. Some girl had organized it as
an after-hours party, and offered us an astonishing two hundred dollars to play.

I took three hits of acid before the soundcheck. (I pretty much hated acid, though
I continued to eat it. . .My first ever couple trips helped my mind explore new
avenues and patterns of operation, the hundred or more after that just made me
more dark and fucked up. Every time I start coming on, I feel a shudder in my
Soul that says “Shit, not this again. . . ”)

The place was decorated like the high school prom in hell. There were cheesy
red streamers everywhere. There were broken mirror sculptures and art made
from decapitated doll heads, punch bowls filled with condoms and generally an
overall festively foreboding vibe.

During the soundcheck, Dick Hopper was onstage, under the red lights testing
the microphones. He was wearing a baseball hat that had devil horns on it and
saying “Blah, blah, blah. . . ” into the mike. The ten or so people who were
milling around decorating stopped and watched him. He seemed so charismatic
that I decided that he must be The Devil.

“I. . .am. . .in a. . .band. . .with. . .The. . .Devil”. I watched the thought rever-
berate down the chambers of my little tripping brain. I was terrified. I tried to get
the money out of the promoter, up front. I was gonna leave my band, my equip-
ment and my girlfriend and walk to the bus station to leave this cursed town. I
so wanted to return to the safety of Richmond, Virginia and the shelter of Caress’
arms. The promoter, being wise to the ways of the big city, said “No”.

I was freaking out. I went up to check my instrument and play a song with the
band. I couldn’t remember how to tune a bass and had to get Jinx to do it for me.
I had trouble keeping time. The music sounded incredibly loud and felt like it
was coming not from the amplifiers, but from within my head. I hated it.

After soundcheck, I started peaking on the acid. I felt awful, and told Dick. I
guess I was hoping that he would place a loving hand on my shivering shoulder
and give me some kind of big-city, big-brotherly advice. I said, “Dick. I don’t
feel good. What should I do?”

He said, “What do I think you should do? I think you should fucking not take
acid before a gig,” and walked away. (Dick hated acid. He was a Heroin man.
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He was the good friend that later turned me on to junk for the
first time.)

I was crushed by his words. I took Anna by the hand and
slunk out of the hall. It was a three-block walk back to Jinx’s squalid garage,
where I was living.

The day before, I had asked her why she had come to San Francisco. She had told
me, “I vant to see Saturday night in America”.

Tonight, loud, steel cars were whizzing by and splitting the night as we tiptoed
through the shards under the oily freeway. Someone in a pickup truck screamed
some indecipherable epithets at us. My circuits were overwhelmed and I started
yelling at Anna. “You wanted to see Saturday night in America? Well, here it
fucking well is. I hope you like it! Saturday goddamned night in America! This
country is a friggin’ joke. The world is ugly and I am ugly and you are the only
Beauty in the whole fucking universe! Saturday flucking night, indeed!”

We got back to the garage, and I curled up shivering and mumbling in a fetalball
on my moldy old mattress on the dirt floor of the cold room. After a pained
silence, she spoke:

“My dear louver. I can tell that you are in hurt. Vat can I do for help you? Tell me
vat you are tinking”.

I stammered. . “I am wishing. . .that I were anywhere in the world except in The
City. . .I wish that I were in the forest all alone. . .all alone except for you”.

She said, “Vait, my Beautiful man. . . ” and went outside. She returned with
leaves that she had picked off the mint bush that grew by my door. She tore the
leaves into little pieces and showered them upon my crumpled form. “Cash
Newmann, zis vill be hour forest”.

She held me and sang a quiet lullaby in German. She rocked me back and forth
and petted my sweaty little head until the horror subsided. Then she undressed
me and made very sweet love to me, and then held me more and stroked my pret-
ty blond ringlets.

Two hours and many light years furthur and later, Jinx banged on the garage door.
“Time to rock, Stud”.

We wiggled back to the gig. Jinx and Natasia were tripping too, on mushrooms.
They were giggling. Jinx never had bad trips. Most of my trips were bummers.
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(By nature, I think way too much. As voiced, I don’t like the so-called, “con-
sciousness expanding” drugs: Given a choice, I prefer to constrict my con-
sciousness.)

The gig was spooky and interesting. I had come down a little, and was no longer
horrified by the evil acid energy. I was grooving on it. By then 200 people had
arrived. They had not come to see us—they were just there for the party, but they
loved my group. It was so weird—I had never before played in front of a rabid-
ly appreciative crowd. They were all screaming and e.v.i.l.80 and dressed in
leather and silk and pretty colours. They all looked skinnnnnny and sinister and
slippery-slutty xool.

They all looked like they wanted to fuck me.

At first, I thought they hated us. They were all up in my face, yelling. I didn’t
know what people did when they loved a band, because I had never been loved
for my music. One guy had a video camera and kept pointing it in my face. I
thought that the camera was a tiger that wanted to eat me.

Somehow, I made it through the night.

We had an instant following. My plans were beginning to fructify.

We put out a record three months later (with money earned from the whole group
doing manual labor) and organized a tour. We did the booking from phone
booths using stolen telephone credit cards numbers that we purchased from
crackheads. I financed the copies and postage for the press kits with money from
Momma-San.81 We found a handsome, leather pants-wearin’ xool punkrock
roadie named Kinky MacDover. He had a station wagon, so he got the job. We
climbed into his car and hippied around the whole US and part of Canada in a
month. We played 32 gigs in 30 days and aged the odometer by 11,000 miles.
With four guys + equipment, there was no room in the car for to lay me down to
sleep. We ended up tiffing a lot, even fist-fighting a few times. We slept on floors
when we bothered to sleep. We drank way too much, and had a blast.

I had a lot of sex, and loved it. We had to leave most gigs and drive all night to
get to the next show. So I had quickies in the car, in bathrooms and in alleys. I
fucked girls standing up, with their hands against the back brick wall behind the
ginmills where we’d just finished quaking the crossbeams. I would just get my
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dollfix and get the hell outta Dodge. I laughed a lot, screwed
a lot, got paid to yell and I felt quite alive.

I left my conscience in San Francisco.

After the tour, I came back to Frisko82 and worked as a messenger again. In time,
we went on several more tours. Once, Dick and I fired Jinx because we wanted
to live on the road and play full-time, and Jinx had a wife (and a nifty wife, at
that.) We terminated him in a particularly dishonest way, mid-tour. We lied to him
and Kinky, saying that I was quitting the band to stay in DC with a gal named
Kitty. Dick, Jinx and Kinky drove back to SF and sold my van. They sent me a
little cash.

Dick flew out to DC a week later to begin rehearsals with a new guitar player,
Jackson (the future lawyer who played drums for a spell in my old Washington
DC group, “The Day I Lost my Virginity”.) Jackson later tired of our scamming
ways and quit mid-tour in Nashville. I stayed on in Tennessee with a very crazy,
very sexy girl (who had a colostomy bag) and her even crazier white trash, psy-
che-med, nutmeg welfare mother. Eventually, they threw me out and I took a
midnight train to Chatondepipi (in mysterious Puton Parish, Louisiana) to wait
for Dick, but he never showed up.

I was without a band for a season, and I then moved back to San Francisco and
restarted The Vagrant Vampires with Don Bärmann on guitar. (We’d met Don on
tour and stayed at his house in Philadelphia. We had run up his phone bill, eaten
his cereal and I fucked two gutter-punk, crusty squatter chix in his bed—a feat
which left him with body lice. Still, he’d seen a certain charm, and he loved our
music.)

Back in Frisko, I moved into a flat above the bar at 22nd and Capp. I found it
through Roommate Referral. It was the only place that didn’t mark, “no powders
or needles!” in the space provided for “What is your attitude about drugs?”

I lived with an agnostic bike messenger couple who did Heroin and had a baby.
Our other roommate was a gay, Catholic, Mexican PCP addict. One day, that dust
bunny was worried for the Soul of the baby, so he waited ‘til the parents nodded
out, borrowed the infant and took him across the street to the church and got him
baptized.

Jinx and Natasia had moved to France to make babies. The Vagrant Vampires
later joined up with him in Germany and we toured Europe as a foursome.
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I can still taste the Beauty of the feeling that I was sipping while getting on that
plane. I’d been all around America and Canada and to Tijuana,83 but I had never
been to Europe, and my expectations were high. It was one of the few times in
my life that my expectations did not let me down. 84

I love the feeling of getting on a plane. It is always a drug to me. The affection
of going somewhere else temporarily disables the fact that I cannot ever really
get away from my own screaming, squimmery brain. When flying, I imagine
that I am going fast enough to forget who I am. If time stops at the speed of light,
at least the boredom of the present is suspended for a few minutes when nearing
the speed of sound, no?

I especially love getting up early to get on a plane. I have always had a spiritu-
al connection to being up before the Sun, which usually only happens when I
have been up all night and am coming down from drugs.

There is a wide chasm between being up all night and getting up early.

Being up all night makes the Sun a frightening apparition, shooting its darting
eyes at yer pained brain.

Getting up early and seeing the Sun is a whole nother ball of hydrogen. I wel-
come that spraying fusion experiment with open pupils and quaff it up eagerly.
. .wash it down with a cigarette and dine a short little prayer for dessert.

The first light of the day is God’s yawn. It deems omnipotence and conveys the
cool of this thing, 

this thing called 
life.
It is even cooler if God’s helpers serve free drinks on the plane. Even cooler still
if the record company pays and you get to see the Aurora Borealis over
Greenland out the window.

Europeans love art. They consider art to be a valid avocation and even vocation.
If a kid in Europe tells his parents, “I am going to become an artist
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(musician/poet/dancer. . . .)”, they are far less likely than
American parents to say “Yeah, but how are you going to
eat?”

Europeans enjoy Beauty. Sure, they still display greed, avarice and other follies
(especially gluttony) usually considered to be the sole arena of Americans, but
they really love art, purity and the more refined reflections of the senses. Sure,
they love to eat at McDonald’s. But they never in a million years would have
INVENTED McDonald’s.85

The French invented the Ballet.86 The Americans invented the Home Shopping
Network.

Punk rock clubs in Switzerland are given economic sponsorship by the govern-
ment to keep kids off the street.87 Art scholarships in Belgium are far more avail-
able than in the states. In Germany, we rehearsed in a room belonging to the gov-
ernment, that was provided for our local sponsor band, Joe’s Garage, to have a
place to play.

In America, if you play a really good show, people come up to you, shake your
hand and say “Nice set, dude”. In Austria, people embrace you and say, “You
have touched my Soul”.

In America, if you play a really great set, people applaud loudly ‘til you play
more. If you decide to be petulant and not play, they grumble and file out of the
club. In Europe, if you refuse an encore, they are likely to physically throw you
back on the stage and MAKE you play.

In America, I have had people who like my band buy me a beer. In Scandinavia,
I have had people who love my music try to give me an heirloom that had been
in their family for 500 years.

Once, in a park in Paris, I saw a bum try to beg some wine off of a picnicking
couple. They offered him a bottle that was about 2/3 full. He looked at the label,
snorted in disgust, handed the offending vintage back to them, and pointed at one
of their other bottles. Then, amazingly, they gave him the better bottle. But he
didn’t drink it right off. First, he went and chilled it in a fountain.

In Germany, kids can drink as soon as they are old enough to hold a beer. Yet they
seem to be far less alcoholic than American brats. German teenagers go to the bar
after school, have a glass of wine, do their homework and go home. American
teenagers are more likely, once they get a hold of the forbidden Demon-Alcohol,
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to drink until physically incapacitated and wrap dad’s car around a telephone
pole.

American women have straight teeth and sick Souls. In Europe, they have
crooked teeth and a healthy lust for life. America is concerned with the external.
Europe is more about the spirit.

I like pretty girls with fucked-up teeth. So I’m as happy as a cat in nip whenev-
er I am on the continent.88

Europe is a blur. While there, I am constantly as pissed as a poet on payday. But
they tell me that I like it there.

I dig touring Europe, but I like living in America. Americans have a certain
unapologetic vulgarity that just makes me feel just about alright.

In Europe, I’m afraid to snuff out my cigarette on the ground. There is a feeling
of ancient splendor that I am terrified of violating.

In America, I’m at home being Cash Newmann and pissing where I feel, literal-
ly and figuratively.
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Part two: Coming
Down
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Chapter 11:  Healthfood
And Heroin

I awoke from my
mini-overdose. I
brushed aside a
night of fever-
dream memories.
I wiped the last
25 years from the
corners of my
eyes.

My brain was
FTPing back
from its messy
cakewalk/tesser-
act through the

past darkly, to my current age of 32. I again surveyed the empty space at the end
of my deathbed where the Fender Strat had been before Daniella the Whore
ripped it, then re-focused my eyes out the window. On the adjoining Nob Hill
townhouse roof, a pigeon was attempting to read my thoughts and insert his
ideas into my head. He called me on the telepaphone and said, “Good morning
Herr R.I.P. Van Winkle, what would you like for breakfast?”

I stumbled downstairs to the Hill Top Pub and ordered a round from Jack. I felt
confused and wanted to spout. So I did:

“Women are a fascinating lot. . ”. said I, as I raised my glass in a mock toast. The
small cluster of well-wishers at the Hill Top seemed to live for every word that
was falling out of my mouth onto the well-worn boards of the tavern. (Of course
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I had their attention. . .I was charismatic, I was eloquent and
I was buying. . . .)

I continued, “. . .Somewhere herein lies the integral difference
betwixt fucking and making love. This is something that has always puzzled me.
. .I am afraid of women, but I feel like Jesus’ son on all the Smack in Manhattan
when one of God’s sisters is open before me like a flower, taking my cock deep
into her womb with rhythmic, convulsive swallows while clawing rivers into my
back.

“I know that men dominate women in fucking, I know that many women want to
be held down and violated. . .my fix on the stupid old saying, ‘WOMEN JUST
WANT TO BE DRAGGED OFF TO A CAVE AND RAPED’ is my addendum,
‘. . .WITH PERMISSION. . .BY SOMEONE THEY LOVE.’ ”

I ranted on and on anon along these lines to Jack and his thirsty critters gathered
about the long, wooden boozetroth of a bar. “I know that I feel like pretty hot shit,
because a lot of women have wanted, do want and will continue to want me to
behold them in that supplicative position. What is it about me that makes women
ignore better looking (and smelling) guys, guys with more money and whiter
teeth, and crawl between my dirty sheets and spread their Souls for me?”

I rammed a fist into my chest to provided extra flourish on the word “me” at the
end of this slurred filibuster. My pocket minions were dully impressed.

(It is an odd truism of bar life that people will listen attentively to almost any-
thing if it is told with enough grandiosity and pageantry. A good storyteller will
go far in a bar. One doesn’t even need good stories. . .just a bathetic sense of the
Beauty inherent in the everyday.)

At closing time, I stumbled home. Most of my pals had left or were too incoher-
ent to be much fun anyway. I can drink a lot without getting too sloppy. This is
partly planning,89 and partially a physical tolerance for alcohol.

I thought about this on my way through the ten feet of foggy, clammy San
Francisco summer night that separated the front door of the Hill Top Pub from
the gate to the lobby of my apartment building. I thought about how overrated it
is to be able to “drink someone under the table”. I miss being a lightweight. I miss
being able to get drunk off a few beers. It seems that these days, no matter how
hard I chase the “happy spot,” I can never really get twisted-wasted on alcohol. I
have to pursue more concentrated chemicals to find that place anymore.

I kicked off my steel-toed boots in my small Nob Hill one-bedroom. My place is
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nice, but it’s usually a mess. Sometimes I let a girlfriend clean it (they usually
offer) but I’ve been on a particularly misanthropic run lately. Only my most
needy and twisted bitches can penetrate my solitude on turns like this.

I collapsed into a pile of dirty laundry on the bed, bit a Marlboro out of my pack,
lit it with the one-handed matchbook trick, took a few drags and passed out.

I awoke to the screech of the smoke alarm. Through my purple curtains, I caught
a glimmer of first dawn scattered in suspended smoke particle colloid as I fell
conscious.

“Fuck!” I ejaculated. It was probably the most coherent sentence I’d spoken in
days. I ran for something to use as a water vessel to snuff the smoldering mat-
tress. After dousing the possibly lethal danger (with a Doc Marten boot filled
with H2O) I sat down, head in hands, and tried to sort out my suddenly very
sober head.

I picked up an eyeliner pencil that my best date, Melody, had left on the floor
during our last dress-up, tie-up, get fucked-up sex marathon. I pulled the Pink
Floyd Dark Side of The Moon green pyramid poster off the wall (“Fuck that
thing” I said out loud. . .and then added in my mind, “I’ve had it since junior-
high. . .time to fucking grow up. . . ”.) and began to write a song:

She wakes up alone on another rainy day, wishes it was London.
Sleepy, sexy, smokes three cigarettes in bed. .
She’s never nervous when she’s naked.T.F
Stumbles down a hill with rails in the road to her café.
Only the healthiest food can curb her aching, shaking head.
One day I saw blood everywhere I looked, but no one believed me

Junkies need cities like babies need candy. xy y y z z
Junkies need cities like babies need candy.
Junkies need cities like babies need candy.

eeiimmllaaddhhqqccmmpppppppp
Blood everywhere.
Blood everywhere.
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Blood everywhere! ew w
x

j h e  l a z y

o g
I rolled back onto the bed and passed out. Pretty good for a day’s work, no?

I woke up to the muffled sound of breaking glass and screams from the apartment
next door. The screaming was not in my native tongue, but one could hardly tell.
A lovers’ spat sounds the same in cadence and timber, whether it’s in English or
Tagalog.

I rubbed my eyes. It seemed to be getting light out. I guessed I had slept for
almost 24 hours. I picked up the phone and dialed 911.

I really didn’t like to get involved in other people’s business—a “hero” is some-
one who takes on the karma of others. I probably wouldn’t have called the cops,
were it not for the fact that the neighbor had three children; two boys, aged nine
and thirteen, and a fifteen-year-old daughter, all living in a one-bedroom apart-
ment. The kids shouldn’t have to hear their mommie getting beat up by her hate-
filled, pint-sized jailbird of a lover.

Mommy was a sort-of-sexy Filipina who behaved like a 40-year-old kid. She was
fond of men and drink and always had people coming and running and going and
partying and yelling and laughing and fucking and fighting.

Slam! That was her small frame getting thrown against the wall. Biff! That was
the elevator door shutting and the cops lumbering down the hall. The officers
were cautious. Very. They had their hands on their hips, ready to grab the gun if
need be. More police get shot in domestic quarrels than in bank robberies. I
appeared in the hall.

“I made the call, officer”.
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I fought my better judgment, which told me to be anonymous in phoning—to
ring up, then stay in my room with the door closed. Then I recalled Kitty, who
had said, “Anarchy is cool, but a lot of so-called anarchists just want to be left
alone so they can beat their wife and kids and dogs”.

There is a point, where sometimes you just have to get involved, even if you feel
like a rat in doing so.

The man in blue was still wary. He didn’t know if I was the guy doing the beat-
ing or not. Cops hate these situations. Love is not only blind, it is blinding. There
is probably no arena of mortal experience, save maybe religion, that inspires
humans to act so damn crazy and feel so damn right about it.

The little Filipina stood in her doorway dressed in house slippers; threadbare,
orange silk panties and a tight Motörhead T-shirt. “It is O.K., officer. I am O.K.
. . ”. she offered in a thick, co-dependent accent. “We just had a little bit of
trink”.

I could smell booze on her from ten feet away. She looked sexy and crazy. The
officer could smell the day-old drink on me. His spidey senses were jangling. He
told the lady to step out of the apartment. She grabbed an old, Chinese silk
bathrobe that was hanging on a peg by the door (kept handy for those frequent
house slippers-to-the-liquor-store-for-bourbon-and-Newports-treks.) She
wrapped it around her 96 pounds of perfumed sex and sadness, and walked into
the hall with her head lowered in the temporary, party-stopping remorse of a
drunk being chided.

“There are children in there, too,” I offered. (Actually, they were all gone. The
oldest was out loosing her virginity to a 28-year-old cocaine-addicted bartender,
and the other two were spending the night in The Avenues at their grandmoth-
er’s house.90)

“Please shut up and go back in your house,” the law demanded of me.

San Francisco cops have seen it all, and they don’t take any shit. My house bor-
ders on an alley where Sam Spade murders took place. Not very much has
changed in spirit in the neighborhood since then, or for that matter, since the area
was a few blocks from the sailors’ rough haunts of the Barbary Coast.91 It’s pret-
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ty much the same, only with cars, crack, computers and yup-
pies.

I was pissed. I was, after all, the one that had called them, and
they weren’t treating me very well. I went back into the house. Once I shut the
door, it was entirely dark. “I guess it’s night, not morning,” I said out loud to
myself. I wasn’t happy about that. I hated the idea of sleeping through a whole
day. Had I slept 12 hours? Or 36? Regardless, I disliked wasting time, not that
my creative or survival processes worked on any particular schedule that pre-
cluded slouching. It was just groovy, old-fashioned, Judeo-Christian work-ethic
values that my family had dropped into my skull before I divested from them and
became a moderately paid professional slacker.

(I love being a musician. The hours suit me quite well. I can wake up at noon, [or
two, or midnight] and lay in bed fucking, or masturbating or both, for an hour or
two. . .then smoke cigarettes and chat for a while. . .meander down the street and
eat almost any day in a restaurant that some tourist has to save up all year to come
to my pretty city and enjoy. . .take a bus or taxi out to Golden Gate Park and walk
around. . .watch the summerfog rolling in on kittyfeet at Page and Masonic,
[reminding me of what I often forget—that this city is virtually an island, sur-
rounded by water on most sides]. . .cab it to the rehearsal studio and then lay it
down heavy with the cats. . .drink on the job. . .take a break and go get a blowjob
in the bathroom. . .then go home, take drugs and sleep [or not sleep, depending
on the drug.])

“Where did I leave that Heroin. . . ?” I thought to myself. I was feeling a fear-
based pain, and I was recalling the tarry blob of painkiller that lived in my freez-
er for just such occasions. Last year, a long-gone gurlfren had awakened my
addiction again, but this time around it had been eight months since I held a habit.
I did some Dope yesterday morning (capitulating the odd reaction of my whole
life taking 24 hours to flash before me—maybe next time, I should leave out the
holy water. . .lol), and the day before, when my guitar was stolen. I know I
shouldn’t do it three days in a row. I know that four days ago I was playing pool
at the Chatterbox and swearing to never get high again. But I erroneously felt that
I had learned how to moderate my use and avoid addiction. It just wasn’t a cool
party drug at this point. Trying to control addiction is like playing chess with
God. (Or wrestling with The Devil.)

Heroin is a semi-synthetic derivative of the naturally occurring alkaloid, mor-
phine. Heroin is 2.2 times stronger than morphine. Morphine is the drug that they
give you when you are laying in the street with your arm cut off by a bus, to make
you not care. Heroin is, you can bet, very effective for short-term treatment of
emotional pain. . .And I was feeling an ill-defined, yet pounding, emotional pain
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at this twinkling in time.

Heroin is Heroin with a capital H.92 It is a proper name. What do you call a three
hundred pound, six-foot six-inch man sitting on your chest, holding a gun to
your head?

You call him Sir.

Where do two angry gorillas sleep? Anywhere they want to.

Orangutan on my back, Motherfucker. That’s Mister Heroin to you, chump.
Smack with a capital “S”. . . .

My thoughts were split by the shatter of the cop’s .45 going off in the hall. I
acted on impulse and did exactly what you should not do in that situation: I ran
and opened the door and stuck my sweet little blond head into the hall.

“Get back inside!!!” the cop shouted to me through a pile of gunsmoke.

I did, but not before groking the situation in a photographic instant: The short,
shirtless body of the abusive lover was laid out on the floor of the hallway. He
was a little dark-skinned, wiry, very Beautiful and very dead human, gazing
heaven-bound with open eye. “There is surprisingly little blood,” thought I.

The little Filipina was hitting the second cop with tiny, intent and drunken fists.
Three more cops were running up the stairs. They all tackled the woman.
Pumped with adrenaline, she gave the football player-sized peace officers a wor-
thy fight.

I stood in the hall, a little cellophane-covered ball of heaven-then-hell in my
sweaty palm, taking in the madness. It only took slow motion nanoseconds for
me to gather a pretty close approximation93 of what had happened:

The first cop had been interrogating the momentarily penitent borracha at the far
end of the hall, and the second cop had called into her apartment “Hey come out
here!”

The diminutive, abusive fuck-of-a-man had come out wearing a bloodstained,
sleeveless T-shirt (the kind referred to as “wife-beater shirts,” probably because
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of Streetcar Named Desire.) The little, brown sausage-of-a-
shit had been clutching a butcher knife. The blood was his
own; he had been brandishing the knife for effect on the
woman, and had accidentally cut himself. The cop had
assumed that the guy had hacked one of the children, so he ordered him, “Drop
the knife, or I’ll shoot!”

The tiny fellow had probably seen one too many American movies, and retorted
with “Go ahead and shoot me, Joe!”

He’d swayed one drunken pace forward, and that was his last step. The cop had
been electric with adrenaline and responded in kind.

I’d floated back inside my apartment on a wave of disbelief. I felt that I hadn’t
seen what I felt I’d seen, but I had. “Gotta get high,” I thought out loud.

I started tearing up my drug-infested bedroom, looking for a syringe. After fif-
teen minutes of looking over and over in the same drawers and under the same
piles of dirty laundry, I decided that I would brave it and snort the shit.

West Coast Heroin is harder to snort than East Coast. East Coast is Chinese,
white powder—pow’ful good snortin’ Dope. West Coast stuff is brown tar from
Mexico. To snort it, you have to mix with water and heat, just the same as if you
were gonna shoot it. Then you snork the liquid. It feels like you are drowning in
bitterness, but it gets you higher, quicker than smoking (the other option—save
suppository style—if you don’t have a rig.94)

I stood in the kitchen, holding a spoonful of the acrid, brown, endorphin-deplet-
ing syrup over the flame of the filthy gas stove. As the burnt-vinegar stink waft-
ed up in little ribbons to perforate my nasal membranes, some little masochistic
part below deck seemed to welcome the burn.

I could feel that smell in the mosh pit of my stomach.

Gee your Heroin smells terrific.

Gag me with a burnt spoon.

I could hear the muffled, jaded chatter of the police with the coroner cleaning up
the dead, drunk Filipino meat in the hall.95 The smell of the dissolving Heroin
made me a little ill to my tummy. This is a Pavlovian response that only seasoned
users have—it is an anticipatory pre-response, the synapses licking their lips at
the impending endorphins-on-steroids downward rush that opiates yield.
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I grabbed a pen and pulled the cartridge out with my teeth. I laid the spoon care-
fully on the stove and snorted the liquid through the pen barrel.

It burned like fuck. Not only was it blindingly acrid, it was still calorically hot.
I had been too impatient to wait for the Dope soup to cool. I coughed, walked
back into my room and flopped down on the Murphy bed to wait the seven sec-
onds or so that it would take for Morpheus to wrap his cotton arms around my
sheltering sky brain.

Snorting Dope takes a little longer to feel than injecting, but only by a nun’s cunt
hair. Pretty soon, I felt the warm waves of semi-synthetic Beauty that envelope
the user of opiates.

I grabbed my 1928 Martin acoustic and strummed a few minor chords. (When I
pick up a guitar, I always play a minor chord. I didn’t realize this ‘til one day
when Jinx pointed it out to me. He always plays a major chord—that’s the kind
of cat he is.)

I lay back on the bed, with the Martin resting on my flat belly. A slow-burn his-
tamine itch was crawling up my face and neck and chest. It felt like roaches on
a low-flame skillet. I stared at the light fixture (a bare bulb covered by a colour-
ful, paper lantern that I had purchased on a date with Melody in Chinatown.) I
watched time slow and stop and move backward, the same way that an accident
victim in shock observes his pain, yet is not of his pain.

I thought about what an old junkie jazz musician had told me while he was pan-
handling outside the storefront Church of John Coltrane96 on Divisadero:
“Lemme tell ya Cash, the thing about shootin’ Hair-on is that the ceilings and the
sidewalks look the same in every town”.

It is true. Heroin sort of invalidates travel, though travel is necessary for the
addict-musician to keep “well”.97 (“Well,” I mused, is such an odd term to
describe the state of a Dopesick addict becoming instantly not sick the minute
he shoots up. When strung, I often boot-up in front of a mirror, and watch the
subtly drastic changes in my face—my eyes going from saucers to pinholes,
colour coming back into my wooden face, morphing from reptilian to human in
3.4 seconds flat.
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(The Tin Man getting his goddamn oil. . . .)

I feel that I’m different from “those junkies”. I have been
addicted a lot of times, but feel that now that I’m older and
smarter, I have a handle on it. Maybe I can use just a little and then stop before
it becomes a habit. . . .

Chapter 12:  Eight Lives
Left

I was slapped awake by cold water. I immediately smelled the smoke, and real-
ized that the fire alarm I was dreaming—the second in two days—was based in
reality, or at least in what passes for reality on Heroin.

(My old roommate, Rolf Freehole, was fond of calling Heroin “The truest psy-
chedelic”. In some twisted, non-hallucinogenic way, that statement is the ultimate
in “If you have to ask, you’ll never know”. Heroin makes one feel loved even in
the face of any hatred, perceived or real. Heroin does not produce a separate real-
ity; it filters the current one in such a way that there are no rough edges, at least
at first. Later, it does quite the opposite. Trying to change the way, amount, cir-
cumstance or whatever to “use successfully” is like shaving on a roller coaster
while drunk, but that’s a whole ‘nother ball gag. . . .)

Melody was yelling “Wake up, Motherfucker!” and slapping me conscious. I had
done too much Dope again and passed out with a lit cigarette and burned an
eight-inch smolder hole in the mattress. Technically, I’d overdosed. I might have
never awaken again, had Melody not come to my house. . .She’d followed anoth-
er tenant in through the locked front gate, and run up the stairs to the sound of
the fire alarm. In my haste to fix, I hadn’t locked my apartment door. Melody
found me blue on the smoking mattress, and gave me CPR. I’d awakened, said
“I love you” and nodded out in her arms.

Cash Newmann, this is your life. . . .

She held me ‘til morning, monitoring my erratic breathing. Ever since I met her,
she has always been there for me. Even though I fuck a lot of women, I love
Melody. She’s the closest thing that I have to a steady girlfriend. She reads me
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like a dirty book. We’ve been fucking for six years, and I have genuinely com-
municated a lot more with her than with most of the animated dolls that I am
usually pumping full of slime.

Her vigil is typical of the investment that the majority of my dozen or so lovers
in town are willing to afford me. They all possess a sick, yet loving, need to care-
take broken men, and I have more to offer than most of the damaged mortals
available for nursemaid service: I have some money, I’m brilliant, handsome, an
O.K. listener, a good talker and, occasionally, a great fuck.

So what if I OD now and again?

The following morning, I was back in form, pontificating naked while languish-
ing in her arms in a post-coital rush of endorphins: “I adore the feminine spirit.
. . ”.

“Bullshit, baby boy, you are terrified of the feminine spirit. . . ”. She laughed,
leaned over and poured two wine glasses full of grape juice and handed me one.
“That’s why you make such a point of parading your various and tawdry bitch-
es around town. I don’t know how you get away with it, but I think I know why.
. . ”.

“And why would that be, Little Miss ‘Just Got-Her-Master’s-Degree-But-Can-
Still-Take-Time-To-Fuck-All-Night?’ ”

“Well, Cash Newmann, while you did have some amazing female role models
early on, the men in your life, while not abusive, have tended towards less than
strong. I’ve met your family. The males are more Dr. Huxtable or even Don
Knots than they are Hemingway or Flynn. I think you are trying to prove to them
that you can do all the things that they were too scared, too Christian, endor too
Republican to try”.

“Look, Sex Brat. . . ,” I paused, trying to think of something clever, or even
insipid to say. I was stumped. She was right. . .and I was starting to resign myself
to the fact that she was, in some ways, smarter than me.

“I just think that I’m a part-time misogynist who likes to fuck feminists,” I final-
ly blurted.
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“My, what a sensitive admission, little boy. Oooh, my little
peepee kitty. You are almost starting to sound like a feminist”.

“Yuck. . .any man who claims to be a feminist is just trying to
get laid,” I said, echoing a sentiment that I’d sold to the Ephemera button com-
pany ten years earlier, for 25 bucks.98

“You probably got that from one of your other brown-haired whores. Like I told
you before, Cash, behind every great man is a good woman he steals all of his
ideas from”.

“You are so right, my dear sweetie-pop, my baby fishy glamour-kittywhore. You
know, Trackmark taught me the difference between dominance and degradation,
but you helped me purrrfect it into the puppycat, playfight, neckbite fuck-art to
which we’ve raised it. You taught me that the ideal is when dominance and gen-
ital kissing are not pre-assigned, but when they transfer from me to you and back
without a word. I love how you top from the bottom, even in lambcuffs. I cher-
ish your ability to desire to be manhandled, while maintaining your equanimity
(or possibly even superiority) to the man doing the handling”.

“Thank you for the recognition, Cash, my angelic, evil-genius safeword-sweet-
heart. And I thank you so for fucking me so damn well. It has been days. I was
getting all furred-over. However. . .”. she hissed, climbing on top of me and pin-
ning down my arms and looking very seriously into my eyeholes, “. . .I will thank
you not to intone that slut, Trackmark’s name in our bed. I don’t care what you
do outside our bunk, but I don’t want you bringing the notion of that whole
wheat, free-range whore or any other women into this bed. Recall our agreement,
my precious. . .when I am here, this is our bed. In our bed, we are the only two
entities in the universe. That understanding is prerequisite to me turning off my
Ph.D. mind and giving you permission to play with and own my very Barbie
body. Agreed?”

“Agreed, my excellent sexcat furbrat”.

What could I say? She had me pinned down physically—her legs wrapped
around my brain, my arms flayed and I was naked. I am slightly stronger than her,
but not by much. Besides, Melody had the advantage of being right.

That gal is the nearest thing to a Soulmate that I have ever encountered. She is
23 and we started fucking when she was a teenager. She was really pretty at sev-
enteen when I found her, and she is GORGEOUS now. In some ways, I feel that
23 is the ideal age for a lover. Naw, fuck that. They’re all good. Even, or espe-
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cially, the 40-year-olds.

Melody intuitively knows that the purpose of makeup, hair-teasing and perfume
is to create the illusion that you have been fucked all night. (If you fuck and kiss
a woman for hours, her lips turn red, her cheeks flush pink, her eyelids get dark,
her hair rats out and she smells glorious.99)

Melody lets me fuck all the other little pieces of catmeat that I wish, because she
knows that I will always come back to her. I love her. Sometimes I think that she
is the only woman outside of my family that I have ever really loved.

Melody is Beautiful. She is taller than I. Most women are. (One of her legs is
longer than the other. This may be her ONLY fault. She is 5' 10" if she leans on
her left side, and 5' 11" if she leans to the right.) She has chestnut-brown hair—
really really full, and not too straight. It makes the cat in me want to paw at it
and pull on it and nibble it. Her follicular tendrils are a cascade of sex and spir-
it that extends out of her brain and into her purple/red/gold aura. She has full,
pretty lips and a smile to work for. . .Melody is muscular-yet-soft. Petting her
belly is like petting milk. And she gots a nuclear ass that would make a black girl
jealous. She has high cheekbones, but she’s not thin. Nor is she fat. Melody is
curvy and a little bit muscular and just fucking pretty. Gurl looks like a 1940’s
movie star—one of those tragic Beauties who leave the farm to get munched and
mulched by the big city evil of Hollywood. She has gold-green eyes that look
very much like the eyes of a cat. I can easily objectify most women, even when
looking directly into their ocular orbs. Melody, however, has eyeholes that are
so fucking human, that I fall deeply in love with her Soul every time her eye-
balls smile at mine. I would paint her name on a police car. I would skip bare-
foot through a playground full of used syringes to sing her praises. I would die
under a pile of thirteen black cats for her.

z  h h h hi osgai i i i j
When she grazes my face with her gaze I fall into a haze.
Drip me into heaven and catch me if I yield from grace.
I have to tell her to close ‘em eyes when she blows me.
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No way that I can cum
while looking into those eyes,

‘cause she knows me. . . . b c y 

Oh, the humanity!

I’d walk under seven times seventy-seven kinds of ladders riding six white hors-
es to get to her.

Actually, sometimes I look her in the eyes when I fuck her and am able to cum.
At those moments, sex transcends the physical and goes even beyond the meta-
physical into the realm of something totally unearthly and divine. There is fuck-
ing. Then there is making love. Then there is making love to and fucking Melody.

Melody is so damn romantic that she’d probably bring flowers to an orgy.

She’s more fun than macy*s at the smoke-damaged cat sale.

I’m hooked. Bad.

My meeting of her makes a fun story:

I was friends with her boyfriend before I ever became friends with her—one day
I was walking down upper Waller Street and I saw this handsome guy sitting in
the sun on his steps, playing slide blues on a Dobro guitar. I stopped and whacked
up a conversation with him. He looked xool and dirty—shabbily dressed but in a
composed mix of thrift store stuff and standard slacker-grunge wear. He was a lit-
tle on the skinny side, but somehow seemed larger-than-life. He turned out to be
the singer in that really astonishing, psychedelic-utopiate, hard sex-rock group,
Bomb, enjoying his day off. His influential, almost mythological, genre-bending,
queer-friendly, girl-fucking, acid-thick music was some of my favorite stuff on
Earth.

He introduced himself with, “Hey man, whassup? My name is Michael”.

I extended a paw and replied, “Nifty pickin’, Mike, I’m Cash Newmann”.

I liked his correction—“The name is Michael. People who call me “Mike” and
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call me their friend are liars. I think I might like to be your friend. It’s easy to
remember: ‘Michael’ was the angel who threw Lucifer out of heaven. ‘Mike’ is
the guy who checks your oil at the gas station”.

“Oops. Sorry, man”.

“S all’rite. Calling me ‘Mikey’, however, would be quite acceptable”.

I was impressed

We hit it off prestigiously. Whenever I was in the Upper Haight, I would drop in
and see him. He was funny, articulate and surprisingly intelligent. (One would
doubt this to listen to his stoned on-stage ramblings, which usually consisted of
garbled endorsements of casual narcotics and sex.)

Once he told me that he was an atheist. When I replied that was a theist,
Michael said, “Cool. Say ‘Hi’ for me”. And there was no sarcasm. He seemed
to actually mean it.

He also said, “Women are for fucking. Everything else you can get from a
guy”.

Michael took me out to dinner once, with Melody and her sister, Harmony.
(Really!) He didn’t let on that Melody was his gurl, even while I tried in vain,
throughout the dinner, to pick up on her. He was smiling the whole Cha Cha Cha
time. Melody and Harmony thought it was pretty funny, too.

Another day that I came by to visit him, someone had spray painted something
huge on the sidewalk in front of his house. I could smell the fresh paint, but did-
n’t bother reading the message. I stepped over it and rang the bell. Melody
answered the door. I inquired, “Is Michael here?”

Melody, all of seventeen, was balling. She pointed at the sidewalk. The graffiti
read, “melody. you broke my heart in a million places. I have gone back to
nebraska forever”.

She cried herself out as I hugged her for a long time on the porch. I asked her if
she would walk with me. In an hour we were at my secret, special place in
Golden Gate Park, having an impromptu picnic with some wine, bread and
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cheese that we picked up at a corner deli in The Avenues. In
four hours we were laying in my bed with my seed running
down her leg, tears running down both flushed cheeks and the
words, “I love you, Cash!” purring loudly into my ear.

Melody likes talking with me. I may not be as educated as she, but I’m smart
enough to keep up. She likes that in a man.

Not only is she intellectually challenging to me, but she is voluntarily the sweet-
est whore I know. She loves to dress up in pumps, a garter belt100 and nylons. She
lives to don the pearls and perfume, put on a pretty bra and suck cock (without
being asked) and jack me with one hand and massage my balls with the other, and
wiggle her ass in the air and purr whilst she does so.

I keep a drawer full of all that girl-prop sex.clothing.stuff, but Melody always
comes fully stocked. I like that a lot. She’s the perfect twist on the archetypal
groupie—built to serve, but smart enough to understand the psychological basis
for her need to behave that way.

I would sometimes wear lingerie myself. . .with lovers, or even alone, especially
if I got a hold of some speed. Speed is zaney. It makes people sexy and insane.
When I do crystal, which is really rarely (I get bored with Dope, so sometimes
I’ll do speed if it’s offered to me), I always regret it. I spend the whole night trash-
ing my lover’s closet, trying on gurl clothes, intently slicing them up into little
pieces and rearranging into ugly/Beautiful combinations.101 Speed either does
that to men or makes them look through dumpsters for random crap (or makes
them look through dumpsters for lingerie to try on and destroy.) Then they start
hoarding things—things most sentient creatures would discard.

One time I almost died on an overdose on speed. I had a peculiar need for speed
and found myself in the Tenderloin buying crappy drugs from evil strangers in
alleys at midnight. I came down by 6 a.m. and called Lily and woke her up. She
scored for me, some of the most disgustingly pure and mind-seizing drugs I had
ever encountered. I absolutely thought I was dying. The music I was listening to
(Jim Carroll’s People Who Died, incidentally) sounded like a broken record that
was speeding way down and then sloping way up within every note. (Sorta the
way one of my favorites, Helios Creed, sounds on no drugs) and my heart was
going over 160 BPM. I was suddenly aware that I was surely dying. . .heard
Hell’s bells in my head callin’ me home. It was simultaneously infinitely ecstat-
ic and excessively hellish. It felt like the Satan had won me in a card game with
God and was ramming his hand down my frontal lobe and out my ass and
twirling me around in a buttery roundelay. . .drowning in fear and pleasure in a
stream of morbid unrelated eternities. I died so hard that day. And accidentally
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lived to tell about it.

I’d jumped up in abject, heart-stopping panic from the bathtub and ripped off the
frilly and pumps I was wearing. “That’s no way for them to find me!” I thought.
Then I poured about a month’s worth of cat food into a mixing bowl and filled
another with water for the bewildered kitties I was watching for a friend. “Gotta
take care of the kitties even if I’m dead”. Then, in one frantic movement, I boxed
up the tranny porn I had hung on all the walls and sat in a corner diddiling my
holes and waiting to die. I wanted to do more drugs, remembering something
about how Ritalin was used to treat hyperactive children. I avoided this fatal
mistake because I couldn’t get my blood to register in the syringe, as I imagined
I was seeing tiny seahorses swimming in the rig fulla meth syrup. About 14
hours of this neural electrical storm later I was awake and not dead, so I stopped
worrying, flushed the rest of the drugs and enjoyed myself it a bit.

I’m kinda amazed and very grateful I didn’t die. Somehow I think that the pres-
ence of the cats saved me. I think they were Godcats.

The following day my mindscape made Hieronymus Bosch look like Hallmark
and my body felt like I’d been hit by a blimp after falling down the stairs with
a bad hangover. My vision was swimming and my heart down to a measurable
110 BPM and I wasn’t right for a month. Every microgram of endorphin was
washed outta me and down the toilet.

Speed is the breakfast of bikers. Speed takes the woman outta the little girl.
Speed piss looks and smells like vinegar. Speed sweat smells like rotten pick-
les and jockstraps on a hot day.

You can take the speedfreak out of the dumpster, but you can’t take dumpster
out of the speedfreak.

We’ll stay up all night and dismantle the car. . . .

hsknT  t kl m m mn
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I’ll do crystal once in a while, and then about three days later
when I’m starting to come down hard, I’ll swear off of it for-
ever. It’s really fun—you’re high for a bit, then you crash and
become suicidally depressed for about the next 72 hours.

(I remember one time Jinx did speed and thought that his family had been killed.
He walked all the way to Golden Gate Park at four in the morning and started dig-
ging in the dirt with his hands where he was psychically sure that they’d been
buried. He found a little piece of twine that was the same colour as his mother’s
hair. He freaked out and kept digging.

(I have hated speed, but continued to do it occasionally, ever since I stole my
mother’s diet pills when I was twelve. That night, I lay on my back, awake all
night, infinitely drawing the infinity symbol in the air with my hands.

(The only thing worse than speed is crack. I have done it thrice and since avoid-
ed it like the scourge. When I was 25, I had occasionally done Heroin for four
years, somehow without yet getting addicted. Then I tried crack. Fifteen minutes
later, I tried to trade my only guitar for more. The second time I tried it I thought
about raping someone, but came down and became despondent before I could get
around to commission. Everything that they said about reefer in the 1930s is true
of crack. It is a one-hit hook.102

(The only thing worse than crack is spacebase, a potent mixture of PCP and
crack that Vato gangstas in San Jose smoke before killing humans for sport.)

I finished spacing out and flashed back to the here-now. Melody took a sip of cold
water from the glass on the nightstand and kissed me. She carefully controlled
the amount of water she streamed onto my body as she slid down to her goal. She
wrapped her lips around my cock and began to work me thoroughly. She had the
velvet mouth; some mouths just feel better on my cock than others.

Melody stopped sucking after a minute. She kept going with one hand (after mak-
ing sure that there was enough saliva on my bratwurst to prevent chaffing) while
she pulled lipstick out of her stocking (she had tucked it there earlier.) She
applied a thick coat of Cocksucker Red with one hand while jacking me skillful-
ly with the other. (The secret to being a great whore is to love your john enough
that there is nothing in the world you would rather be doing than pleasing him. .
.and if you don’t love him, find a reason to pretend.) Then she threw her head
back and poured a long stream of ooze into her mouth from the lube dispenser
that lives on my nightstand. She stuck my cock back into her smiling oralfice, and
worked me with both hands and her whole head until I moaned and sprayed my
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stars and sky down her smart, dirty little throat. She fell unconscious, squeaking
little purrsnores on my stomach. She sleeps. . . .

Onan would have been proud.

I love porno, but I think that most pornographers miss the point. At least they
miss my point. If I made dirty movies, there would never be a close-up of a cock
sliding in and out of a kittyhole. It would mostly be close-ups of the lady’s face.
I could make three-hour masterpieces of her cumming and sell them with a G-
rating. To me, a woman’s face is the most erotic image ever, whether there is
sperm all over it or not. (And I would never show close-ups of the man. I gave
up watching porno, because every time I was about to cum, they would show
some fat, hairy, coke-boozing asshole’s grimacing mug and I would lose my nut.
At least they should get good-looking guys.)

I don’t simply think of woman as receptacles for semen. They are that, but so
much more. They are fun, funny, fungible spermcups with cool, xool Souls.

When I awoke, I was alone. Melody had left to return to classes at UC Berkeley.
It was five in the afternoon. I felt kinda melancholy. It was not a full-fledged
depression, just a misty sort of “life-ain’t-so-hot,” Smack-hangover. It is this
feeling that compels casual users to become habitual users.

All drugs work by borrowing energy and pleasure from tomorrow and using it
today. Eventually, one has to pay back tomorrow for yesterday by feeling bad
today.

I turned on my Art Deco, Bakelite nightstand radio and they were playing one of
my songs (one of many I’ve written about Melody.) I don’t get airplay that often,
but it does happen occasionally.

All musicians suffer from, “People think about me, therefore I am,”103 so of
course, hearing my big voice on my little radio put me in a better mood. But my
brain chemistry won. I got sad again about a minute after the song was over.

I scruffeled around in a pile of papers and magazines for something to entertain
myself. I found an old story that appeared to be in my writing and read it:
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Genital warts and all....
Or, “What I did on my spring break”.
Or “The odds are good that the goods are odd....”

Two years ago, a girl named, oh let’s call her “Tammy”, wrote me. She had
been a fan of my singing for ten years. She adored my voice. She said that my
voice made her pussy wet, and she proceeded to flirt with me and ask a lot of
questions about my band. Since I had a girlfriend at the time, I didn’t flirt back
with her, but I did answer all her questions, and let her know that I had a girl-
friend.

Six months ago when I broke up with my girlfriend, I started tying up loose
women, I mean loose ends. One of them was “Tammy”. I let her know that I
was available and began flirting with her a lot. She flirted back and told me that
if I ever came to see her, she would be my sex slave and “treat you like the god
you are”. She sent me naked photos of her tight little butt and said “Maybe this
can be the next ass you fuck”. All in all, she totally flirted with me. And I her.

I had plans to come back east to see my family so I came early and set aside six
days to see Tammy. She lives in Providence, Rhode Island and said she would
drive an hour to Boston to pick me up at the airport.

I got into Boston at 1 a.m. and the bitch wasn’t there! I paged her on the inter-
com, waited about an hour and finally called my old friend Sasha and woke
him, his wife and his baby. He said I could come over and crash on his couch
for the night. I spent a bunch of cash on a taxi and got to Cambridge about 3
a.m. I was still furious and still on California time so didn’t get to sleep until 5
a.m. At 6, I was awakened by Sasha’s baby and got a hold of Tammy on the
phone. She said that she would be there at 10 a.m. to pick me up.

At 1 p.m., she arrived and we met for the first time. She was cute, but not as
cute as she and looked in photos. You know, people can show you just their
best side from a distance. . . .

It wasn’t just a physical thing, but her overall demeanor—she looked and felt
tired, sad and used. . . “rode hard and put away wet” I believe is the equestrian
metaphor. . . .

She gave me a hug and promptly stepped on and broke my favorite sunglasses.
Then as we were leaving, she locked her car keys in Sasha’s house. I had to sit
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there on one hour of sleep and wait an hour more for Sasha’s wife to return
and let us in.

Finally we made it back to Providence. D’oh! Her ex-boyfriend was there. I
was a little bummed,....I really wanted to toss Tammy down and get some of
that sweet cat-loving that she had told me so much about. But that guy was
there. We will call him “Stuart”. Tammy had to go to a doctor’s appointment,
so I hung out and talked to Stuart. He turned out to be a surprisingly eloquent
and sweet man. We had a lot in common, including a love for and understand-
ing of the universal spirituality of the interconnectivity of women.

At last Tammy came back. Stuart finally left, and I tried to get next to the gurl.
She insisted that she needed a nap, and she curled up on the couch and pointed
to the futon on the floor and told me to nap there. I went in the bathroom and
beat off and then went to sleep angry.

After several hours, I woke up and tried to get with her again. She wasn’t
interested. She asked me to serenade her on her bass. I did, and she videotaped
me and took a lot of pictures. She did a lot of both the whole time. . . .

The chick is sort of a butterfly collector and I finally figured out that I was just
the latest specimen on her wax board. She collects autographs and videos and
has a lot of letters from her correspondence with musicians and famous serial
killers and such. (I at one point told her that I thought she liked murderers
because she subconsciously thought they were her “big brothers” who could
protect her from all the abusers in her past. {Of her three husbands, only the
last one, the nazi skinhead, was nice to her. One of them threw her out of the
moving car, which led to her current condition of being medically addicted to
pain pills. Did I mention that she was medically addicted to pain pills? . . } I
also think that she likes guys serving life prison terms as it is safe. . . she will
never actually have to meet them. And she sells their letters in auction on the
Internet.)

I also noticed that I had been in her room before....not her room per se, but the
same room in different towns inhabited by different women. But the same
books on magic and serial killers, the same GenX videos of the same movies,
the same altar covered with the same esoteric-yet-off-the-shelf bric-a-brac. I
told her this, and also said “I think that people who are heavily into magic are
into envisioning things because symbolism is easier than action”. Tammy
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agreed, then got sad and then later threw it up in my face
and denied it. (After her morphine patch started wearing off.
. . After an hour of the next patch, she took it off because it
was making her want to fuck me. She said it like this was a
bad thing.)

I was getting pretty sick of sleeping on the floor of a woman who told me she
would “treat me like the god that I am” and be my dutiful and attentive lover.
She appeared to have no interest in doing it with this little sex gnome. And it’s
not as if she changed her mind once she saw me...I later found out from Stuart
that she told him before I came that she had no intention of fucking me. She
basically, in my mind, got me there under false pretenses so she could study me
under her microscope. She more or less entered into an “oral” (pun intended)
contract and reneged before it even started.

She finally fucked me on the third day, but it was more or less her throwing me
a bone (and I think she gave me the clap, as it now burns when I pee....) and
she felt very detached for all ten minutes of it. Afterwards, she jumped up, put
her clothes on, turned on the TV and didn’t sit next to me.

She had a friend who I flirted with (the friend she said in her original letters
was going to have three-ways with us), and this pissed Tammy off. She later
said “Why don’t you go fuck her. She will probably fuck you and you don’t
seem to be getting what you want from me..”. I left a phone message for the
other girl trying to feel her out (and up) but she didn’t reply.

During the course of the week, Tammy would alternately mood at me in vari-
ous swings, depending where she was in perking her daily dosing schedule of
Percodan. She was yelling at me one minute and somewhat detachedly sweet at
other moments. On the fourth day she had a particularly bad freakout on me for
no reason at all. She was bitching at me while feeding a rat to her pet python
(your comments, Dr. Freud?....) and in the room was her other ex-boyfriend. He
had previously been giving me dirty looks every time she forced us into the
same room together, but as she bitched at me, his eyes melted into empathy......

I had had enough. I go see girls to kill the pain, to turn down the static in my
head, and this Jerry Springier reject was having the opposite effect. I quickly
packed my few dirty duds into my Zo bag and announced I was leaving. I had
nowhere to go. Tammy dialed the phone, handed it to me and told me to go stay
with her friend that I had flirted with. The friend sounded interested, but said “I
don’t think it would be a good idea”.

I had enough money for a hotel and taxi if absolutely necessary, but wanted
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other options. I told Tammy I was gonna go stay with Stuart. She laughed
incredulously as if that would never happen. She dialed the phone and threw it
at me. Stuart said he would be delighted to see me and Tammy made her other
ex drive us over to Stuart’s.

We were all silent for the ride. As I stood at Stuart’s apartment building
entrance, I asked Tammy if she was happy. She whimpered “no” and that was
the last time we spoke.

(I found out later that it was a good thing that I did not fuck Tammy’s friend,
as ashe had and did not tell me that she had, genital warts in her throat.
Yummy......)

Stuart and I had a blast. We sat on his porch, had a Tammy Anonymous meet-
ing (he went out with her for six years and she crushed his heart.) Stuart and I
became fast friends and I think I am gonna know him a long time. He is a
genius and great with people and computers and is under-utilizing his potential
immensely in that small town.

Meow. The end.

Cash Newmann, scribbling furiously on a plane over St. Louis. . . .

This was only entertaining for as long as it took to read. I couldn’t forget the
shattering gunplay I had recently had my hallway.

Shit. . .sometimes being a human hurts.

I wasn’t wanting to deal with that feeling, so I headed out my apartment door to
hit the Hill Top. As I walked out into the hall, some woman from the county was
standing at my door. She started asking me questions about the neighbor and her
parenting abilities. I noticed a dozen red roses on the carpet over the dark, blood-
stained spot where the guy had died. I answered as best I could and then ran
down the stairs. I didn’t even wanna wait for the elevator.

Jack had just come on for his shift, and Missy was sitting at the bar, soberly ador-
ing her husband.
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For all my womanizing, I really admired their relationship.
Sometimes I wish that I were man enough to only want one
woman.

“Hey Cash!” The happy couple chimed in unison. “¿Que pasa, El Niño?” added
Jack

“Hey kids. Gimmie a beer, Jack. I’ve had a strange couple days”.

“Yeah. What happened up there? I heard someone got shot”.

“It was weird. . .feels like a bad dream. I am not really sure I didn’t dream it,
except that CPS came and took the kids away, so I guess it really happened. I’m
kinda trying not to think about it. . . .”

“That’s understandable. Jesus. . .sorry you had to see that stuff, Cash”. said
Missy. “Hey, bye, boys! Have fun, I gotta go to work now”. She leaned over the
bar and gave her husband a wet, loud, pretty kiss. Jack smiled. Missy walked out-
side and roared off in Jack’s gorgeous, burgundy 1973 Mercedes sedan that had
been parked out front.

Missy worked night shift in a court-ordered drug diversion program for pregnant
teenage girls. The gals loved her. Missy had considerable skills, and could have
been doing a number of other jobs, and getting paid damn well. Yet she chose to
work for less money in a place where she could help people. She said that it was
part of her amends to the world. When she was out there, she had been a thief,
specializing in Persian rugs. Her running partner, Jeff, had died of an overdose in
her arms. When she was using, she had considered herself a sexy and evil part of
the problem. Now she was a sexy, wonderful, generous part of the solution.

She waltzed out the door, all aglow from the kisses that Jack had planted on her
sweet lips and baby cheeks. Jack smiled and topped off my half-full (half-
empty?) beer.

“What’s it like, Jack?” I inquired.

“What, marriage?”

“Yeah”.

“Well,” began Jack, “it’s a lot of work and a lot of fun. It’s more work and more
fun than I have ever experienced in any other part of life. I guess I would say it
is like most things in my world—cool and weird and cool”.104
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Jack wiped off the bar and continued. “I mean, sometimes I wake up and look at
her and think, ‘Jesus, I am sick of this woman. . .I feel stuck in this relationship’.
. .but that isn’t much of the time. And then I find any number of reasons, or no
reason at all, to fall insanely in love with her again. So. . .what’s it like with you,
mister?”

“You mean being a third-rate Rockstar, fucking lots of damaged Beauties and
never really knowing the emotional satisfaction of a real relationship?” I mused.

Jack laughed, “Yeah. . . .”

I swigged on my beer, chomped out a Marlboro and began:

“. . .I used to fuck this girl, Lily. . .I started fucking her the day I met her. . .she
was a sawed-off, little bite-sized volumptuous snack pack sex-thang. . .she liked
me to be very violent with her. . .call her names, tether her to the bed posts and
lash her ass with a belt whilst fucking her everyhole as hard as I could. As I got
to know her, I began to like and love her. For some reason I couldn’t fuck her
like that anymore. . .I would make sweet, gentle love to her. She didn’t like that
as much. She’d whimper. . .‘Cash, how come you never fuck me like you hate
me anymore?’

“I don’t know why I fuck so many girls, but I know I like it, and somehow need
it. Maybe partly from spending ages fourteen-eighteen in an all-boys, Episcopal
boarding school. . .‘Man, when I get out of here I’m gonna. . .’ or perhaps being
called cute instead of sexy one too many times.

“I have put a lot of thought into the male/female dichotomy. I haven’t reached
any concrete conclusions. But I have gleaned some theories that may eventual-
ly evolve into a workable—at least for me—paradigm of boy-girl battles.
Perhaps these thoughts would be applicable to boy-boy and girl-girl kissy-kissy
too, I don’t know enough about that stuff to tell”.

By this point, bartender Jack felt simultaneously fascinated and trapped. He
seemed to be fidgeting with interest. I continued anyway:

“One of my ideas is this: Any man who thinks he’s ‘getting over’ on a woman
somehow by ‘getting her’ to sleep with him is sorely deluded. The woman may
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prefer to be physically on the bottom during sex (and God
only knows why. . .most women cum much easier, if at all, on
top) and may be the receptor to the male’s aggressor, but the
woman is actually on top—emotionally, spiritually, even with
regard to economy of movement. The woman ALLOWS the man to summit her
submit, do ten times as much work; grunt, sweat and generally look and sound
ridiculous. He has his puny little squirt while she lies there, claws his back,
emerges resplendent and if she’s forward enough to make him do what he should,
she has an orgasm that dwarfs his by a power of ten.

“A man is terrified of the immense power of his mate’s climax. While she shud-
ders involuntarily, arcs her back and digs her nails into the bedboard, his little
spurt is more of a simple tension release along the lines of a good yawn. . .and
about as interesting. This fills the man with such an impotent, silent fury that he
feels he has to subjugate her in other ways. As soon as women realize this, they
can quit being treated like second-class cargo.

“Still, there is something so arcane and mystical about this dance that we do. . .it
is somehow frighteningly Beautiful—as well as being Beautifully frightening. A
woman has it in her nature to want to be forcefully taken by a man. Kissing is
lovemaking, and it is awe-inspiring. . .but fucking is not making love. A good
fuck is more a consensual rape then an act of love. That is the beast of the nature”.

I snuffed out my cigarette and looked at my bemused/amazed/bored friend across
the bar. Jack never knew what to do or say when I went off on these tirades. He
was used to them, and would dismiss them as complete and utter bullshit if they
didn’t contain such a vernal, shimmering underbelly of nifty wow-wisdom. The
fact that he loved me and really cared for me also helped him to endure my fre-
quent burglarizing of the conversation.

“Neat. . .” offered Jack after an awkwardly, lengthy pause, “. . .you ought to write
that stuff down someday. . .make a good book, it would.”

“Thanks, Jackie-Boy. But ya know, I don’t have the attention span to write a
book. That’s why I just write songs,” I lied. I put a ten-dollar bill on the counter
and walked out, thinking about the pile of journals that I’d been keeping for sev-
eral years.

(Someday I will write that book. In the event of my death, Melody has promised
to write it for me.)

“See you tomorrow, mister! Don’t do anything I’d do!” I yelled as I shuffled on
out the door.
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I stood outside the Hill Top and smoked three ciggies in a row, leaning against
the cold brick wall. I watched couples walk by and I felt like crying. I was think-
ing about all the people I knew that died of AIDS. I was wondering why I did-
n’t catch it. I only have asymptotic hepatitis C. I’ve shared needles a lot. I’ve
fucked a whole lot of dirty dirty girls, and I think even maybe a few boys. Why
did I end up negative? Was there a justice to it? Was it karma? Chance? A ran-
dom nothingness; beyond my scope of understanding? What up? I miss Eddy
Sky. I miss Pasquale. I miss Gary Queen. Was this odd cancer created by the
government? I mean, how does a disease come out of nowhere and mainly kill
people who are offensive to Republicans?

I pictured 20, five-star generals in a corporate boardroom, smoking cigars and
laughing. A lab coat-encrusted scientist is holding up a test tube, saying,
“Gentlemen, this new, as-of-yet-unnamed virus will kill only fags, niggers,
junkies and whores! It will make the world perfect for those such as us!”

Better living through genetics. Neatly splicin’ for the master race. . . .

Fucking devils. . . .

I started to cry one tear, and I cursed those scientists. I thought about Sasha’s
friend who went through UC Santa Cruz and got a Ph.D. in Engineering, only to
end up on the streets, selling pot. All through school, he’d envisioned himself
designing bridges, hospitals, and just generally helping humanity. When he
found that most jobs would have him making bombs, directly or indirectly, he
choose homelessness instead.

I felt myself getting very angry and starting to cry more. I stuffed out my half-
smoked smoke, blew air through it so it wouldn’t stink up my jacket, pocketed
it and turned the key in the gate of my building.

Wobbling in the ornate hallway, I stuck another key into my lockbox and opened
it. I’d not checked my mail in days. My parcel receptacle was stuffed with junk
mail, and a letter from my sister, Felicity; a phone bill and an $8,973.91 royalty
check from Punch-a-Hippie Records of Paris, France. There was a package con-
taining a bible and a bar of soap from my mother,105 and a decorated envelope
from Kansas City. It was inscribed in different coloured felt pens, and had glit-
ter in the shape of a heart on the back. The letter was addressed to “The Comely
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Cash Newmann,” and the return address had the name
“Libbi,” with the I’s dotted by a smiley faces.

“Fuck. Teenage fan mail. . . ” I muttered to the ancient eleva-
tor door as I stepped inside and pressed “6”. I plexed my jaw and stared at the
clouds that my building manager, Timothy, had painted on the ceiling of the lift.
(The clouds weren’t painted particularly well, but they weren’t bad. I liked them
because they were there. I liked that Timothy had put art where there had been
none before. That sorta runs parallel with my own personal mission statement.)

I was flattered but frightened by such mail. First, I always felt kind of stalked
whenever I got any fan mail at my house. (How did they get my address?—I’m
not in the phone book.) Second, I did not like being tempted by young girls. The
last time I had had sex with an underage girl had been in Germany, seven years
earlier.106 I was 25 at the time, and Angelina was a very mature fifteen. We had
fallen in love. (She had recently started writing me again, and sending photos—
she’s working as a model. She is now a sumptuous, scrumptious, delicious and
luscious 21, and I’m seriously thinking about paying for her to come visit. . .or
even planning a quick, short tour of Germany, where I am quite popular and
could recoup the expenses with three or four shows.)

I am 32 and have a 13-year-old daughter in Washington State. I am disturbed by
the fact that girls not much older than that are out for my blood.

I sat down on my Murphy bed (it was made to be folded onto the wall, but was
almost always in the “down” position) and opened the letter:

My Most Darling Cash Newmann. . .I adore your art. Your music makes me feel
better than anything on this stupid planet has ever made me feel. I love you. I’ve
loved you so much for so long. . .I want you, your body, your kisses, your love
and your Soul. There is so much to say, but I guess I’ve got my mind too con-
fused to talk. I’ll try though.

I want to come to San Francisco and stay with you. I’m only sixteen, but I will
be done with school in May. I know that May is when your birthday is, and I
would love to be your present.

You can take me to the golden gate bridge and to all the places that you mention
in your songs, like the mission and the haight. What kind of mission is it?

I love to sing. you are my biggest influenze.
I write poetry too. Do you want me to send you some?
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I want you to fuck all of my cute, pink, young little holes. I am very pretty, but
very sad. Please make me happy. I want you to treat me like your Special Little
Sperm Dolly—just like in that song. but I want all your songs to be about only
me from now on. . .

I want to fluff you and fuck you and worship you and wash your feet. I want to
be your muse. I want so bad to adore you in person, instead of just through your
CDs.

All I want to do right now is lie in your strong arms with you holding me tight,
taking one arm around me and the other caressing my mouth and neck, slowly
wandering to my breasts and grabbing hold of them, then lowering your other
arm to my crotch. I want to bring my hands around your face and grab hold of
your neck and then to go down to your chest and rub your thighs.

Once we’ve touched enough, we will undress. I will bite your neck, nipples and
kiss your balls, sup your throbbing cock and lick your little pink asshole as I
caress your lower back passionately.

-take a cold shower-

Have you come all over me and feel you explode. Then have you bring me down
on my back and bring your head between my wet legs and let you lick all my
pleasures up. Hold me tight as I come again and then bring your rock hard penis
into me until we both cum again. Lie there for a while and fall asleep with the
television.

Wake hours later and eat spaghetti. Get dressed slowly after a sensual shower
and go to the coffee shop and drink bitter jitter java juice or caffinated tea as peo-
ple watch our sweetness.

I want to show you all the new things I’ve learned and see if we’ve gotten the
same hits off life. I want to feel our passion growing. (an old dog CAN get new
tricks. I don’t know why, but I had to write that down. I’ve always wanted to say
that to someone, and now I have!) and feel your eyes on mine. We can take
walks, sit on a dirty sidewalk chain-smoking cigarettes.

Get a slice of pizza and fight for each bite within each others mouths. We can
deliberately spill some on our necks and chests, and then lap it up.
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spit at passer’s-by

Laugh at the Sun leaving us for another night of pandemoni-
um. We could lead a wonderful yet Spartan life.

Enjoy each others music, twist to the sounds during our love-making. Fuck in
bathrooms, hotels, parks, under tables and on top of them, too. . .in friends hous-
es, in ours, on the sidewalk at a bus stop and in the bus.
-(is this O.K?)-

We can body-paint pretty girls and boys. Dress them up and rip them off.

I want to play hide and seek with you. . .and catch. We can run in the dark.

All impuritys will leave us as we laugh our hearts together, and brush each oth-
ers hair. The goddess of passion, Vajrayogini, will be on our side, and so will
Ganesh with his humor; removing the obstacle’s from our path. 27 angels will
march with us.
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(one of the
angels)

Well, my
love is full
of invita-
tion’s that I
hope you
will accept.

love,  Mandi

“Jesus Christ,” I mumbled. “I was taking acid and opening for Hawkwind when
she was three”.

It’s weird. I used to be a kid and be a hipster and I was looked down on by some
adults. Now I am an adult and looked on as uncool by some kids. I don’t get this
“cool” thing. Never did and never will. But it’s even weirder when kids think
that I’m so cool that they want to mate with me.

I grabbed my Dictaphone and said some potential lyrics:

“. . .A woman brought me into this world, and a woman’ll probably take me out.
. . ”
I turned the tape recorder off and thought out loud, “. . .Or an irate father. . . “.
and threw the bobbysoxer’s letter and the effervescently decorated, perfumed
envelope in the trash.
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I felt kinda bad doing that. The chick was a pretty good writer.

She was the right thing not to do. I just had to forget about
some people, before I invited their trouble into my life. My spidey senses were
flailing their hooks and yelling, “Danger! Danger, Mrs. Robinson!”

I hadn’t lived to be 32 by ignoring all my premonitions—only about half of them.

I sat on the Murphy bed, thinking about the scientist brother of a girl that I’d
introduced to Heroin. He had broken into my house while I was on tour, and writ-
ten really small, on my wall—“Cash Newmann, may your finely toned torso be
flayed 10 x 7 to the 77th power times by demon-bitches who bear the ‘look’ you
prize”.

I pulled the half-smoked ciggy butt out of my pocket and lit it. I took a deep drag
and thought about the politically correct lesbian who had taken me home and
seduced me. I met her at the VD clinic. She smiled at me and she was alone. I
said, “Hi, come here often?” (This line also can also work well at the methadone
clinic or welfare office.) She’d chuckled out loud at that one.

We went out for coffee and then took BART back to her house in Berkeley. She
told me that I was the only man to whom she had ever been attracted. I spent the
night sucking on her lopsided breasts and thinking that she looked pretty good in
the dark.

At breakfast, her hippie, gutless-wonder roommates gave me the stinkeye and
muttered some invective under their collective breath. The women in that house
were tough, and the boys who were granted permission to dwell there were lack-
ing in huevos. I think that they all smelled testosterone on me, and it made them
nervous.

I later found out that she had saved face by lying to her friends and telling them
that I had raped her. Nothing could be more untrue, but word spread. Years later,
she called me to apologize, and I for some reason, I accepted her apology.

My stumble down memory lane was shattered by the phone ringing. It was my
ex-girlfriend, Eve, The Snowflake Girl; Eve the Junkie; Evil Eva, the Chiva Diva.
She was trying to “borrow” money from me.

I didn’t turn her on to Dope, and she had sold a Fender Precision bass that I had
lent her. I owed her nothing, so I hung up.
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I call Eve “The Snowflake Girl,” because she was such a frail, pretty little vic-
tim. Everyone in her life—from her dad, to strangers on the street, to evil, insane
skinheads,107 would pick her out of the crowd and hit her, steal from her, violate
her and hate her. She was so fair and so delicate and so damaged.

When she was fifteen, she was raped by her insane boyfriend and got pregnant.
She injected a little turpentine into a vein in a futile attempt to induce abortion.
When that almost killed her, but not the fetus, she had to blow some guys to get
money for the clinical version. The boyfriend called her up and threatened to kill
her for “Killing my baby”.108 She started carrying around a babydoll, sucking
her thumb and she refused to talk to anyone for almost a year. The kids at school
followed her around and made baby noises at her. One of them stole the
formaldehyded fetus from the biology lab and put it in Eve’s locker. Another
brought in a dirty diaper and threw it at her.

She was always pulling a stupid, binary bitch-trip with me that I called “The
Yes/No Game”. She would threaten to leave, or kill herself, or give up on any-
thing she was working on, only wanting someone to rescue her and talk her out
of it. I got tired of it and quit trying. She hated that.

Chapter 14:  Walking
Around Dead

“Golden Gate Pharmaceutical Corporation, how can we hurt you? Oh. . .howdy.
What can I do to you?. . .yeah, O.K., cool. Wire some money, I’ll line up some
players and start rehearsals tomorrow. Yup. Thanks, man”.

My random-excess memory had once again been disrupted by the phone.

It had been my current record label, Speed Snake Records. A bid had just come
through for a tour of the states, opening for “the next big thing, flavor du jour”
I didn’t like touring America, and I didn’t like opening for 21-year-old, egotisti-
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cal brats who have sold a lot more records in a lot less time
than I. Sometimes it’s hard to witness a sound and attitude
that you helped pioneer (last time I put up a drummer-wanted
flyer, after “influences,” I put “bands I’ve influenced” and
then listed them) buying mansions for some glamour-junkie, punk-ass, suburban
kids.109 Notwithstanding, the band in question had publicly acknowledged me as
a big influence in several high-profile interviews. They had requested that I be
the first choice for support. Still. . .I felt it to be beneath me to open for them. I
was, however, enough of a professional to keep this to myself.110

Jamie Crow and J. J. Harms had already quit playing with me because of my drug
use and our lack of work. So it was time for my annual-or-so “getting a new
band” ritual.

I called all of my A-list players for the tour. My favorite guitar man, David “Utah
Glick” Immergluck was about to fly to Monte Carlo for six months of recording
with David Bowie. Of course, what was I thinking? Cats that good are always
workin’. . . .

I went down the list and got a team of crackin’ pros, despite Utah Glick’s
absence. I didn’t bother with calling Dean to play bass. He had done a few tours
with me, but he was always telling me what to do and how to dress and who to
fuck and how to sing. Besides, rumor had it that he was doing a lot of Dope. . . .

I got a different bass player that Utah Glick recommended. His name was Pee.

I thought about getting Dick Hopper back as my drummer and co-lyricist. He’s
clean and married and living near Albuquerque. But he’s as happy out of my life
as I am out of his. (Though we do talk on the phone a lot. We laugh and chat
about the old days and about what we are feeling and thinking now. We could do
heartwarming commercials for the phone company.)

I called a few drummers, and got an excellent choice named Wolf Cujapella. (I
was lucky—good drummers are always busy playing with someone. Not many
people want to be drummers. Everyone wants to be the singer or the guitar play-
er, up front gabbin’ and grabbin’ at the glory.)

I told the cats to all meet me at Lennon Studios the following day at 1 p.m.

I was really psyched at the thought of touring again. I’d been home for a while,
and felt I was starting to stagnate. I’d been fearing that my road legs were going
to atrophy, wither and drop me into fat-happy complacency.
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To celebrate, I decided to get high. I put on, of all things, Devo’s Mongoloid real-
ly loud and danced around, alone in my room. I paged Chuy, my old dealer. I
hadn’t called him in a while.111 Chuy answered the page in less than three min-
utes. I said one word, “uno,” and he laughed and hung up.

Funny thing about Dope dealers. . .when you call them a lot, they take their own
sweet time to call you back, and take even longer to get to your abode.112

(Sometimes they even stop on the way for a burrito, or a blowjob from some
poor, strung-out white girl, alst the while laughing at the “crazy gringos” who
take “the poison”.)

But when you haven’t called them for a while, they’ll come right away. If you
don’t call them for long enough, at times they will even come over and give you
a free sample. (Even if you owe them money!) If I was Dopesick, sometimes
they would give me a little Dope on credit, but only after making me page them
five or eight times. But if I actually managed to put some clean time together,
then they would come by without me calling them, knock on my door and give
me free Dope. That’s when I really know that they are The Devil.

I went and stood outside my building to wait for Chuy. It was a pleasant antici-
pation—one of those overcast, not-too-cold San Francisco winter days that seem
made for shooting Dope. Time was oozing in a pretty manner—crystallizing and
molassassing sweetly down Pine Street hill. Waiting for the man is pleasant
when you have money and are not yet (too) strung out. It ain’t even too bad when
you have the money and are strung. Dopesick withdrawal is very physical, but
the psychological torment that augments the discomfort is placated when the
drug is on its way. What really sucks is being strung out and waiting for the man
when you don’t have all the money you owe him, and have to answer his demand
of, “You money me, NOW!” with begging, pleading, promises, sucking him off
or worse yet, handing over a guitar.113

I hit my Marlboro and felt the glorious, blue-grey steel smoke scrape against my
little pink lungs. I leaned up against my building and felt taller than my 5' 5". I
felt attractive and groovy—especially so after a pretty party girl that I’d never
met walked by and said, “Hi, Cash”. I liked that sometimes. I was in one of those
philanthropic moods where I didn’t mind humans talking to me. I almost felt like
whacking up a conversation with her, but decided against it. Chuy would be
pulling by any hour now, and I didn’t want to wait even the extra ten seconds
that it would take to politely disengage from this engaging lassie. So I sucked on
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my smoke and gave her a promissory nod, no more.

It was especially easy to watch her walk by, as the old
Mexican men on the porch next door were going gaga over
her. Sometimes watching men watching women is more fun than watching
women.

I was feeling on top of it all until I started thinking about Bernie Desire. Bernie
was a rich, hugely popular Rockstar. I score Dope for him when he’s in
town. Bernie had given many dramatic interviews about how cool Heroin was,
about how it improves his life, relaxes his mind and increases his productivity.
Bernie was a walking advertisement for Smack. I think that the current popular-
ity resurgence that Heroin is experiencing can be traced, in part, directly to
Bernie’s outspoken drugging. (He and I however, both started because Keith
Richard had done the same favor for us. Unlike Daniella, no one held guns to our
heads. It was our choice. But skinnybuttkitty Keith sure looked cool with that
slinky silk scarf. . . .)

“Patience please, a drug-free America comes first. . . .”

It’s kinda sad, a lot of people think that all you need to be a Rockstar is a micro-
phone, tight pants and some Heroin.

It takes more than a six-pack and a typewriter to be great. For every original like
Bernie or the late, great Bukowski, there are two million junkie/drunk hacks
clutching their pens while they die in the gutter, claiming to be artists.

Last year, Bernie had been in San Francisco with his new band playing three
sold-out shows at the Gwarfield Theater. He’d been off Dope for a month, prob-
ably the longest that he had been clean since he took his first shot. But after open-
ing night, he got word that a friend had died in Los Angeles. Bernie used this as
a reason to fall off the wagon, and I copped for him.

We’d been waiting for a taxi on the corner of Larkin and Eddy, in front of the
Phoenix Hotel, where he and his entourage of musicians and dancers and snake
charmers and basket weavers and soothsayers were staying.

Bernie and I stood on the corner and shot the hell out of the breeze—about labels,
women and a manager we’d had had in common. We chatted about our mutual
respect for each other’s art. You know—rock ‘n’ roll small talk. Then we ran into
a very long, but not awkward in waiting-for-the-man situations, pause. He and I
weren’t talking much. . .our minds were already down the street. Then Bernie
asked me how old I was. I said “28”.
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He’d replied, “Man, I’m 33, and I am sick of this shit!”

I couldn’t accept what I was hearing. It was easy to believe that this guy was
copping Dope, even though he was clean and had everything that any musician
could ever want. What really baffled me was that he was remorseful. I had
always thought that Dope was a good thing—that being addicted was acceptable.
My only problem was money. I thought that any addict would be set for life if
only he had enough money to never go sick. But this dude was the “Heroin is
cool!” junkie pin-up boy. Here was a man who had enough dough to keep a hun-
dred Dope fiends hopeful for a hundred years, and he didn’t want to get strung
out again. It was an epiphany of sorts for me. It really made me think about
whether or not Heroin is worth it. . . .

My fluffy, little inner girl-child at the age of eight was looking up and asking,
“Why do they call it Dope, mister?”

I stopped pondering Bernie as soon as I spied Chuy’s blue van pulling up across
the street. I ran to him, randomly dodging traffic. I jumped in and took a short
ride down the block. Chuy was blasting Salsa music. All the dealers in San
Francisco listen to that stuff. It always sets up a doggy-bell response in me—
slight salivation and nausea in the pit of my throat.114

Chuy’s son, Luis, was sitting in the backseat, calmly doing crossword puzzles.
He could not have been more than fourteen.

I handed Chuy 80 dollars. He pulled the little gram-filled balloon out of his
mouth and rolled it onto his jeans to remove some of the spit, and handed it to
me.

The dealers with who deliver (dubbed “flying monkeys” in San Francisco) all
keep Heroin wrapped in little balloons. That way, if arrested, they can safely
swallow it, and shit it out (and promptly recycle it to me.)

I hated giving my cash to those bastards. When I would kick, I would tell all my
dealers that I wouldn’t be calling them anymore. They would laugh at me.

When making their rounds, the flying monkeys sometimes stayed in the car and
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let their twelve- or fifteen-year-old sons come in to deliver the
Dope. They would also have the kids cut115 and bag the shit
up in cellophane, wrapped into pretty coloured little chil-
dren’s party balloons on the kitchen table.

None of the Mexican Dope dealers that I dealt with used. They thought that Chiva
was the worst kind of diablo, and would probably kill anyone who gave the drug
to anyone in su familia.

I think they are scum. Dealers with habits at least have an excuse. (I’m not sure
how my feelings about my favorite recovering alcoholic bartender fit into this
scheme. . .after all, isn’t he selling a drug?)

I went back to my pad and fixed the Dope. I was still thinking about Bernie. It
got me to thinking about my use. “At least,” I said out loud while stabbing around
in my scar-tissued permatracks for a vein, “I’m not as bad as Shawn”.

My friend, Shawn, had an excellent punk rock group called “Wonderworld”. It
was him and his two brothers.

Shawn woke up Dopesick one afternoon, and his younger brother was in front of
the building working on their tour van. Shawn stole two of the brother’s guitars
and snuck up to the roof and jumped off the second floor on the back of the build-
ing where his brother wouldn’t see him. Shawn broke his leg and limped to the
pawnshop using the guitars as crutches.

I thought, “If I ever get that bad, I will quit”.

I did the Dope in frequent mini-shots and spent the night cleaning my room and
talking on the phone to old girlfriends in far away places.

I woke up at noon with the phone in my hand. I took the cable car and then BART
and then my sk8board to Lennon Studio to rehearse my group. (It’s always a
weird deja vu taking BART. It is exactly the same design as the Metro subway in
DC. Taking BART makes me think a lot about where my life is headed and where
I have been, and where I should or could be.)

I went back above ground at the BART-hole at 16th and Mission, and walked
down to 17th and Capp to Lennon Studio. On the way a young, very pretty little
hooker drawled, “Hey boy, you sure do have purdy hair. Can I touch it?”

I let her pet me for a moment, then I lit her cigarette. She said her name was Pink.
Her hair was matted and she smelled, upon closer perusal, a little tangy and
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gamey—like a possum. She told me she was strung out, but planning to go to
Switzerland to have her blood changed, so she wouldn’t have to kick.116 A
wealthy john was going to pay.

Sounded like a plan to me. . . .

I sk8d down the hall at Lennon and bounded into the studio. The bass player and
drummer were already set up and jamming Heard it Through the Grapevine
when I walked in. They sounded totally in-the-pocket. I was jazzed.

The new bass player, Pee, was funny. He was a tall, lanky, good-looking geek
with purple hair. He kept scratching his balls. I said, “Pee, I think you gots the
crabs, brother. . . .”

He chuckled, “Heck no, man. Not me. I’m into cleeean livin’!”

I was insistent: “Pee, pull down your pants”.

Utah Glick probably told Pee that I was odd to work with, but I doubt that Pee
expected me to be this odd. But a job was a job, so he unbuttoned his tattered,
purple overalls, and dropped his purple long johns, right there under the bright
lights of the big stage in the main room at Lennon.

I crouched so my face was dick-level with him. I plucked a lovely little pubic
crab off his balls. I held the squirming arachnid-parasite gingerly betwixt my
thumb and forefinger. The invasive crustacean squirmed like a coked-out little
Rockstar under the purple spotlight. I showed it to Pee’s disbelieving eyes. I
said, “Get rid of these before we go on tour, please. I hate crabs, and we’ll be in
pretty close quarters.

He smiled his big, purple-headed smile and said, “Yeah, O.K., man”.

Wolf Cujapella and Pee were great. It’s a pleasure working with professionals. I
am really happy to have risen to a level of respect in the industry to where I can
get people who are that fucking good. I have had occasion in my life to play
with many a crappy musician, especially drummers. I really am grateful I’m not
sentenced to that garbage anymore.

We worked on about 20 of my older tunes, and several new songs that had not
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yet been recorded. My favorite new one was a peppy dirge
number called Love Letter to a Dead Girl;

mn ` pm ul  dm v b
I always wanted to fuck you, Friday,
but now you’re dead.
The place where you laid beside me’s
warm and dented in my bed.

mn ` pm ul  dm v b
Eight thousand, seven hundred and ninety-two days,

would one more day have been too much to ask?

asdfu;lekdhd;
caswax;i
I could have gotten up early and
drawn you a picture—
my lack of talent could have made you laugh

Your smile’s burned into my mind’s eye. drf  c os gai ` de
h     hi p mu   p
I don’t have time to cry.
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Feeling sorry for loss is not for me.

Chorus:
Out damn spot!
I try to scrub this city from my skin!
It’s a pretty place, it’s a dirty place,
and it’s killing all my friends

Out damn spot!
I cannot wash this blood off of my hands.
I’d trade a million tears and all my plans to
feel you
warm
again.

i    `pmu  p
Your razor-honey voice is still there telling me what to do,
It’s O.K., I never listened anyway

Every seven years or so
I’ll write you a letter.
Seal it, stamp it, address it,
stick it under my bed.

Maybe you won’t reply
but I won’t wonder if I find

a penny or two under my pillow d d de h hi
in the morning.
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I’ll place them on my eyes and   r fc    osga
next time I’m making love, I’ll
Fuck her
even harder!
And meaner!
And sweeter!
And think of you.

(chorus, pray)       mn ` pm ul  dm v b

After practice, I sk8d along Mission Street and watched the hustle and fuss of
raconteurs and confidence men and cops and big, poor Catholic families and coke
and Chiva dealers and hookers and muggers. It was a rare warm winter night, and
people were just teeming. Lots of whores.

I know how they feel. This town is the moist beautiful city I have ever seen.
When it’s this hot, sometimes ya just gotta fuck. You’re soaked with sweat before
you even touch your partner(s). That would make going to work a pleasure. I
have had people try to tell me that all hookers hate sex, that they are forced into
it by circumstance. I don’t buy that. On nights like tonight, I wanna hump a lamp-
post and stick my honey out for anyone with a dollar. . . .

I ate a burrito at La Cumbre Taqueria on Valencia Street. I sk8d to Market Street
and took a street car then a cable car home. I love taking cable cars. I get to feel
like a tourist. I come up with some good song ideas there. I listen to the conduc-
tor ringing the bell in rhythm as I bustle among the gelatinous polyglut of sight-
seers. I watch Market Street shrinking at the bottom of the telescoping hill at the
rate of nine-and-one-half miles per hour. I think about the idea that sooner or
later, everyone in the world will walk up Powell Street.117

I pulled out Mister D. and begin thinking out loud, oblivious to the litany of
German and Japanese and Ohioian tourists sardined against me on the cable car.
I wrote a song, spontno-stylie:
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I want to buffle you a a a b b b
bc y     
Buffle him.
Fuck him well.
Hold him.
Kiss him while his blood flows,
sweetly contained.
For ashes and dirt return to rust—
tears flood for lovers long gone to dust.

Love is stronger than dirt.

Love is stronger than death. Bc
This song was inspired by a tender recent memory:

Last week, I was fucking Melody and she started crying. I said, “Why are you
crying?”

She said, “I’m thinking about a friend of mine who’s dead”.

I slowed down but didn’t stop fucking her. I asked, “How did he die?”

Melody replied, “She. . .died from drugs, except she’s still walking around”.

I started thinking about Chris from the Seahags, and how before he died, cold,
from a Heroin OD, he used to always hang out with Beautiful girls—girls like
Melody.

I started crying too. Melody and I both wept and fucked slowly and sweetly, sob-
bing alst the while. After, we embraced each other so tightly that it hurt and left
indentations. We held each other with the conviction of children frightened by
nightmares, cleaving to their parents. We were innocent sinners in the hands of
an angry god, but washed clean by our loving purity.
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Then we fucked really hard and mean. Then more holding and
stroking and kind words. This morphed further into continued
showers of tender emotions and caressful lovemaking.

We ran this cycle all night, and cried together and licked the salt off of each
other’s cheeks as the peep of first sun sniped through my curtains. We performed
a little blood ritual and married each other—I used a new syringe to inject a lit-
tle of hers and she drank some of mine (shooting it could give her hepatitis.118) I
can still fuck others, but I’m committed to being her man.

I zapped out of this memory and turned the Dictaphone tape over and composed
a love letter to Melody. I planned to play it, replete with cable car clatter, in her
ear next time I petted her on the inside:

“With so many dead friends, it is in my lover’s arms that I prove that I am alive.
I hold you down and nail you to the center of the Earth with my cock. I drive you
home and into the floor for all the kids alive no more. I hold you warm for girls
who turn to dust. . .and for the dead folks not-yet turned by worms. . .those dead,
but still walking. . . .

“Leave your body when we kiss. . .I love you like I love rock ‘n’ roll. I give you
a thousand days more. I lust you a million times over. . .Melody is a friend of
mine. She can blow me anytime. For a nickel or a dime. Fiddy-cent for overtime.
If she has a credit card, she can blow me twice as hard.

“The pleasure that you are giving me is exponentially increasing. It seems that as
time goes on, we become closer and more loving. Sometimes we seem to want to
work harder for each other’s pleasure—although, sometimes I just gots to get my
issue—I just like to throw you down and useyourbodyformeownselfishpleasure.
In these instances, as you lay open like a good book,119 I’ll just use you, albeit
lovingly, as my own personal concubine; a moaning, slutty little doll. And I mean
that with all the love in the world. . . .

“. . .While I don’t expect anything from you, and would be happy and content to
have a platonic fun time with you, I would joyously drip with the agony of
Beauty-incarnate if you would take me by the hand and lead me to your cham-
bers time after time after time, light candles, dim the lights and perform your
exquisitely demented, blood-sweet sex-magic on me, the thought of which burns
very brightly in my head, a very visual memory in a decidedly un-visual brain. .
.I worship the sex we have. It is the best and I achingly long for more. I love you,
mrow mrow mrow meow mrow meow oauf. . .goodnight, god dammit. . .I dream
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you and I love you like I love San Francisco on a warm summer midnight”.

I pressed “stop,” and continued the constant conversation in my head:

“. . .The nearest most people have to a spiritual experience is falling in love.
That’s why most songs on the radio are about love. People don’t know what love
is. Redneck puppy-love is the closest most of the lumpy masses will ever come”.

I clicked my brain’s thought mode into pause, and went on to dream/memory
mode:

I woke up this morning, fucked Melody awake, and came back to the conclusion
that the only reason I shouldn’t be a Heroin addict is because of monetary out-
lay. I’m perfectly content on Junk and can function and can often fuck on it, and
I can think high better than I can drunk. I’m calmer and happier high than not.
It’s my Anabuse, my lithium, my Prozac; I’m self-medicating an imbalance I
feel I was born with. I think the world would be a better place if a lot of people
who were alcoholics were Heroin addicts instead. They’d be less violent, sweet-
er. It’s a fuckin’ wonder drug. It’s God’s comforting gift.

Melody says to me, “You can take me anytime, anywhere”. Now that’s about the
sweetest thing someone can say. I’m very happy in life when a Beautiful, pret-
ty, smart fuck gives me carte blanche and means it.

The only thing sexier then someone saying “anywhere, anytime” is when you
ask someone if you can fuck them next time you see them, and they say
“maybe”. ( . . .and there’s nothing as naked as a half-dressed woman. . . . )
“Maybe” is sexier then “yes” and certainly sexier then “no”.120

Oops. . .here’s my stop. Jump off the cable car and hit the ground running. . . .

My life is a movie.

When I got home I decided not to cop again. I figured that the way I get strung
out is by doing Dope more than three days in a row. If I don’t do it every day I
cannot get strung.

(Hmm. . .actually, the first time I got addicted, I had done Dope three times a
week for six months. I didn’t even know that I was hooked. The Vagrant
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Vampires went on a West Coast tour and by the time we hit
Vancouver, I be writhin’. I had had the worst flu I’d ever had,
and I felt all twitchy. The day that I got back, Melody met me
at the door with a loaded rig. I shot up and felt better. Three
days later, my flu was back. I did a shot and felt fine. Then I put two and two
together and got twenty-two. I was hooked.

(The first time that I intentionally kicked, my desire to do so was inspired by the
fact that I couldn’t get it up anymore. I woke up next to Beautiful, naked Melody.
I’d realized that I couldn’t remember the last time that I’d stuck my baby in her
buzzoven. . .I also had gone from having a reputation as a fucker-of-women to
having a reputation as a shooter-of-Dope.)

My back hurts today. I threw it out fucking that nature-whore, Karoin, again. I
can still fuck young girls all night (since, as you know, I don’t lose my hardon
after I fuck, so I’m ready to go again in about 30 seconds), but I can’t do it every
night. It takes my back a day or three to recuperate. I also sprained my ankle
sk8boarding two fucking weeks ago and it still fucking hurts. I hate it. I hate get-
ting older and not having my connective tissue bounce back like it used to do.

Fuck it. Reach for the phone and call Chuy. . . .

An hour later;... ....  click my missy dick toe phone ..,...  . . ... . .. ..a’hm. . ...high.
. .. . .and I feel. . .. . ..ahum. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ... ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

.. . .. . .. . ..past being the operative tense . .. . .. . .. . .. . avenged the death of my
good pal .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . down that fool-ass road. . .lived
in the area for ten years sexier.

. tears pretty, pretty. . . . .... ... . gorgeous negress artist with a tigress. . .. tattoo
..... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .  .... trust me microcrystalline vision....... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ..
. .. .....Dead shoot-cop, cop. ....,..... ..... ..... . Morning: pray, masturbate, meditate.
Evening: meditate, masturbate, pray. bookend my day with a triumvirate of tran-
scendence. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
amp back. . . .. . .. .dreaming in flipbooks...... . .. . .. .close your eyes, to keep your
cats from crawling. . . .
. trust me microcrystalline vision  s ....... . .. . my sweetie kitten-breath foobar.. .

.. . .. . .. . .. ......Heroin photos represented to me..

....... ... ......, ..... ........ ... ...<p> ....,..... ..... ..... . . .   overpopulation and your
humper-compliant scripts .  . . . ..
.... ... Wehauqua........ . . . .confusing rewards..  ....... .failure dreams........ ........ ...
... . . . . . . .... ......... he had a great story to the ..,... ....... ..... or mentioned sixteen-
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year-old Beauty, used to cut school.... ... .negativelandtenetsoffreeappropriation..
. .
......... ......... ...... you always make me smile.   © ... ... .

, slum heaven    slum church              xz             twinkle twinkle little cat...
Jeez, sawbones, gimme a cure!    punctures........................kfizz.zzzzzzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz regarded as a hero
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzxxzzzzzkzzzzzzxxxxzzzzg-
gzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzpussy
.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . gato.. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . lay back to dream. .. . .. . ..

. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . Jill the Witch. .. cried.. . .. . .. . .. . ..

. .. . .. . .. . .. . ,zzzzzzz .. href=. .. . .. . .. . .. . ,.. . .. . .. . ..tony’s in th etombs . ..

... .. . .. . .. . ..Mary vulture . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ..I, um. . . and she cried. and she cried. and she cried. and
she cried.

Next day:
Man, I really did do too much last night. I did the pass-out-with-the-cigarette
thing again, except I was standing up in the bathroom. I burned my fingers and
fell over and hit my head and didn’t wake up. It sucked. I have a huge knot on
my forehead. I’m in a lot of pain, but I am not gonna use today.

I found this in my typewriter, but I cannot recall writing it:

Late at night (from 4:45 am- 5:15 am sat. night
(Sunday morning) sometime maybe at the end of
December., (may bee not,,,, just feels like winter
in my heart)  (reminds me of a Leonard Cohen song,
sort of. .....

I  think I got a “hot shot” from Chuy.  His pager
number is in the phone paper in my amp.  my friend
May Rat (his # is there also) can get a hold of him
easily.   I think Chuy is mad at me and I’m not sure
why.

I did a VERY  small amount of Dope just now, and I’m
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very fucked up.  But   it doesn’t feel
like an opiate high.  It feels (and
almost tastes) like a  inhalant high
(perhaps ether?)

Maybe it’s cause I did sPEed and didn’t sleep
recently. . ...I .. I think I even missed a birthday
a while back, but cann’t really tell what month it
is.

Should seek help, I? have a great desire to live,
but I feel I must write this, possibly my final
transmission ever.  I hope that if I die,
A  work-in
-progress.  That would let me type and die a happy
man.   (fix the.llo, though.   Maybe Jon see leez
where I leave cats are neat
would pick up for me...

love the baby Tishy

Off.

later. . . .

I feel soooo stoned.  It’s not extremely pleas-
ant
And it’s not unpleasant. . .It just is.  I almost
feel paralyzed in brain and body, but my fingers
seem to still be moving.  Hmmm. .

it’s really weird, I did some, more in fact,
from this same quarter of Heroin a few hours ago,
and didn’t get nearly this high, and it was a regu-
lar opiate-buzz.   What’s going on here? Gotta quit
doing street drugs.  Should stop until rich from
rocking and can afford personal physician for all
that fails me.   ( retire after I’ve got the sex out
of me and have long ago quit smoking and am healthy.
Buy mansion, support a number of creative, Beautiful
young girls, early 20s.   have them live there and
do there art and love me and fuck their boyfriends
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and girlfriends and not me.  Just live off their
love and have a doctor  live-in, on-call, 24-7.

Well, my field of vision is starting to widen up
and approach
Normal and I go less “out of it”.  Maybe I’m gonna
pull through.

Gram of pain and. . .  ...  .   ..... .  .

Fuck. I really, I REALLY need to be clean on this next tour.

I just found out that my friend, Justin Martian, died of an overdose this week.
Shit. And my sister called me and told me that she had another dream that I went
to the great gig in the sky.

I just called that chick, Paula Confusion. She is a weird one, but she hates
Heroin. I need to be fucking gurls who don’t do Smack.

Paula is a little older than I—about forty—and really foxy ‘n’ kinky. Her hob-
bies include cutting herself, dumpster diving broken mirrors to make really into
spooky art, and sucking cock. (Anywhere, anytime. She likes to go in the men’s
room at concerts and blow a dozen men.) She is kinda one of those old-school
punk rock chix; one of those girls who wears dog collars and a T-shirt that says
Beat Me. Sometimes, I like that in a woman.

later:
It was fun having a tricked-out sex thang like Paula come over. I love the looks
that I get from the old Mexican guys that live next door. They have NO idea why
so many smexy, evil women would go after the blood of a skinny white guy like
me. One of those gatos always says “Hi” to me. I think he thinks that it might
wipe off on him, like my promiscuity on the luck plane is contagious or some-
thing.

I fucked Paula a bunch and she wanted me to slap her and all that stuff. I did, but
it felt kinda empty. I more wanted to just be held and feel loved. I fucked her
four times and she couldn’t fuck anymore. Usually in that circumstance, I just
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masturbate while the girl lays next to me, kisses me, and
caresses my balls. (Most women not only are willing to do
this, but like to do it and get turned on by it, and then want to
fuck again.) I didn’t even feel like doing that. I told her I had
to go to practice. I walked out the door with her, walked around the block, came
back home and paged Chuy. I’m not Dopesick, but I feel totally emotionless and
empty. I know that I shouldn’t get high today, but fuck it, I’ll deal with that later.

I hate this shit.

I grab Mister D. and start writing a song while I wait:

Every Virgin Is Loved
She sleeps with scissors
in remembrance of me.
Human girls scratch me off their ever-growing lists.

Some hate when I sing of them

e h hi Some when I don’t.

I am a loser for not losing you sooner.
The woman in me loves the kitten in you
Pet the princess, Beauty-fuel
I want to drown in you.

Faerie princess Beautiful, I’ll drown in you.     c y     

I get the Dope and shoot a tiny bit. I am more in the mood to maintain a working
plateau today. I don’t want to OD again and I don’t want to be an addict. . . .

The only rig in the house is a dull, bent, barbed one that Suzanne (a black
Tenderloin hooker friend of mine. I like her: She streetwalks while wearing
kneepads!) left in my apartment when I split a bag with her.

I felt in a hurry today and had no bleach. I sharpened the rig on the striker of a
matchbook and didn’t waste time by going down to the store to buy Clorox. I
have heard that the AIDS virus probably cannot live more than 24 hours outside
the human body. . .I will take my chances.
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I’ll reckon with that shit some other night. . . .

I finally awl the blunted needle into my hide and do the Dope and begin mum-
bling more brilliant horseshit into Mister Dictaphone:

“. . .In a ménage-à-trois, one person always ends up feeling left out. . .there is
simply always more attraction between any two people then between any three
people. I have seen this time and time again, from all three sides of the coin.
Debbie and Melody were starting to fight over me, but Melody was winning.
Melody liked hard drugs, and Debbie came to hate me doing Heroin. Debbie
came in one night and found me and Melody wasted out of our gourds and, of
course, we didn’t deny being high. Debbie’d shouted:

“ ‘Cash Newmann, when you die, I’m going to put on your pumps and dance the
Macarena on your fucking grave!’ and stormed out.

“. . .I have also said many times that I will never be involved in such a situation
again, and time and time anew, I keep letting myself be dragged into that shit. .
.maybe because every third or fourth time, it’s ME who gets the most attention,
or maybe it’s just my lot in life to have to be involved in these things to fulfill
my destiny and my own bullshit. . .and I must say, it hurts to introduce two peo-
ple and see your gift for matchmaking work so well that they both forget about
you. But I keep letting it happen, and must learn to sublimate that pain, because
I am a very effective matchmaker, and it will keep happening. . . .

“The first time it occurred, it was two women that I had slept with. I simply got
them together one day, and walked away to go to band practice. They both got
so involved that for a while that I never saw either of them very much and I got
jealous. When I get incensed with anger and morbid, morose, maudlin puerile
possessiveness, blowing my brains out seems redundant, as my brains are
already trying to blow themselves out from within. This skull-shattering hammer
of hate is a heady drunk. The percussive-red/black light behind my eyes pounds
and blinds me to all rational thought.

“I got so furious that I threw a beer bottle at one girl’s head at a party.
(Intentionally missing and hitting the wall. . .I wasn’t that evil. . .besides the
woman was big and strong and could have easily kicked my ass.121

“Now when I introduce people and they go away from me to discover each other,
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I don’t react violently. At worst, I just sulk. Nonetheless I still
have a certain celebratory response to their union. I just go off
and play with other, new or old, friends. This isn’t hard
because up until now (and maybe still-though I think this may
be a change I’m due for), I let a grand number of people into my life. Melody
(lovingly) says this is because I’m insecure, and need to surround myself with
endorsements of my significance. She’s right, but this flood of people is also nec-
essary as raw material to continue my life’s work in the art of matchmaking.

“It can lead to problems. . .the problem of ‘just what is a friend?’ I used to con-
fer the title ‘friend’ on almost everyone I met who seemed interesting and who
was nice to me. This happened especially easily after spending so many summers
at Wehauqua, where so many brilliant, creative people were around, and only for
nine weeks. . .I quickly had to learn to quickly give myself away.

“One difficulty this has lead to was with a girl, Becca, who called herself my
friend. I palled around with her for months, and she then showed up one night on
my doorstep with nowhere to stay. I told her she could crash in the living room
for a week. (We’d never kissed and I didn’t think she’d be that comfortable with
staying in my bed.) She said that she was kicking Heroin, but didn’t seem
Dopesick at all. She jumped into my bed four hours after she arrived, ‘made love’
to me, and went to sleep.

“In the morning, my roommate, Christ, was missing $150 from his billfold.
Becca denied taking it, but to maintain domestic tranquillity I had no choice to
not kick her out. I reluctantly walked her to the bus stop in the rain and gave her
a dollar for the fare. I felt awful. She said that she had nowhere to go, and she
seemed to have a cold.

“I really didn’t want to think she had taken it. I thought ‘Maybe the dog ate it,’
but then recalled that we had no dog.

“About six months later, a friend of mine (who had no knowledge of the incident)
told me that she had overheard Becca bragging about ripping me off.

“Just what is a friend?

“Recently, I met this girl named Troia. She’d observed me around town and got-
ten my mailing address off a record. She had stalkingly staked out my post office
box several daze running, until I came to check my mail. (She worked as a
process server, and was used to this sort of game.) She followed me home and
learned where I lived, and had come back that night after she tippled a few pints
of courage.
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“She rang my bell (without ever having met me) at five in the morning after I
got back from hanging out backstage with Nick Cave and his group at the I-
beam.122 I had another gurl over (a dark, smart, spooky pretty thang named Lung
Leg—one of the most damaged and Beautiful damaged Beauties I have ever
encountered) so Troia decided not to stay long (even though Lung invited Troia
to join us), but I got Troia’s phone number.

“I called Troia a few days later and we got along transcendently. We finally
hooked up in person and kissed from the first minute. In fact we kissed for a
month, all the time. On the third night, we’d tried fucking but it just didn’t seem
right, so I rolled off and kept kissing her. I wasn’t sexually attracted to her. I
don’t know, maybe she was too nice. She gave good nurture. . .she fed me, and
mothered me in every way. She even let me come and stay at her house in Moss
Beach and kick Dope. (May Rat says that addicts all-too-often over-involve non-
users in their recovery. He may have a point, but at this point, her intervention
was very welcome.)

“She took care of me: wiping the sweat from my brow, baking me cookies and
generally making me as comfortable as possible. (Until her sister, Ginny, tried to
strangle Troia for ‘bringing a Heroin-addicted guy’ into the apartment they
shared. I ran upstairs out of my Dopesick, valium-enriched basement stupor and
kicked Ginny in the chest to get her off of her sister. Troia then took me to, and
paid for, three nights in a hotel room and moved out of her sister’s life forever.
I am a strange vehicle for change, no?)

“Troia knew from the beginning that I am a slut—that I’m too much of a fuck-
up to even commit to a one-night stand. She had no problem with this at first.
Many of my lovers are O.K. with it at the onset. In the third week, she wrote me
a love letter, that said, among other things, ‘I wish I could be all your lovers to
you.’

“We’d started fucking by this point. And it was O.K. I had somehow found a
physical attraction to her. (It wasn’t that hard. She was of above average looks—
kinda a wholesome Betty Page—and she was very accommodating.)

“I loved her, but wasn’t in love with her. After a few days of deliberating, I
decided to tell her this. Since she lived 24.4 miles away, and her car was in the
shop, I told her off over the phone. (I know that that’s tacky, but I could not, with
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a clear conscience, wait.)

“I felt relieved, and she sounded the same. . .she told me that
she loved me, and would always be my FRIEND, but that she
wasn’t in love with me. (I think she was lying. I think she was in love with me,
but didn’t want to feel small.) All seemed fine and well.

“I hadn’t fucked any other girls since I had started seeing Troia. It’s not that I had
any vows123 with her, I just hadn’t bothered.

“I am envious of people who have monogamy for the right reasons, and hope to
someday sniff myself among their rank. But with Troia, it was simply that I had
spent almost every day with her, and none of the girls available to me on a ‘Hey!
Squirt-on-over-to-my-place-and-fuck-me,-buy-me-some-cereal-and-leave,’ basis
were as much fun to fuck as Troia was to kiss. . .but then Troia’s car broke down,
she had to take the bus from Moss Beach, and wasn’t over as much. And just that
other day this Beautiful Irish stripper chick/pizza slinger named Cindy McManus
had grabbed me by the heart and dragged me home after a Melvins show at the
Kennel Klub. Sometimes that’s what it takes. . .I don’t ‘get’ subtle hints. . .Cindy
says she had been flirting with me for five years. . .this was news to me. . . .124

“A few days after Troia and I had decided to ‘just be friends,’ she hadn’t called
me, which I thought odd, as she had called me almost everyday the previous
month. I didn’t think that she would let a little thing like getting dumped keep her
from calling a god like me, so I left a few messages (I wanted one more fuck, ‘for
old times’ sake.’) She finally rang me back.

“She told me on the phone that she was still and would always be my friend and
would always love me, but had fallen in love with and was fucking a really sweet
guy and couldn’t be my lover or kiss me (same thing in my book, sort of. . . .)
anymore. This new guy was dumping his girlfriend of eight years (married, in my
book, but maybe he doesn’t like to read my book) for Troia, because his girl-
friend had gotten fat. I told her that was fine, and that I still loved her and was
still her friend. (I somehow think she expected more resistance than this. Maybe
it was a ploy to get me to commit monogamy.125 Maybe the guy didn’t even
exist.)

“She called me back three hours later to ‘see how I was doing.’ (Or, I think, to
see if I had seen the light and wanted her and only her.)

“She asked me what I was doing. Well, what I was doing was shooting Heroin
with and kissing on two pretty girls (Cindy Mcmanus and Joanne Lowery. .
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.Joanne being a raving Beauty who I’d set up once on a blind date with Cindy. I
liked Joanne. We had a lot in common. We both liked Heroin, girls, art and
pornography, but that’s some other story. . . .) So I told Troia this, and I told her
I’d been in bed with them since three hours after I’d dumped her. She flipped out
and hung up on me. I guess she thought that three hours wasn’t a sufficient
mourning time. (I did, but my opinion did not count in this situation.)

“A few nights later, I was still kissing Cindy and Joanne. We hadn’t left the bed,
save for party supplies. I got a phone call. It was my friend, Rick. He whispered,
‘Hey Cash. I’m at a party at that girl Troia’s house. She doesn’t know that I know
you. Listen to this. . . .’

“He held up the phone and I could hear Troia drunkenly ranting to a room full
of people, ‘Yeah, I know Cash Newmann. . .that guy’s a fucking asshole. . .and
a Heroin addict. . . .’

“I made Rick put her on the phone, told her she was busted, and that she wasn’t
being a very good FRIEND.126 She got all defensive, and was mean to me. . .but
her incontinent arguments held no embryonic fluid. She was, to me, violating all
that encompasses being a good friend. (I’ve often wondered what so-called
‘friends,’ and others, say about me when I’m not around.127)

“I kinda went off on Troia a little harder then I should have, because it’s so infre-
quent that I actually get to catch someone in the clutch of defiling my sacred
name. I think that by yelling at her, I was yelling at everyone who had ever
talked shit about me”.

Also, I really feel that lately, The City and the drugs have been mak-
ing me more and more evil. I really am sweet. I was born sweet and
will die sweet. It’s all this shit in the middle that hurts.

“I called Troia a few days later and told her, ‘These girls that are dating me can’t
fuck me enough, and think we should get a fourth person to join us as my sex
toy. You can try out for the job if you’d like. . .and by the way. . .since your new
love turned the page on his honey of eight years because she got fat, you’d bet-
ter watch your weight. You’re no Bony Maroni yourself!’ ”128

(Actually. . .a week later, Troia called me and apologized and wanted to hang out
again. She was very in love with her new boy, but she still loved and cared about
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me. Troia thinks that I am crazy. . . .)

“I guess the moral of these stories is, don’t go to bed with peo-
ple you wouldn’t go to dinner with”.

weeks (?) later:
I am totally fucking broke. I pawned a guitar yesterday for Dope. I didn’t get
much money—I always spray paint my nice shit, to make it harder to sell.

I got a chill when I went into the pawnshop—and it wasn’t just the endorphin
depletion talkin’. They had a couple gold records on the wall. That totally told me
what the music industry, and drugs, are really about.

Jinx is driving limos for a living. He should be riding in them. And I play clubs.
. . .

Tomorrow is New Year’s Eve and we’re playing an in-town show, the first date
of our tour, really. We are playing as “In God I Trust”. We can’t play under the
name “Cash” because we have an exclusive show at the Great American Music
Hall in two months when we get back. We have a $4200 guarantee, under the
condition that we don’t play in town before then. But we really need to do a
show—for practice and for the dough—hence the moniker-swap. The name that
we are using is not facetious; I do trust in God, I think. People will probably see
it as punk rock iconoclasm, Eye Hate God crap, but it ain’t. I really trust God, or
at least I want to want to trust God.

Two days later:
The world is hungover. The show was O.K. last night, but I don’t really remem-
ber it. I think Prawnshop opened. We played at The Firehouse, on 16th Street @
Albion. Word got out on the Internet that we were performing and it sold out and
they turned away 200 people. Boys and girls spontaneously got naked and danced
on the stage. The cops came, all that shit. I remember the chaos better than I
remember the music.

Shit, we leave on tour tomorrow and I’m totally fucking strung out. I hate it. I’m
gonna have to either kick on tour, or be strung on the road. I guess I’m gonna get
some Dope for the first couple days and some codeines to taper off, and then kick
in the van.

God dammit. I have paged my fucking dealers and none are answering. I have
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200 in cash left from the show after paying my bills. Gotta get some drugs. . .I
am playing with the typewriter to erase time. I’m getting pissed:

dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopessssdopemandopeman-
dopemandopeman  JAN 1, DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPE-
MAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN
DOPEMAN dopemandopemandopemandopemanddopemandopeman-
dopedopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandope-
mandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopessssdopemandopeman-
dopemandopeman  JAN 1,  dopemandopemandopema DOPEMAN
DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN JAN 1 dopemandopemandopem
andopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopem  dopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopeman-
dopem dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandope-
manpemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemadopemandopemandope-
mandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopem DOPEMAN 

jan 1 dopemandopemandopeman
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopem dopemandope-
mandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemanpemandopeman-
dopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandopemandope
mandopemandopemaAllWorkAndNoDope

DOPEMAN DOPEMAN DOPEMAN
DOPEMAN Jan1st
There is no way that the dope man is gonna cum.  No,
scratch that, there are several possible explana-
tions for this errant behavior that passes for dope
dealing in this situation.

Scenario 1.
The dopemen all got busted, but they have a very
elaborate computerized intranet that allows rerout-
ing of all shipments from intercepted couriers.  It
is sort of like Federal Express (or Dominos Pizza. .
.except, unfortunately it’s not free if it’s late. .
.‘cause it would always be free) Each bag is marked
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with a magnetic code that allows it to
be tracked every step of the way, from
the Mexican poppy fields right into my
arm.  Right now, in a very elaborate and
technologically advanced subbasement office somewhere
around Bryant and 24th, a very attractive Choletta
woman is responding quickly to a little red light
that is going off on her dispatch console.  The fol-
lowing conversation is occurring right now as I type.
We have taken the liberty of translating into English
for those of you dear readers who cannot understand
a lick of Spanish:

“Hello Councilor? We have an emergency in sector 4-B.
Three of our couriers have been seized by law
enforcement officials.  What should I do?

(Her superior) “Well, Maria, do you have their mani-
fests on file in the computer?”

Maria: “Yes.  Should I fax them to you?”

Councilor: “No. E-mail it as the body of the text.
I need them immediately.  We will get on it right
away. Oh. . .By the way honey,. . .Did those boys
have green cards?”

Maria: “No, none of them did”.

Councilor: “O.K., Good, they’ll get free rides home,
and well put them back to work in our fields.  I
just got the crop reports from our weather satellite.
I feel that we’re going to have a bumper yield this
year”.

Maria: “Good work, Councilor. Oh, by the way. . .One
of the locations on this manifest. . .The Pine
Street address. . .?”

Councilor: “Yes Maria?”

Maria: “Well, he’s paged three of the UFDD129 couri-
ers over eight times each before the interception,
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and who knows how many times after.  I would recom-
mend, for the couriers’ safety, that we not deliver
there ever again”.

Councilor: “Yes, thank you Maria.  I will note that
in our system also.  Goodnight Maria, and thank
you”.

Scenario 2.
Perhaps they just called an emergency meeting of the
UFDD.

Scenario 3.
Maybe it’s New Year’s Day, and all those lazy fucks
are still in bed with hangovers.

(Two nauseating, year-long hours later. He just
called. It was #3.)

Chapter 15:  Turists
(In my sleeping bag, fumbling for Mister Dictaphone and mumbling into his lit-
tle red monocular L.E.D. . .)

“I am kicking Dope on tour. It sucks. I hate it. Even sitting up in the loft of the
van is a huge effort, and I can’t sleep. Diarrhea sucks130 and I just ain’t feeling
regular-like.

“I’ve been drinking a lot, and haven’t felt much like keeping this Dictaphone
diary. It’s a cold, grey spring day in some Great Lakes steeltown. Maybe Detroit,
Maybe Buffalo. Who knows? It is such a fucking cliché; these old municipali-
ties do all look the same. But every cliché is ingrained in some truth, and the
truth is that to me, smokestacks look interchangeable anywhere in America.
They have a different sameness in Europe; Europeans look much more quaint to
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me when they dump shit into the sky. Except in England.
Limeys are just Americans on an island. Americans are just
Brits with more land and more greed. Only the most driven
Brits were able to get it together to brave the six-week ship
trip to America (where they landed at Plymouth Rock and festered out like a
virus.) A Southern accent, to me, sounds like a British accent baked in too much
whisky and sun.

“But by the time they made it as far west and north as Detroit (I’m pretty sure,
now that I really consider it, that we are in Detroit) the settlers had even lost the
annoying peccadilloes that at least make rednecks interesting. To me, the scariest
rednecks are the bland and evil Great Lakes rednecks. (Except for rural
California rednecks, who are often lawless, inbreed hicks warped by LSD and
speed.)

“Detroit scares the hell out of me. Too many good Americans driven to alcohol
by a poverty-fueled hatred of everything. The economic forces of the fat-kitty
greed that killed the American auto industry are beyond my understanding, I only
know the results—last time I was here, two different people tried to run me over.
I was crossing one of those really wide Michigan streets and the bastards sped up
and tried to splat me. That has happened three other times in my life, once in New
Orleans (which I believe to be an isolated incident), and twice in my murderous
home county in Upstate New York—both of those while hitchhiking as a teenag-
er.

“I’m in this rented van with the heater on, listening to Leonard Cohen. Nothing
else awakens my emotions when kicking like ol’ Leonard. The rest of my band is
out checking out stripclubs. Our van is parked in back of ‘The Blackstone.’ We
played last night at the civic Auditorium-Enormodome opening for latest odor-du
jour. This has been a weird tour. I abominate playing big barns. This place held
15,000 kids, and it was sold out. Everyone was there to see the headliner, and
couldn’t have cared less about us. We were received indifferently. Oh well, at
least no shoes in the head.131

“Tonight we are playing a sold-out last-minute show headlining the Blackstone.
The millionaire 20-year-olds with whom we are touring are taking the day off to
go shopping. I cannot afford that luxury. Besides, I love the Blackstone and its
owner, Spooky.

“Spooky is a ruff-and-ready looking son-of-a-bitch, with a heart of gold. He’s
worn flannel shirts and worked in steel mills his whole life. He’s big and hairy
and gruff and is one of the sweetest men I have ever met. The first time I played
here, with The Vagrant Vampires, we were opening for Toxic Reasons. Well,
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Toxic Reasons were booked, but canceled, because there was a rumor that the
local skinhead contingent was going to skin them. Undaunted, we played. 400
kids asked for refunds, got them, and bailed on the show. Spooky let the 40 or
so diehards in for free, and paid the local opening band, Putamobile,132 75 dol-
lars, and us 200 dollars (WAY more than we were averaging on that tour) out of
pocket, plus all the pills we could eat.

“Today he gave me pills again. He could tell that I was kicking and drove ten
miles back to his house and brought them to me. He invited me to come to his
home, but it was too far away, and I didn’t feel like moving. It has been thirteen
days since I done did Dope. (But only seven days off of narcotics—I had codeine
cough syrup for the first six days of the tour. It barely made a difference though.
Just took off a little of the edge and stretched the kick out even longer.) I’m start-
ing to come alive again, but I cannot shake this fucking feeling of bone-chilled
coldness. I am feeling a heart-deep desire to be warm again. It has gone even
beyond the bones, to the cellular level. I am so fucking cold. My Soul is zero
degrees Kelvin”.

Later:
I feel O.K. right now. Two hours ago, Spooky got back in his rusting pickup
truck and held out a bread bag filled with about five pounds of every imagina-
ble pill ever manufactured. He said, “You look like you are having a lousy day,
Cash. Here, take as many as you need”.

I scooped out two handfuls and dropped them in my pockets. I plucked out three
that I recognized as barbiturates, and washed them down with warm beer.

Afterward (After what? Damn, this day is <and these days are> just running
together like paint on acid.):

I just got back from finding a FedEx box. I used my record company’s FedEx
account number to send Melody some wildflowers. I plucked them on the
periphery of the vacant lot in which we are parked.

I called her and left this message:

“Hey angelwhore, I picked you some weeds. I’m thinking of you. . .missing your
smell on my sheets. (Or was it, ‘. . .missing your sheets on my smell?’) The
Moon is full tonight. Please use the keys I left you and stay at my place. Bleed
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on my bed. Fuck yourself crazy. I will call you there tonight
after our show.

“Last night I stayed in some hotel in Buffalo, and cried
because you weren’t there. I trawled up some weird computer programmer
named Jennyfur and her barely legal teenlette lover, Maria-Louesa that were
hanging around at soundcheck. Maria-Louesa’s wrists were covered with
wounds, old and new. She did them herself. It was weird: Her tongue was also
sequined with serrated scars, as if she had slit that with a knife.

“I wasn’t really in the mood for sport-fucking, but they were insistent. I told
them, ‘I will fuck you if I can call you both Melody whilst we mate.’

“I screwed them silly, but it didn’t really take the pain (though Maria-Louesa’s
groovy tongue felt pretty on my parts.) I can’t wait to see you. I miss you like the
Devil misses God. You blow me away”.

I also sent Melody three Dictaphone tapes of my musings from this tour. She
knows that if I die, I would like her to edit and publish my memoirs. She is so
premium and superb. . . .

I wrote a song today. It’s called Dopesick Again in the Chelsea Hotel:

There’s a monster living inside me
and it’s something that I cannot control.
There’s a monster growing inside me
Die Kristallnacht shattering the windows of my Soul
Soul
Soul

Soul. o s  a i i i jo q `pm hsknk
Tiffany take my thoughts with you to heaven,
Show my songs and all my wrongs to God.
Tiffany take my words with you to heaven.
I’ll just lay here, talking to my clock with nothing
in my arm.

I’ll jump onto the second hand and ride it with you to the
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Promised Land.

I’m being devoured by fire mixed with water—
I’m digging a hole to reach the sky.
I’m being drowned in water mixed with fire—
a ladder with broken rungs to reach the sky.

In the Garden District of my mind,
vampyres biding for my time.
Eating poison berries through my arm,
my vampyres love to do me harm.

(solo)

Tears of my tracks don’t make me any stronger.
I don’t wanna hafta take this any longer.
Jump into the pool, drown and swim up stronger.
Cry three tears for every friend I’ve lost.

(spoken:) I’m a baby scritchin’ in the dirt, or a monkey
with his back up against a palm tree.
Lend me money, I get a check on Ash Wednesday,
I’ll gladly pay you then for stupid heaven today.

I awoke in your bed in a cold sweat, it seemed like the thing to do;
On the seventh day, the floating head of Elvis Presley
appeared at the foot of Melody’s bed and pronounced me clean
to walk among the living.

(Sung:) c
Shave my head, bring out the leaches
and anoint me with your holy juice.
Save me from myself when I can’t walk alone.
I need a ladder to reach my mattress on the floor.

There are no ways to do this alone,
I don’t want to have to do this again.
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There are no ways that I can put
myself through this hell again.

There are no wonders I cannot ul dmvcomprehend or

climb 
alone with you!

Well, I’m freshly out of bed
from a year-long stupid sleep, pushing
poison berries up my arm.

d de h hi osgai     Pretty poisons come to play

but Cash, he just ain’t here today,
he went dancing down the street with the dawn.
I’m back from the grave, let’s throw a party
and sip soda pop in Coliseum Park and share
the wonders of every cell of our Soul,
like two little kids falling in love for the first time!

. c c e e
Dig it.

I usually have trouble writing songs on the road. Things are looking up. . . .

—-%$%$%??!!—-

I come home from the tour and get called five weeks later to go back out on
another one, headlining clubs. Get in the van and go Van Gogh. . . .

—-%$%$%??!!—-

More in-the-van Dictaphone ramblings:
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The effects of opiate withdrawal have been well-documented elsewhere. I’m
reading Diary of a Drug Fiend by Aleister Crowley on this lungish leg of the
tour. It does a pretty good job of showing the transient joys and very real horrors
of hard drugs. And it’s a well-written, if long, book.

Suffice to say that all the symptoms of kicking resemble the worst flu you ever
had, times five. All the symptoms plus one, which I believe is unique to kick-
ing—that insane feeling, when you try to fall asleep, that your body wants to
jump out of your skin. It feels like you have been de-skinned, salted and re-
skinned. You kick your legs (thus the term, kicking) to try to shake it off. It’s like
slam dancing in a sweat-soaked sleeping bag. (I end up playing musical shirts—
whereby I drench a T-shirt with perspiration in less than an hour of auto-twitch,
get out of bed, hang it over a chair to dry and get another one. I can go through
seven shirts in a night.133) I can usually deal with the flu-like features, but that
skin-crawl shit amazes me with pain. I’m pretty stoic compared to other addicts.
I take cold turkey (that term comes from the chilling goose bumps ya get) with
the reservation of a monk. I pretty much say to myself, “You did this to yourself,
Cash. You deserve it, deal with it”.

This time (my eighteenth or nineteenth kick) was no different, except it hurt a
lot more.

The funny (?) thing about narcotics is that the more times you get strung out, the
quicker and harder it manifests each time. (I’m not sure how long it takes with
codeine, but don’t fool yourself. All narcotics are terribly habit forming and you
don’t have to do them every day—as stated, the first time I got strung, it took six
months of thrice-weekly shots! Be prudent!)

The first time you start shooting Heroin, it takes three or four weeks of daily use
to get a habit. And takes three days of torture to kick. This time, it took me three
days to get hooked. It has been a flotilla of on-tour hell trying to kick, and it ain’t
over yet. The fat ain’t singin’, and there’s no Lady Luck in sight to wipe my
brow and comfort me into dreamless sleep. . .I feel very alone every night in
front of a crowd, . . .my hungry veins screaming out for a shot. I feel more con-
fused than ever.134

I did a lot of Dope every day for three weeks. See, the other “love of my life,”
Trackmark, left me when the group got back from tour at the end of December.
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I spent Christmas and New Year’s alone. Very alone. There
was a party in my pants and no one showed up.

(I hate New Year’s. It’s like Jack calls it: amateur night—nor-
mal drinkers trying to drink like me. I’m afraid of those people. Besides, I just
think there’s something kinda pussy about being told when to drink. I usually
stay home and fuck sober or wreck the coming year alone with a syringe loaded
fulla syrupy speed counting down the ball drop and striking the plunger.)

I’ve been dumped within three days of New Year’s four years in a row, but this
was different. For some reason, this one really hurt. Seeing this smart, Beautiful,
eighteen-year-old pal-o-mine walking out my door really cut my heart into pret-
ty ribbons. I had made a place for that trophy-stealin’ bitch in my quintessence
that hadn’t existed before. She’s evil, evil, evil. She’d probably steal the cane
from a blinded beggin’ lame. She’d bring a knife to a cock fight. When she
strumped out (to return to New Mexico), whatever was in that space in me
dropped out like a stone to the center of the Earth. The resulting empty spot hurt
like a motherfucker. It’ll take a long time to heal.

My immediate reaction, after days of lonely deliberation and repeated candlelight
listenings to Leonard Cohen’s Greatest Hits, was to get off my beloved
Trexan,135 and start self-medicating the hurt. I’d simply walked to 17th and Capp
Street, where the hookers hang out. I shot pool in The Uptown and periodically
went out front and smoked Marlboros and looked for Eve, The Snowflake Gurl.
When finally she was dropped off by a man in a white Ford Bronco, I said. “Hey,
you glistening little sperm trap! Want some endorphins?”

It was on. . . .

Heroin is a powerful painkiller. It can help—very temporarily—with a broken
heart. I don’t remember much of January. And my favorite bass136 got lost to a
Mission Street pawnshop. I was broke and in debt. Even though it was only a
three-week run that time and I’ve been clean almost eight weeks since, I’m just
barely beginning to be able to sleep a full night, be happy, be horny, or general-
ly function as a human being.

It takes a while longer each time.

I have an elephant’s mammary-full of recollections. One is a flashback to one
night just before this tour:
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I was in the dressing room of the Berkeley Square. Freezing. It was cold in there,
but I’ze froze all the way to the bone. Dopesick. Dopesick. Dopesick. . .sick as
a sick dog. My group was going on tour in two weeks, and it had been made very
clear by my bandmates that they were sick of my Heroin use. I love this band
more than anything,137 maybe even Heroin, so I stopped again.

Well, this time, kicking was particularly bad. As I’ve mentioned, there is a log-
arithmic aspect to Dope, harder and faster each time. Usually I’m well by the
fifth day. Well, or some reasonable facsimile. But this was my eighth day clean
and I felt like shit. I was pale, sweaty, and goose-bumpy. I couldn’t eat, couldn’t
sleep, couldn’t move, couldn’t sit still. Luckily, I somehow usually don’t vomit
when kicking, but I had the running shits and we were going onstage in 20 min-
utes.

“The Working Class Dwarves” were playing and sounding Beautiful, but I
couldn’t enjoy it. It was made worse by the dirty looks I imagined they were giv-
ing me before they went on. Their old singer, Rory Nodder, had died of a Heroin
OD the previous month and they all hate that drug. They could tell at a glance
what my problem was. . “Nothing 50 bucks wouldn’t cure.”

My sexpot buddy and sometimes bed partner, Lily (tattooed, shaved-head, Skin
Art cover girl—a real lower Haightian Beauty queen), was trying to comfort me,
trying to hold me. It worked for a moment, but then her touch, like everything,
became excruciating. We were not in love but we loved each other and I can see
how it hurt her to see me like that. . .and her frustration at being unable to help
me was frustrating me.

After an eternity of unconnected, uneventful, hour-long moments, it was time for
my band to play. Stumpy, our new toothless, six-foot-four, muscular, bald and
lovable roadie/masseuse, came in and rubbed my shoulders. This helped, but
only as long as his big hands were on me. The second he stopped, the strong yet
vague pain began anew.

Stumpy set up my rig and tuned my guitar for me, as I couldn’t even muster the
energy to do this myself. The lights went down and Pee started his cathedral of
evil, bass-harmonic delay-noise Beauty intro. Wolf Cujapella sat down at his
drums and somehow I managed to wander onto the stage. Stumpy strapped the
guitar over my back. Tin, our soundman, signaled “all systems go” from the
sound booth. We began.
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Much to my amazement, I played and sang well. This was cathartic, this was real.
I dislike most aspects of being in a band except recording and actually being
onstage. I envy artists who can work alone. Making art by committee sucks, but
the result can be very powerful. Whenever I want to quit music, I just listen to our
records and admit why I put up with all the bullshit. The world may be painfully
slow to realize it, but I am great. And I have the best band in the world. I’m in
this group because I want to hear this music. If this band already existed, I would
do something else. Probably follow them. We are magical and graciously stupen-
dous, and the sold-out crowd knows it.

I am presently very tense and the pain is still there but somehow I deal with it for
that hour onstage. But a funny thing happens—I take out my ache on the audi-
ence. I hurl insults and harangues like frozen snowballs, and the dense, mostly
teenage crowd loves it for some reason.

Wolf is always trying to coach me into being more confrontational. I can’t fake
that stuff, but that particular evening, I didn’t need to fake it. I sublimated my hurt
into vitriolic monologue. Opening comment: “I used to live here in Berkeley, then
I wised up and moved to San Francisco”.

Applause. Some green-hair, fourteen-year-old, punk rock jock called me a “hip-
pie”. I retorted, “When you were four, I had a shaved head and slam danced to
Minor Threat and I was still jumping on a dying bandwagon”. Applause. As the
set wound up, I only got meaner and sharper.

We performed our happy fatalism fantastically. It was a great show until the fight
broke out near the end. Three guys on the one brat who had called me a hippie. I
could suddenly relate to that one guy. I thought about growing up in a redneck,
small community and getting hounded on.

If it had been a “fair fight” I probably would have kept playing, but the underdog
in me took over. Mid-song I violently threw down my rented Strat. The band did-
n’t seem to notice and played on. I pulled Wolf’s drums out from under him and
threw them all over the stage. He played the air for a second and then stopped,
puzzled. Pee stopped pumping bass and looked injuriously at me. I snatched a
fallen mike and yelled at the crowd, “You guys are pussies! Three-on-one. Fuck
you! If you want to be treated like adults, act like fucking adults!”

The fracas stopped, and the participants and the rest of the room were silent. I
smashed the mike and stormed off stage in petulant, impotent rage and retreated
to the sub-arctic dressing room. Lily scurried back and tried to comfort her poor,
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scuttled, genius bed boy. Pee said, “If you ever do that to my equipment, it’s
over!” (I had wisely and intentionally avoided Pee’s side of the stage. My rage
seemed omnidirectional, but in a split nanosecond of lucid thought I had perused
the situation, considered all options, and acted accordingly, choosing a cardioid
spew pattern that put Pee at the protected eye of my frigid fury.)

Pee mumbled something in disgust about Heroin. Wolf grinned. I think he was
proud of me. For some reason this matters to me. Not as much as it used to, but
I think Wolf is my male role-model du jour, replacing a partly absent and very
Melvin Milquetoastesque biological father in my psyche. Oh well, sicker rela-
tionships have existed.

The following day, I blew my detox by shooting Dope, capitulating full-blown
withdrawals. I always throw away all my chances. . .lost most of my 9353 lives.
One more day and I would have been in the clear, and now I had exactly eight
days to get back on Trexan before we were to leave on tour. (You have to be off
all opiates, including codeine, for a week to get on Trexan or you will get vio-
lently ill.)

six weeks later:

“That tour sucked. I don’t even want to remember it. The shows were good, but
addiction is a drag. I’m home now, talking into Mister Dictaphone as I clean the
tour mold out of my refrigerator and out of my Soul. I am nine days clean. I’m
trying to stay that way, as we are going back out on da road again in a two weeks.

“I love that I am playing again. Life feels pretty good”.

The next week is a blur of sobriety, practice, planning and hanging out with
L____, the eighteen-year-old daughter of one of my all-time heroes. She is vis-
iting from LA and is going to be subletting my pad while I’m gone. She is xool,
smart, pretty and funny. I like being friends with her. She brought me an auto-
graphed book by her dad. We are listening to a tape of his music and smoking
cigarettes and looking out the window at the humans. She wants to listen to
Operation Trackmark, though. I love them, but because of the girl who ditched
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me, I cannot listen to a band with the word “Trackmark” in
the name.

The last day, I finally wake up with a hardon for the first time
in a month. This is a good one. I spend the day driving the van around with Wolf,
doing errands—getting my guitars outta hock, paying bills, going to the auto
parts store for van supplies and meeting with my lawyer, Bella LaBarre, at the
slick-sick evil financial tower, Two Embarcadero. We discuss the moneys for the
synchronization rights for a song of mine that is being used in some big, dumb
Hollywood movie.

Finally, at 3 a.m., we’re packed and headed across the Bay Bridge on our way to
Eugene. Oh yeah, I stowed a little electric heater. I’m off Dope, but still chill eas-
ily. We are going to Montana and Idaho in February, for cripe’s sake.

The ride is uneventful, except that I can’t sleep. Residual Dopesickness, coffee
and excitement have me sitting shotgun and babbling about seeing “Sunrise over
the Siskiyou”.

We arrive in Eugene at noon, and go to my sister, Felicity’s house. Felicity is six
months pregnant. She and Davido (the daddy) look positively radiant. Getting out
of San Francisco was the best thing for them.

She hasn’t shot speed in a long time.

Davido smokes weed with the pot contingent (Wolf and Pee), and entertains us
with stories of his work. (Davido works the plucking graveyard shift at a chick-
en-processing plant. He tells us of his recurrent nightmares of being chased by
chickens, who demand retribution for his crimes of karma.)

I finally sleep an hour, from 3 to 4 p.m. It’s amazing what even a little sleep will
do for one. I awake (relatively) refreshed and we go to the corner store. They
have a couple tables there. There isn’t much to do in Oregon, so we hang out in
this bait-shop-with-a-fax-machine. We drink bad trucker coffee, read
Cosmopolitan and play with the Xerox copier. I buy a pair of sunglasses, a lot-
tery ticket and a box of ten blank Dictaphone tapes. Soundman Tin gets a deck of
nudie cards, and we play a little poker.

When Mister Sun starts going down, I look at my sister across the table and start
to cry. My emotions are still screwed up from Dope. Lately, I’ve been crying a
few tears every day at sundown, but these are happy tears. I feel so elated for her,
and for new life in the world. This past year, my world was fraught with death.
Six friends died—two ODs, one suicide by hanging, one shot by a thirteen-year-
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old mugger, one by AIDS, and one a freak tragedy—Mark Savage drowned in
New Mexico (he was an excellent swimmer, and foul play is suspected)—and
here is Felicity having a baby—I’m so proud.

Sundown is an absolutely religious time of day for me, even on days where my
emotions are not out of whack from kicking drugs. I love drinking in the argent
glory of yet another sun diving into the ocean. I have this almost instantaneous
reaction to the way that the light hits buildings at dinnertime. It started when I
was a little kid, and reached explosive proportions the first time I played in
Wilhelmshaven, Germany, and watched the melancholy, bright grey winter light
triumphantly melting in over the North Sea. This memory still drives me and
destroys me with Beauty. It reminds me of being a child, of having simpler
motives and problems and thoughts. This bomb seeps into my blood and goes
straight up the mainline. It hits the seat of chemicals in the root of my brain that
is responsible for emotions and such.

I have heard that when drinking or intoxicating on any depressant, the first
things to go in the brain are the last things that developed in evolution. The last
to go are the first things that developed; after one or two drinks, we lose inhibi-
tions. After five or eight, we lose motor coordination. After twelve or twenty,
breathing stops.

I think that when coming off of drugs, it works the opposite; emotions come
back first, and later the body starts to realign. Sitting at the little fax shop/bait
store, I was deep into the ecstasy of realising that my body had begun to produce
happy chemicals after such a long sabbatical.

Later that night I was drinking whisky in Felicity’s kitchen and sitting with Wolf.
Wolf was drinking milk, and still matching me in misanthropy. A BIG cockroach
crawled across the floor. I stomped on it and it died with a firecracker SNAP!
Wolf looked really pissed. (This seemed odd. . .for someone who hated human-
ity so much, Wolf really had a soft spot for critters in his little black heart.) He
said, “What the fuck did you do that for, Asshole?”

I said, “Cockroaches eat people’s food and they spread disease!”

Without missing a tick, he retorted, “So do you!”

Touché!
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The gig, at the W.O.W. hall, is uneventful, except that we play
with our friends “Strongman”. They are Tommy Odd’s work-
ing class punk band from Frisko. The audience consists of
250 confused kids packed into a space that should accommodate about 100. My
music is hard to “get” the first time you hear it. And it’s not for everybody. We
play an uninspired but tight set, get paid and go sleep at Felicity and Davido’s.

Day II, February 4. We drive to Tacoma, Washington—Milton, actually. We play
in some weird barn/bar with exposed fiberglass hanging over the stage. While
doing the soundcheck I notice little carcinogenic fibers floating in my breathing
space. They look Beautiful, dancing almost motionlessly, suspended in air, glis-
tening in the spotlight like a hundred tiny Rockstars. It is day two of the tour
and the second time that I find myself asking myself, “What am I doing here?”

That question is answered when we hit the first chord. This 750-strong audience
knows our music, and is up in my face, responsive, drunkenly hanging on me
every word. A curious phenomenon that I first noticed in Texas on our last tour
(when we played at Emo’s with the righteously rockin’ group, The Dragsters and
a sexy/spooky chick rock outfit, The Shiverz) crops up again here; guys who
would certainly beat me up if I weren’t in this band are right up front rockin’ out,
and they know every word. The sight of a packed room fronted by thirteen drunk
lumberjacks and ten Marines in your face, pumpin’ their fists in the air and
yellin’, “The girl that I miss is just me in a dress” is just too much. Oh yeah,
tonight I am wearing a dress. A slip actually. A frilly thing that Trackmark left at
my house. (Trackmark is the fugly hippie slut I almost married recently, before I
got strung out again and could still fuck, but that’s another couple Dictaphone
tapes, at least. Anyway, I hate talking about her.)

I yell at the curious, confused bar regulars in back of the room, “Hey, come up
here. Don’t be afraid just because I look better in a dress than your girlfriend!”

I feel a lot cockier on this tour, probably cuz we brought Stumpy. I keep thinking
I can do anything cuz “My big brother will beat you up if you fuck with me”. I
usually like being 5' 5" and weighing 125 pounds but it has its disadvantages.

The opening act, Zeke, was fucking great. They are an absolutely blistering unit.
Simple, hard, tight—punk rock the way God intended it. The singer/ax-grinder is
Mark, my old squatmate from Frisko. He’s cleaned up his act, sharpened his
focus and leads a band full of energy and worthy of my envy.

Also sorta noteworthy—someone steals a pile of photos from my bag in the
dressing room. I’m pissed—the human trash that sniped them took the negs even.
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They were unusual pix—a roll of bizarre accidental double exposures—
Berkeley Square show interpolated over me and Lily naked in the tub.

We drive to Seattle that night. On the way I listen to Fibber on my Walkman. My
batteries are dying, but somehow it seems to enhance their music. We arrive at
Trip’s house at 6 a.m. (Trip roadied on our last tour and has worked for Coffin
Break.) He’s a wonderful guy. I kick him out of his basement bed, send him to
the couch and crawl under his electric blanket and

dream. . . .
In the morning he gives us the CASH T-shirts that we paid him to print, and we
lounge about his house all day. I sit in the hammock and write two letters, both
to girls I know who are in live-in detox programs; one is an actress in L.A. who
is at Betty Ford, the other, my ex, Francesca Coco Dean, in Marin at Serenity
Knolls. I send one the autographs that I got for her from “Ween”. She likes them
for some reason, and for some other reason, they are opening for us tonight. I ran
into them at a café this morning. I felt kinda silly asking for autographs, but it
was kinda fun, and they are really nice boys and, like me, schooled in rural
Pennsylvania.

Today I also got a hold of my manager, Linus. He lives in L.A., so it’s hard for
me to keep an eye on him. He’s been fucking off. He’s been depressed cuz his
fiancée,138 the woman who turned him on to my music,139—has dumped him.
He started drinking again, after a three year dry-drunk.

Today, however, Linus is in good spirits and seems back on the track of orches-
trating my devilish plan for world domination.

We drive back down to Portland (fuck. . .This routing sucks! I hate my booking
agent! Eddie Jones of Tenderloin Talent just ain’t cuttin’ it), marveling at the
majesty of the Pacific Northwest. Stolid, tenacious mountains and tabernacles of
trees dot the view. I like it up here. My daughter lives in Washington. If I didn’t
hate the cold so much, I might end up ‘round here some day.

Andy Warhol once said (or perhaps paid someone to say) that he liked cities bet-
ter than the country because in cities, you have little patches of the country in
the form of parks, but the country doesn’t have little patches of city.
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I think he was wrong. Anyone who has ever been to a mall
knows different. Malls contain a lot of the dirtiest aspects of
city life (with less violent street crime, but all the drugs.)

We had some time to kill, so we stopped at a mall in the middle of nowhere. Kids
asked for our autographs. We bought them cheeseburgers and hung out. I supped
from many of the fruits of our American cultural cornucopia: I played Centipede
in a video parlor, and drank a peanut butter milkshake while I held court at the
food court.

An hour down the road, we pulled over again, to stretch our road legs. I went in
a field and peed. While I had my cock in my hand, I started getting a boner. The
Beauty of nature will do that to me sometimes. Mother Nature makes me horny.
I beat off and spilled my seed on the fertile ground of a field outside Portland. I
felt good, and got back into the van.

Sometimes the impulse to procreate is so valiant within me, that I will not only
fuck anyone, I will fuck anything, including the air. This desire is so fucking
strong in us dumb humans. That must be why so many stoopid people feel the
need to breed. It’s the easiest way for people with no defined creativity to create.
And it’s killing this planet.

When we walk into the hall, “La Luna,” in Portland—a local stage hand gives me
a Federal Express package. “Hi Cash, this came for you a few hours ago”.

I was hoping that it was Heroin. But it was almost as good. It was a letter from
Melody:

It’s 4:30 a.m. I want you! I am hot. . .my body churns inside, waiting for the brush
of your skin and the warmth of your breath to soothe it. Tonight my hands move
over my flesh in remembrance of your touch.

My mouth is dry. I lick my lips, savoring their fullness. My left hand slides down
and cups my pussy from over my clothes. Right now I am digging my index fin-
ger into my cunt through the cotton fabric of my tights. My hips are bucking up
in anticipation. I lick my lips again and wet my fingers and slide them under my
shorts, over my stomach and into my pubic hair. I almost don’t want to touch any-
thing lower because I can feel the frenzy building inside of me. Once I start prob-
ing my clit, I will have to put down the pen, shut off the light and fuck my own
fingers hard, fast and violently until I cum.

I will think of your body rising and falling above me; my eyes meeting yours,
then closing to concentrate on the friction of your dick sliding in and out of me.
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Right now I want to stroke your hair and your back and stare into your eyes.

Right now I want you to caress my face and pump me until you cum and I feel
you spurt inside.

Diminutive, dead zygotes will slid in to fill the enormity of empty that I feel for
you, requiring sating and stuffing.

I want to suck your dick so long and sweet that you will be aware of no other
sensation.

I want you to throw me down, slap me. Bruise me, rape me, pound me, make me
so sore that I cannot walk.

You make me know that I am trusted and loved.

When you make a woman feel genuinely safe, you can do anything you want to
her.

Fuck me like your own infinitely desiring hoochie bitch-dog. You own me in
your bed. Leave the marks of your possession imprinted on my body and I will
wear them in colours of sapphire and amethyst.

I cannot wait to wait on you.

Love, MMelody
She also included a pair of her panties. The green ones. I could smell her sweet
sex as I opened the package. After reading the letter, I went into the bathroom
(which was lighted by a bare 15-watt blue bulb to make it harder for patrons to
find a vein) while Stumpy and Tin and the local union grunts load in our gear. In
the sanctity of the stall, I put the panties on and masturbated, standing up. I
squirted all over my belly, smeared it around and tasted it off my fingers. I pulled
up the anointed frilly and my pants and went out for a soundcheck.

We are breaking in some new piece of rack-mount digital Beauty. Tin has me
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sing the lyric “I beat off and I thought about you” about 20
times, ‘til he tweaks the repeat rate to perfection. Everyone in
the hall setting up is laughing out loud at that one.

The Portland show is great—a packed (1100 people) all-ages event. We play with
IMIJ and Hitting Birth, both wonderful, amazing groups. The opener is
Candlebox, some smile-and-pose kiddie hippie band that just got signed, and
they act like it.

It’s Bob Marley’s birthday and a full moon. I don’t waste any time informing the
throng of these facts. We play brilliantly. I’m moving like a demon. Huge stage,
great sound system—I feel totally “on,” and the kids love it. Sobriety isn’t all
boredom. I drink half a beer, but it makes me ill. Sometimes I’m amazed that peo-
ple actually care about beer. I don’t understand that stuff.

Another fun point of the Portland show is I run into Aura, a girl I sort of knew
when I was homeless in DC. I didn’t have many friends there and she would give
me the time of day, so I adored her. She lives in Portland now, with another very
cute, shiny, smart girl, Sunshine Rigby. Sunshine says I’m cute and sexy and she
takes to me like a cat to water.140 The three of us ran around La Luna crawling
on all fours, mrowing, piling on top of each other. Aura and I are so violent in our
shows of affection that at one point two bouncers pull us apart, thinking we’re
fighting. We sniff folks and, like dogs, we stare people down.

One guy challenges me to a fight. I walk away, knowing full well I could cream
this drunk teen-bop. He apologizes to me after we play, “Dude, like, I’m sorry.
Like, I didn’t know you could jam like that, dude!”141

Rolf Freehole, my old itinerate roommate from SF, shows up. He’s falling-down
drunk and the doorman won’t let him in. I take the big Samoan aside and create
a lie in Rolf’s defense, “He’s not drunk, he’s learning-disabled”.

Rolf gets in.

Aura asks me to dance. I say, “I don’t dance”.

She says, “Bullshit. At shows in DC, you were often the only person dancing and
you’d be yelling at everyone else for not dancing!”

I’d forgotten about this. Heroin has changed my energy and my feelings of what’s
important. Even if I never do this drug again (unlikely), I am damaged for life.

That night we drive to Trip’s in Seattle again. Once more, I beg his bed out of
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him and he sleeps on the couch. He’s not a sucker, just kingly. But it’s amazing
what people will do for you if you only ask. . . .

Sunshine and Aura gleefully jump into “my” bed, and we fuck all night.

I love how easy it is to make fertile, little, big-breasted hippie-chix cum.

Making love to a woman is always easy for me. . .I just connect with her Soul
by talking and listening. I kiss her from toe to head, pet her and kiss her a whole
lot on the lips. Then, when she’s begging me to fuck her, I refuse and just
smooch her a lot more. I kiss and lick her ears and nape and belly. I suck her clit-
ty and then maybe, if she’s a good-gurl, I’ll fuck her hard and mean and sweet
and won’t try too hard to make her cum, just use her as my toy. Men who are all
concerned about making women cum rarely do. I can’t tell when women cum
anyway. It all looks like cumming to me.

(Reminds me of that joke I heard at Smegma Gnu in Virginia:
Q. “How do you make a woman cum?
A. “Who cares?”)

(I love to tell this joke to feminists, but only after if I fuck them really well.)

As I sleep, I dream of some of my first memories of drugs and of rock and roll:

At the end of my fifteenth year, I got shipped off to the sticks to attend a reli-
gious, all-boys boarding school. I didn’t like it at the time, but it probably saved
me from death or prison. It wasn’t a reform school, it was a pre-reform school—
a place for kids who are about to go bad, but hadn’t really gone there yet. In
Welchton, I had been hanging out and smoking pot with the car thieves, but I had
not yet stolen a car.

The School of Jesus in the Field (SJF) was an odd place. It was weird and cool
and weird. It wasn’t all that cool, really, but it was cool of them to take me off
my mother’s overworked hands and warehouse me from trouble for a few
uneasy years.

The layout of SJF was mysterious in its normalcy. It was a collection of old,
brick two- and three-story buildings spread about 200 acres of provincial
Pennsylvanian farmland. It seemed to always be cloudy there, and its
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omnipresent, seemingly omniscient musty smell kinda haunt-
ed me. It looked and felt as if mayhaps it had been a slaugh-
terhouse in the magic of a previous incantation. We did breed
cattle to sell (and I worked several hours a day shoveling food
in the front, and the result out the back), but they went elsewhere to die. Maybe
there used to be a killing floor at my school and the ghosts of a million ham-
burgers were still spooking around.

I used to while away my days at SJF avoiding sports and work by feigning a num-
ber of illnesses, and exaggerating asthma and a few other real maladies. Instead
of participating in sports, I would read a lot and take walks in the woods and
fields to play my guitar through a homemade, solar-powered headphone amp and
talk to my god. I would write letters to my girlfriend back home and dream of
being a Rockstar. . .or an inventor, or something. . .anything to lift me out of
the trudge of mortal life.

When I had been at SJF for about two weeks, I started to like it. I stopped freak-
ing out at being away from my mother for the first time. I adjusted to the routine
of getting up early, putting on a suit and tie and being conscripted to six
Episcopal services each week. I relegated my time and consigned my mind to
sports, daily fingernail and room inspections, and no girls, no girls, no girls.
(There is something inherently sick about cloistering boys, age fourteen to eight-
een, away from females.142)

Once I started to like the place, a bunch of my second-form143 chums turned on
me and put me in the hospital.

They decided one night in the cottage (the dorms were called “cottages,” and all
the cottages were named after saints), to initiate me and Julius. Julius was my
only friend at SJF. He was black, righteous and kind. He was the only kid my age
that had smoked pot and who had had sex.144 He liked rock (most of the kids did-
n’t—the biggest bully of all was a huge Barry Manilow fan) and he envied me
my blond hair. His idol was Robert Plant.

A group of about eight kids surrounded me and Julius and taunted us. It remind-
ed me of Lord of the Flies. Teenagers can be such insolent fucks.145

The boys roughed us up, smacked us around. One of them held me in a half-
Nelson while they went to work on Julius. They made him spin around in-place.
If he stopped, the micro-mob hit him in the tummy. They made him twirl ‘til he
threw up, then made him get a mop and sop up his own sick.
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I had been yelping for help, ‘til one shit punched me in the gut, hard. The cot-
tage manager, Patrick (fat, evil alcoholic fuck that he was), waddled upstairs to
check on the screaming. The ruinous tykes told him that everything was cool and
that we were just having fun. It would have been obvious to any sentient being
that things were neither cool nor fun, but Patrick ambled back downstairs. Then
the brats turned their attention on me.

The lads gave me a wedgie and hung me by my underwear from a steel hook on
the wall. Then they laughed at me and called me names. Then someone sug-
gested, “Let’s put snow down his pants!”

We were on the third floor, and they didn’t want to go downstairs and risk
attracting Patrick’s dull curiosity, so they tried opening a window to obtain the
snow. All the windows were painted shut. Someone suggested water. I could
hear them running the tap in the next room. I struggled off my hook and started
running down the stairs. A kid (who I hope is being brutally rapped in prison as
an adult at this exact moment) grabbed me and punched me in the stomach
again. Two pocket jocks hoisted me back onto the hook. I heard someone say,
“The water isn’t cold enough!”

One of the mini-meatheads countered with, “Use hot water!”

A fellow came in with a scalding cup. I could see the steam rising. (Our cottage
had two water heaters running in parallel. We used to soft-boil eggs in the sink.)
They poured the scorching liquid down the back of my pants.

I shot off that hook like a skinhead ODing on coke. My muscles involuntarily
fired me onto the floor, where I was painfully flopping out the dance known as
The Fishy. The kids laughed at me as I peeled off my scalding pants. Patrick
came running back upstairs. He said, “What are you li’l nuts doin’ now?”

His slow spinal-brain finally groked that things were not “cool” when he saw me
naked with all the skin bubbled and blistered off of my left ass cheek.

I cried all the way to the hospital. I was driven there by one of the people who
were kept on hand to cart around us brats. (An ambulance would have been too
public.) I was screaming as they brought me into the emergency room and put
me in a bed. A pretty young nurse put a butterfly needle in the vein opposite my
left elbow, taped it down and attached a syringe to the tube. Then she hit the
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plunger.

I was amazed. . .all of the quick, I felt good. I didn’t care that
those little bastards had fucked me up. In fact, I was glad. It
had enabled me to sup into my veins this first delicious narcotic nectar. I
devoured it! I felt blanketed in warmth and embryonic bubble-wrap love.

I was in the hospital for a week. My mother flew out to see me. (I love and adore
my mother; she has always been there for me, in my times of dying and other-
wise.) Mommy came in and witnessed her Beautiful, crumpled son laying dam-
aged-side up, flying on the purest opiates that medicine can buy. She told me I
looked like a “little fallen angel”.

That was an accurate description. My hurt, pinned Soul was wounded and bent.
I had been kicked out of this earthly heaven into the downward helix of drug
cravings forever.

The two kids who I had identified as the ringleaders were drummed out of school.
Donald and Hugh were valedictorian and salutatorian. Both were lettermen in
two or three sports. The SJF probably kicked them out to placate my family and
avoid a lawsuit.

They let one of the kids come back the following year. He was too valuable to
the school to not do so. I hated having to go to class with him. I hated having to
see him every day. That insect never thought to apologize, but he always said
“Hi” and pretended that nothing had transpired.

Yuck.

I imagine that both of these fucks are now the heads of multinational corpora-
tions. Or perhaps they are high-ranking military officials. They had all the right
stuff for either career.

Fuck them. They probably work for the man; sell shoes and beat their wives; I
make records and canter the planet warbling my tone poems and sniffing scarce-
ly legal Tiffanys, Ambers and Heathers and hurt no one, save myself.

I did pretty well in SJF for a while, until I befriended the seniors with the good
pot.146 Then my grades started to drop. I just stopped trying. I was too busy lis-
tening to 8-tracks tapes of Pink Floyd and Journey to put forth an effort.

I started a group while I was home on vacation in Welchton. We were called
“London”. I played guitar. I tried singing backup, but I was such a bad singer that
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the rest of the band said, “. . .Um, Cash, you’re a really good guitar player. Why
don’t you just concentrate on that?”

(I ignored them and practiced singing on my own—in the shower and in the
woods in back of school. In about ten years, I got really good at it.)

London played a dance at a church in my hometown. There were about a hun-
dred kids there and they liked us. I really dug playing our Jefferson Starship and
Jethro Tull covers and a few originals for them. I thought, “I could do this for-
ever. . . ”

Soon after, back at school, I was reading Pete Seeger’s autobiography, How Can
I Keep From Singing? One of the badass brats in my cottage saw it and said,
“Cool, Cash, you found a book to keep you from singing. . . .”

One day in class, I had had enough. I decided that I was going to drop out of
school and pursue my dream. I was fifteen. I walked dramatically out of algebra
class and went to the headmaster. I told him that I wanted to call my mother, that
I was going home. He listened with the ears of a man who had heard everything
in 50 years of helping kids to his strict-but-caring ways. He pushed the phone
across his desk and said, “Call your mother, son”.

She lovingly and firmly told me, “March your butt back to class and do me
proud”.

I kept playing guitar and kept living in fantasyland. I was smoking more pot, and
working on school a lot less. When me mum got the report card, she called me
and told me that she was going to have the headmaster take my away guitar until
my grades improved. I freaked out and hung up on her. I went upstairs to my
room and listened to Led Zeppelin. I had a vision that Satan was talking to me,
offering me a deal. The D-evil appeared in my little pea brain and told me that
he would give me certain things in exchange for my

Soul.
I was stoopid. I didn’t sign the standard “rich and famous” clause. I told the Lord
of Darkness that I just wanted to make great records, travel the world and be able
to fuck any woman I could make laugh. I heard Him say that in return, I would
die at age forty-two147 and go to hell. I also heard him whisper that if I were able
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to bring my wife to the service of Satan, I would get to be a
court musician in hell.

Neat.

Lucifer told me to cut my foot (not my hands, I needed them to play guitar) and
write a contract in blood. I did. He dictated in my ear while I wrote on blue-lined
notebook paper by dipping a dried-up ballpoint into my bleeding right big toe. (I
still have the scar.) I signed my name at the bottom, and added all sorts of archa-
ic and arcane symbols (a few of them taken directly off the Zep album to which
I was listening.)

I sealed the magic by masturbating and anointing the contract with my sperm.
Then I went to sleep.

I felt powerful in the weeks that followed. I felt that Mister Satan was watching
over me. I actually started doing a little better in school, because I knew I didn’t
have to; I knew that I was going to be a Rockstar.

My friend, Tim, came to my mother’s house with me for Easter. (His parents did-
n’t want him.) I told him about the Satan thing on our way to the airport. On the
plane, he developed an excruciating toothache that made him cry out loud, and
everyone on the plane stared at us.

When we got to my mother’s house, Tim and I were sitting on a Persian rug in
front of fireplace, talking about the Lord of Darkness. I took the toe bandage off
and threw it into the fire. Even though it only had a couple drops of blood, as it
charred it filled the room with the smell of burning flesh (which is exactly the
same as the smell of burning hair.) Tim and I became breathlessly scared.

I phoned Margaretta, three towns over. When I told her what I had done, she shat-
tered and screamed, “I had a dream that you were going to sell your Soul!”

I asked her what to do. She said that I had to go to a priest and show him the con-
tract. (Margaretta was yet to forsake the religion of her parents. She has since set-
tled into a holistic hedonistic Humanism of her own making—and it fits her
well.) I said that I would.

“. . .And make sure that he’s Catholic!!!” She added. I guess she knew that I
thought all priests were the same. Now I think of Episcopalianism as a sort of
Catholicism Lite: Catholicism with only half the guilt.

I called my bass player, Luke, and asked him where a Catholic church was. He
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was hesitant. (He probably thought, and rightfully so, that I was as likely to van-
dalize a church as I was to go to confession.)

I found the priest alone in his majestic cavern of stained glass and Guilt. He was
lighting candles to prepare for midnight mass. He sensed my mission and ges-
tured towards the confessional. He greeted me with a cliché, as I half-expected.
“Welcome my son, come unburden your Soul to me”.

“I am not Catholic, Father. I’m not religious, even though I go to an Episcopal
boarding school”.

“This is all right, son. Alright, I will hear your sins anyway”.

“I think I sold my Soul to The Devil”. I showed him the contract.

He examined it and told me, “If you read the Bible and believe in Mary and
Jesus, the contract will become annulled”.

I guess I hadn’t sold my Soul for a dollar after all—I had merely pawned it. (I
wish I’d had lawyers with the rhetorical prowess of that priest later, when I start-
ed getting munched by the gritty-nits of the music biz.)

(Pawning one’s Soul is better than renting out your liver.)

The cassocked covenant negotiator said some softly spoken magic sorcery spells
in the mumbo-jumbo of some long-dead tongue. He lit a candle for me. I asked
him what he was going to do with the contract. He said “I will nullify and puri-
fy it by burning it”. (I wish that worked with rock contracts, too.)

I didn’t believe him. I was betting my bottom forbidden doughnut that he was
going to put it in folder #666 and save it for the next Evils of Rock seminar.

(Everything promised in the contract has since come true, except my death and
ensuing descent into hell. But I believe the priest. I think that I won.)

I walked back home feeling scrubbed and happy. I had taken no drug, but I was
wasted. I was tripping on Jesus. I trudged through the snow, watching little halos
of lysergic purple shimmer and dance around the streetlights. Welchton was din-
ner-deserted. It was lovely. I adored the way that my little town felt on winter
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nights, with the snow dampening every sound, except my
cornstarch steps and my heart trying to flutter its way out of
the meatcage.

When I got home, I got out my dead grandmother’s bible and began to read.

For the next nine months, I was a Christian. I loved Jesus. I prayed. I quit smok-
ing pot. My grades improved more. I spent countless hours calling and writing
Margaretta, delighting in our love for Christ.

Basically, I led a virtuous life. I got my act together. There was one thing that I
didn’t count on though, something that hit me like an errant millstone rolling off
of the sacrificial altar: Diablophobia. I suddenly feared and hated the D-evil so
much that I saw him, or at least his influence, everywhere. He was in a lot of the
music I’d previously loved. He was in my friends. He was in and on TV. He was
everywhere except, at great effort, in my heart.

I would wake up in the morning, happy to be alive. . .for about fifteen seconds.
Then I would remember that there is a force and being in this universe named
Lucifer. He was so diametrically opposed to all to which I adhered and felt, that
I would spend every moment of the rest of the day dodging him and praying to
Jesus to keep the Monarch of Pandemonium and his pernicious sway out of my
life.

Slowly, Margaretta slipped out of Christianity. She was dating a forty-two-year-
old man, William, who had his own mini-cult going in his house.

This cat was filled with genuine charismatic hip. He had helped to invent the
microchip. I thought he was sexy for being into computers twenty years before it
was fashionable. (I was a scientist, and knew where the future was headed.) He
was a rich, potent, genius-nerd. He was suave enough to have four 18- to 21-year-
old girls living in his house, all believing his stuff and all loving his Soul and
body. They were all pretty and smart, with low self-esteem and they were all on
bad terms with their fathers.

Nice work if you can get it, William.

I didn’t like him. He was stealing my gal, but it was all good, because he seduced
her away from Christianity.148 She in turn, swayed me.

(I must be a pussy-ass, punk motherfucker to let a human swing me in something
as fundamental as my religion. Whatever.)
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I quickly unlearned Christianity and started smoking pot and having fun again.
There was always still some lingering Christian Guilt floating around in the back
of my cerebral cortex. I’m an Urban-Christian Pagan with two conflicting sets
of ethics.

It ain’t easy being me.

It was really weird being away from girls nine months of the year. The only
women at my school were old and dried, except for one music teacher, who was
42, really sexy and juicy, and married to my history instructor. She had an affair
with a friend of mine, Thomas. He had kind of been considered a geek by every-
body. After he had the affair and word got out (necessitating both Thomas and
the teacher leaving school), he was venerated as a god.

(Another friend got kicked out and was a hero after he left too—he got expelled
for breaking into the headmaster’s house. The headmaster came home early from
vacation and found George in the headmaster’s bed, wearing the headmaster’s
robe and enjoying his cigars, brandy and TV.)

To combat boredom, my friends and I were eating a lot of morning glory seeds
and tripping our little brains out. (We had purchased a kilo of the sickening,
stony little lumps via mail-order.)

In 10th grade I got drafted by the varsity wrestling team. They needed a body
for the 105-pound class. They figured that it would be better to have someone
out there flopping and flailing, than to be forced to forfeit entirely.

My record was not very good. I was 3-and-12 for the season. One of those, I’d
won on points, and the other two pins were the same kid. (We played one
school twice.) I usually got called for unnecessary roughness. I was short and
strong, and most kids in my weight category were tall and skinny, and not very
mighty.

(I hated wrestling, but it did get me into being physically active in a gym,
which has come in handy later in life, to maintain my ghoulish figure.)

One day we wrestled a deaf school. I was two pounds over making weight, so
I tried tripping on morning glory seeds for two days as a diet aid.
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The deaf boys made a lot of grunts that sounded like they
were being killed, because they could not hear themselves,
and therefore just let all their noises fly. They brought deaf
girls who acted as cheerleaders—and sounded like they were having orgasms, I
guess because that’s the sound that feels the best to your throat when you can-
not monitor the result.

That was one of the oddest drug experiences I ever faced. And when my turn to
wrestle came, I got my ass kicked.

At the end of eleventh grade, I was getting pretty restless. My grades were O.K.
(Bs and Cs), but I really wanted to be a senior. Actually, I wanted to graduate. I
wanted to be on my own and be a Rockstar. Also, school was getting in the way
of my morning glory abuse.

One day, a week before the close of the school year, a few friends and I were fry-
ing and sitting around a table in the dining hall, talking about what we might do
with our senior year to make it memorable. I said “Let’s put LSD on the com-
munal wafers!”

They looked at me like the leper that I was at that place. They tried to outdo me
with their tame one-dowmanship. One guy suggested starting an underground
newspaper. Someone else said, “Let’s start a radio station!”

I said, “How about writing a letter to Mick Jagger and getting him to buy the
school and make it a really cool place? You know, The Jagger School for Pale
Young Lads”.

My friends laughed, except Paul. Paul said, “Far out! I think that that could actu-
ally work. Let’s do it!”

I pulled a piece of paper from my bookbag under the table. I did the dictation and
Paul did the actual penmanship (my handwriting has always been atrocious), and
I signed my name to the document. We mailed it, to John Lennon’s address. We
figured that he would get it to his pal, Jagger. (This was before Lennon broke my
little heart by sucking in a bullet.)

I forgot about it until three weeks into the summer. I had just hitchhiked 30 miles
to William’s house to visit my sexy, little blonde haired, big breasted, hippie girl-
friend, Stephie. (In time, I would date three of William’s four wenches. At this
moment, Stephie and Margaretta where sharing me.) I climbed in through the
basement window and started blowing awake Stephie. It was giving me a stiffy
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‘til William yelled down the stairs to her room, “Stephie, Cash has a phone call”.

I picked up the extension. It was my mother. She had NEVER called me there.
She sounded worried.

“Cash Newmann, You have to come home right away. Your dad is on the way to
get you”.

“Why do I have to come home, Mother?”

“I cannot tell you”.

I told her that I wouldn’t come home unless she told me why.

“You’ve been kicked out of The School of Jesus in the Field. Your father is on
his way”.

Dad didn’t say much on the way home. It reminded me a lot of the mood of that
time he had to pick me up at the kennel when I got busted stealing shotgun
shells.

When I got home, there was an uncomfortable stare-down in the living room. I
could feel my mother’s heart breaking. My folks hadn’t been in the same room
with me since before the divorce.

They showed me the letter that the headmaster had written them. Included was
the letter that I had written to Mick. I had forgotten what I had said. I had called
the headmaster a “Fat, bald, overtly Christian old fart”. I tried not to laugh when
I re-read that. My parents were not in a mood at that moment to hear me laugh-
ing.

Apparently, the letter had been returned unopened. The school’s address was
printed on the envelope, but I had not written my name on it. The headmaster
had received the letter part-way into the summer. He slit it to see in which mail-
box it belonged. He didn’t like what I’d said about him, and decided that I would
not be returning the following semester.

I don’t know if I was regarded as a hero after I got kicked out or not.
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After listening to my mother cry for a bit, I called my old
hometown high school and got the home number for the guid-
ance counselor. He suggested that I go for the Pre-Entrance
Program. PEP was a way to take the smart, troublemaking
kids and get them out of the local public school by warehousing them at a near-
by community college for their senior year.

It was a pretty sweet deal. I got to get a real high school diploma, and concur-
rently received college credit for the same classes. Furthermore, I got to have my
own apartment 30 miles from home, in the town where my girlfriends and deal-
er lived, and have all my bills paid.

Rock on, God!

Still today I have dreams where I’m back at The School of Jesus in the Field, try-
ing to get into my mailbox to pull the letter before it gets found. It’s the last week
of school and I simply don’t graduate; I walk out to the highway that ran through
the campus and hitchhike away. I just leave and never come back.

I often think about the School of Jesus in the Field. I wonder what it’s like being
a kid there now. The world has changed. I wonder if they have Heroin. I wonder
if the kids are little gangsters answering their little pagers when their mommies
call. I wonder what the headmaster thinks of boys being into Tupac and Ice Cube
instead of the Sugar Hill Gang and Stevie Wonder. I wonder if the kids have crys-
tal meth and crack and computers and doggie porn streaming and screaming onto
their rooms?

((>!~$DC’?eÝ€§ª´§ª¼j!~~!j¼§ª´§ª€Ýe?’D C$~!))

I awake in Trip’s bed at 4 p.m. I am still hazy from a night of dreams of all my
past doings.

Chris and Randy from “Loaf” (one of my favorite bands) are here. They’ve driv-
en down from Bellingham for our Seattle gig.

Randy brought me a clown suit that he really wants me to wear at the show. I put
it on. It looks cute, floppy and sexy—like pajamas. I even put on the big shoes.

I like the outfit so much that I wear it for the next three cities.
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We sit in the neighbor’s woodpile, me pluckin’ and clownin’ out country tunes
on the acoustic, me and Chris harmonizing like a couple of hounds to Long
Black Veil, Boy Named Sue, and Oakie from Muskogee. Chris has a great voice,
but they’re drinking, and getting sloppier by the song.

With them they’ve brought Ephedra. I am awestruck by her classic Beauty,
drawn to her eyes. I think she’s stuck up because she doesn’t talk, but later when
we chat with a vengeance, I learn that she was only frozen from a marihuana
overdose. Man, I don’t understand that stuff either.

Anyway, the opening band at RCKNDY is Southern Culture on the Skids. I like
them. I spend the rest of the evening, walking around and ignoring people, lis-
tening to Van Halen and Van Morrison on my Walkman, trying to find a nook
with no people. I can’t find one.

When a show is poorly attended I moan, but when it’s too crowded I feel claus-
trophobic. I hate crowds—unless the party is in my honor. And tonight, it is.

I find myself at the bar, in my clown suit, in an animated discussion with the bar-
tender, Stephanie,149 and some guy who is a rabid fan of mine. He’s in a group
called “Chick Magnet”. I was always tickled by that name and wondered what
they looked like. He lives up to my image and I keep drinking and keep telling
him, “If I looked like you, I’d be a millionaire”.

The hall is packed and the show rocks. I play well, but halfway through the set
I find myself again saying, “Given the infinite number of things a man could do
with his life, what in Hell’s name am I doing wearing a clown suit and bashing
the strings on a Fender electric and screaming my head off?” but I quickly
remember and resign myself to glee for the remainder of the set, if not the next
few years of my life.150

Afterward, Ephedra offers to cook dinner for us tomorrow in Bellingham. I
accept. Again those eyes. Besides a home-cooked meal on the road is a rare treat.

I ask Chris Loaf if Ephedra has a boyfriend. He tells me, “Yeah. Some guy
named Yob who does some fanzine called Thrash McDeath”.

Never heard of it. Oh well. Those eyes. . . .
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Some pretty gal is being overly friendly with me after the
show. Normally I would enjoy it, but I’m not feeling frisky
and I just poured everything I had into the show. Besides,
Ephedra’s gaze keeps haunting me. If I can’t look into her
Soul, I’d rather sleep. I don’t even really want to fuck Ephedra. I just want to
wake up 23 mornings in a row with those eyes wanting mine. Oh well.

Again I take Trip’s bed. He’s getting sick of it but tonight’s the last night.

I cannot sleep. I think about my San Francisco remembrances of my Virginia sui-
cide attempt:

Iscattered the photos across my San Francisco floor. I could smell the mold
in the rug of the flea-bag Columbus Avenue hotel that had become my
lonely home. I didn’t care about the fetor. At the moment, I only cared

about what those photos represented to me. They were freeze-frame cross-sec-
tions of a reality that I missed dearly. They were my past.

My mother and father, as straight as they’d been, were a welcome memory as I
lay on the North Beach district floor, alone, broke and doubled over in the excru-
ciating pain of Heroin withdrawal. The only thought that kept me alive was the
act of trying to fathom the physics of the headlights screaming across my wall.
They have a pinhole camera effect and go the opposite direction that the cars are
headed.

It had been only two years since I’d left Richmond, Virginia on a Greyhound bus,
but it seemed like forever. I’d seen more in that time, felt more pain and joy in
the 25 months, 2 weeks, 3 days, 14 hours and 22 minutes and some seconds since
I’d stepped off that bus then I had in the previous eighteen years. I had felt gen-
erally out of place in Upstate New York and in Virginia, trying to break all the
conventions of a life I’d never requested.

I lay twitching and trying to dry-heave out my hairball Soul and recalled other
low points in my life: A couple years earlier, I’d decided to kill myself. Becky
had just purchased us a used 1978, Ford step van. (For some vague purpose. .
.getting out? Of what? To where?) I’d been being abusive to her. She was
screeching at me as I drove her to work in rush hour traffic. I slapped her just
once. Doing so made me feel worthless and desperate.

I’d taken the rent money and filled the tank with gas. I’d driven to the quickie
auto store and purchased some flexible tubing to divert the carbon monoxide into
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the van. Then I’d headed to the 7-11 and bought some silver spray paint and a
last supper consisting of a six-pack, a pack of Lucky Strikes and a fifth of Ol’
Jesus whisky.

I chugged the whisky and drove away from Richmond until I was very lost. I
wanted to die as far as I could from anything I knew. I found myself on a cul-
du-sac near a white trash housing project. I spun gravel in my attempt to scurry
back to the suckling comfort of the backroads. A man who lived in the projects
heard me, and thinking I was some joyriding teenager destroying public-private
property, got in his truck and followed me.

The hick was right, in a way. While I meant no harm to anybody, nor to their
property, I was on a joyride. I was absolutely exhilarated to finally be putting an
end to the pain of my non-existence. I was very high on killing myself, so I was
very bummed out by the redneck beeping his horn and yelling me to pull over. I
thought about attempting to outrun him, but didn’t try because I didn’t want to
die with anyone mad at me. I wanted to leave this flucking world with a clean
ticket.

I pulled over.

The corpulent cowboy waddled over to my van. “Do you know who I am?”

“No”. Said I. “Who are you?”

“Don’t get smart with me young man”. (It suddenly struck me that adults mean
exactly that when they parrot that phrase—they don’t want you smart. They
want you dumb.)

“My brother’s the sheriff of this town. If you don’t come back here and clean up
your mess, you’re going to jail. Turn your van around and follow me”.

I tailed that slack-jawed yokel for a good mile or two. I was a suicidal boy with
a strong conscience. I still was fully intent on offing myself, but wanted to die
with peace of spirit.

After a while, though, I realized that the provincial putz probably would have me
arrested. Surely he’d smelled the Scotch whiskey on my breath. I didn’t want to
spend the night in jail—that would give me time to think. Time to realize that
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somewhere, somehow, there were probably stronger ways to
numb my pain. Time to know that trying to kill myself was as
much out of wanting to hurt the world that had hurt me as it
was me wanting out of my pain. In jail, I would have time to
realize that if this were the case, suicide just wasn’t a viable alternative; I could
hurt more people, for a longer period of time, in much more creative ways, if I
stayed alive.

The thoughts in my mind after this were a blur. A flood of everything I’d ever felt
filled my head as I took a Louie at a fork in the road while the ignorant, pink food
tube took a right. I felt one solitary tear rolling down my cheek. Knowing that
men weren’t supposed to cry made me even more determined to end my sorry-
ass life.

I popped open another beer and drank and drove.

I finally found a very secluded place on a dirt road deep in the woods, where I
was fairly sure I wouldn’t be found. I parked off the road and got out. It was a
clear night and the air was still. I tossed off the remaining whisky, looked up at
the Moon, and thought about a song my favorite crazy great aunt, Helga, senily
sang often for me when I was a child, before she died.

“I see the Moon and the Moon sees me. The Moon sees somebody I want to see.
. . .”

I stopped myself, feeling silly for singing a children’s melody. I felt bad thinking
of the lyrics, realising that there was no one I wanted to see at that time.

I envisioned Becky, at that very moment working a job she hated so she could
support me. How could I have been mean to her? Surely I deserved to be dead.
She worked so hard trying to make me into a good man. . . .

She was powerless over her need to love and mend me. People are programmed
for the survival of the species, automated to mate with the superior partner. I was
mean to Becky, and her DNA confused this mistreatment with strength.

Also, her dad was a drunk.151 His name was Johnny, and his nickname was Cash.

I should have stood up for myself, been man enough to treat her well. But I did-
n’t even do that. Life had clipped my tail, and I’d bought the lie. I was just anoth-
er punk hitting a woman because I was too chickenshit to hit a man.

These thoughts were plaguing me as I set about to the task of attaching the hose
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to the exhaust pipe with duct tape that I’d found in the back of my van. I guz-
zled more beer as I piped the fumes through the driver’s-side window. Then,
with more flair then I’d put to any task in my short life, I set about writing my
suicide note, in silver spray paint, on the baby blue exterior of the van.

“I love you Becky,” came first. “It’s not your fault!” came second. Then think-
ing that I was done, I remembered hearing somewhere that all suicides go to hell.
Not wanting to go there, I sprayed across the back of the van, “Please forgive
me, God”.

I covered myself with silver pigment. I guess that I was recalling some urban
folklore about the filming of the movie Goldfinger. I thought that the paint
would help me suffocate more quickly.

I started the engine, as I had a thousand times before. I sat behind the wheel,
inhaling the carbon monoxide coming out of the plastic tubing. I’d stuffed rags
to seal the window and allow for the maximum concentration of fumes.

I was surprised, as the emanation engulfed me, that there wasn’t more to it then
this. Dying seemed very anti-climatic. It reminded me of endings tagged on to
otherwise brilliant movies to explain to the lumpen masses what had already
occurred, or to give them a not-subtle ironic twist (or a moral) after the film felt
over.152 But even so, this was the most exhilarating event in my life.

Goodnight, Moon.

I started to slip down the layers of dark unconsciousness. It didn’t feel like the
warm, welcome embrace that drugs and alcohol afforded me. It felt cold and
wrong. I knew that I was committing murder, and it hurt. Perhaps I was respond-
ing to my Christian upbringing/programming, or maybe I was answering to an
innate life force that overrides any attempt to overwrite the main hard drive. I do
not know.

I was too far gone into death to really comprehend these deliberations as
thoughts per se. It was that old “watching the thoughts drift by on a screen”
eventuality. The thing that really smacked me was remembering Becky’s body.
I thought for a moment about the sweet combustion of my lips kissing her labia,
supping her pretty kitty wine. I thought of her crying out so loudly when cum-
ming, that people outside our house applauded. I thought about her sinking her
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claws into my neck and screaming, “I love you, Cash
Newmann!” as her flower squirted my stinger.

I could barely think. I was watching my little thoughts float
by, and seeing it as a blazing illumination. I realized that if I didn’t abort my sui-
cide, I would be dead in a few minutes—the file-transfer would be compete.

If I were dead, I would be separated from my body. If I didn’t have a body, I
couldn’t make love to Becky.

This thought shot me awake like a horny bullet. I sat up, looked around and began
to weep. I turned off the engine and opened the window. I sat in the driver’s seat
for a minute, feeling very sad. The gas gauge had gone from full to 2/3 full. I’d
been breathing death for a long time.

I ran out of the van, not knowing where to go. I wanted to live, but felt that I was
definitely a danger to myself. I ran as quickly and desperately as one would if
someone were trying to kill them. (In a sense, someone was.)

I ran about a quarter-mile and then saw the distant lights of some houses. I ran
more and desperately rang a doorbell, not remembering that it was not only after
midnight on a worknight, but that I was covered with sliver paint. The places that
I was not painted showed my skin, which was bright red. (This is a symptom of
carbon monoxide poisoning.)

Eventually, after a few minutes of my frantically frenetic doorbell ringing, a
woman turned on a porch light and peeped through her curtain.

“Who are you? What do you want?!”

“My name is Cash,” I gasped, “I need help. I tried to kill myself!”

“I’ll help you!” she said, “. . .By calling the police!”

I wanted no part of that, so I began running in the opposite direction. Somehow
I made it to the van and started the engine. I began to swervedrive and take up
the whole road. I was drunk from the fumes, as well as from the six-pack and the
whisky. I almost died more than once that night.

I stopped at a country gas station and called Becky at work from a payphone. The
fast food franchise manager answered and said that she was busy. I told him it
was an emergency.
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“Hello, Becky! This is Cash. I tried to kill myself. I need help! I’m coming to
get you”.

She started screaming and I hung up. About ten minutes later, I was screeching
into her restaurant, spinning more gravel.

She was waiting out front for me, in her tight waitress uniform, crying. I slid
over to the passenger side, as she jumped into the driver’s seat and threw the van
into gear. The whole way to the hospital, she kept saying, “It’s gonna be alright.
We’ll take care of you, baby”.

I’d failed to succeed in my attempt to secede from your fucking race. I’d failed
to relieve from the blessed pressure of your loving grace.

They shuffled me into the emergency room, and hooked me up to oxygen. They
wouldn’t let my screeching Rebecky stay. As soon as I was alone for a minute,
an on-duty cop came in and harassed me. “You’re a fucking punk, you know
that? I hate assholes like you, wasting doctors’ time. There are people who real-
ly need help and you’re taking medical attention away from them”.

I was astounded at his barrage. I felt like I needed to be coddled and loved and
held and healed back to health. I felt that I had learned my lesson, and that I
wanted to live. He continued:

“You goddamn kids have everything these days and still you think you have
problems. . .when I was your age, I was in the Navy. I’ll bet you’ve never even
had a real job, have you punk? Huh? Answer me!”

I was about to say something in my defense when the physician reentered the
room. The cop said, “I’m sure I’ll run into you eventually. . . .” and left. The doc-
tor drew some blood and talked to me for a minute. Then he let a nurse into the
room. I asked her if I could see Becky. The nurse went to get her.

The doctor brought me a priest, and told me that five more minutes in the car-
bon monoxide, and I would have been dead. The sawbones left, and the con-
cerned clergyman asked me some run-of-the-muck questions. He then gave me
his card, and said that I could call him any time I wanted. I remember thinking
it was funny that a priest would have a business card.
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Then the nurse returned with Becky. Becky said, “Oh, my lit-
tle grieving angel! Why did you do this? I’ll tell you what:
Before you get out, I’ll make a new little home for us. We will
be so happy that you’ll never have a reason to be sad again! I love you so much!”

The nurse got a bottle of acetone and some cotton swabs, and began cleaning the
silver paint off of my crumpled body. Becky joined in,153 and told the nurse that
she wanted to spend the night watching over me. The nurse said, “That’s against
regulations. But I’ll tell you what—leave in fifteen minutes, and then come back
after the shift change and knock on the window outside the ground-floor nurses’
station. I’ll see what I can do”.

The Nightingale-with-a-heart-of-gold smuggled Becky in to watch me in a moth-
erbird nursie vigil. Becky cleaned the rest of the paint off of me, and held my
hand as I slipped into a restless sleep.

When I awoke, a different doctor came in. He said, “Your ride is here”.

I said, “Good, I’m ready to go home—I’ve learned my lesson, and I wanna live!”

“Well, son, we think that you should go to the county mental hospital for obser-
vation for a little while. It is strictly voluntary, of course”.

“. . .And if I opt not to volunteer?” I inquired hopefully.

“Then we will commit you to the state hospital. It’s far away, you will be med-
icated, and you will be there for a long time”.

“Um, I guess I’ll go to the county hospital”.

“Good,” added the doctor, handing me a release form and a ballpoint. “Just sign
here”.

My time at Happy Hills Hospital felt totally useless. My every move was moni-
tored. We had to eat with spoons. They took away our shoelaces. The mirrors
were plastic. They tried to make me go to meetings, but I refused. I could never
recover in a 12-step fellowship—the coffee tastes life burnt ants.154

I was the youngest patient there, and looking at the differences, I deemed that
everyone belonged there except me.

Every morning, a different intern-in-training would come in and ask me a lot of
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questions. I felt like a guinea rat. Even if I did open up to one of these quacks,
the next day I would have to start over, so it was futile.

They all asked me if I had ever taken LSD. I would answer, “Have you ever
taken LSD?”

It was important for me to ask. I felt like if they hadn’t, then they couldn’t under-
stand what a “Yes” answer meant.

There was one really nice nurse. She confided having tried acid (once, in col-
lege), and I confided a lot of stuff in return. She also fought for me to have
grounds’ privileges and for permission to play my guitar. She also helped
Rebecky get the van back from the cops. (They confiscated it as evidence
because it was my suicide note.)

I had to keep my guitar and tiny practice amp behind the nurses’ station. They
were afraid that I would hang myself with the strings. In fact, if I stopped play-
ing for more than about 90 seconds, a nurse would come in to check on me.

The only writing that I did in the hospital, however, was on their rickety, old
upright piano. I composed what would later become the counterpuntal guitar and
bass middle section of I Loved You, Then I Slept.

I loved playing my guitar in there. I felt like I was Syd Barrett. I totally roman-
ticized the whole mental illness trip.

But it was really real and I really wanted out.
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Even after replaying all this past, I still cannot slumber. We have a gig tomorrow
and I really need some beauty sleep. I watch a moth flirt with Trip’s bare base-
ment bulb and decide to try to shut-eye by writing some lyrics:

Pass out in another bar,
wake up with the latest star.
I opened your shirt like a present,
you opened your wrist like a letter,
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Everything we’d fought so hard to feel
slides and scrapes and
shatters and breaks and splatters in a puddle upon the

z  h h c d d
floor of this 4-walled, 2-bit, 1 bare light-bulb room.

♥♥♥♥
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥If you can reach my heart, you can have it, 
I’m not using it today. ♥♥d h♥♥

You dance to the beat of sadness
on the pinhead of an angel
on the Moon.
♥♥

I awake in clown suit at noon with the pen still in one hand, and the other on my
penis.

Day five, Bellingham, Washington:155

The drive is Beautiful and boring, except for playing tag with a car-full of soror-
ity girls who are on their way back to college in Bellingham. I hope they go to
the show.

(They didn’t.)

It may sound as if I have women on the brain. Comparatively speaking, I don’t.
This is the first tour I’ve gone on where I have a sorta real girlfriend waiting at
home for me. (Lily don’t count. She’s a friend that I fuck who will always be
available, on call for my pleasure, but she never was “my woman”. Melody has
been my lover for years, but only recently has she become my spiritual wife.)

We play two sold-out shows in Spokane (with a nifty opening band, Furbar.)
People are left out on the sidewalk, trying to sneak in, getting beat up by bounc-
ers. The club is a big redneck joint, with a bale of hay on the stage. I set my
Fender Twin Reverb (genetically spliced and hotwired by Tin to more resemble
a Mesa Boogie in performance and tone) amp on it. At soundcheck, some gas-
pumper tells me, “I thought that Johnny Cash was playing. You ain’t him, you
fuckin’ Frisko faggot! I want my money back!”
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Pee comes to my defense over the microphone, “This guy ain’t a faggot! He
fucks more women in a month that you will in your lifetime”. (True, but I’m not
sure that this is an accurate gauge of heterosexuality. And Pee doesn’t know to
mention that sometimes when I masturbate, I close my eyes and I am the gurl.
. . .)

We soundcheck with a fucked-up version of Folsom Prison Blues. My daddy did
name me after Johnny Cash, and I love his music,156 but I cannot for the life of
him recall the words. I fake my way through most of them. Stumpy the roadie
later tells me that he overheard that cowboy talking in the men’s room during our
soundcheck. Something about, “. . .Those queer-ass California homos. Nobody
disrespects Johnny Cash and gets away with it! Ah’m gonna go out in mah pick-
up and get mah shotgun”.

Stumpy says that he went out in the parking lot and saw the angry breeder beat-
ing the shit out of the some other cowboy. Then they got in their dis-respective
pickup trucks and drove off.

The middle band is the amazing Victim’s Family. They rock! Stop-on-a-dime,
jazzy hardcore.

There is a fat gurl who keeps trying to fuck everyone, and no one is interested.
She finally passes out in the dressing room. My band drinks and plays spin-the-
bottle with Victim’s Family backstage. The loser has to fuck the passed-out
tubby. Guess who lost. . . .

That night after the show, two other drunk girls get in a fight over who gets to
take me home. One breaks the nose of a third chick that’s trying to mack on me.
The winner gets all of me and fucks my remaining brains out. She turns my usual
tables on me, being very physically commanding, biting me, slapping and just
generally abusing me. She doesn’t let me do these things to her. I let her win
because she is so fucking good.

I notice posters on her walls from a lot of bands that I know. “You know C_____
B____?” I ask.

“Yeah, I fucked one of them,” she responds. “I fuck somebody in every band that
plays that club”.
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I find myself feeling rather less-than-special, getting a taste of
my own bitter, narcotic medicine. I wonder aloud, “Why are
women so into fucking guys who play in bands?”

Without missing a thump, she retorts, “Because we never have to see you again!”

Touché. I find myself feeling that somewhere, I lied to myself and it came back
and built a nest in my hair.

On tour, Wolf always has to put on lipstick before we enter a truck stop. He’s
straight, but loves to fuck with cowboys.

He says that if he lived in a hick town, he would work at a truck stop, so that he
could meet people from other places.

In Boise, we play to seven people. Thursday is usually rave night at The Crazy
Horse, and all the ravers pay to get in, see that a fucking rock band is playing,
and demand refunds. They get their money back without a struggle. Rave is huge
here for some reason, and the club owner is smart. He doesn’t want to alienate
his buttery bread.

DJ somebody-or-other is scheduled to perform in this one-whore burg next week.
I ain’t never heard of him, but the kids sure is excited.

Two of the people at the show are a matched set of fat, muscular good ol’ boys
who are absolute idiots. I hate them. They are yellin and hootin’ and hollering
like lumberjacks at Hammerjacks at a Ted Nugent show.157

The rednecks crushingly shake my hand after the set. One sez, “Hey man, you
guys are great! Welcome to the Great White North!”

I asked the working class zero what that means. He sez, “We hate niggers here.
But we love great rock ‘n’ roll, even if y’all are fuckin’ weirdos from California!”

I get pissed at his racist bullshit, and make up a lie: “I’m married to a nigger”.

I go out to the van and grab an old Polaroid of Margaretta where she looks black,
and show it to them. They leave in silence.

It is an all-ages show and I end up going back to the hotel with a nineteen-year-
old girl named Erica Fluvia. She is Beautiful and smexy. She also happens to be
a Dwarf. She’s exactly four feet tall. “This is cool and weird and cool,” I think to
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myself as I am sliding my cock into her tiny-yet-developed body. (The only
thing cooler and weirder and cooler in my resident memory was the 60-year-old
hooker who threw me a freebie late one drunken night near my house. Her pick-
up line was “My teeth are like the stars, they come out at night”.) I end up hav-
ing to pull out. Erica Fluvia is the only woman for whom my very average-sized
peter has been too large. She licks my balls as I beat off, then we talk ‘til the wee
hours. She is hella kewl, and my engulfing arms feel huge around her. I revere
her.

For several nights after this, I have disturbing dreams, triggered by the unsettling
juxtaposition that Erica’s body was sexually mature, yet the size of an eight-
year-old child’s.

It’s only bad-time rock ‘n’ roll, but I enjoy it. . . .

We get to Omaha a day early. I spend time walking around, meeting people,
smoking cigarettes and reminiscing. I think about the first time I came here, on
the bus ride from Virginia to the promised land of California. I think about how
later, in 1987, I pulled up broke and on empty, with The Vagrant Vampires. We
had to talk some punky looking kids on the street into buying a record and a T-
shirt, so we could score some macaroni and cheese and a gallon of gas. Then we
got the punkers to let us go over to their parent’s house so we could cook our
mack-and-jack.

I thought about how that night, a crazed fan had broken into the station wagon,
left our guitars, our drugs and even our cash, and only taken personal items: a
crystal ball, a belt buckle and my diary, and a slip that I loved to wear onstage
as well as off.

I thought about the 900 number for musicians to tune their instruments. You get
an A-440 tone when you call it. Except most people don’t know that you just
pick up a phone and the dial tone is already A-440. That’s the kind of rip-offs
that smart, mean people make and stupid, nice folks fall for.

I want to rip smart people off and have them thank me for it.

I called from a payphone and checked my messages back in San Francisco.
There was a call from Snurkita’s sister. Snurkita was a girl I’d met and loved in
Texas, on tour with The Vagrant Vampires.
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Her sister said that Snurkita was dead. She’d ODed on
Darvon and methadone.

Fucking doctor-dope. Worse than street drugs. . . .

I was walking around Omaha getting simultaneously manic and wispy eyed, and
I decided to write a song. I went into a music store, where they recognized me
and let me play anything I wanted for as long as I wanted. I picked a 1937 Martin
acoustic (it could have been the older brother to my guitar at home) and began
improvising.

After about fifteen minutes, some hipster, nose-ring-on-the-outside, redneck-on-
the-inside farmer-boy and his equally “hip,” bug-infested-dreadlock-havin’ girl-
friend, were listening with rapt devotional attention.158 I sang:

dd ddee hh hhii
Nails pulling red rivers down my back,
blood, sweat and smiles, I’ll give you a slap
and kiss your astonished and
sparkling face.

d d e d e
I’ll fire the other girls—

take all of their clothes from my room. o sgai 
I’ll stop calling the other girls
for now, I only have time for you!

I’ll take their pictures down off my wall,
Lie in your bed waiting for you,
wear your perfume, your dress and your crucifix,
the woman in me loves the boy that’s in you.

D e
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When I got to those last two lines, the farmer/hipster dude actually called me a
faggot and walked out of the store. His girlfriend looked relieved and stayed.
She sat cross-legged on the floor and smiled up at me as I continued:

We’ll share the tea with your teddy bears,
wrap your little red wagon in silk and steel.
Purring, faerie princess-Beautiful whores
sharing spit and solitude. . . .

The man in me wants the strength that’s in you.
Your critter noises are scratching my brain.
Grabbing my hair, you kiss me and smile,
riding the wave, we shudder and pour!

I’ll give you a slap, you’ll give me one back.
I will kiss you until you die.  e
That dreadhead, whole-wheat whore159 and I ended up walking around under the
fragrant cherry trees, drunk on their sniff, then going back to my hotel for some
afternoon delight. Later, we took a long nap and then caught a taxi to my gig, an
all-ages show at a ski lodge (in Nebraska!)

Des Moines was a riot. We feasted on rock and life onstage at a tiny bar called
Hairy Mary’s. It was great—there were like 500 people in a club with a maxi-
mum occupancy of 299.

The openers were some unintentionally hilarious hobbit-rock group called
“Infinity’s Childe”. They sounded like “Yes,” if Yes sucked.

It was minus-four degrees out. When the show was over, the walls were sweat-
ing. We were offered 2000 dollars to stay and do a second night, but already had
a show the following eve in Milwaukee.

After our set, three girls come up and tell me that they want me to “take com-
munion” with them. They tell me that they are the “Witches of Des Moines”.

I think they have been watching too much TV, but I go with them anyway. They
are pretty and sexy and willing.
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They take me to a house where two of them live. The place is
a big, pretty Victorian. Everything is purple, gold and dark.
There are evil paintings, death’s heads, lace and dead, dried
roses everywhere. Two of the women change into sexy crinoline and gossamer
outfits that they made. I can see their large, pretty, bra-covered breasts and naked,
nice big rumps through the costumes. I really want to fuck them, but the one that
really seems after my blood is the eighteen-year-old, monstrously perfect trailer-
whore, Xtine. I was more attracted to the plump, sexy ones, but Xtine had a
Beautiful face, a smile that could stop a fight and besides, she was on the hunt.

I don’t hit on girls, they hit on me.

Xtine would not fuck me—she said that she had a boyfriend to whom she want-
ed to be true. But she took off her shirt and rubbed her big, firm breasts all over
my face, and began blowing me. She told me that fucking is cheating, but that
sucking isn’t, because our hearts are far away from each other. She mouthed me
off while the other two critterholes crawled on all fours around us and purred and
mrowred like cats. They brought me a sliver chalice of homemade absinthe and
rubbed their udders while uttering some arcane-sounding spells in an unintelligi-
ble tongue. They fed me the bitter, drugged wine while spanking Xtine, who was
still expertly servicing me.

Every time that I tried to unzip her jeans or even caress her sex through the pants,
Xtine would slap my hand away. Then she’d ask me to slap her face. For some
reason, I felt awkward doing that, but she insisted. I hit her with open hand. She
moaned and purred and sucked harder. I hit her again. The two sexy plumpettes
on the floor stopped their spanking and wicked witchuals and incanting and
mrowing. One said, “Do not hit the girl. That is disrespecting the sisterhood”.

Were they deaf? Xtine had asked me to hit her. She quit sucking and came to my
defense: “My lovely associates, I like to be slapped. This boy is Beautiful, and I
want to give him all, if only for one night of excellence. . . .”

She turned to me, “Please slap me, oh sexy man!”

I hit her again.

The other plumpette said, “I think that it is time for you to leave our home, Mister
Hitter-of-Women!”

She grabbed Xtine by the hair, pulled her off my jock and took her into the other
room. They all reconvened (recovened?) to huddle and bubble about my fate.
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They came back and the two fat, sexy leaders said that I had to go. Now.

I told ‘em I didn’t know where my band was staying, only that I was to meet
them the next day at a coffee shop.

Plumpy number one said, “I know where they are. All the bands that perform at
‘Mary’s lodge at the house of the owner. Permit me to edify and enlighten, as I
possess knowledge of the approximate location at which he resides”. 160

I was still baffled at being 86ed from the orgy, but went along. Xtine was apol-
ogizing to me and caressing my bulge in the backseat the whole way. I still recall
her big, eager eyes talking quickly at me. The way her face was gushing, I
thought that she was on ecstasy, but she said she wasn’t on anything.

They brought me to an intersection and barked, “He lives somewhere near here.
Now get out”.

Xtine said, “If he goes, I go”.

Plumplette #2 said, “Good, be gone from my sight”.

Xtine and I got out. It was snowing and cold as Hell, if Hell froze over. The Sun
was coming up. We couldn’t figure out which house my band was in, so we sat
in the tour van chain smoking and running the motor ‘til a nearby greasy spoon
diner opened up. We left a note on the steering wheel and hung out drinking bad
coffee for five hours, ‘til my two-man band and two-man crew came and saved
us.

I kissed Xtine goodbye. She was crying as the boys and I jumped in the van and
drove fast down the icy highway to make up for dead time. I lay in the back on
the loft, clunching my teddy-kitty bear inside my sleeping bag and giggling. I
was sleeplessly exhausted but unable to slumber. I was buzzed out of my mind
on caffeine and teenage pussy.161

A few hours out of town, the snow was so bad that the police would not let peo-
ple drive on the highway, except for emergencies. We had to spend the night
sharing the only available room at a Motel 6. Five guys, one single-bed. You do
the math.
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In Milwaukee, I did a radio interview. I got drunk and ignored
the questions I was being asked. I was feeling claustrophobic
that day, and spent the quarter-hour attempting to read a dis-
jointed statement that I had prepared on a dozen un-numbered napkins at the
motel over mimosas at breakfast:

“Overpopulation is a problem that needs to be addressed immediately. The world
population has doubled in my lifetime, but the available resources have not. I feel
this exponential strangle on the Earth. I feel it every time I walk down a street,
take a bus or stand in line. I spurn having to sluice through the slurry of asinine
carbon blobs colliding at me everywhere. The more people there are, the more we
are packed like rodentia and respond in anger. The more of you stoopid humans
there are running amuck, the more many of you are caught between the cracks of
the system, and relinquish basic human rights like food, housing, employment
and a sense of identity. When people lose these things, they are more likely to
search for them in drugs, gangs, crime and other anti-social behavior.

“I used to have a broken TV that picked up cell phone and wireless phone con-
versations. All you ever talk about is food—where you ate last night and where
you wanna eat tomorrow and what fatty snacks you should pick up on the ride
home. (expletive deleted) humans! You are insects! If you sucked my dick, you'd
have about an ounce of my talent!

“The logarithmic rate at which all aspects of the world are linking astounds my
little mortal brain. Some comportments seem good to me, some seem genuinely
doubleplusungood. You can look at it as all people sharing access to all aspects
of all cultures or you can look at as spirit-numbing cultural homogeneity. A per-
fur duh ladder. Humans are basically misanthropic and love is a lie, unless you
quit killing me with your damn babies!!

“All the cities’ sewerage belch the rotting-woman stench of uncooked sewage
(especially at 9:30 in the morning and 5:30 in the evening!), because your fail-
ing urban infrastructure cannot accommodate the increase of spawn that you
continue to (expletive deleted) out! Too many babies!!! Quit making so many
goddamn babies! Quit listening to the pope. He’s just some syphilitic Polak mum-
bling bullshit in a deceased argot.

“Why don’t you goddamn, fat, stoopid, blank food tubes get fixed? Look around
yourselves! There are millions of unwanted kids that need help; what the (exple-
tive deleted) gives you the right to breed? What makes you think that some numb
(expletive deleted) like you deserves to smear your precious DNA around my
planet?
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“The Unabomber was right. Humans with technology are like an alcoholic with
a barrel of wine. Maybe Manson was right. Comin’ down fast. Bring it on, man.
Bring it on!

“The world is getting smaller, and therefore more claustrophobic. People—espe-
cially stoopid ones, it seems—breed like (expletive deleted) cats and are gonna
choke out the planet soon if they don’t stop making so many babies—why is there
a friggin’ maternity and baby clothes mall on every corner in this whole horror-
show? Fluck that noise! How about a baby hunting supplies store? That would
make a lot more sense!

“Humans are always rushing around and brushing up against me. . .shopping,
and, and (expletive deleted) and drinking and eating and eat and eat and eat and
eat and eat eat eat. . .I feel like a cut walking in a lemonworld. . .flucking
hoomons. . .I hate ‘em. . .except the ones I love. I am a misanthropic hippie.
Sometimes I am a confused man. People get a vicarious bi-curious bicarious
thrill from thinking about me! People think about me, therefore I am.

“I am also bisexual and homophobic. It ain’t easy being me.

“But I ain’t no (expletive deleted) faggot! Am I gay? Well, I’ve had sex with two
hundred-and-sixty-seven women, eight men and a dog; you be judge!

“Can I make a modest proposal? What to do about this problem is trickier. Part
of it seems to be related to religious attitudes that encourage unchecked birthing.
Something that has worked to some extent in several third-world countries is
economic incentives (like a free portable radio!) for voluntary sterilization.
Some people view this as racist or classist, but even as a closet liberal, I dis-
agree. I think that the population swell that we are experiencing mandates
actions like this, before we choke ourselves out and lose this suicidal war-of-
attrition against ourselves.

“The bill of rights is no longer applicable. It was written for a country with a
million people. You fashionable roaches have diluted the available rights by a
power of two hundred-and-seventy!162

“At least Europe acts like they care! In Germany, there are condom dispensers
on every corner! We should flucking give out birth control pills to grade school-
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ers! 

“I hate apartment living. I hate being stacked like rats with
you piles. You (expletive deleted) humans are terracites! You
are the fleas on Mother Earth’s fur! Get the (expletive deleted) off my planet! I
care about this place and you don’t. . .You are the direct antithesis to the will of
Providence! Take your goddamn manifest destiny conspicuous consumptive and
wreck some other planet and leave me alone!

“Take drugs! Kill each other! Share needles! Drink and shoot the bleach! Have
fun. It’s like Iron Cross sang, ‘Live for now, Live for now, don’t tell me about
tomorrow!’

“I really love people. I am just kidding about this stuff. If people die, they cannot
buy my records. . .so try and take care of yourselves. . . .Be careful out there. .
.Be good to each other. And if you’re gonna kill yourself, let me play with your
living body for a while first. Lift up your dress, show me the truth, stick around
for a couple more days. Then and only then you can pump and dump yo’self.

“The Democratic Party is the Atlantic Ocean! We are dancing the bomb! I’m not
a homosexual, but I’ll be one for you! The blind gurl listens to bombs in the dark.
She wants to grow out of the shadow of her noisy dreams. I will fester and flour-
ish and know the things that can be freely given.

“I’d drink too if I looked like you.

“All I am is a thing that hates being sober. I drink to drown thoughts of all of you.
I kiss them all to miss myself and I miss you like a weevil misses a pod. . .person.
. .too many damn humans for a planet to hold. . .I hope you die before I grow
cold.

“I already have one child that I am emotionally unable to care for. I’m planning
to get a vasectomy soon. I will even do it on the air if you want me to. . . .

“This interview is over. . . .”

The station manager looks aghast and numb as me and my dirty mouth storm out.
A minute later, I flop back in, scrawl down my P.O. box and demand she mail me
a tape of the show. I ask the engineer where the nearest liquor store is and then
fume out again.

That night, we play some huge place opening for a metal band called “Flotsam
and Jetsam”. Their scritching, hydrophobic fans want to kill me, or at least that
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seems to be the implication of the abusive denunciatory bottles of vituperation
flying past my head. This makes us put on a very violently vitriolic show.

In the dressing room, immediately after we play, I dictate a new song right off
the top of my brain:

TOO MANY BABIES!!!.

I will welcome the winter cold
To drive you bugs back into your holes.
Too many humans for a planet to hold
I wish you’d go back into your holes.

Makes me want to go up on the clock tower
every second equaling an hour.
Sweat, and I’m cummin’ from every pore.
You in my sights I do adore!

(misanthropic chorus) TOO MANY BABIES!
TOO MANY BABIES!!!

I’m top tomcat, I gotta get fixed;
can’t fix myself by having kids.
Pink, fat river sliding up my street,
Onan would be proud of me.

Kickin, and shovin’, and needin’ a scrubbin’
and livin’ above and beside and almost inside me
Too many babies!
Too many babies!!!
Too many babies!!!
Too many babies!!!
I HAVE EVEN TAPPED YOUR PHONES,
ALL YOU TALKED ABOUT WAS FOOD!...

Too many babies!!!
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In Chicago, there is another FedEx from Melody:

Cash, Cash, Cash. . . .

I love you dearly.

I’m off Zoloft. No changes as of yet, except that I’m really, really horny and want
to fuck almost all the time. I would just love to ride you and ride you, then have
you throw me down on the carpet, squeezing my breasts so hard that they bruise.
I’d beg you, “Please, Cash Newmann, please, please, please hit me! Slap me
hard! Pinch my nipples! Please! Please!” while looking trustingly into your eyes.

My breath would fly out, “Fuck me, Cash Newmann, now. I require you so much.
I want to feel your dick inside of me!”

I’d reach for your ass to guide you into me, but you’d slap me and force my arms
above my head while silently staring violently at my body.

Duct tape wrapped so efficiently around my wrists. . .you’d slide up my stomach
to sit on my breasts, leaving sweat and my own dampness on my tummy as I
eagerly accept your dick in my mouth. You’d pump my face and I’d revel in the
feel of your skin on my lips, tongue and throat as you push harder and faster.

I taste the delicate salt of cum and pull my mouth away from you. “Fuck me,
Cash!” I kiss the tip of your dick.

You study my face for a minute then trace the folds of my cunt, slowly, tortur-
ously. I shiver and a slow moan moves behind my teeth.

“I’m burning inside,” I whisper, “Violate me, my sweetest perfection”. You slide
your fingers inside me. “Cash, I demand to have your cum dripping out of me
onto my puddle thighs while you torture my nipples with your staple puller.
Dump your garbage into my honey, you little puppy humper”.

I slish my tongue in your ear and you start making those darling, sacred cat nois-
es. I kiss you and you bite my lips. I kiss your eyelids, your cheek, your ears, then
nibble your neck. The pulpy fruits of my hips are moving at their own accord as
you slide into me. My back arches, my breasts and nipples pointing upwards with
my hands bound behind my head. Your hands outline my stomach and breasts;
then you lean forward onto my body and hold my arms down while thrusting the
rhythm that satisfies you.
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I curve my legs around you, watching your lips and the set of your jaw as you
use my body.

One hand reaches to turn my face away from you. I bury my head in the sniff of
my upraised arm, laying quietly, blindly, my only sensations the pulse of my
heart and the brush of your body until you finally slow and then stop.

I open my eyes and mold my body to your weight, looping my arms around your
neck. I want to cradle you and watch you fall asleep wrapped in my flesh, kiss-
ing your hair and your neck and listening to the hum of our hearts and the sigh
of hunger satiated.

I adore you,
Melody Annabella

The gangster-promoter in Chicago rips us off. Wolf Cujapella has been drinking
hard liquor all day and takes this very personally. He calls the promoter’s house
and leaves a message, threatening to “Stick a fork in your face”. Then Wolf
leaves our hotel, takes a taxi over to the promoter’s house and throws a lawn
chair through his window.

The next day, our agent, Eddy Jones, tells me on the phone that a warrant has
been issued for our arrests in Illinois. Ironically, they took our names off the CD,
on which Wolf didn’t play. So I am charged, along with Dick Hopper, who isn’t
even on this tour.

I called my manager, Linus, from a truck stop in Lansing. He told me that Buck
Naked had been murdered back in San Francisco. Buck was a popular hometown
porn-a-billy crooner. Some crazy street person shot him in Golden Gate Park
because Buck’s dog was barking at the pigeons. I cried when I heard this news,
even though I didn’t know him well. I was just sad that someone in a similar sit-
uation to myself had been needlessly killed.163

We pick up a last-minute afternoon show at a Unitarian church in Urbana,
Illinois, concerting with Scratch Acid. They’re great, and singer is even shorter
than me! He seemed entirely smashed out of his mind. After the show, I go to
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shake his hand, and he was totally stone-cold sober! It was all
just a very convincing act.

Show business rules!

In some insane, punk rock work ethic, “our groups will play anywhere, anytime”
routing, we are giging the same night in Kansas City before heading back to play
Michigan (!) the following night. I did not realize that the street on which the club
is located divides Missouri from Kansas. I later find that by walking across the
street to de-virginize a very willing Libbi (Libbi of effervescently decorated love
letter fame), I was, in fact, violating the Mann Act.

Show business still rules!

In Kalamazoo, we play three exhausting sold-out shows in one day; at a big,
funny yuppie fern bar called Club Soda. I end up chatting up a pretty, 31-year-
old woman named Rachel, who is actually a man.164 It is a very odd night: I keep
feeling like a pervert. She is very accommodating and womanly and kinky. We
end up at the hotel, shooting coke and playing dress-up and dildos by candlelight
and taking a long, soaking bubble bath and talking and fucking ‘til dawn. She
looked really pretty as we drank chilled White Russians and blew each other with
cold, wet, pink tongues.

As the Sun peeped up its hungover head, Stumpy came and thumped on my door,
“Quit your drive-by sperming. Fuck and run. Let’s go, man”.

Just as well, Rachel’s drug-wizened face was looking pretty grizzly in the very
sobering morning light of a drug crash.

(What a night. We may have even shared needles in our flurry to mate. I am not
sure.)

I had forgotten that our next gig was in Boston, at The Channel, tomorrow night,
and we had to leave right now if we were to make it.165

In New York City, my mind still weren’t right, so the boys tried cheer me up.
They wanted to go to a strip club. I said, “Naw, I don’t go see strippers, they come
see me”.

My band went on without me. Truth be told, I really hate going to titty bars.
Colour me co-dependent, I dunno. I guess it’s my pussy-ass, sensitive artist Soul;
I feel very affected in those places. I feel the desperation of the men, the despon-
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dency of some of the women, and the general shallow drapery of sadness. I pic-
ture some tragic Beauty crying as she’s tyin’ off her arm in the dressing room,
making enough cash to get Dope for Two, and then scurrying back to the flop-
house where her genius, unemployed Rockstar boyfriend re-reads dog-eared
mystery novels and waits for the click of the Babydoll’s keys in the broken
lock.166

I like pornography, but perhaps I am weak—I like it sanitized in a magazine or
film, where the abject, Soulless dejection doesn’t come through in eye contact.

Besides, I had other things to do that night:

I got mugged at the corner of Second and B. I had a knife held to my throat while
trying to buy Dope. I was shattering down from the coke and needed something
to feel alive. My muggers were two little Puerto Rican guys who were shorter
and more desperate than I. They were sweaty, sick and willing to kill, if the need
arose. It sucked. It scared the heck outta me.

I had been on my way over to see the Yonker brothers (two weird, good heart-
ed, crazy fraternal twin167 brother artists I’d met in Oklahoma168 while The
Vagrant Vampires were on tour. They were gun-toting, acid-eating, Bush-voting,
redneck-savant, genius painters.) On the way, some hippie-junkie guy had been
openly selling bags on the street. I bought one envelope, for ten dollars. He said,
“I’ll be out here ‘til midnight, if ya need anything else”.

When I got to the Yonkers’ storefront flop pad, I scurried into the bathroom and
snorted the Dope. (The Yonkers didn’t do Heroin, and I thought they might get
mad if they knew that I was getting high.) It wasn’t as strong as most New York
Dope. It was just enough to make me want more. (Even snorted, a metric carat
of the good stuff could have killed me at this point of no tolerance.)

After a while, the subject of Heroin came up. Yonker #2 said, “I can get you
great Dope right outside this door. I’ll get you some as a present if you want”.

I said, “Naw, I can cop myself,” and walked out the door.

Yonker #1 tried to follow me out into the street. I sent him back in. The two
Puerto Ricans had seen me waving him away and thought I’d just scored from
him. They pushed a switchblade against my pretty throat and kept saying, “I
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know you copped from that white guy, now give us the Dope.
. . .”

They made me empty my pockets onto the street. I had 27
dollars in paper money, which they took. I had some condoms and about three
dollars in coins that they left on the sidewalk. I had ten subway tokens (which I
was surprised they left, because those are considered cash money in NYC.) There
was a syringe, still in the package, which they also left. All they wanted was
CASH or DOPE. They were convinced that I had Heroin that I wasn’t willing to
give up.

Finally, when they got the 27 bucks, one junkie said to me, “Now let’s go around
the corner”.

I think that he was convinced that I was lying about not holding, and was gonna
take me out of sight and castrate me, but his partner talked him into just taking
the cash and splitting.

The angels must have been sprinkling luck dust on me that day.

Getting robbed was a drag and screwed up our three sold-out shows at CBGB’s.
The knife had frightened my throat and made me vocally impotent all the next
week.

As soon as they were gone, I got some money from the Yonker brother, and
scored anyway.

I consider getting mugged to be an occupational hazard of being a doper. The
funny thing is, I almost never think about one other hazard: the fact that drugs are
illegal. Once I met a friend on the street and she said, “Cash, there’s a loaded
syringe behind your ear. Last time I checked, that stuff was still against the law”.

Carelessness. Fools, drunks, dogs and little children. . . .

In Atlanta, another warrant is issued for my arrest, this time for allegedly pro-
viding acid to a sixteen-year-old girl named Lisa Marie. She didn’t come home
(she was fucking Pee in the van), so her mother raided her room. Mommy found
a letter that I had written to her daughter, in which I espoused the virtues of LSD.
When I had written it, I had not yet met Lisa Marie, I was merely answering ques-
tions in a fan letter. She took my advice and got a bunch of “Ozzy Osbourne”
blotter acid, and had happened to lay it on top of my letter in her underwear draw-
er.
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The mother had put two and two together and gotten five. And five equaled Cash
Newmann, evil, junkie Rockstar. Mommy thought that I had sent the acid, and
she called the cops. Lisa’s Marie’s thirteen-year-old sister had called the pro-
moter to caution Lisa Marie. The promoter had called us at some girl’s house
where we were drinking, and warned us. We left in ten minutes’ notice, before
the cops got there, and we drove all night to Tallahassee, where we discovered
that the bar we were to play had been burned to the dirt by Fundamentalist
Christians.

In New Orleans, I get mugged again. This time, I was just bumming around with
my friend Tom Brickhouse, and we got lost. We were walking through “Jackson
Ward,” the craziest, most violent projects in the city. A few people even tried to
help us, saying, “Man, you doods be in the wrong part of town. . . .”

Our assailant did not have a gun. He was just 6' 4" and had six friends hanging
out a few yards away. He simply asked us to empty out our pockets, and we did.
He spoke in the laconic, languid, rhythmic Negro-speak that hypnotizes little
white guys like me. He basically did a magic trick—he kept talking and sucking
me in with the Beauty of his voice to the point where I didn’t really notice that
I was handing him my money. Tom gave him his wallet, and I gave him my
pocket watch and keys. My key ring had a small penknife attached to it. After
pocketing said watch, Mister Man looked at my keys and the cutter, smiled, and
gave them back to me. It was as if he were saying, “Here little man, take your
little knife”.

Where the New York mugging had been evil and scary, my New Orleans mug-
ging was down-home and almost polite by comparison.

(But I consider those New York knife-flashing fuckers far more honest than the
many um, . . “friends” who have called me “brother” and then fucked me behind
my back.)

(A month later, Tom was mugged again—this time by a teenager—and shot to
death in Coliseum Park. Fuck.)

Getting robbed is weird, Both times, I didn’t get scared until it was all over. I
guess it was more like watching a movie. I had seen the whole thing on TV too
many times to be afraid.
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I kinda left my body, too.

Also in New Orleans, I saw a guy standing on the street cor-
ner, openly masturbating. Perverse thing is, I had seen a dif-
ferent guy doing the same thing on a previous trip to that place!

I guess Nawrlins is so sleazy that people wanna fuck it, and can’t help themselves
from helping themselves to themselves.

Another eerie thing happened in New Orleans. We were drinking in a French
Quarter tourist watering hole, The Absinthe House. A distraught, pretty, barefoot
woman came in and traded her wedding ring for a pitcher of beer, drank it down
and left.

Later, somewhere in Texas:
I’m feeling great. We’ve been out for two months. Two more weeks to go. I’m
sitting shotgun in the van. Pee is driving. We have been telling jokes and trading
sexual war stories. We are trying to one-down each other with the most degrad-
ing thing we have ever done. I will spare you. . . .

I did tell Pee a fun story about when I lived in DC:

“When I split San Francisco and lived in Washington DC again for a while, I was
staying with a vulumptious and fucking GORGEOUS lady named Kitty, who I
had met on tour. She was a brilliant painter. Her paintings were fantastic, deftly
executed huge murals of death and life and devils and angels and fun. Her
sprawling canvases seemed to have wings—they had trouble being confined to a
mere wall. People were always trying to make her famous, but she was too easi-
ly bored to play the art game. She sold enough paintings to survive, but she blew
a lot of possibilities. On the occasion that she would actually show up at one of
her gallery openings, she was as likely as not to drink all the wine and tell the
patrons what blow dried, flatulent fakes they were, and then take the son of the
faggy gallery owner into the bathroom and fuck him quite loudly.

“She took me into and in to the chambers of her heart and we had a blast. We
lived in a loft on 16th and Chapin N.W., a crazy little block across from Malcolm
X Park. There was PCP and crack trade on our street 24-7. I kept from being
mugged by acting absolutely insane and destitute (which wasn’t that far from the
gate. . . .) When walking home barefoot, in broken glass, I would pull stale food
out of garbage cans and eat it. The crackies assumed that I was too crazy and
broke to fuck with. They had other brains to fry.
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“That summer was a happy blur. Kitty and I took a lot of acid and we had a lot
of mediocre sex.

“Bad sex or average sex makes me want more and more and more of it. When I
fuck a lot, I end up masturbating more than when I am not getting laid. Only
great sex satisfies me enough to quit masturbating and fucking and truly attain
nirvana. Cum is a pinkfix spring in my gut that I cannot unwind. . .self-winding
crotch.

“It was hotter than the Devil’s whore’s girlfriend in DC in the summer. It had
been a really rainy spring and our ghetto street was tempered by a blur of ver-
dant life bustin’ out everywhere. I would eat acid and dig the swelter and listen
to the helicopters fly over. The cops were trackin’ the crackies. When I wasn’t
having flashbacks for the Vietnam that I fought in my brain on TV as a child, I
was laughing and throwing paint and kissing Kitty. It was idyllic.

“One time, Kitty and I got really drunk and she fell in love with a piece of heavy
earthmoving machinery that was parked in front of our house. (I liked the fact
that she liked to flirt with inanimate objects. I do also, but usually with little
shiny things, or silky, pretty things, or with cats or icons of cats.169)

“She said, ‘I wanna fuck the guy who drives that. Maybe if I leave my scent,
he’ll follow me home.’

“Then she reached under her skirt, got some kitty juice170 on her finger and
wiped it on the seat.

“Kitty had a big kitty. I don’t have a little dick, I have an average sized dick. But
her cavernous love oven swallowed me up and slished me out. It’s a pity. We
probably would have gotten married, had we fit better together. She’s one of
those women who, on a normal night, would use two or three men like me just
for foreplay. . . .

“It was a long summer. Kitty had two menstrual periods about every five weeks.
Also, it took three tampons to stop her big blood. She was fond of pulling her
plugs out and throwing them on the ceiling, where they would stick. This made
me love her even more. So did the fact that she would hike her skirt and piss in
supermarket lanes when she was drunk and had to go. She also liked eating raw
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hamburger.

“She was a jungle cat. Buxom babe was too much women for
skinny kitty me.

“She used to make fun of me for liking more ‘girlie’ girls. She called them ‘Those
bite-sized things that you like to sniff.’ When my band had left on the tour that
brought me to Kitty, my slender, pretty girlfriend at the time in San Francisco,
Eve, had given me a perfect, new green blanket. She said, ‘Here lover, stay warm,
and don’t wrap any other girls up in this blanket.’

“I had told this to Kitty. She liked to fuck me in that blanket and smear menstru-
al blood and oil paint on it. She would look me in the eye and say in a high,
affected girlie voice, ‘Oh Cash, don’t wrap any other gurls up in this blanket!’
She would usually say this right before she came. I think saying it made her cum.

“DC was odd. One night, I was tripping and watching the evening news. They
had the mayor on videotape with a prostitute. They said that he had just been
busted for doing crack. That seemed to explain the insanity outside our ghetto
door. For a second, I imagined that I understood government in all its workings.

“Then a dog food commercial came on. I contemplated its significance and wept.

“Kitty and I had a relationship that was very exquisite and a little-bit sick.171 She
supported me, we fucked, we drank, she painted and I serenaded her on the gui-
tar. We sang, danced and fought.

“It was weird that we fucked a lot, because in addition to (or perhaps because of)
our genital incompatibility, we just weren’t that physically attracted to each other.
She was very attractive, but the carnal kitty chemistry wasn’t there. But I was just
sooo damn in love with her, and I have a tendency to express love as physical
love.

“I liked to spank girls, but this did nothing for Kitty.172

“She and I drank all the time. Usually it was alright. Sometimes it was hell. My
unpredictability when drinking was very predictable. Even so, she would still buy
me a bottle and hope that it would be different this time.

“Unlike Rebecky of Sunnybrook Funny Farm, who operated under a similar MO
with regard to the purchase of my liquid refreshments, Kitty would actually drink
with me and get tanked. But she was a happy drunk and would spend her buzz
painting and singing along with tapes of Fugazi, Hank Williams, or Billie
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Holiday. (I always get nervous when my lovers listen to Billie. It usually means
that something big and loud or quiet and severe is about to happen. Women do
not listen to Billie Holiday so much as they arm themselves with Billie
Holiday.)

“One particular hot-as-Hell day, I really wanted a drink. I was broke and Kitty
was at work. I was hating the weather. (The southern East Coast clime really
sucks. It snows all winter and is often 100 degrees with 100 percent humidity in
the summer.)

“I called up Don Bärmann in Philadelphia and told him that I really missed him
and wanted to see him right now. He commended me on being such a sponta-
neous Soul, and said that he would drive the three hours to DC posthaste and
hang out with me.

“ ‘By the way Don, can you pick up some gin and juice? Thanks.’

“One time I was depressed because I had gotten a phone call that my teenage pal,
Gulliano (singer in the Rolling Scabs) had died. He had been a really wonderful
little shimmery brat. He was playing with the same whimsical, fun energy for
which I loved him—messing around in the elevator shaft of an abandoned build-
ing in Connecticut, and the elevator fell and crushed our boy. I mourned by get-
ting smashed and smashing Kitty’s TV because she was paying attention to her
art and not to me. . .of course the next day she bought a new set, wrapped a rib-
bon around it and gave it to me, because I love TV so much.

“Another time, I banged my head against the wall in a restaurant (ironically, con-
sidering my behavior, the restaurant was called Food for Thought) until we got
thrown out. My reasoning was that Kitty would not go home right then and
have sex with me. (I can really be a pathetic critter at times.)

“She finally found enough strength (from Billie Holiday, maybe?) to throw my
sorry ass out. I had absolutely no money and no prospects. I’d spent the whole
summer trickling at her teat, and had no idea what to do once she canceled my
subscription to the lactation.

“It was a rainy, warm summer Sunday afternoon. Kitty was wearing paint-spack-
led overalls, no shirt and yellow, alligator-skin high-heels,173 and telling li’l
drunk me that I should get a job.174
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“For many minutes, Kitty ardently argued that I had to quit
sponging off of her. I kept telling her that I was a sanctified
creature and that she should count her blessings that I had
picked her love nest in which to roost.

“This wasn’t like that time that I’d accidentally pointblank staple-gunned her
arm. She seemed genuinely pissed, and quite uncharacteristically serious. . . .”

Pee and I are hungry, so we stop the band van at a truck stop for to buy
microwave burritos and some bad, strong coffee. I resume my story while we
drive and snack:

“. . .I was filled with fear and clutching at foam. . .‘You can’t kick me out, Kitty,
I am the luckiest boy in the world.’

“Kitty was getting pisster and pisster. She grabbed my Zo bag and started throw-
ing my few dirty duds into it. ‘The luckiest boy in the world is about to find him-
self at the Fruit Loop,175 selling his ass!’

“I stood there, wobbling on my Doc Marten heels, disbelieving what I was hear-
ing.

“Kitty raged and ragged at me quietly, as only a good woman who has been
pushed too far—and then some, can:

“ ‘Do I have to open the door for you. . .?’ She stuck the Zo bag into my stunned
hands.

“ ‘. . .Or can the Luckiest boy in the world handle it all by himself?’

“Before she could turn the handle for me, there was a knock on the other side.
She angrily whipped it open. On the other side of the looking glass was a 20-year-
old, tall, beatific looking hippie-type blond boy. He spoke:

“ ‘Hi. Does Cash Newmann live here?’

“ ‘Not anymore!’ retorted Kitty, shoving me towards the door.

“ ‘That’s me. . . .’ I slurred in disbelief.

“ ‘I’m Universe. I’m a friend of Jinx’s. He said I should look you up and party
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with you. . . .’

“ ‘Um. . . .’ I stammered, drunkenly trying to remember Universe’s name.
‘Uhhhh. . .Universe. . .Can I. . .stay at your. . .house tonight?’

“ ‘Sure! We got plenty of room! Let’s go. We’re having a pool party tonight.
Your friend can come if she wants to.’

“He seemed to quickly grok the gravity of the situation and added quietly, ‘Um,
Cash. . .you can stay with me for a while if you need to.’

“Kitty was incensed.

“I crashed at Universe’s for three weeks and burned out my welcome, hard. By
then, Kitty had taken me back anyway. When I returned to her huge, high ceil-
ing, hellishly groovy, messy studio/apartment, I saw that she had purchased for
me a totally cherry, twelve-string guitar. She’d wrapped a blue ribbon around it.
She had done a painting of me, and bought me a six-pack of good beer.

“I went back to earning my keep on planet Earth by sitting around and writing
funny, dirgey, country ballads for her while she painted”.

I sang to pea while I drove. Pee joined in on the last couple choruses.

“Charley’s song x x xy
“We fell into the room laughing, the night had been good
our honeymoon was all that I’d dreamt.
I’d known you for years, through bliss and through tears.
and with two words I’d given you my life.

“As our eyes adjusted to the dusk of the barroom,
I saw his thin frame supporting the bar.
His beer was half-empty, or maybe half-full.
He was three times my age but still handsome.

“And though he called me a name that was not my own,
I answered and we talked until the dawn.
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He recognized me from a scene long ago
that passed sweetly years ere I was born.

“He said ‘Kitty, Kitty, is that you in the bottom of my
beer?
I’m sitting right where you left me that Valentine’s Day,
and I know you’re coming back some year.’

H kgqq k_eegc qm dsaigle ksaf!!!
“New Orleans is Beautiful most of the year,
but not if your pockets are empty.
I’d misplaced my dreams but my pockets were full
and the old man had something I needed.
His sandpaper voice held some magic for me—it
was studied, like some forgotten actor.
The cracks in his face, he had fallen between
like the leather on Grandmother’s bible.

“He said ‘Kitty, Kitty, is that you in the bottom of my beer?
I’m sitting right where you left me that Valentine’s Day,
and I know you’re coming back some year.’

“His eyes were a thief as he recognized me
through old age and its confusing rewards.
My husband held back a laugh as the old man spoke,
the man thought he had known me before.

“My husband played pool with the madmen and the sailors
and fed quarters into the old jukebox.
As a melody played that my father had known
I danced out the night with a stranger.
he said:

“He said ‘Kitty, Kitty, is that you in the bottom of my beer?
I’m sitting right where you left me that Valentine’s Day,
and I know you’re coming back some year.’
(pray)
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“I’d promised my life to my husband
my body, my heart and my dreams!
But a small part of me will always be dancing
in a waterfront bar
on Esplanade Street
in old
New

Orleans.                          zz  h h c d dd
“After three weeks, Kitty and I were again feuding daily, but she didn’t have the
blood pumper to kick me out another time. So she decided to move to
Chatondepipi, Louisiana without telling me. I stayed on at her pad in DC, and
her landlord finally tossed me. As I was walking away from Chapin Street for-
ever, he said, ‘You, boy, are a pathetic sponge. Any man who lives off of women
is a punk.’

“I later showed up uninvited at Kitty’s in the Dutch Quarter of Chatondepipi.
While there, I employed myself in the Bayou mornings as a two-card monte
schill, and watched Kitty paint away the rainy drunken afternoons.

“After a month I broke her soul by leaving without saying goodbye.

“Someday I hope to find a way to make it all up to her and be her friend. She
was the most important playmate I have ever had. I swear this by the herpes on
my tongue: It is true. I’d live under a ladder in a large pile of broken mirrors with
a dozen and one black kitties for her.

“She is cat-kicking mad at me, not only because of all the bullshit that I put her
through, but because of the painting episode—she had done a canvas called Ice
Goat. I loved that picture. It reminded me of the evil rainbow crystal dreams-
recurrent that had haunted me as a child. I begged her to give me the painting
and she finally relented.

“I ended up giving it to the Yonker brothers. They liked me, so I gifted them the
painting.

“Two years later Kitty called me in San Francisco. A gallery had seen a slide of
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Ice Goat and offered her 20,000 dollars outright for the paint-
ing. She told me that we could sell it and split the money. I
called the Yonkers at their new home in the East Village, and
they didn’t return my calls.

“A mutual friend later told me that they had cut it into four pieces, stretched it on
new frames and painted over it. I told Kitty, and she hasn’t given me a painting
or a kiss since.

“But I continue to love her, and I continue think that I am the luckiest boy in the
world”.

Pee was happy to hear all this, but it made him dozy. Now he sleeps and I drive
while talking into Mister D. number 13:

“TODAY, I BOUGHT A NEW DICTAPHONE.

“I accidentally dropped the last one off a bridge in into a gorge in Tulsa, while
trying to impress some gorgeous bobbysoxer named Heather with my poetic and
athletic prowess. I was tightrope bridge-walkin’ and Dictaphone-talkin’ at the
same time and dropped my beloved little pocket auxiliary memory bank in the
river. It shattered on a rock, but I saved the tape. That’s what’s really important
here: Information. Thoughts and ideas take precedence over tools and toys in my
hierarchy.

“I mourned the death of that Mister D., but I loved shopping for the new Mister
D. I adore office supply stores; I’m fond of the feel of the equipment of the writer.
I fetishize it the same way that I objectify the physical presence of an actual book
in my hands. Just as an album is more than music, a book is more than simply
words. . . .

“After hanging out in that store and making my sleek, black purchase (and sav-
ing the receipt for tax purposes), I went next door in the mall and spent an hour
walking around and touching stuff in a hardware store. Man, I love communing
with objects! They look & feel, and smell so nifty!

“Sometimes, I really like life a lot.

“I was totally sober all day and I had a blast. If I could ever stay sober for year,
I think that I could organize all my Dictaphone ramblings and journals into quite
a book. My book would rival the importance of the annual output of roach shit
that is produced by a medium-sized downtown San Francisco office building.
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“Fuck those forest-decimating bastards. My book would be worth more than that
whole building and all the humans in it. . . .”

In Taos, Wolf Cujapella kicked his drums over mid-set and threw them at the
audience, injuring a boy who luckily was too impressed to sue. I fired Wolf
onstage and he punched me in the eye. Tin and Stumpy broke it up and kept us
from killing each other.176

It was a great show anyway.

Call me Napoleonic, call me mercenary, but I am starting to like firing people.

We recruit Paulo from Eric McFadden’s excellent group, Liar, to finish the tour.
The Albuquerque show consists of us teaching Paulo the songs onstage. Paulo is
a local hero, and people are patient (and bemused by my black eye.) Boy is a
quick study, so it works out O.K.

In Salt Lake City, we play at Alice’s, a huge video arcade on State Street. This
boulevard appears to be the only place with any visible sin in the entire city. It
seems like the six bars, two pawnshops, one dirty bookstore, one streetwalker
and one rock club in this town are all in one three-block stretch of State.

One guy buys a CASH T-shirt with foodstamps. Some other kid is deaf and lov-
ing our band. I take off my clothes, for the deaf guy to get his money’s worth.
The funny, reverent old hippie owner yells up, “Cash, put yer duds on before we
both go to jail!”

There is also a guy in a wheelchair in the mosh pit. He tells me that his legs are
bent and paralyzed from a Heroin OD—when he went blue, the punks he was
with were too chickenshit to call 911.

Afterwards he and I have a blast and get drunk as shit with all the Jack
Mormons.177

An eccentric hippie environmentalist guy offers us LSD, 500 dollars and dinner
to go play the following evening at his restaurant in Springdon, an hour away.

We find the place to be a tiny, classy, yuppie Mormon Rockwell Mexican restau-
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rant in the middle of nowhere. There is no PA, so I sing
through a guitar amp, and cannot seem to remember how to
play my oozing ax.

I end up taking off all my clothes and playing on a table and knocking dishes over
by accidental splatter and ‘plode.. Even before that, the volume chases most of
his customers away. The owner is ecstatic. (I cannot understand his business
sense, and do not try.) We have a junk-o-delic good time. After we play, they lock
the door and we get drunk with the six employees. They are in heaven. The gay
skinhead dishwasher gives me 50 dollars for the sweaty tee off my back (a vin-
tage Vagrant Vampires “Kick Me!” shirt.) He too is tripping, as are all the staff,
and he spends the rest of the evening sniffing the armpits on the shirt and
Cheshiring his pearly mouth at me.

A cop car and its contents readies itself in the parking lot and waits in vain for
someone to drive away drunk. We drink the night and greet the dawn, coming
down from the acid by draining dozens of tiny airplane-issue liquor bottles.

In Las Vegas, we play a huge sports bar in a mall. There are about 120 lactating
fans there to see us, and about 450 rednecks present because it’s 50-cent draft
night. Around dinnertime when we pull up, there’s a banner hanging outside that
proclaims, “Miller-Lite presents, in concert, CASH!”

Tin helps me tear it down and burn it in the parking lot.

The buffer zone of loving kids up front kept us from the jocks in the back, who
were yelling, “Play some REAL music!” and the ever-popular “Fuck you, fag-
gots!”

Between songs, I calmly stated, “Hello. I would like to apologize to the regular
patrons for disrupting your mating rituals. But, hey, just go to the bar, get your-
self a Miller-Lite, go out in the parking lot and commit a few date rapes, come
back in an hour, and we’ll be gone from your life forever”.

Next night we play a drunken early set at The Whisky in LA, then leave imme-
diately to go do a late set at some weird, pink neon place in San Diego. We play
after my friends, The Flaming Lips. Following the set, Steve, the ‘Lips’ drummer,
plays cocktail piano versions of Black Sabbath songs at the bar and has us dying
on the floor with follow-the-dancing-microdot sing-along laughter. . . .)

Next we run back to Albuquerque for another show and to drop off Paulo. He’s
been a darling and we bought him lots of presents. We have a teary, drunken
after-show party at The Crossroads Motel, where Eric McFadden lives. Stumpy
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the roadie stays relatively sober, and he drives us home as the Sun is coming up
over the painted desert full of all manner of critter and cacti. It is gorgeous!

On the 20-hour drive home, we barrel straight through. We have two gas tanks
and a hole drilled in the floorboards to eliminate piss-stops.178

It was so hot that we had to turn on the heater to keep the engine from blowing
up. Weird, but excruciatingly true.

I started getting really homesick. I composed a tune on the mandolin while lying
naked in the loft of our mobile oven:

Some days I just have to consume,
it doesn’t matter what;
it could be food or drugs or cigarettes or it
could
be

you!
We started off naked and we took off more,
turned up the music, drown the knocking at my door.
The ribbons have left your hair, my smile’s still wet upon your lips.
Your old perfume blesses my crimson bed.
Your old perfume blesses my naked bed.

e e
Chorus:
Cut me into two halves, send one far away,
mount another on your wall, but keep my heart
in a jar for a rainy day.

We took a Cadillac cab to the heart of the French Quarter.
As a bored band played The Thrill is Gone
for the millionth time, you stopped kissing me.
You smiled and said, “They’re playing our song”.
You know you’re always right. I know I’m never wrong179
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Today you’re getting married, far away from me
with a bible in your hand.
I’ll open my door to someone younger and prettier than
you
to help me to not understand.
She’ll wear your red stockings, your pink ribbons and your perfume.
My heart’s turned postcard blue, over and over,
over you!

c c e e
Your face is etched tattoo-blue upon my memory’s skin.
Your face is etched hell-violet inside the skin of my spine.
You and I danced naked on The Devil’s grave.
Your dreams pulled me up, you need my weight to
hold you down to feel alive.

I wish you two the best
from the bottom of my heart.

Your white, spiked pumps nailing my red heart
to
the

floor.  c e e c

I FedExed a Dictaphone tape of an acoustic, van version of the song to Melody’s
house from another truck stop. I included ten, full, hour-long talking tapes. I want
her to have all my thoughts. I wish that I could ISDN my mind directly into her
Soul. But alas, this will have to do. It actually would have gotten to her earlier if
I had delivered it, but I was not planning on seeing her directly. I had phoned
ahead and was meeting a stripper gal named Sacred Amnesia. I had wired her
some money to pick me up a present.

Chapter 16: I Left My Hat
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In San Francisco
The city skyline was always a very welcome sight for a road-weary me. The
shimmering view from the Bay Bridge beckoned and invited and saluted me.
The big clock on the 76 building read 5:05 as our two-vehicle entourage crept
toward the first San Francisco exit. I could see the molten silver fog dispiriting
in like gravy over Mount Sutro, and the choppy, slate-grey bay was waving to
me. The Ryder truck full of equipment was being driven by Stumpy to Hunter’s
Point to return the rented gear to S.I.R. I had soundman Tin take the van and
drop me off at my house. My mind was already in the door. I had called Sacred
from a payphone in Pinole, and she was waiting in front of my building when
they let me out of the rolling steel-cage blotter party of our tour van.

I don’t know he got back to SF, but Rolf Freehole was getting arrested on my
block. The itinerant lush was on the corner, assuming the position, legs wide,
palms on wall. He was being petted down by a cop while another cop took notes.
Rolf saw me and said, “Hey Cash Newmann, how was the tour?” while he was
being arrested.

The whole scenario struck me as so randomly absurd that I laughed as I replied,
“Uhh, it kicked ass, Rolf”. The cops frowned at me and Sacred as we jumped up
my three steps.

Sacred looked little-girl gorgeous. I kissed and groped her barely legal form in
the elevator. When we got to the sixth floor, I saw that Melody had NAILED an
envelope to my door. It contained a Beautiful, naked Polaroid of herself and a
copy of a paper that she had written for her “Creative Vampirism” class. (Only
in California could one receive credit for something like that.) There was an A+
and comments in red ink at the top.

I played the full tape of answering machine messages. Three friends had died in
my absence: Frankie Glitterdoll of AIDS; and Jeff Creech & Nelly of Heroin
overdoses.

I cried and read Melody’s essay while that good li’l woman, Sacred, went into
the kitchen and cooked our Heroin.
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF SADOMASOCHISTIC
LOVE IN A

FREUDIAN CONTEXT, WITH A FOCUS ON THE PER-
SONAL

Melody Annabella
Creative Vampirism 213

Professor Gatewood

Self-destruction, the punishing parent (Freudian, not familial terms) inside our
minds takes many forms. It is difficult to find the right avenue to tread in attempts
to balance the holy trio of id, ego and superego. Choosing routes which are pleas-
urable enough to excite both the mind and the senses is an even more difficult
task. After flirtations with psychotic relationships, and a veritable plethora of
neuroses, I was ready to hand my mind’s whip to another. I finally realized it in
myself and allowed it walking privileges outside the murky corridors of my head.

I could not physically hurt myself, I seemed to lack the heart to do so. Yet the
craving for pain persisted. It continued to pervade my dreams and fantasies. The
only daydream scenarios my libido stayed interested in were violent stories of
powerplay. I yearned for physical abuse, desired to be bound by physical ties. My
hidden desires consisted of being dominated, of ownership, and of freely given
away control.

Yet in situations where I was placed in a sexual position, I found myself distant
from those thoughts. My “real life” desires differed so sharply from the path that
my fantasies tread. They seemed to run closer to another definition of passion: a
theme of desire other than pain and violent aggression. The “master” I sought
was loving and tender—a vulgar, gentlemanly rascal who made me feel fairy
princess Beautiful. Forcible use was forgotten in carnal knowledge.

What is love? How does one make it? Where does the persistent fantasy of abuse
stem from? I could not see its place within the fragility of emotional openness
and the delicate balance of power. Still, the fantasy persisted.

I confront it. Good, bad, I make no judgment. Enjoyable? Yes. Repeatable? Who
knows? I asked for, begged for, spankings, flicks of the cat o’nine tails, riding
crops smacked on my ass. I received stinging smarts of the leather slap. It stung,
hurt, but I craved the experience of the cat o’ nine tails—lashing, leaving welts
on my back and backside. I cringed at the suggestion of more, cried out in pain
and fear.
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“Be gentle. Nip teasingly, as well as leaving vampiristic bites on my flesh. Don’t
whip my face—I want no marks there. Be careful with your toy”.

I dreaded being beaten, yet I had initiated it. A teasing, tapping swap of the rid-
ing crop started me wriggling under the leather caress. I kissed it, tongued it,
held it in my mouth like a rose. I ooohhhed, aahhed, purred, squirmed and
gasped as the crop’s caresses licked across my ass. This turning to teasing,
exploratory pokes at me, turning to the unexpected deep thrust inside. Wetness
flowed from within my Soul. I trembled with humiliated enjoyment of such a
degradation.

“The riding crop loves you and wants you to enjoy these sin-free moments of pri-
mal affection, but you don’t deserve it, not just yet,” said C___.

I replied, “Beat me, I beg you. . .I deserve and covet my punishment to make me
whole again. Beat the devil out of me, whip me and leave the dark marks of your
handiwork on my flesh”.

The riding crop was a delicious toy. I would wiggle in pain and fear and move
away from its line of fire, only to kiss and tongue it seconds later. Primly eager
to aide his pleasure, wetness flowed even more as I sucked his balls, my ass
squirming in the air. I was begging for more, egged on by the strokes of his fin-
ger exploring my clit, cunt and butt. I’d moan hungrily and seek to please him
even more, even as I was shoved down, my face slapped and my body positioned
so I lay vulnerable on my back. The crop slashed against my chest. The pain
allowed me the luxury of pleasure.

“You get to choose where I hit you next”.

(Sweetly) “Whip my ass, please. . . .”

Crack, crack and rudely my form twisted to have the crop hit my breasts harder
than before. My will broken, my pride-filled self defeated; not gasps, but cries
escaped me. Hitting bottom, I squirmed face-down, legs spread as instructed and
the cat o’ nine tails slashed down on my quivering rear end. A gentle, sweeping
caress, and then a searing whip. I moved in an unsuccessful attempt to escape
the blows. My body served my master well. I pleased him and was allowed
respites of being held in between ravishings of my body.
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“Thank you for kicking down the use of your flesh for my
enjoyment”.

I purrrrruffed, “My pleasure”.

When C___ N____ tires of abusing his toy, he would pull and contort my body
‘til its shape pleased him. Ramming inside my cunt and allowing me to curl up
on my side like a child, lulled by the knowledge of having been cleansed of sin,
and transformed into one deserving of reward once more. My waves of blissful
comfort interrupted by slow smacks of the whip to remind me of my place: a
physical being used and abused with permission at the whim of a master. A ten-
der moment cut short by his desire for more explorations of my body’s treasures
and my dual cravings for the whip to lower me to subservience and fulfillment of
having someone pleased enough to want to venture inside of me.

“You want to be cuddled and held and loved and have my strong arms around
your docile body, telling you that you are a good girl? You are. I enjoy degrad-
ing such a smart woman”.

My naked body twisted and held under C___’s firm grip. His paws restrained me,
roughly pushing me into his favorite position: from behind, one of my legs over
his. . .me on my side, he above me, looking down on my contorted body. The raw
skin of my bare ass exposed, yet my crotch easily accessible. My face, having
been slapped after reaching up and kissing him, was shoved into a pillow so as
to keep me from seeing and anticipating the next blow.

The whore in fear of, but craving, the beating she deserves, moves to luxuriate
her owner. The dirty harlot sometimes not even allowed to perform her basic
function: to pleasure someone and receive pleasure from service.

“Cover your face, slut!” Crack of the cat o’ nine tails. The inescapable “BIFF!
BANG! POW!,” of leather, followed by a gentle, loving kiss and caress of the
fresh wound. A good, cleansed person emerges from the crying, fearful, sub-
servient whore-child.

Slipping out of character, he suggested one round of just making love.

“No. Tonight I’d rather experience the feeling of submission and slavery to your
aggressions, C___. Complete me. Fuck me up the ass. The in-between abuses
allow me the honor of being a woman, having her lover inside her, arms around
her, caressing and adoring her”.

My ass smarts, my cunt drips with the jones for more. I crave the adoration of my
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physicality and the humiliation of the cat o’ nine tails leaving welts to remind me
that I am butt a pleasing trollop.

He said, “This last one is for me. I’ll appreciate one fuck solely for my pleas-
ure”.

“Mmmmm,” The feeling of existing to serve was delicious.

My body shook after each beating and all I wanted was to be softly caressed by
strong, gentle hands, holding me tight and lovingly touching their handiwork.
Afterwards, flashes of memory intertwine in my mind. My master-for-the-
moment playing acoustic ballads for my spirit after beating the shit out of the
body. Me, clinging like a child, wound around his flesh, reeling and feeling my
state of bliss.

O.K. So I’ve been on what might be termed a self-destructive bent for a couple
of days. On the other hand, I’ve been enjoying myself.

¦³Ãö°·±d!±zªº!¦³Ãö°·±d!±zªº!¦³Ãö°·±d!±zªº!

Sacred puts a little cocaine in the Dope as a treat. My anticipation hits the top of
the endorphin pile as soon as the blood registers. I feel the ecstatic, electric,
semi-synthetic bliss seconds after releasing the tourniquet as I remove the nee-
dle.

Within a week, I am hopelessly addicted to Heroin, and doing cocaine, which I
usually avoid. I am spiraling into a mystical 60-cycle hum of elation and suici-
dal thought.

Within a month I am despondent and pawning guitars. Changes are occurring on
a spiritual and cellular level, and I hate it. . . .

Later:
The last few rays of sun are dipping behind Mt. Tamalpais. It’s one of those
things you see every day, but don’t enjoy every day the way I’m enjoying it right
now. The pastel blues, the chimney-reds streaking the sky out my window, oh
fuck it. . .what are words?. . .you know as well as I what a magic sunset looks
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like. Everyone sees hundreds if not thousands of sunsets in a
lifetime. Maybe two dozen will strike you as being as
Beautiful as this one. It’s all just “set and setting,” i.e. . .mind-
set and the actual physical place you are at. My physical set-
ting is easy enough to describe: I’m looking out the window in room #13 of the
“Mt. Tamalpais Motor Hotel” (we picked it because the neon sign out front is
shaped like a coffin—we thought that was cute) in hippie-yuppie Marin
County—north of San Francisco just across the Golden Gate bridge. This place
is a Beautifully romantic little flea trap where my spirit is broken and the roach-
es speak English.

My traveling companion (and the person who paid for a three-day stay at the
motel. . .of which today is day two), is a girl named Tessica. I barely know her. .
.I met her less then a week ago, by the candy machine at Lennon Studio. She was
rehearsing there with her band, “Bloody Muffins”. She’s decided to be my moth-
er. . .we kiss a lot but aren’t lovers per se. . .I don’t know if I love her but that’s
O.K. . .right now I’m much more in need of a muffy mommy than a lover.

She is a wonderful, righteous kitty-pie who decided—I’m still trying to figure out
why—to pick me up and pack me under her wing and caretake for me for a little
while. She’s a tall, pretty, bobbed brunette with bangs and a walk that could stop
an ark. She carries herself like a simple goddess who has no idea that she is a god-
dess. She’s smart, too. I like her and appreciate her for feeding me and caring for
me, but I feel a little guilty and awkward whenever anyone is this nice to me, as
if I don’t deserve it.

My mindset is that I’m kicking Heroin. The fact that I have been doing a lot of
coke and speed on top of it lately makes this kick exponentially harder. Usually
when kicking, I am pretty optimistic. This time, the physical pain is tempered
with wanting to kill myself about once every hour.

Two days ago, I was in my apartment, lying in my bed, paralyzed by pain. I was
listening to a Chinese dragon-and-firecracker parade outside my house, unable to
get up to look at it. Yummy delicate Tessica came in and saved me and drove me
out of the dirty city. I’d snatched up Mister Dictaphone and been carried out the
door by my naughty Nightingale. I know that ultimately the decision to use is
mine, but I feel sometimes like The City is a living, gasping entity—a dragon set
on destroying me. I have felt it worming its way into my pure Soul ever since I
bounced off of the Greyhound bus eleven years ago.

I feel that love and knowledge are the only things that persevere. Hate fades into
dust-mites with time. When I’m long gone and spiders crawl where my sacred
brain used to live, I will recall nothing. The electromagnetic radio-static of my
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Soul will live on elsewhere, but the only things that will remain here are the
deeds that I have done, the love I have taught (particularly to my daughter), and
the knowledge that I have contributed.180

It hurts being touched (which makes me feel bad, because Tessica loves to touch
me) and I’m having trouble falling to sleep, even with Valium. I hate to talk out
loud about staying off drugs. I always feel like an idiot when I chat like that, cuz
I always end up getting high the next day, week, month, or even hour. But I
almost feel like whatever is in charge of the universe has impinged this kick on
my behalf. . .as though my guardian demons were owed a favor by the 13 Jews
who control the universe. . .like my god said to me “If you kick this time and
stay clean, I’ll make it really easy and send an angel of mercy to feed you and
rub your back and hold your hand. . . .”

It’s as if the door of possibility was open for one day only—SUNDAY! SUN-
DAY! SUNDAY!—and I amoebaed down to two dimensions and slished
through the mail slot of the local headquarters of the drafting of the narcotic
peace accords.

I really hope I make it this time. . .several people, including Felicity, have had
dreams about being at my funeral and people keep telling me they’re “very wor-
ried about me”. Several of my friends tell me they think I’m going to die if I
don’t stop taking Heroin. . .so it feels like it’s now or never to stop. (I don’t say
“quit,” I say “stop” because I don’t want to feel like a fool if I start again. . .also.
. .knowing that the drug will always be there helps keep me off it. I need to be
sober for a while to keep alive to accomplish things. . .then I can retire as a rich
old man with several attractive attendant “nurses” to administer my medicine
until I slide off this mortal coil into a slow natural decline.)

It’s very relaxing at this motel. This was a good idea. Thank you Tessica, and
God bless you! You are truly a work of joy. It’s almost boring here, but I need
some boredom. This is a much-needed rest.

It’s kind of an interesting coincidence. . .this week all the headlines are about a
famous singer going into hiding to kick an addiction to painkillers. All the
Paparazzi are chasing all around the globe trying to find him. I have always, my
whole life, wished for more fame and more fortune. . .but today I’m exceeding-
ly glad I don’t have it. I am happy to make a trashman’s wage at rock ‘n’ roll.
No one is looking for me and I can sit in this dungy and quixotic setting and kick
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drugs and swallow my hurt and ride it out without exterior
intervention. I don’t need outside help, other than the girl.

I can lick this thing. . . .

It is nice to be cared for and mothered. She mothers me without smothering.

On the fifth day, I was in so much pain that I contemplated walking in front of a
truck, so I would have to go to the hospital and get morphine. I probably would
have done it, except that I was too weak to raise my head.

The next day, Tessica and I pass my time with word games. We create a list of
synonyms for the word “whore”:

Mt. Tamalpais Motor Hotel
♠♠Pool, restaurant, cable TV♠♠

Highway 1
Sausalito, California

WHORE. . .WHORE. . ..WHORE. . ..WHORE. . .WHORE. . ..WHORE. .
...!!!!!!!!!!!!
Isn’t it a fascinating incongruence of the English language that there are many
words for a loose woman, but almost none for a man?

Here is a whole mess of synonyms for the kind of gal you don’t bring home to
mother (and a few that work for boys, too.)

Concubine. Whore. Hooker. Harlot. Houri. Geisha. Madam. Trollop.
Mistress. Prostitute. Loose. Jezebel. Magdalene. Floozy. Tramp.
Defiled. Wayward. Risqué. Vulgar. Indecent. Immoral. Immodest. Irresponsible.
Unruly. Man’s Ruin. Racy. Vulgar. Bawdy. Dolly. Daughter of Joy. Sperm Trap.
Unscrupulous. Unethical. Unprincipled. Unwholesome. Unclean. Unsavory.
Ungovernable. Unchaste. Uncouth. Libertine. Licentious. Tainted. Promiscuous.
Wanton. Permissive. Easy.
Reckless. Babydoll. Use-Me Doll. Do-It-For-A-Dollar Dolly. Dirty Girl. Fast
Girl. Good Girl. Bad Girl. Good-Time Girl.
Wild Girl. Girl. Lady of Easy Virtue. Lacking Morals. Woman of Low Morals.
Woman of Questionable Morals. Lingerie Model. Lady of The Evening.
Lady of The Night. Belladonna. Consort. Escort. Downfallen. Wicked. Tart.
Common. Corrupt. Fornicator. Hose Beast. Trash. Hustler.
Party-Party-Girl Doll. Party Doll. Doll. Dirty. Dirty Doll. Debauched. Perverse.
Free. Free love. Morals of A Cat. Pussy. Ass. Piece of Ass. Cake. Piece of Cake.
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Cheesecake. Jailbait. Lolita. Masseuse. Cum Pot. Cheese Eater. Sperm-Burping
River Rat. Cum Guzzler. Receptacle For Semen. Cum Can. Cum Hole. Toilet.
Skirt Lifter. Slatternly. Sinful. Sinner. Succubus. Siren. Sullied. Street Walker.
Strumpet. Bitch. Wench. Slut. Slave. Submissive. Skeezer. Skank. Shameless.
Shameless Hussy. Sailors’ Friend. Port of Booty Call. Stripper. Taxi Dancer.
Dime-A-Dance Girl. Two-Bit Whore. Always After Me Lucky Stars. Adulator.
Homewrecker. Heartbreaker. Toss Up. Crack Ho’. Coke Whore. Temptress.
Decadent. Dominatrix. Dick Smoker. Fluffer. . . .

It’s good to get out of the environment that you used in when you kick.

I check my messages and one is so fucking bizarre I have to make a couple calls
to verify it: My friend, Grace, died of an overdose and they didn’t find her body
for ten days. By then, her cats had started eating her soft parts.

I don’t really want to go back to my house in SF quite yet. . .Tessica is being so
fucking nice. . . .

Later:
After a week of kicking Dope in Tessica’s care, I felt good enough to go above
ground and return to polite society. I was kinda sick of her being around me all
the time, too. I don’t even like my own company enough to share it with anyone
for more than a day.181 I was bored and stir crazy with cabin fever. I called
Melody while Tessica was at the store getting provisions. Melody agreed to meet
me about a quarter-mile up the road, in the opposite direction from which
Tessica would be returning. I wrote “God loves you, Tessica. . . .” on the motel
mirror in Tessica’s lipstick, and began walking.

Consequently:
I’m at my house. I just finished fucking Melody a whole bunch, and she just left
to go take BART to class in Berkeley. I fucked her really well, four times. She
shuddered and yelled and whimpered and caressed and purred and sucked and
kissed and sighed.

Making a woman cum is like picking the tumblers of a lock in the dark while
wearing welding gloves.

I’ve gotten pretty good at it, though.
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Part Three:
Minutes of joy
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Chapter 17:
Waking Up Again

I just took a shower, and it was a near-religious experience. It amazes me how
when I am about ten daze off Dope, I can glean so much of the intrinsic Beauty
that is inherent in the ordinary. That’s enough time to get out of the body aches
and intense nausea, and start to really FEEL again. The endorphin production is
kicking in and I can actually feel really blithe for an hour or two out of twenty-
four. Then I run out of happy molecules in me brain, and am dysphoric for the
rest of the day. But each Dope-free revolution of Mother Earth wakes me up to
about fifteen minutes more per day of pink bliss. It’s cool. Music feels REALLY

fucking good. (Especially really loud rock music with a lot of bbass. I almost

came listening to Led Zeppelin yesterday.) Sex is amazing. And the shower!. .
.The afternoon sun was screaming in through the window of the bathroom. I am
the dust mote in God’s eye. I am the Horton-hears-a-Heroin, world-within-a-
world-within-a-world of lysergic hypertextural interconnectivity floating in on
the gelatinous emulsion of my own blue cigarette smoke.

My inner-brat is part sexy teenage girl and part garden variety barncat, praying
to the sun gods and preying on the little garden fairies that hump sunbeams182

and that only cats can see. I am the flecks of sunlight surround around this city
room. Grantchester Meadows got nothin’ on me, babe. I am the narwhal in your
milkshake. I am the dinosaurs in the picture book that I had at the age of eight,
the day of my sister’s college graduation. I picked 750 dandelions for her, and the
yellow flower sperm besmirched her black gown and mortarboard. I flashed back
to it so hard that this shower that I am taking exists in time forever, all at once,
and eternal.

The warm water was beating a massage into my tense back muscles. I was watch-
ing the little rainbows formed by the mist on my chest, and I was the pot o’ gold.
The water looked supersurreal, splashing in the white tub under my feet. It looked
like liquid chrome in slow motion under a strobe.

I am the iron butterfly in your Jello pudding. Man, it sure is nice to taste reality
again. It is yummy.
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The shower made me sleepy. I’m trying to take a nap, but my neighbors are mak-
ing a racket. They are ravers, they promote those debauched events. The ring-
leader is DJ Ketamine, one of the best-known DJs on this coast.

I don’t give a shit. To me they are just loud limeys. I know that this is an erring
attitude, but I fail to see the skill in being a DJ. I am not a purist; I like some
music that is created with computers and drum machines. I don’t care how music
is made, just how it sounds coming out of the speakers. But no matter how you
divvy it up, being a DJ is the same to me in the real world as it was in grade
school—the DJ is just the kid at the party who spins the records. I do not under-
stand the deification of that position.

Anyway, these sons-of-bitches have an $80,000 sound system and they go do big
parties almost every weekend. Monday morning around 7 a.m. (when I am
invariably sleeping), they double park their Ryder truck out-front and haul the
shit up the stairs (it’s too heavy for our antiquated elevator), clunking it past my
room. Then they set it up and kick out the spams, kittyfucker.

Sometimes I go down into the basement and cut the circuit breaker to their apart-
ment. That stops them for about ten minutes.

I hate war.

They also deal speed and ecstasy. The folks that come to buy that stuff have
apparently never heard of doorbells. They stand in the alley and yell up past my
window. The ravers then throw down the keys. The nature of those drugs is such
that this happens late at night, all night, every night.

(I hate ecstasy. I shot it once183 and it felt like I was injecting antifreeze. It did
not feel like ecstasy—it felt like agony. I could feel it slowly course up my arm,
through each chamber of my heart and up my neck into my head. When it hit my
brain, I felt my blood go cold and my field of vision shrank to a pinhole tiny tun-
nel. I saw flames come up from the floor and Lily’s Beautiful, gold-and-purple-
and-lace deathrock palace-of-a-bedroom turned into H, E, double hockey sticks.
Stalactites sprouted from the ceiling, replete with hot and cold dripping slime.
Stalagmites shot up through my ass. Fissures opened in the walls and little rep-
tiles scurried out to stare me down and challenge my proprieties. Lily’s tattoos
began moving, cracking and talking in muted whispers, conspiring with her jew-
elry against me. I could see the piked heads of her dead lovers ringing the room,
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spewing little flames as they cackled at me. Alst the while, I
watched as Lily’s demanding words did appear on a screen
above her mute but moving mouth. . . “Cash, shoot me up,
dammit!”)

My building manager, Timothy, says that the ravers have been served pay-or-quit
papers, but that it will take two months to get them out.

I heard two of them fighting in the elevator the other day. Seems that one guy
who just moved in was really upset. He gave them a bunch of money to live there
and they hadn’t bothered to tell him that they were getting evicted.

That seems like a common practice in this town. Wadda ya expect? “They’re just
drugged-out idiots preaching the gospel of techno computer noise. . .they prey on
each other and call it love”.184

It’s getting dark out, probably six in the evening. Winter days are gloomy and
sullen in my city. If it ain’t raining, it’s overcast. I love days like this, except when
they come too many in a row. (Then they start to wear me out emotionally and
spiritually. The rain feels like Mary crying for her son, in a city named for a
saint.185)

I also adore cold, sunny days in this town. I love the way that the orange/white
sinking sun hits the cream coloured, Mediterranean-style California houses and
apartment buildings just so. Late afternoon light in San Francisco has an identi-
ty unto itself.186 It sure don’t look like that in Omaha, Des Moines or Jersey City.
Berlin. Yeah maybe Berlin. There is a certain Teutonic charm to my memories
when I am in Frisko. I often live a walking deja vu. I seem to float inside and
outside my body at random. I have trouble staying centered, even when not on
drugs. Maybe this is why I have to take drugs. Or maybe this trouble is just per-
manent damage from so much drugging.

I have a theory about why different people like one drug and others prefer anoth-
er. Some humans love stimulants and some love psychedelics—I know this to be
true. I prefer narcotics and alcohol. Perhaps we are predisposed to our drugs of
choice. I feel that different folks lack certain brain chemicals and medicate (or
overmedicate, as the case may be. . . .) those deficiencies. One drug will mimic
the action of one neuro-component, another substance substitutes for another.
4
As a child, I used to be amazed that adults confused one drug with another. I had
a teacher who thought that acid and hash and speed and smack were all the same
thing. I was aware, from limited personal experience and extensive library
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research, of the subtle differences—the way a wine connoisseur favors the per-
sonalities of similar, but not identical, vintages.

In retrospect, I feel that all drugs kinda are the same. They all make me feel
good, and they all make me suffer. Some just taste different to my brain.
Different flavors of pain.

I can extrapolate this further into various personality types. I even theorize that
conceivably, some of these predispositions are genetically based. I feel there is
such a thing as a Teutonic temperament—coldly passionate, meticulously pro-
ductive. Mediterranean peoples tend to be more into passionate art than others.
Americans, the Euro-mutts that we are, tend towards quashing all that is in our
way, almost making an art out of control for control’s own sake.

Blacks can dance better than whites,187 etc. etc. Some of my ideas seem to oth-
ers to be as scientifically based as say, phrenology, but I stand behind them. I feel
that all the races, nationalities, sexes, orientations, etc., are equal.188 But I feel
that the overwhelmingly popular political-correcting of them is a pity. I feel that
these sophist armchair stoodent pundits deny the Beauty that is inherent in the
differences of people.

I dunno. . .I just feel that drugs are starting to taint me and The City is making
me dirty and bad. I feel more evil and less sweet every day.

Lately, reality is all based on my perception of what is happening in my head. I
do not notice details, I notice only the way that my brain filters them. I no longer
notice people, only what people can do for me. My world is becoming very
small, and it is defined largely by the limits of what I can do to get more drugs.

Drugs hurt. I can’t see stopping and I can’t see keeping on keeping on. I need to
find a way to find the strength and willpower to make this work.

Chapter 18: As Evil As I
Wanna Be
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The door opened and in came Melody and Jillian. I had for-
gotten about Jillian! She was a fan from Ohio who had writ-
ten me a couple of letters. She was a skinny, pretty, vulpine
virgin and told me that she was saving herself for marriage or
me, whichever came first. She had sent me a picture of herself, in her mother’s
living room surrounded by my records. She was fully clothed, but the effect, to
me, was pure pornography. I had walked around for days in a daze staring at her
photo. I was pulling it out of my shirt pocket every 20 minutes to flirt with it.

Jillian looked like she was made of sugarbread and whips.

She also sent me a picture of her cat sitting on her record collection, and my
record is in the front. (There is also a Melvins record in the photo—“The chick
has taste”—I thought to myself.) I’m a sucker for cats. I get all goofy when I see
them. I was once masturbating on a girl’s face and her cat walked by on the bed,
all fluffy and proud. I came instantly.

Jillian is 20. Not only is she 20, she is very 20. Very 20 and very Beautiful. She
is a child desperately trying to live eye-to-eye with the adults, but she’s reluctant
to even make eye contact.

I had sent her money for a plane ticket to arrive on my birthday. Oh yeah! Today
is my birthday! I had forgotten entirely~!

Jillian was getting dropped off by the aeroporter when Melody was coming up
the front steps. Melody walked in with one arm around Jillian’s frightened, hope-
ful little whore-du jour frame and carrying Jillian’s Hello Kitty duffel bag in the
other hand.

“Hey Cash Newmann! Look what the cat draggled in. She followed us home.
Can we keep her?”

Jillian smiled and looked really frightened. She said, “Hello Sir. Um. . .how are
you?”

I start kissing her. I slip my hand under her skirt. She is wearing the standard-
issue Catholic schoolgurl garb. I run my hands all over her white thigh-highs and
push her onto the bed. Melody is laughing and calling me a slut. Jillian says, in
a frightened voice, “Do you want me to. . .suck your dick?”

“You probably wouldn’t want to. I’m having my annual herpes outbreak. I
wouldn’t want you to get infected”.
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Her answer surprised me. She grabbed my jock and said, “I don’t care—if it’s
your herpes, then I want it. I want to anoint you with my tongue—lick your
sores and drink your pus. I want you in my blood and in my Soul. I want you to
take me and mold me and do anything that you want with me. Anything”.

She unbuckled my pants and started purring and licking my herpetic cock. I fig-
ured, “What the hell. She’s a big girl. She can make her own decisions”.

In seconds, we are all in bed. Like a good little pocket mojo, I am orchestrating
the events, telling each of them what to do.

I tell Jillian to blow Melody. (Melody already has herpes. She got it from me.) I
peel off Jillian’s wet panties and stuff them into Melody’s mouth. Melody’s muf-
fled cries excite me as I rip a hole in her pantyhose and slide myself into her. I
end up fucking Melody while fingering Jillian. Jillian is dripping rivers of wet.
She looks so young and fresh and open like a dirty, tiny flower. She is such a lit-
tle girl, contrasting to such the woman that is Melody.

Later I called Paula Confusion on the phone and told her that we had an early
birthday treat for her (her birthday isn’t until the next week, but what the hell. .
. .) Melody and I tied Jillian butterfly-wide to the Murphy bed in four-point
restraints. We put earplugs in her cute little ears, and affix airplane eyeshades (or
what I like to call an “eyesquish”) over her eyes. She was naked, save Melody’s
cowboy boots, a red ribbon around her pretty throat and a ball gag in her mouth.
We left the door ajar and went shopping at that little Santeria/Elvis memorabil-
ia store on Guerrero by 16th. Then we went to Berkeley to borrow a video cam-
era from a friend of Melody’s who puts those little quick-movies up on the
Internet.

We returned about four hours later to find Paula naked, riding Jillian’s mouth
and slapping her face. Paula was screaming at Jillian, “Look at me when I lie to
you! Look at me when I lie to you! I’m your bad man in the dirt! Suck my sul-
lied little Soul, you salacious and smutty fucking slut!”

Jillian mewled, “Paula, what do you want me to do?”

Paula slapped again her and said, “Shut up, Dollbreath. I will instruct you to
speak when I wish for you to do so”.

Paula was ecstatic and couldn’t stop thanking me. Jillian looked tired, but was
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still dutifully servicing Paula.

I untied Jillian and lay in the middle of the bed. In my one
hand was a cigarette, in the other, a 40-ouncer of beer. I felt
like a dying king as the three Beauties climbed all over me and serviced my near-
perfect body.189

After a while, Paula left and went to work, down Stockton Street at The Electric
Kitty massage parlor. She kissed me deep on the lips on her way out and said,
“Thanks for the fur, Cash. Happy birthday,” as she slipped something into my
hand.

The door shut and I stood there stunned with the depth of her addictive Heroin
kisses. I finally looked into my paw and noticed that I was palming a half-gram
of crystal methedrine. I opened the bindle and snorted a very tiny bit off of my
fingernail (enough to give me a lot of energy, but not enough to kill my hardon)
and put the rest in the nightstand drawer and forgot about it for the time doing.

I got up and put on some tan-coloured pantyhose; a pink, frilly slip; high heels
and lipstick. (Since I have such great legs, a fine ass and long, Beautiful blond
hair, I look better than most girls in your stock whore getup. And, on occasion, I
like to check out of reality and become a woman for a spell.)

The girls were very appreciative and they devoured me. The whole bed was a
flurry of fur and feline fragrance; a flood of pussy and perfume and panties; a
feast made for my eyes only—a fluttering river of pearls and pink and pumps.

I didn’t feel like fucking Jillian though. I sucked her clit, but I wouldn’t fuck her.
(Sucking clit is my prayer. The more I pleasure women with my mouth, the more
God loves me.)

Jillian begged me to hump her, but something about her wasn’t attractive enough.
She was Beautiful, but not all that foxy. Her body was too much girl and not
enough woman. She cried because I wouldn’t fuck her.

We dressed her up in little pigtails and way too much lipstick. We made her sleep
at the foot of the bed like a little servant-pup.

First thing the next morning, I do a line of line of speed. Melody turns it down
when I offer, as she has to be at class in a few hours. (That wouldn’t stop me, but
hey—I ain’t the one getting a 3.9 in college, either.)

Melody sets up the video camera on a tripod, pointing it at the center of the bed.
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I wake Jillian up and say, “Hey toy, give me your arms. Time to really party, you
lil’ kittybite!”

She trustingly extends a puzzled wrist. I lash her thin, pretty hands to the cast-
iron bed frame with thin, pretty, blue silks. I tie pink ribbons in her chestnut
brown hair and put even more lipstick on her wanting lips. I tie her arm off with
a tourniquet made of a red pair of nylon stockings and prepare to shoot up her 95-
pound frame with a small, evil syrup made from 1/10 of a gram of very pure crys-
tal meth. As I watch the red blood squirt and register into the clear liquid of the
syringe, I feel my own butthole clench and my heart beat vicariously for her. She
has no idea. . . .

She has never done hard drugs before. As soon as I release the tourniquet, the
devil Dope saturates her blood and taints her every young cell in seconds. She
arches her tied-down body, coughs and squeaks, “Oh my God! I have wanted to
feel like this my whole life!”

I said, “Jillian, if lovin’ you is a crime, I’m facing seven-to-ten of hard labor!”

I lied further: “I love you so fucking much! You are the one, momma!”

I roughly petted her pretty hair and inexperienced face as she twisted and bucked
her hips into the air. The speed was way o’erstimulating very old and primal parts
of her little gray matter. Her paroxystic clit was a finger at rest on the trigger of
a shotgun filled with rock salt pointed up her spine at the base of her brain. She
simply had to fuck. Her body absolutely had to be fucked and fucked and fucked
and fucked.190

I straddled her and placed my mousie at the opening of her molehole and rubbed
it against her screaming ol’ swampy clit, but didn’t fuck her. I looked deep into
her dilated brown eyes and saw eternity. . .an eternity dotted with little distant
electric blinks of neurons and dendrites permanently fusing together. . .I swam
way into those milky eyes while I petted her head and cooed prevarication in my
best Barry White pimpdaddy baritone, over and over warmly and softly lying into
her ear, “I love you, baby. . .Daddy is here. . .you are safe in my hands. I care
about everything that happens to you. You are my babydoll. Shhhhh. . .quiet my
sweet little squirmworm. . .father loves you. . .I am here to protect and nurture
you. . .I adore you and love you and only you. . .I validate and verify and authen-
ticate you, sweetie. I give you the right to exist. You are my woman. I am your
man. You completely complete me and endorse me. You are my reason to love. I
have never loved another human the way that I love you. You are my rockin’ lit-
tle sperm-trap lovergurl. Me poca mariposa, you are my only darling, my fluff-
puff kittywhore. . . .”
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I knew that this was all a big lie, and assumed that she knew
this also. I didn’t love her. I didn’t even much like her. It was
just part of the drugged psychodrama. . .the sick, little phalo-
centric computer game that she had agreed to play. Except
that a part of the rules was that I get to make up the rules.

I gently set a pillow over her face and lay out an open copy of Barely Legal. I
turned to a Richard Kern/Margarita Salaverria spread, The Women of Multimedia
Gulch and looked at the photos of bluxome, virtual, SOMA datamill babes as I
beat off near the skinny-butt kitty’s real-time pussy.

I end up making Jillian suck my drug-limp cock for about eight hours.

There is no illusion as radiant and tentative as the endless reality of just about any
woman crocking on the knob of your limp speed-weenie. You know that you are
gonna get it up, in “Just one more minute, babe!” and you know you are just
about to cum, but you can never do either. It really helps the illusion if the woman
is pretty and dressed in lingerie and the speed is good. But hell, sometimes I’d
settle for dirty coffee sex with a bull dyke in a flannel shirt. I ain’t picky.

Girls that suck dick are Beautiful girls.

Free my Soul in the slavery of your mouth.

Exonerate me baby, all night long. You are my rockin’ pussygata endorphin toi-
let.

Strangers are lovers I just haven’t met yet.

I took Jillian up on the roof and made her toss mirrored tiles onto the parked cars
in the alley. (It was her bad luck—not mine.) One by one, she dropped a stack of
30 mirrors that I’d stored in my closet. (I was gonna tile my wall, but never got
around to it.)

I finally fucked her, first in the ass, using Tiger Balm as lube, while she dropped
the mirrors and I laughed. I pulled my dick out of her butthole and cummed in
her vagina. I was banging potent fists on the gates of heaven, hoping to slut open
her sky, slish out her stars and pump her full of spermie bombs to make her preg-
gie with a litter of little devil-babies. . .for some reason, I really wanna make
babies today. I wanna mate with her Soul. . . . She cried aloud, “Oh my God! I
fucked Cash Newmann! I’ll never wash my pussy again!”
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As I fucked her, her snapping pussy went into Devil Kitty interstellar overdrive.
Even so, she and I kept talking and laughing. I kept asking Jillian what the
word, “Soulmate” meant to her. Then I would ask her a different way and
demand a completely different answer.

I love the shiny, everything-is-good, shimmering, high-pitched euphoria of the
first hour or two of shooting speed. I hate hate hate the hellishly suicidal ensu-
ing 80-or-so-hour come-down. When I do speed and really get way past the
point where I should sleep, I start getting rather brilliant for a little while. I just
keep coming up with one-liners and being funny and cosmic and deep and it’s
all really connected.

Everything gets really fucking droll right after that. Whimsical. Nonsensical.
And then everything gets less and less funny until nothing’s funny at all. A tape
running out of batteries is how it feels to me.

Near the end I start looking at sharp, rusty objects and contemplating how they
would feel kissing through my plastic skin and releasing all my pent-up blood.

Whenever I shoot a girl up with speed for the first time, I always wonder how
long it’s gonna take for her to be insanely addicted, dancing and crying and
grinding her rotting teeth in alleys and whoring out of a shopping cart.

I dunno, maybe it seems funnier to me than it does to other people.

Speed: The long and grinding road.

Speed always reminds me of that old punk lyric: “Tomorrow you’re homeless,
tonight it’s a blast!”

Her bad luck, not mine, right?

I dragged Jillian back downstairs and made her blow Melody for a while. I left
them alone while I went to the store for whisky. I came back, I walked in, inter-
rupted them and shoved Melody down and fucked her. After a few seconds, I
pulled my throb out of Melody, and stuck its slippery shank up into Jillian. I
went back and forth, kitten to cat and back, ‘til I got bored.191 I grabbed that lit-
tle Midwestern slapdoll by the arm and dragged her willing, exhausted form
into the bathroom. Melody followed with the video camera as I gave Jillian a
warm, soapy enema (I first lubed the insertion part with mint toothpaste) and
tied her to the toilet, spanked her and then untied her, and made her blow me
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more.

About this time in hell, Melody left to go drop off the video-
tape. Slapdoll kept sucking my dick. Her lips were puffy and
chaffed and she was completely dazed. She did not look happy, but reverentially
continued pleasing her master.

This went on for a couple more hours. About this time in hell, the phone rang. I
told Slapdoll to “Keep sucking!” and picked up the receiver.

It was Melody. She said, “Let me talk to the gurl!”

I disengaged from the sanctity of Jillian’s mouth, placed her skinny hand on my
brat and said, “It seems to be for you, Dollbreath”.

I held the phone up to both of our ears as autopilot gurl kept dutifully jacking me.
And through the wire we heard Melody say “Well, your video is already out on
the Internet. You gonna be a star, Kidden!”

Then I fell asleep.

You’ve lived a full day. You think that yesterday was today and today is tomor-
row. That means that you’ve lived enough for one day. . .and that’s good.

When I woke up, Jillian was gone. She’d left a note:

Cash

I pity you. You are a sick, cranky, evil old man.
All you care about is your dick,

and who’s gonna suck it.192 You people scare the hell out of me.
Women and drugs are your playthings.

I am a thinking, feeling human being, dammit,
not a dolly.

I have a need to be someone’s only girl
and you have this desperate need to be a lot

of girls’ someone.

Or something.

I’ve gone to the airport.
Thanks for having me as your guest,
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but please don’t call me again. Ever.
-Jillian.

This is fine with me. Whatever.

Next!

I started kissing Melody and sucked her clit ‘til she was awake. I fucked her
large. My wild, wooly, mammoth orgasm felt great. I hadn’t cummed since
before I did speed, when, yesterday, two days ago? Maybe three. Who knows. I
pulled out and sprayed about two tablespoons of sticky blobs all over Melody’s
smart, pretty little head. I licked it up and lit two cigarettes for us. Melody saw
the note that Jillian had left and laughed. We began talking.

Melody said, “I really liked what Babygurl said yesterday”.

“About us being abusive?” I asked.

“Well, that too. About how you have to know if you have a Soul first. It’s some-
thing that was so simple and so profound”.

I added “Yeah, we were having this long discussion on what a Soulmate was.
What did she say about that?”

Melody said, “I said something about your Soulmate talk and Jillian said, ‘Are
you looking for a Soulmate?’

“I told her, ‘No, not really.’ And then you said somethin’ about Soulmates and
Jillian said, ‘Soulmate? Well, you have to know if you have a Soul first.’ ”

Melody continued, “It reminded me a lot of what my friend, Salt Lake Trish, said
one time. She told me, ‘You know, the two things that you’re supposed to find
out while you’re on this planet are where you’re going and who you’re gonna
take with you. The problem is, most people try to figure it out the other way
around.’ ”

I inquired, “Meaning. . .?”
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Melody said, “Meaning most people try to find who they’re
gonna fall in love with first before they decide what they’re
gonna do with their life”.

I lit a cigarette and added, “And what Trish wants to do is find out what she’s
gonna do with her life so that she can figure out who she’s gonna share it with?”

“Yeah,” cooed Melody, rubbing my shoulders while her firm bare breasts slapped
my pretty hair.

“That’s what I’m doing,” I continued, “I wanna find my Soul and then find a mate
to share it with. This is my answer to the Soulmate question; Melody, are you
busy for the next 50 years?”

She laughed and stated, “It makes the most sense because, I mean, a lot of peo-
ple are really good people and everything, but if they’re not into the same things
and headed the same way, it can be really difficult in interpersonal relations with
friends, lovers, or whatever. I know a lot of people who will always be my
friends, but there’s not a whole hell of a lot that we still talk about”.

These were my final words as I fell asleep in her arms—I wondered aloud; “It’s
like, are they killing time or is time killing them?”

Chapter 19: Getting
Better All The Time

I woke up alone in the early afternoon. Melody had left for class. I don’t know
how she juggled school (especially pacing herself through the courses at about
twice the average rate), partying and me. Well, I guess that she only drugs with
me. I imbibe alone too, and it seems that I party all the time these daze.

It’s starting to feel like maybe the party is over. . . .

I checked my answering machine. One call. Randy from Loaf. Chris was dead.
They had a house party and the house burned to the ground. Seven people made
it out. Chris was too drunk on Robotussin to wake up. . . .
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I trudged to the yuppie place on the corner of Sutter and Powell to get a cup of
coffee, singing, Burnin’ Down the House. . . . I was laughing, trying to cheer up,
even though I was feeling depressed. I always do that when I come down from
speed.

A good friend’s death didn’t help my mood either.

I knew that doing Heroin would make me feel better for a little while. . .but I had
a lot of resolve not to start down that fool-ass road again. I think I’m gonna go
on the wagon for a while. Maybe I’ll go talk to bartender Jack about it later. But
I gotta get some coffee and get my head straight first.

I thought about the fact that caffeine is an insecticide secreted by the coffee plant
to keep bugs from eating it. I know that nicotine is even used commercially on
other crops for the same purpose. Are all alkaloids extant for this same reason?

Why did God make morphine?

I sat at one of the sidewalk tables and looked up at the prime old four-, five- and
six-story buildings, art galleries and small offices,  around that corner. I mum-
bled into Mister D. something about renting an office in one of them, then real-
ized that I have no use for an office. . .my life works fine out of a phone booth
or a Zo bag, and my art exists everywhere.

Sometimes I look in windows and like the little bit that I can grok from the
street, and want to meet the people who live there. That is sort of how I met
Sasha—I heard someone playing guitar, and walked into his house and, without
introducing myself, said, “Play something really fast”.

There is a window across from the Greyhound station in the town where my
daughter lives. Every time I visit her and take the 4 a.m. bus home, that light is
on. I picture a person, about 44 years old, happy and content and working on
kewl art or a powerful novel by himself while his Beautiful wife, who is also his
best friend, sleeps or works on her art in the next room. These are the kind of
sweet, silly little fantasy excursions that my too-intelligent brain wakes out of a
slumber and entertains from time to time.

I wrote Lainey a letter today. I didn’t know what to say to her, so I talked about
Pink Floyd. She just turned fifteen,193 and she really likes Pink Floyd. I have
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loved their music since I was her age.194 Her mother loves ‘Floyd. There is a
good chance that Lainey was conceived to Dark Side of the Moon.

I wrote to her about my love for them, of my appreciation for the ardent bathos
of their music. I reveled in how David Gilmour’s visceral solos scratch my cor-
tex with their evil sinews and crystalline stalactites of sound. I told her that I
thought that the most important emotion in music is sadness, and that sad music
makes me happy.195

I also told Lainey that I love her and that I am proud of her. I believe that, and
feel it, and feel that it’s important for parents to tell this to their children often.

On this past Father’s Day, I had a revelation about parenting: that there is a dif-
ference between treating my child as a friend and treating her as a peer. She is
not my peer. I can talk to her honestly and intelligently without talking down to
her, but being a good father precludes thinking of her as my contemporary.

This is difficult; she and I are closer in age than my sister and I. Lainey listens
to the same music that I do, and she dresses like I do. (Albeit with more care and
flair for fashion. She is a teenager.) I have friends who I consider to be my peers
who are only four years older than she. But one year at that age is exponential-
ly a half-decade at mine. I cannot pretend to be hip, slick and cool around her. I
cannot try to impress her with that “Hey man, I be down with the youth of today”
crap. To do this is to rob her of any realistic parenting that I can provide.

I also need to get off drugs so I can be a real father to her.

I believe that I am blessed. I mean, all people are blessed, but I feel that I am
really blessed, more so than other men. It is the only explanation I can think of—
why else would such a squirrelly little guy with bad teeth get laid so much, work
so little,196 and have such a great time?

But feeling blessed is not working today. I have that sort of dysphoric feeling
that slits one to the bone and says, “You will never be happy again”. It is prob-
ably partially chemical, and partially some of my own molecular makeup and
background.197 The chemical part is understandable. I feel like that sort of self-
knowledge—reminding yourself that drugs made you feel this way—is a small
but real comfort. Still, knowing it does not make it go away today.
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Also, how can a man get laid so damn much and still get so lonely sometimes?

Also, I kept having snippets of memories from my childhood that I usually am
able to keep down. When I was four, I recalled recently, my Aunt Violet died
while I was visiting her in Oklahoma without my parents. I was at the zoo while
she passed, and they didn’t think that I was old enough to comprehend death.
They told me that she was sleeping, and lowered her into the ground. I tried to
climb in and wake her up as they were throwing dirt on her.

Somewhere, someone lied to me. . . .

I sat outside the coffee shop, watching the yuppies and tourists and other bland
food tubes mill about their little spans. I tried to convince myself that they are
futile, plump and purposeless insects, and that I am a god.

I could think this and process the thought, “play the tape to the end,” yet I could-
n’t comprehend it in my ventricle of ventricles. I felt like suicide might be a good
idea, but that it would be too much effort. . .also the coffee was giving me a
micro-buzz and imparting in me the ability to feel a little.

I got a second cup of coffee, to go, and walked up the hill toward my house.

At Powell and Bush, I ran into my old ex, Eve The Snowflake Girl. She looked
too toe-up to hook, and was pulling her most pathetic twist—the “Hey pretty
lady, spare change for tampons?” hustle. She actually made a fair chunk of
change doing that.

It was ironic, because junkies don’t menstruate.

Damn. Eve had been so Beautiful—a few kilos of coke, Heroin and speed ago.

Lovers are like parking spaces. They’re either handicapped or taken.

“I knew you when you were pretty,
you been burnin’ at both ends.
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You been out-running all the women,

you been out polluting all the men. . . ”198v
I almost didn’t recognize her at first. Her face was all shrunk and sunk and cov-
ered with sores. Her eyes were that combination of dull and wild that Heroin
addiction provides.199 She was Dope-fiend skinny, but obviously about seven
months pregnant. She was really high on Heroin. I said, “High, Eve, um. . .how
are you doing”.

She began in that measured, pathetic whine that all junkies convey; “I’m doing
O.K., except that my boyfriend’s being an asshole and my mom’s mad at me and
I’m really pissed at my landlord. . . ” and on-and-on and on-and-onanon in the
flushed litany with which all junkies are adept—blaming everyone except them-
selves. Except she ended with, “. . .and I’m getting really really fat and I can’t
figure out why”.

I said, “Eve, I think you’re pregnant. Maybe you should200 see a doctor”.

She said, “No, I’m not pregnant. I can’t have kids. I’ve been barren since that
skinhead raped me with a bottle when I was sixteen”.

I recalled that she had already told me this same story. That’s why when we were
dating, I’d fucked her without birth control, and finally made her pregnant.201

I stood there on the street, my hands burning from holding the hot coffee, trying
to convince Eve that she was with child and that she should see a doctor. I mean,
she was a big girl and I wasn’t her man anymore, and I didn’t really have the
place to tell her what to do. But there was another life involved here. I told her
this. I said, “Eve, you should go to the Hill Top and talk to Jack, the bartender.
His lady helps people like you. . . .”

She ended up getting really mad. She yelled “Fuck you Cash! Get outta me,
man!” Then she started hurricaning down the street. She stopped, came back and
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said, “I ain’t talkin’ to your goddamned, co-dependent, goody three-shoes pals!
When they die, someone else’s life is gonna flash before their fucking eyes!
Fuck you and anyone who likes you!” She spit at my feet and spun away.

I returned to my pad. I felt alone. I went on my roof, drank coffee and watched
the sunset. There is a certain sad, autumnal Beauty to the sight of the Sun shim-
mering off the towers of the financial district. Made me wispy for something—
of what I wasn’t sure. Was I being nostalgic for peace-of-mind? I dunno.

I thought about how when I was five, my kindergarten-crush gurlfren, Maggie,
and I used to play “army” and hide under the tent of my covers. I would end up
holding her to my chest, petting her and wrapping my legs around hers. I was
trying to occupy the same space as her at the same time—trying to wrest my
Soul into hers—and sleep in her comfort forever.

(That search for that warmth is why I take drugs. It’s why I chase women. It is
why I have a hard time being alone in my own head.)

Eventually, Maggie would push me away and mewl, “Why did you stop playing
army?”

A few weeks later, little me stole my mother’s engagement ring and gave it to
that little gal. Imagine her mother’s surprise when wee Maggie came home
wearing a one-and-a-half-carat diamond rock in a white-gold setting and
announced, “Mommy! Cash and me are gettin’ married!”

§ªß!ee?’CD` §ªß!ee?’CD`@’©##~@’©##~ß§

I snapped out of that recollection and started having a gay little Deja vu vu; I pic-
tured myself in Berlin, reminiscing about being in San Francisco feeling the
exact feeling that I was feeling at this moment. I felt sad, stoic, stalwart and
Beautiful. I began to cry and that turned into shuddering, whimpering, happy,
wet little snurking laugh sounds.

As the Sun slipped behind the table’s edge of the horizon, I saw a little green
flash. I had heard about this extraordinary occurrence, but had never experienced
it. I felt like things might turn out all good after all. I closed my eyes and smiled.
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Chapter 20:  Stink.
The ten- and eleven-year-old Chinese brother and sister that lived down the cor-
ridor from Cash’s were playing volleyball in the hall. Kids in cities often do
things like that, for lack of safe outdoor places to play. Urban parents would
rather have their sprouts making noise in the hall and bugging the neighbors than
out in the street getting into trouble and danger.

Tommy hit his sister with a volleyball and said, “You stink!”

She said “No, you do. . .‘n’ I’m gonna tell Momma you hit me!”

Their mother heard the yelling and stuck her head out the door. She asked them,
in Mandarin, what was wrong. Kimmy answered in English, “It smells out here
and Tommy says it’s me! He’s being mean again!”

The mother noticed the smell too. It was awful—like curdled milk, but far
worse, and somehow a little sweet. She walked down the hallway. At first she
thought that it might be coming from the garbage chute by the stairs, but it was
strongest down at the other end of the hall. She gagged.

She went inside her apartment and called Timothy, the building manager.

He took the ancient elevator up six flights and knocked on Cash’s door. There
was no answer. He pounded again and said in a lispy voice, “Cash, it’s Timothy.
Are you O.K.? I’m going to come in now”.

Still no answer. Timothy hated this part of the job. He had been the manager in
an inner-city apartment building long enough to know what the smell was.

He turned his duplicate keys in the lock and opened the door. The kids were
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being shuffled into their own apartment by Momma-San.

Timothy choked at the smell of Cash Newmann’s putrefying
corpse. He held his breath and opened a window. He saw that
Cash’s shirtless cadaver had turned dark purple and was beginning to liquefy. The
only thing on Cash that was not rotting was the new, white-plunger, orange-tip
insulin-type syringe sticking out of his arm. A guitar was laid across the bed next
to the body. The little amp was turned on and buzzing. Flies were buzzing around
the room. The air was heavy, cold and dead. Cash’s eyes were open, but whited
over, like those on a rotting fish.

Timothy left the room and locked the door. He went downstairs to his apartment
and called 911. He told them not to hurry.
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Endnotes
1Funny thing about mail. . .after I write a letter, I often feel compelled to go out and send it

that minute, even if
it’s late at night, and
even if I’ll be passing
by that mailbox in the
morning. . . I think
it’s so even if I die in
my sleep (yeah right.
. . ), I can die content-
ed.      

Sometimes this atti-
tude manifests itself

as self-defeating impetuousness that makes me release thoughts, words and art before their
time, but I’m working on changing this.
2For a while, I worked doing filing in the accounting department of an architectural firm. It
was meditative, mind-dulling work, and I loved it. I really gleaned a lot of satisfaction from
putting things in their proper place all day
3Not very well, but I enjoy myself. Sk8boards are cool. They are fun and they make me feel
safe on the street—they can be used as a shield, a getaway vehicle, or as a last resort, a
bludgeon.
4Also not very well, but I like it.
5Although I do eat a lot of cereal.
6Actually, a single sheet of paper stuffed into the back of my amp.
7Why is it called “Jimmying”? Perhaps in honor of an illustrious second-story man named
“Jimmy”?
8A Zo bag is a very sturdy, top-opening shoulder bag made specifically for bike messengers
by one Eric Zo, of San Francisco. They last forever. I’ve used the same one for eight years,
and have taken it all around America and Europe. They are wonderful for when you have to
vacate somewhere really fast—just scoop your shit into the bag, Velcro-snap it shut, throw it
over your shoulder and split. Great for vagabonds like me.
9I lied on the gurl-wanted flyer.
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10Years later, Lillith told me that at that show, she looked down and
was incensed to find that she was standing in a puddle of beer on a
tender letter that she had written me.
11If there is one thing I learned at the Christian boarding school that I
was forced to attend, it was to be polite. As much as I disliked that place, I must say that
most of us kids turned out better natured than our public school counterparts.
12Easy to say when you got nothing. There are no rich communists.
13It wasn’t ‘til a year later that I found out that she had Hepatitis C, and that I had gotten it
from sharing needles with her. So far it has been asymptotic, but it could turn lethal at any
time. I’m da bomb.
14 The Dictaphone company was founded in 1888 by Alexander Graham Bell, he of invent-
ing-the-telephone fame. I like that sort of vision in a company. Recording devices, my sec-
ond-favorite tool (after electric guitars and basses) came of fruition back when inventors
were inventors, tech stocks were unheard of and sheep were scared. I think it is interesting to
note that the rudimentary technology of that which has made me the world-renown low-
budget pop tart I am was originally not used to bring people fame and game. At first, folk
were just amused with hearing the sound of their own voices. Then businessmen (who
charge by the minute for the fact that they are amused with the sound of their own voices)
realized that they could utilize this thing to pick pockets more effectively. It wasn’t until sev-
eral years later when some fat Italian tenor became the first pop star. And of course the non-
thinking, non-feeling, only-able-to-react MBAs were immediately all over the new star sys-
tem like flies on sperm to simultaneously dilute and fortify it in their own small-penis way.
15Yet. Heroin is a very contagious little illness.
16Hey St. Nick—my throat drew blood. . . .
17Kicking Dope is hellish, even in a warm bed with someone who loves you mothering your
every whiny need. Imagine doing that on a cold, hard cot, surrounded by a bunch of macho,
bad-ass dudes who don’t give a fuck about you. . . .
18I was not one of those greedy users (like Mario) who liked to get as close to death as pos-
sible. I usually liked to do little baby shots and spread them out; “Craft my buzz,” as it were.
In small amounts, Heroin seemed to act like a stimulant to me, not a depressant, much like a
few beers will make some people more talkative and energized.
19I met “Bucky” at Wehauqua when I was a kid. It was his 84th birthday. He was my hero.
So was Astronaut, writer and 2001: A Space Odyssey technical advisor, Frederick Ordway,
who I also met and with whom I became pen-pals.
20I loved the Partridge Family. They were my earliest favorite group. My mother used to get
me to don clothes that I hated by telling me she had seen David Cassidy wearing the same
shirt.
21I have asthma, am allergic to smoke and I’ve smoked a pack of cigarettes or more almost
every day for 15 years. Somehow I can still sing like an angel. . . .
22I am convinced that I will die from drowning.
23To me, reptiles, insects and fish are male. Cats are all female. Dogs can be either, depend-
ing on what’s between their rear legs. I anthropomorphize everything; pit bulls are skinheads
and poodles are hippies.
24I’m sure that any war fought now would be for the purpose of fattening the alpha-numeric
content of the relational database of some multi-national conglomerate, so they can not only
compete directly with other corporations, but even against small countries. I am opposed to
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nuclear proliferation, unless I get my own little stockpile in the backyard. I don’t wanna die
in your stupid fucking war. I wanna die in my own war.
25Which, interestingly, is only halfway up Nob Hill.
26There exist several publicly traded companies on NASDAQ that sell pornography. In this
day and age of mega-corporate smut, what makes anyone think that music is gonna be treat-
ed any more compassionately by the corporate mooncalf? Musicians starve so artistically
frigid fat men can get fatter.
27One time I did ask about meetings. He told me that what he likes about them is that they
are “peer-to-peer counseling”. That sounds cool to me, because if someone ain’t been
through what I’ve been through, then they cannot help me. Period. That’s what I was miss-
ing throughout my life in my interactions with my many psychiatrists.
28All the best singers are short. We have more to prove.
29Her real name is “Misty,” but she was too fucked up to speak clearly at her first meeting,
and the name kinda stuck.
30And finally, to help others.
31Somewhere inside though, this shit hurts. I don’t like to talk about it, least I end up
sounding like, “. . .I coulda been a contender! ” What was is that other fallen boxer said
about his former promoter? “Yea, he ripped me off, but I sure wish he’d rip me off again”.
32Other than squishing bugs, I have not hurt a non-human creature in over two decades.
33Which happens to be in a different city, a city that is accessed by walking across my
backyard; all my dreams invent their own sense of geography. Sometimes they even com-
bine the voice of one person, the face of another, the body of another and display the man-
nerisms of yet another. These people are often lovers. I call them “compilation girls”. I sort
of feel that way about people in general and women in specific. I worship the Beauty inher-
ent in all females, and adore the differences that make up the individuality of each person.
Conversely, I sort of feel that all women are the same being. When I compose, the “her” in
the song is all women. Some take this as abject sexist objectification. I view it as that, but
simultaneously I feel that it is the admission that we are all the godhead, all one spirit. My
world is populated with specters of shadows of Souls that brush me in the night. I look at
reality as two things that are really one thing: #1 is me, which is actually only my thoughts
and feelings. #2 is the meatcage, the body—a small and insignificant part of me. My dead,
wellbeloved friend Richard Carse, when alive, was fond of saying that the only thing that
matters is how we feel. But then again, Richard is dead. So much for his feelings.

By the way, if we are all part of the godhead, then when you’re mad at someone, you’re
really just mad at yourself. . . .
34I have heard that now, at age 60, she still tempts men sight-unseen, using the same name,
but with the CB radio of the 90s: America Online.
35Drugs were not a problem from day one—they were a problem from day two.
36I don’t put much credence in astrology. The Moon has a lot more effect on me then the
stars. . .It’s closer and I definitely feel it. I propose a new astrological system: one based on
your birthdate in relation to the full moon. . .my system would have only three signs, you
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are either a “waner,” a “waxer” or, if born on the full moon, a “moonie”.
37Every Virgin Is Loved.
38I hate the smell of pot, and last time that I took a Greyhound bus (to visit my daughter) I
asked some guy to put out his joint and wait ‘til the bus took a break. He got up in my face
and threatened to kill me.
39I have since modified that into a soundbite: “I hate senseless violence, and am too bored
to participate even in the sensible kind, but some people just deserve to get their ass kicked.
. . especially those who prey on weaker animals. . .”
40Nice work if you can get it. Law is easy to understand—in principal. Lawyers are highly
specialized interpreters who speak a language that we cannot. A lack of fluency in this lan-
guage is, on occasion, such a dismal proposition that we are willing to pay between 150-500
dollars an hour for them to interpret for us.
41I had, and continue to have, none of the sissy, guitar-as-girl personifications that many
lesser men fancy for their axes. To me, guitars are tools, like hammers or pliers. One reason
I like to play bass is that a bass guitar is a pretty sturdy tool, and won’t snap in two as easily
as a six-stringer if you smack some deserving asshole in the face.
42See endnote 45.
43Sexy and cool.
44At its original location, in downtown DC in the Wig District, next to the theater where
Lincoln was shot.
45Rock ‘n’ roll is best played by young egomaniacs with low self-esteem. They have a lot
to prove. If simple music is done with enough conviction, it sublimates believability and
becomes holy. It is too bad that the purposeless determination of youth is wasted on the
young.
46Years later, I would attend Bill’s wake in San Francisco, where Leonard Cohen would
play. I, blinded on the ego trip of being ME and networking with people who finally wanted
to meet ME, didn’t notice. I kept thinking, “Who is that old guy with the guitar? I wanna
hear some ROCK!” In retrospect, I am saddened by this fact. I love LC now..
47This dodge was taught to us by a Romanian neighbor woman in whom Becky often con-
fided. It is a trick that I feel would save a lot of marriages.
48A really cool, cheap studio in Don Zientara’s basement in a very residential neighborhood
in Northern Virginia. It is where most of the Dischord stuff was done. "Yeah. . .set the
drums up over there, by the dryer”. -Don.
49A gallows twist on “vinyl is final”. I figured that it worked for Ian Curtis, but I failed to
take into account the fact that he was already selling a lot of records before he died. Death
will only push a rolling ball.
50The van she had purchased so we could move to California, so I could “make it” in
music.
51Autumn is my favorite season—it is serious and Beautiful—these are the same reasons
that sundown is my favorite part of the day. I adore the ardent melancholia of seeing a late-
afternoon shadow of a building on another building. I get a hardon from it. I flirt with the
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sun, impressing him with my knowledge of the dichotomy of the particulate theory verses
wave theory of light transmission. I adore buildings, even the tall, dead, cement mega-proj-
ects stuffed to the rafters with way-too-much teeming life. These Quikrete exo-skeletons of
death are designed by people who would never live in them.
52Yes, her “collars matched her cuffs”. i.e, she was red upstairs as well as down.
53As are most women worth seeing more than once.
54I once got a Dear John letter from a girl that said, in effect, “I wish you had lied to me.
That would have made it easier for me to hate you”.
55That seems to be an odd complex for a musician, but it really isn’t. It isn’t very crowded
onstage. I love best the company of myself or the company of only one other person.
Actually I don’t really like the company of myself—whenever I’m alone, I am either calling
people (my long-distance bill is huge), or writing people, or on my way to someone’s house,
or thinking about writing or calling or going to someone’s house. I don’t like being close to
people but I like being around them.
56Poe had been expelled a century-and-a-half earlier for drunkenness, opium addiction and
gambling. He died in a gutter upstream in Baltimore. But after he died, he hit the big time
and his alma mater decided to lionize and deify him by making his room into a glassed-off
museum exhibit. They keep it really neat and clean. HA!
57She now lives near Albuquerque with her two sons and their two dads—an arrangement
that sounds like heaven to many women to whom I have described it.
58 This ideal may even colour recovery-speak: When clean addicts relapse, they call it
“going out” as in “It’s a shame—he had 3076 days, 21 hours, 3 minutes and 46 seconds
clean, and he went out”. Or perhaps this implies “. . .went out into the cold, scary world of
drug use. . .went back out scurrying around alleyways. . .etc.” We do not know. Pop cultural
anthropologists are still trying to decipher this one.
59Even now, hearing this sparse composition fills my decidedly un-visual mind with brilliant
images of this bus trip.
60I had heard somewhere that a perfect anagram for “Ronald Wilson Reagan” is “Insane
Anglo Warlord”. I checked this puppy out, and it worked. An anagram of your name is sup-
posed to say something about your personality, so this made sense. Jim Morrison=Mr. Mojo
Risin.’ Spiro Agnew=grow a penis, etc. . .I have always been fascinated with this phenome-
non, and even have worked out some of these mean children for myself (Man Chews Ann,
New Ann Chasm, When Ann Scam, Hew Mann Scan) and for my friends. Melody
Annabella’s mellifluous moniker makes for a menagerie of magnificent and melodious
manipulations: My belladonna ale; Lean abdomen ally; Abandon male yell; Belladonna my
Ela; A damnable lonely; Damn abalone yell; A nylon beam ladle; Anally bed a melon; Boldly
enema Alan; Able lonely adman; Able manned alloy; Ala Lady Noblemen; Alan belly-dae-
mon; Alan dynamo belle; Able anodyne mall; Lend Able anomaly; and Lend Amyl abalone.
61All great performers, even the most vitriolic, iconoclastic punk rockers, owe something to
Vaudeville.
62I would later learn that most San Franciscans sleep on the floor, but I have never figured
out why.
63Heaven is always just a bus-plunge away. . . .
64The subway—Bay Area Rapid Transit.
65Worked for him. . . .
66Earthquakes are sexy. They let you know just how mighty and alive Mother Earth is, and
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how puny you are next to her shakin’ rump. . . .
67My first image of San Francisco had come in a Rice-A-Roni commercial when I was six.
In my first week as a messenger, I found myself at the top of Nob Hill, looking down
California Street at that same view. I just had to smirk. (Interestingly, for a spell, Rice-A-
Roni was no longer “The San Francisco Treat”. Perhaps, some market research team con-
ducted focus groups and decided that too many people out there in America associate this
town with AIDS.)
68Or a video game where if you win, you get to stay alive to eat and drink and get to work
for one more day. What a job. . .Remember those big cast iron yellow bikes Aero Courier
used? Whenever a messenger got hit by a bus, they would just hose off the blood and send
out some other sucker!
69715 was my messenger number. They added the “Boy-” prefix because I looked and acted
younger than most of them.
70555 California Street—the world headquarters for Bank of America. It’s a 52-story San
Francisco little skyscraper. Out front is a huge piece of ugly bank-art; a 25-foot high, big,
black, cold, stone lump. The messengers call it “Banker’s Heart”.
71Messenger-slang for “Montgomery Street,”—the heart of the financial district. The “mon-
keys” were the suits who parade around like they mattered. We had a lot of healthy contempt
for them, even though (or perhaps because) our jobs depended on them.
72Radio-speak for “I understood your last transmission”.
73Radioease for “Please repeat”.
74Radioesque for “Do you understand me?”
75Ever notice that the dress code is the same for whores, secretaries and waitrons? (Except
that waitrons get to wear comfortable shoes.) Unfortunately, in this world, if a woman wants
to eat, she’s usually working for men. She either handles their dicks, their data or their din-
ner.
76Track marks.
77They look just like hippies, if hippies ate cheeseburgers, bathed and lifted weights.
78Later became the Kennel Klub, and later still, the pussy-ass, p.c.-to-a-fault, armchair-liber-
al Justice League. This formerly cool room is now home to the weakest open-mike poetry
reading on the West Coast. If they don't like you (i.e. if you are male, white and/or remotely
heterosexual) they take you off the stage in the middle of your poem. And they don't boo, the
passive-aggressively rattle their keys at you. 
79San Francisco is dirty—literally as well as spiritually. When I live here, I have to bathe
every day, and if I wash my hair twice a week, the water is black. Elsewhere, even on tour, I
can get away with washing less often.
There is dirt everywhere and Dope everywhere (I can find Dope anywhere—in America, one
starts at the methadone clinic. If there isn’t one, the welfare line. In Europe, you check the
park across the street from the train station. It also helps if you can speak Swiss-German.)
80Every Virgin is Loved. Yes. Even the ones who fuck.
81In the Tenderloin District of Frisko, black crackies act as barkers for old Asian women
who buy foodstamps at 60 cents on the dollar. The barkies stand by Suckapunch Park and
quietly yell, “Cash money from Momma-San! Cash money from Momma-San!” Momma-
San has a relative who owns a grocery and turns them over into an easy fortune.
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82I love calling it “Frisko,” to piss off townies who find that term most provincial.
83Canada is America if Americans spoke French. Tijuana is a tourist mall that resembles
24th and Harrison in San Francisco.
84Expectations are appointments with resentments.
85I ate a lot of Greek salads, and drank wine on “tables made of wood in old Berlin”. All
the different “her eyes” that I supped there are still conspiring to spook my dreams. Berlin
made me feel like Oldfield’s Piltdown Man, slam dancing at an early club show of the Sex
Pistols.
86And the Italians cared enough about Beauty to steal it from them.
87This is just one example of how Europeans show their art appreciation. Another is by
gladly paying a higher average ticket price than Americans, even in clubs. Nothing you can
do with your clothes on is as intimate and pretty as dumping on the hotel bed a suitcase
filled with a rainbow of European musician wages—a river of Marks and Pounds and Lire
and Francs. I hate European money a little less than I hate our boring, green dirty dollars.
88If being in parts of Europe is to be “on the continent,” is being in parts of America to be
“incontinent”?
89I gauge my drinks to keep my edge a little sharper than those around me.
90Now, how come a first- and third-person narrative suddenly shifts into omniscient
observer mode for two sentences and back with no explanation? —ed.
----
(Hey Michael....who is “Ed”? —the editor)
91San Francisco has historically been a haven for mental patients, the unstable and for the
rogue 1% of the world who are either not appreciated or unable to make it elsewhere.

It’s a historical precedent. An old saying goes, “Anyone who goes missing is said to be liv-
ing in San Francisco”. A book written in the 1800s shows two friends meeting up on the
street in London after an interval apart. In the course of catching up on each other’s
exploits, one asks, “Whatever happened to old so-and-so?” (Old so-and-so was some zany,
crazy, wiry and fiery friend of theirs.) The answer, of course, is “He was last seen wander-
ing the streets of (GASP!) SAN FRANCISCO!”

Not withstanding the fact that while Governor of California, Ronald Wilson Reagan cut the
health budget of the state to make more money for police and defense. The first thing he
did was let a lot of people out of mental institutions. Many of them are still wandering the
Streets of San Francisco.
Take this formulae and mix well a constant influx of people who come for the crazy (is San
Francisco weird because it’s weird, or is it weird because it has a reputation for being
weird? “You got chickens in my eggs…”), and add a huge dash of cheap, powerful, mind-
melting drugs; acid and speed tempered by some Smack and later stirred up by some crack.
Wow. What’s so funny ‘bout PCP-loving understanding?
92Heroin was originally a trade name, for the opiod Diacetylmorphine It was sold as non-
addictive, starting in 1898, with the patent held by the Bayer aspirin company. I will favor
them this dubious honor by continuing to capatalise the heroic spelling of their intellectual
property.
93The events would later be filled-in and corroborated by reading the paper, by talking to
the building manager, Timothy, and from the questioning of the CPS agents who would
come and take the woman’s progeny and place them in the care of Grandma.
94Ya can’t swallow it. Your stomach knows it’s poison and expels it on contact.
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95Laid out like battle casualties (—Eric Avery) in the war on
love. All’s fair in the love-war. . . .(—Dave Brockie)
96Full name: Saint John Coltrane African Orthodox Chruch.
97Like the pimp, who makes sure that his girls are strung out to keep them working, some
labels, especially major ones, seem to have a “Don’t ask, don’t tell” attitude concerning pro-
lific content-providers who are addicted. Listening to the radio, I sure do get the impression
that a lot of pre-fab hits were written out of fear of running out of some substance or anoth-
er. Even when it ain’t drugs, the rock ‘n’ roll life-style is always concerned with perpetuating
some sort of habit.
98I also sold them the slogan, “I’ll be grateful when they’re dead”.
99 One of her favorite tricks was to use two perfumes. A very sweet, light, girly, pretty one
on her front and a really strong whorish scent on her ass and back. That way she smells
innocent and delightful when I pet her and love her from the front and like a mattress-back
streetwalker when I take her like a dog.
100Or as I called them, “sperm traps”. I love the vision of a man pulling out and cumming
on a woman’s sweet belly. Then, the woman rubs the ooze into the load-bearing, flying but-
tress architecture of her frilly, filthy garter belt, pulls her dress over her smiling head and hits
the sweet streets in search of more.
101So intently that once in my frenzy, I accidentally sliced an arm vein on a mirror. I was
<BLINK>puuuuulsing</BLINK> blood all over and should have probably have been in the
hospital. I just wrapped a bra around it and kept going. . .another time I did end up in the
emergency room, my anus bleeding from four hours of lying in the garage, fucking myself
with one of Dick Hopper’s drumsticks, dipped in grams and grams of powerfully painful
powered vitamin C.
102I mean, we’re talking about a drug that even in its less active, sniffable form, has the
power to instantly seize normally civilized and reasonable members of polite society with an
overwhelming need to insert sliced luncheon meat into each other’s buttholes.
103I once saw graffiti that read simply “ME!” in four-foot high letters. I feel that that is the
absolute essence of all graffiti—of all art for that matter. Hell, that probably epitomizes
98.6% of all human interaction or output of any kind.
104I loved that phrase and borrowed it often.
105I knew without opening it. She sends the same thing every month.
106Europe is weird about that sort of thing. Mainstream teen magazines have naked photos
and give advice on how to suck cock. You’d go to prison for publishing that here.
107I think that my favorite true skinhead urban folklore was the one about the two Nazis
who grew their hair out and went in drag as hippies on Dead tour, because they liked cheap
acid and easy sex. In some twisted way, I sort of respected those fucks. . . .
108People do not deserve to be mistreated by others. But when most or all of the situations
could be avoided by the company one chooses to keep, when a complete attitudinal self-
reprogramming is clearly within anyone’s reach, it is hard to pity those who continue to walk
in front of life’s speeding cars on a daily basis.
109I always liked Iggy Pop’s take on this. He said, “When I was shooting Dope, you could
go to prison for long time. Now you just go to rehab, and the label pays”.
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110I have deftly, defiantly and definitely paid my dues—I was playing alternative rock since
before that term existed, and played it when there was absolutely no way to get rich at it.
Now that scores of grudging millionaires have proved that garage rock can sell platinum, I
would not be surprised if guidance counselors in high school are recommending it as a
career choice for the more slow-witted students.
111. . . Since my last kick. Kicking was relatively easy for me. Staying off was the problem.
Especially if things were going really well. Or really badly. Or if I were bored, or if I were
drunk. . . or if it was Sunday. Or Thursday. . . .
112Fuckers. I hate revolving any aspect of my existence around being supplicative to gold-
toothed, moronic assholes who are even shorter than I.
113Junkies live in a constant state of near-emergency. . .and tend to blame it on everyone
but themselves. One of the funniest things I’ve ever seen was that sign you can buy in nov-
elty stores—the one that says Poor Planning On Your Part Does Not Constitute An
Emergency On Our Part, hanging on the wall behind the dosing nurse at the Geary Street
methadone clinic.
114The first time that I intentionally kicked Heroin, I spent the week locked in my good
friend Alice’s room in the Garden District of New Orleans, unable to walk, staring at a
poster of the band, “The Swans,” on her wall. I was particularly fascinated by the photo of
Steve in the middle. When I finally met him, three years later in New York at CBGBs, I was
four months off Dope (the longest I ever got.) As soon as I laid eyes on his pretty face, I
started to vomit.
115Tar Heroin is cut with burnt sugar, quinine, shoe polish and God knows what else. I
have actually found rodent or cat hairs in the stuff before.
116Switzerland ain’t a bad place to be: It’s the land that gave us LSD, the World Wide Web
and Smoke on the Water.
117Sorta reminiscent of how when I was a stoned little kid I believed that I could maybe
just jump off onto the porch when my house flew by on this spinning world of ours.
118Most current data dictates that Hepatitis C is not sexually transmissible, only blood
borne. After much discussion, we don't use condoms together.
119Or perhaps like The Good Book.
120“No” becoming increasingly more popular these days as the Catholic right wing uses the
AIDS scare to keep people from fucking. . .folks are afraid to even have safe sex any more.
AIDS not only kills people, it kills romance.
121I must add, though, that neither of the women really put me out of her heart, and now
that they’ve broken up, one still loves me. I hang out with her and her new girlfriend. (Who
looks surprisingly like she could be her twin sister. She left me for a girl who looked a lot
like me, and then left her for a girl who looks like herself. They are living happily ever
after. Near Albuquerque.)
122The Bad Seeds and I had first met in Berlin. I borrowed a guitar from Blixa for our
show at Klub Estacy, after mine got stolen from the van. Blixa was one of the xoolest per-
sonifications of the term “Rockstar that I have ever encountered. He oozed real cool and
he even had a tall, elegant Beauty-fuel girlfriend in red crushed velvet who idled patiently
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and smiled demurely whilst he conversed with me and my friends.
Eventually, he put out his arm, and she locked arms with him and
swankly walked off.
123I can’t have vows with anyone. . . the only monogamy worth hav-
ing is where you just do it. . . where you can’t see even kissing anyone else because you are
soooo in love. (Sorta like how I think people shouldn’t decide to get a tattoo and then decide
what design to get. I can only see getting a tattoo if you see a design that moves you so
much that you have to have it carved and stained into your body.)
124I had known Cindy (but barely) forever. I had fucked three of her former roommates. .
.but couldn’t fuck her. Five years earlier I’d been sitting in La Boheme café on 24th and
Mission with the four of them. I’d said inside my head: “SATAN, IF YOU ARE REAL, SHOW ME; I
WANT TO FUCK ALL FOUR OF THESE LOVELY LASSIES. . . .” After fucking three of them, I decided
that I would go to hell if I had Cindy. She didn’t like sex anyway. She LOVED to kiss for
hours though—one of my favorite pastimes. So we started hanging out everyday.
125I love the sound of this. “You’ve tried suicide! Now try monogamy!”
126Maybe I ain’t a good friend too, but this is my story. I’m gonna make me look good,
dammit.
127Dictaphones aren’t just great for remembering lyrics written in my sleep or while walk-
ing down the street and generally just organizing my life. Mine also has a voice-activated
feature, whereby one can leave it in a room and it will only start recording when someone
starts talking. It is great for spying and finding out who is talking ill of you, ripping you off,
fucking your wife, etc.
128My old “You are fat” fear trick.
129United Federation of Dope Dealers.
130Having the squirts, of course, makes it difficult to put on a good show. . . .
131For some reason those brats love to throw sneakers at me—I can only picture them
explaining that to Mom when she comes to pick them up after the show—“Sorry I no longer
have those $120 Nikes you bought me. But it’s all good—you shoulda seen me cobble Cash
in the head, man!” Naw, they probably don’t throw their own shoes—they probably sabotage
‘em away from other, smaller kids.
132Their single was called Sex With Children. I think they thought it would be “punk” to
think of the most repulsive album title they could. I think they succeeded. That phrase
offended everyone.
133I would guzzle quarts and quarts of Gatorade to avoid dehydration. Kicking Dope is the
only competitive sport in which I will participate. It’s just me against the Dope. (Think I
could get a sports drink endorsement for my little one-man wet T-shirt contest?)
134I’m just thankful I never got on methadone maintenance, or the most wrongful of all poi-
sons, LAAM (long-acting methadone.) I knew a cat that was on the LAAM and spent a year
in county for burglary. He didn’t sleep right for ten months.
Two of the worst killers in history were invented by the Nazis: Amphetamine to keep sol-
diers marching, and methadone as a painkiller to replace the wartime short-supply morphine.
135A non-addictive opiate blocker that I sometimes take every day to stay clean. It lasts two
to three days and if you shoot Dope or eat codeine, nothing happens. It’s great for people
like me who can get clean but have trouble staying clean—you have to plan to get high. You
can’t do it on a quirk. On tour, it’s always the roadie’s job to make me take it, then check
under my tongue.
I also keep a loaded rig of cooked Trexan around. Even as an inter-muscular shot, it will
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bring an OD back from the dead—to instantly Dopesick. I would be rotting several times
over, were it not for this forethought.

I got the Trexan from that clinic in the Haight. I was trying to stay clean for all the wrong
reasons. . .not for me but to try and impress the Beautiful blond smart shimmery wonderful
amazingly cool pharmacist chick that worked there. Sorta the same way I started playing
guitar to impress my pretty music teacher in sixth grade.
136A 1963 Fender precision—purchased with money from my last major label stipend
(from “The Very Large Recording Corporation of America”.) I bought it on a whim because
it’s the same year as me. That same day I had also purchased my baby blue Stratocaster
because it was a not only correspondingly a ‘63, but it also matched my eyes.
137Yea, I am the boss and can fire and hire at will, but when something works this well, ya
don’t fuck with it.
138I don’t understand marriage and never will, although I’ve come perilously close to con-
ducting first-hand research several times.
139She wanted him to help us, so she would put on our record and fuck him to create a pos-
itive association.
140Cats, unlike me, can swim.
141This has been a recurrent sentiment in my life—the power of my voice surprises people,
as if it doesn’t belong to me. Aside from the work it took me to bring out my voice, it is in
fact not mine. It belongs to God. When I sing my most powerful, as under the stars, for peo-
ple or alone, God breathes through me and no one can touch me. But it is not me. I am just
a vulgar little vessel for the infinite. Can you feel it?
142You must know that being at SJF had to have something to do with my overcompensa-
tion of becoming a womanizing fuck. (Also being called “cute” too often in life and “sexy”
not often enough probably helped.)
143The headmaster had modeled the place after the English public school system, with
“forms” instead of grades. It reminded me of a orphanage for kids whose parents were still
sucking air.
144In the seventies, not many fourteen-year-olds had actually had sex. They all said that
they had, but most of them were lying. It’s easy to tell when little boys are lying about hav-
ing had sex—they are really boisterous and nervous and tell you more than you need to
know. (Actually, these are the same traits displayed by older boys who have had sex. Wadda
eye no?)
145I really subscribe to the Wilhelm Reich school of child guidance: that all human mal-
adies, from stubbed toes to world wars are caused by sexually repressing children. Let them
play consensually with themselves and amongst themselves however they wish. I think if
you do that, and tell your kids often that you love them and are proud of them, you can’t do
wrong.
146Keep in mind that good pot in 1974 was about one fifteenth as powerful as it is now. It
was almost a different drug. In the early 70’s, an ounce cost 15 bucks, and two friends could
share four joints and effect a nice buzz. People OD—becoming apprehensive, mistrusting,
frozen and catatonic—on today’s hydroponically grown thunderfuck.
147That seven-year thing again?
148I later ended up doing Stephie, another member of William’s fold, so it all worked out
doubleplusgood. She was my third lover, but the first woman with whom I had absolutely
earthmoving sex.
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149Before we brought our own, I made it my mantra to meet the
house soundman in every venue and memorise his or her name within
minutes of landing in a town. Now I just have to learn the name of the
bartender. Life is simpler.
150Seeing a couple guys from Nirvana and a guy from Soundgarden—both bands I like and
very much respect—up front, singing along, validates me a little, too.
151She was trying to vicariously gain the male approval that poppy had denied her.
152Angel Heart and Brimstone and Treacle <¡boing!> to mind.
153I loved this. I feel most alive when two women are doting over me. This is probably a
holdover from my sister and my mother ministering to my many childhood illnesses—real
and imagined.
154 I also have a problem with the fact that while they claim to be non-sectarian, they are
based on Christianity. The 12 steps were adopted from the 6 steps of a now-extinct Christian
organization known as The Oxford Group. The sober sots split them steps up to make them
more palatable to the short attention span of kicking drunks. They picked the number 12,
however, to reflect the 12 disciples of Christ.

I always resented how the feeling of raising one’s hand after a relapse at a meeting resembles
crawling to the church and begging absolution. Quite seemingly like facing Judgment Day.
155Municipal motto: “It’s the Northwestiest!”
156The second-best show I ever saw was Johnny at the Great American Music Hall, an ele-
gant, 300-seat old-time ballroom in Frisko. I paid 75 bucks for two tickets (for Lily and me.)
It was the only show I have paid to see in the past ten years. (The best show I ever did saw
was Screamin’ Jay Hawkins at the I-Beam. My mutual fans, Primus, opened the show, doing
acoustic Rush and Pink Floyd covers.)
157Which is not to debilitate the good name of The ‘Nuge. That man is a motherfucker! I
grew up doing bong hits to his clean-livin’, gun-toting’, teenlette-bangin’ anthems.
158The over-the-counter culture is weird. It used to be, “The Times-They-Are-A-Changin’,”
and “Stick It To The Man”. Then all of that got co-opted by Ford and Pepsi, and The Man
started taking drugs. . . Grandma wants to rock ‘n’ roll all night. Dad has partied every day,
been there and done that, and is now in recovery. The alternative is the mainstream.
Soundgarden were great, but they always sounded like “Mountain” or “.38 Special” to me.
(Or Leon Redbone. That’s who all those Seattle dudes REALLY emulate.)
159WWW.
160These chicks talked in that corny, bathetic, contraction-free Shakespearean cadence that I
was used to hearing only from comic book supervillains.
161Teenage mouth, actually. And spirit.
162For a more exact current population, snurf on over to: http://www.census.gov/cgi-
bin/popclock   Hit “reload” a few times and be as freaked out as I am.—Melody.
163I also wept when I heard that the Cliff from Metallica died.
164My womanizing runs the gamut of the feel-good rainbow, even occasionally spilling over
into the next spectrum.
165I know this entire dispatch mixes time and tense. It is intentional. —Melody.
166Two of my favorite jokes, both told to me by strippers:
1. Q. What do you call a musician without a girlfriend?
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A. Homeless.
2. Q. What does a stripper do with her asshole before work?
A. Drops him off at band practice.
167Though homophobic, one of their hobbies was kissing each other on the lips while wast-
ed in bars. They would then tell onlookers, “If you can’t kiss the man you shared your
momma’s belly with, who can ya kiss?
168In Oklahoma, I had told them jokingly, “You guys should move to Manhattan and take
over the art world”. This comment was forgotten with the next day’s hangover, ‘til I received
a card from them six months later. The postmark read, “New York, New York”.
169Icons are fun and people from all cultures agree: When you can’t own something (a cher-
ry car, a naked woman, God), you can own a picture of it.
170I almost said, “pussy juice” just now. I don’t like the word “pussy,” not because I don’t
like it—I love cats and think that they are really sexy—but because I hate the way that most
men say that word. Guys who say “pussy” act like they invented sex, and usually cannot
fuck well enough to back it up. And most of the ones who can fuck are assholes. Nice guys
can’t fuck.
171O.K. . . it was a lot-bit sick.
172She had never been spanked as a child. Girls only get off on getting spanked if their dad-
dies spanked (but never molested) them when they were kids. Part of the Beauty of sex is
that it is dirty. (And girls who enjoy being face-slapped during sex, for some reason, usually
think that their dad is the coolest guy in the world. I don’t know why, I just have noticed that
this is true.)
I have been slapped in bed when I didn’t want to. One time I was looking at a gal by the
light of the Moon. It was a particularly enchanting vision to me. I said, “You look Beautiful
in the dark”. She slapped me.
Another time, I told a girl that she was really special. She said, “You think everyone is spe-
cial. We’re all just numbers to you”. I said, “No, all of you numbers are special in your own,
individual way”. She slapped me hard.
173She probably wrestled the gator herself and skinned it with her teeth. Kitty was such a
fucking piece of work. . . .
174I did have a job for a week, as a male stripper at a gay bar. But I was hired while the
boss was out of town, and when he returned, he fired me for “dancing too femininely”. (This
bar wanted macho, pelvis-in-yo-face Y!M!C!A! manliness. I dance more like a hippie slut,
free-love whole-wheat whore spinner gal at a Dead show.)
I guess they cold tell my Soul wasn’t in it. Just ‘cause I suck a little dick, don’t mean I’m a
faggot. I’m a lady’s man, godammnit.
175Nickname for DuPont Circle, a DC park where anything goes (and cums.)
176I recall watching two strong seniors fighting when I was in ninth grade, and realising that
a difference between boys and men is that when boys fight, they bloody each other’s noses.
When men fight, they can die.
177Kids who were raised Mormon, but do drugs, hump and listen to rock ‘n’ roll.
178I pee, like, 20 times a day. Always have. I wore diapers in kindergarten. I wet the bed
until I was 18. None of my bandmates mention my urinary habits though. I’m very sensitive
about this and it’s none of their business. They know that I have fired a musician for laugh-
ing at my potty peccadilloes. (Actually for calling me “an incontinent dwarf”.)
179Alternate: All the confrontations of believing that she’s right> suffer the connotations of
her weakness and her might.
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180Knowledge is big. This is why I have always thought that scientists were the
“they” in “That’s what they say”.
181The corollary to this postulate is thus: “If you meet more than three assholes in
a day, chances are you’re one of them”.
182And hide car keys.
183Kids: don’t try this at home. Shooting ecstasy can cause Parkinson’s disease.
184—“L’il” Mike Martzke, 1996.
185I tend to contrast this in my head with the bright and dreary days I felt in New
Orleans. It rains in that city the same way that I cum—a few minutes at a time, six
or eight times a day. . .and sometimes it’s sunny on one side of the street and rain-
ing on the other—sorta like my disposition.
186I think about this a lot everywhere, but especially when reflecting before the
altar of St. Francis under the bushes hidden off the steps above Pine Street (the
steps called Joice Street)
across from Monroe Street.
Crest that hill and the view
says you are in Italy.
187This is oft-cited as a
example of a racial stereo-
type. But all stereotypes are
based on a gram of truth and
in this case, the gram is fairly
large.—I’ve been to Grateful
Dead shows and I’ve been to
funk shows. Period.
188I have heard the defensive
constructs about the differ-
ence between white power
and white pride. But how
come people who profess
white pride never possess any
qualities that instill any in
me?
189A lover once described
my hard, compact, little
physique as looking “Like a
statue of a Greek god rendered by an apprentice sculptor who hadn’t quite got the
proportions down yet”.
190FYI—The actual nerve bundles that control sex are physically located in the
brain between the centers for pain and happiness.
191Most men think a three-way is something pretty nifty. I’m jaded. Sometimes to
me, it’s just two women I have to talk to afterwards.
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192 Actually, sometimes I don’t care who sucks it, as long as it gets sucked.
193I was 18 when she was born.
194Did I just say, “When I was her age”?!! Wow. . . .
195I guess that’s the same idea that runs the Blues. I like upbeat rocking exultation, like
Led Zeppelin and Sex Pistols, But I love sadder fare, like Pink Floyd. I have always favored
the solemn desolation of Bauhaus, Nick Cave and Leonard Cohen to the more happy stuff.
It takes more listenings to like subtle and sad music, but it stays in my Soul longer. Rueful
music is like a virus or an addiction to me—it requires time to worm its way in, but stays
forever.
196I don’t mind work, but I feel that my time is worth at least $30 an hour, whether I’m
recording an album, digging ditches, or just staring at a phone that does not ring. For less
than that, I’ll just stay home. . . .
197And probably a snip of shame for making Jillian hate me.
198One of my several songs about Eve—this one from my last album
199It’s no wonder so many pretty girls love drugs. There is always someone trying to clam-
or at them, wanting something or other. Especially when actually fucking them is such an
invasive act; I’d do drugs too.
200I hate to tell people what they “should” do. I usually try to substitute the word “could”.
But in this case, the strongest suggestive tone possible seemed mandated. There were exten-
uating circumstances. . . .
201I’d sent her abortion money from on the road. I was sad that I couldn’t be there to hold
her hand, so I had gotten a tattoo on my ankle in her honor. I was being true to her on that
tour. I went and got the skin-and-ink-epitaph after soundcheck, from a really cool chick that
ran a parlor next door to the club in Jackson, Mississippi. The design says “Use Once and
Destroy,” and bears the date, inside a cross. It’s on my inner left ankle. I remember walking
in the cold back to the club and calling Eve from a payphone. I thought that she would be
pleased with my celebratory sacrifice. She had, in actuality, been furious. I ended up trowel-
ing up some little goo-eyed little nothing-chick who came to see us play and using her as
my pump-and-dump cum dumpster.
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Appendix I

Readme.txt

The chapter headings and page numbers are in 28-point
Cats, a freeware font synthesized by the author.

The section headings are in 36-point Grudge, 
another freeware font by the author.

The appendix headings are in 36-point Pleasure, anoth-
er freeware font by the author.

There is also judicious use of Devil, a freeware
hybrid font synthesized from another font by the author
and Marie Caurso.

All may be downloaded free
from www.kittyfeet.com/fonts.htm

Additional music dingbat fonts:

Frets by Julian Plant
Symusic from Autodesk
Musical Symbols —Author Unknown
Notes is a product of Bay Animation, Inc.
NWCV15 is by NoteWorthy Software, Inc.
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Instruments courtesy of Christer Holmberg

Design and page layout by the author using the PC ver-
sion of QuarkXPress 4.0.

This book was begun on tour in Houston on my
Dictaphone in 1989 and finished in August 2000 in San
Francisco. 

Other tools used included an 18-pound 8086 Zenith
“laptop”, a OEI XT 286, a Gateway 386, a generic 486,
a generic 586 PI, a generic 586 PII and my favorite,
an Alphasmart (www.Alphasmart.com). Also paper and
many runs through with a red pen.

(How come coffee shop hipsters are always writing on
their laptops and never editing? Maybe that's why no
one reads anymore.)

I worked on this humble tome approximately one hour a
day for 11 years. (Just for kicks I figured out that
this is approximately equal to working 40 hours a week
for 2 years.)

I completed entering revised second edition edits
around midnight, December 31, 2000, on Bush Street in
San Francisco.

Footnotes were edited in Los Angeles (Silver Lake) in
November-December 2001.

Also, Tiffany Couser took another pass through in
Texas in May, 2003

Books kill trees. I need trees to live. Please plant
a tree after you read this, you fucking hippie.
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Appendix II
The 40 Presses that turned down 

Starving in the Company of Beautiful Women

Akashic Books
Ballantine
Bantam/Random House
Black Ice/FC2
Broadway Books
Chronicle Books
City Lights
Coffee House Press
Crown
Dell
Dove Books
Dutton Nal
ECW Press
Fawcett
Granta
Grove-Atlantic
Harcourt Brace
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Harper Collins
Houghton Mifflin
Hyperion
Insomniac Press
Lebhar-Friedman
Little, Brown and Company
Penguin
Pocket Books
Prometheus Books
Putnam Sons
Regan
Rob Weisbach Books
Soft Skull Press
Soho
St. Martin’s
The Permanent Press
University of New Mexico Press
Versus Press
Viking Penguin
Villard
W.W. Norton
Warner Books
William Morrow
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Appendix III
Web sites owned or administrated by the author:

www.kittyfeet.com
www.DeadFromDrugs.org

www.CathodeRayMission.com

www.PunkRockSex.com
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www.MouseCount.net
www.cashnewmann.com

www.diyod.org
www.diyordie.org

www.30DollarFilmSchool.com

Appendix IV
Thanks!
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Kisses and roses for:
Adam Block, Allison Smith, All the
cats in the world, Amelia Worth,
Anagramgenius.com, .Ana Sheffield, Andrea
Daila Bagels, Andy Bolus, Andy Pollack, Audra
P. Wolfmann, Beau Brashares, Bomb, “Boston”
Johnny Mullen, Bruce Bowell, Bruce
Deaucheneaux, Brynley Cadman, Carole
Lennon, Charles Foster, Charles Gatewood,
Chrissy Rutkaus, Christine Gossin, Cliff
Truesdell, Colin Klingman, Cool Moe Howie
Kafka, CrimeSceneCleaners.com, Danny King,
Dave Brockie, Dave Clark, Dave Immergluck,
Dave Newmann, Dave Wellbeloved, Davey
Faragher, David Reilly, Debra DeSalvo, Demon
Spice, Denise DeLa Cerda, Direct Hit Records,
Dirk Banda, Don Baird, Don Bajema, Donna
Bible, DorkoDink, Doug Hilsinger, Dougie &
Miles, Ed Ivey, Emily Hughes, Eric McFadden,
Exploding Sky Studios NYC, Franklin Molin,
Garrett DiFazio, Gavin O’ Neill, Glamazon (the
band, not the makeup), Glen Fader, Gnaghi &
Stinkybumcakes, Grace Brown, Greg Dale,
Giupe Marchesi, Haight Ashbury Free Medical
Clinics, Inc., Heather Arizona, Helios Creed,
Helmut Vogler, Ian “Shade” Kuypers, Iggy Pop,
J.P.Kelly, Janette Fritz, Jason Hawks, Jay
Crawford, Jeanette Andrews, Jeff Herman, Jeff
Risdon, Jenifer Blue Bactol, Jerry Stahl, Jill S.,
Jill the Witch, Joe O’Neill, Johnny Mullen,
Johnny Satan, Jonas Skendelis, Julie Peasley of
Red Right Hand Design for the Quarkiness, Jux,
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KALX, Kat Voldal, Katarina Fabic, Kelly Groves,
Kelly Handran, Kristin M., Kurt Buchburger,
KUSF, Kyle Knutson, Kyle Ranson, Laura
Belzer, Lauraloha, L’il Kim the Fairy, Linda
Serbu, Litta Rascle, “Little” Mike Martzke, Liza
Matlack, Lorca Cohen, London May, Lori
Bradford, Louis Mathieu & Sherri Rogers &
Cash, Lung Leg, M.S. Hove, Maggie Marmot,
Manda & John Stratton, Manic D Press, Marcy
Kintzele, Margarita Salaverria, Marie Caruso,
Mark Sturman, Martyn LeNoble, Max Boucher,
Matt and Mark Enger, Maxine Cottrell, Melinda
Roszalyi, Melanie Ladonga, Michael Berg,
Michael Bérubé, Michael DiLuna, Michael
Holmes at ECW Press, Michael Tracy, Michael
Urbano, Michael Woody, Micki Schloss, Mike
Smith, Mike Watt, Misty Lorene Cleveland, My
daughter and her mommies, My parents and
siblings, Pat and Kym, Paul Kirk, Paul Della
Pelle, Paulo Baldi, Peggy Tully, Peter DiStefano,
Rachel Blakistone, Ray Pep., Rebecca Berlant,
Richard Carse, Richard Kern, Rita, Ron Bosia,
Sam Trenholme, Samantha Ashe, Samiam.org,
Sandi Murray, Scott Beale from Laughing Squid,
Scott Hove, Sean Handran, Sexy Michael Dean
Fan, Shane Frink, Sheida Larijani, Simon
Clifton, Skip Lunch, Smother Party, Squash,
Stephen Johnson, Steve Elliott, Steve Nemenyi,
Steven F. Zeigler, Strychnine Blotter Party,
Sugar Caballero, Suki Samarasinghe, Susan
Nichols, Susan M. Samarasinghe, Suzanne
FurArrow, Symon Michael, Tess Wilson, The
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Happy Flowers, The Landlords, The Sick, Storm
Large, Todd McNeill, Todd Wilson, Tom Jaurez,
Tony Fag, Treebirds, Twitch Party, Vainman
Rick Sylvain, Vanessa Clark, Vicki and Skanko,
Victoria Diebler, Wendy Zizzo, William
Brashares, WTJU, www.tngi.com, Zac Jaffee.

Appendix V
The way that books are laid out and printed, they are set in spreads of 8
and 16 pages. Therefore, books invariably are produced in page configura-
tions consisting of combinations of multiples of those numbers.

Sometimes the overspill is left blank, sometimes it is filled with the cheesy
construct of the device of labeling all the blank pages NOTES. I hate the
idea of wasting paper, and don't know if I want to encourage folks to scrib-
ble in this pretty book. So, I have filled those extraneous pages with ana-
gram.
---
1489 anagrams for 'Starving In The Company Of Beautiful Women':  

Bravo! manic, out-of-tune, sweeping, filthy man. 
Fabulous manpower to matching ninety-five. Vast, youthful Bonnie if magnetic man-
power. I'm youthful, magnificent weapons brave not. I am eminent of gawps not
youthful vibrance. Vibrant, eminent weapons magic youthful of. Beauty! fun-loving,
niftiest, macho manpower. Gawp conventions bite youthful mainframe. I'm youthful
weapon on magnificent bravest. Youthful, magnificent weapons on verbatim.
Communities gawp in front of heavenly tuba. I'm a youthful, eminent of vibrance
gawps not. I'm observant, youthful, magnificent weapon. Youthful meantime gawps on
vibrance if not. Two-part, ineffective, non-ambiguous hymnal. Bravo! sweeping neat if
mouthy malfunction. Malfunction sweeping, abortive, foamy hunt. Yum! abortive mal-
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function than sweeping of. Fancy not abortive, sweeping, main mouthful. Malfunction
sweeping, abortive, mouthy fan. Heavenly mumbo to awe-inspiring ant cutoff.
Inhuman, abortive, sweeping cutoff to manly. Move awe-inspiring, off-balance, nutty
mouth. Abortive cutoff to inhumanly sweeping man. Able venom off touchy, awe-inspir-
ing mutant. Fancy! mutate foul both awe-inspiring venom. Fancy! beat awe-inspiring
venom to mouthful. Bravo! fifty cool, sweeping, inhumane mutant. Bravo! inhumanly
mean sweeping cutoff to it. Bravo! to inhumanly mutant, sweeping office. Bravo! not
lame sweeping inhumanity cutoff. Hymn awe-inspiring, movable, out-of-tune fact.
Much fat, fat, uneven, awe-inspiring lobotomy. Sweeping, abortive, hymnal cutoff
mountain. Manly venom about the awe-inspiring cutoff. I'm an abortive, not fancy
sweeping mouthful. Bravo! I'm neat, sweeping cutoff to inhumanly. Movably fetch awe-
inspiring, out-of-tune man. Hey! mutant, awe-inspiring cutoff on movable. Cannot
sweeping, abortive infamy mouthful. Not inhumanly sweeping, am abortive cutoff.
Fancy! move not beat awe-inspiring mouthful. Foul fancy hot awe-inspiring movement
tuba. Fancy! I'm sweeping mouthful on abortive ant. Mouthy, abortive con man if
sweeping flaunt. Bravo! maim youthful, sweeping, fat innocent. Awe-inspiring, movable,
mutant honey cutoff. Touch not sweeping, manful, abortive infamy. A nifty, abortive,
sweeping con man mouthful. Tomb amount awe-inspiring, heavenly cutoff. Awe-inspir-
ing, youthful, fat movement bacon. Youthful, awe-inspiring movement on fat cab. I'm
youthful, sweeping fat 'n' abortive con man. Bravo! much unemotional, sweeping, nifty
fat. Fancy foul abortive, sweeping him on mutant. Fancy! fool abortive, sweeping hum
in mutant. Abortive cutoff on inhumanly sweeping mat. Abortive it on manly, human,
sweeping cutoff. To sweeping, abortive, manly cutoff in human. Fancy! sweeping, foul,
abortive mount hit man. Funnily mutant, sweeping, macho, abortive of. Abortive, hym-
nal, fat, sweeping continuum of. Bravo! infamy out the sweeping malfunction. Bravo!
youthful fanatic in sweeping moment. Bravo! youthful, sweeping manic if not meant.
Bravo! metal sweeping inhumanity on cutoff. Vacuum hotly entomb off awe-inspiring
neat. Entomb a youthful, awe-inspiring venom fact. Off-balance, awe-inspiring, nutty
move to hum. Hymn foul fanatic, sweeping, abortive mount. My! malfunction haunt
sweeping, abortive of. Fancy! Bravo! nominate sweeping it mouthful. Bravo! omit inhu-
manly neat, sweeping cutoff. Bravo! count sweeping mutant if hymenial of. Heavy cut-
off talent on awe-inspiring mumbo. Foul envy not cheat awe-inspiring, fat mumbo.
Abortive, mutant, sweeping, fool hum infancy. Fancy! I'm a sweeping, abortive mouth-
ful 'n' not. Half sweeping, abortive, funny commutation. Yum! not faithful, abortive,
sweeping con man. Off abortive, sweeping, manly mutant in ouch. Bravo! mention
youthful, sweeping, fat manic. Bravo! neat community on sweeping faithful. Yum!
Bravo! not hate if sweeping malfunction. My! have awe-inspiring, noble, mutant cutoff.
Not heavenly, awe-inspiring at cutoff mumbo. Envy able, mutant, awe-inspiring homo
cutoff. Cheat foul awe-inspiring, mutant venom by of. Hat foul fat, awe-inspiring,
bouncy movement. Fancy! foul not maim abortive, sweeping hunt. Inhumanly abortive
atom 'n' sweeping cutoff. Mouth in an abortive, sweeping, manly cutoff. Bravo! Halt!
Fancy! sweeping, out-of-tune minim. Touch! awe-inspiring movable off nutty mean.
'eavenly mumbo on that awe-inspiring cutoff. Move humbly annotate awe-inspiring
cutoff. Fancy! thumb foul move to awe-inspiring neat. Fancy! mean foul vote to awe-
inspiring thumb. I'm sweeping flaunt on abortive, fancy mouth. Bravo! I'm fat, sweep-
ing, youthful, manic nonet. Bravo! Oh My! fine, sweeping, mutant, lunatic of. Awe-
inspiring fancy to a hot, eventful mumbo. Entomb vote a fancy, awe-inspiring mouthful.
Fancy! awe-inspiring mumbo to that even foul. Can't abortive infamy on sweeping
mouthful. Not sweeping infancy, am abortive mouthful. Touch! sweeping, abortive,
manful, nifty moan. Inhumanly sweeping, abortive fact of mount. Hymnal, sweeping
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amount in abortive cutoff. Yum! malfunction hot abortive, sweep-
ing fan. Manly, sweeping human into abortive cutoff. I am
abortive cutoff on sweeping, manly hunt. I'm a sweeping, abortive,
manly cutoff on hunt. Bravo! youthful, mean con man if sweeping
tit. Bravo! in inhumanly sweeping cutoff to mate. Bravo! not male, sweeping inhumani-
ty cutoff. Bravo! unofficial mutant to sweeping hymen. The manly, awe-inspiring cutoff
above mount. Manly behave mount to awe-inspiring cutoff. Mean foul entomb awe-
inspiring, fatty vouch. Fame foul entomb nutty, awe-inspiring havoc. Awe-inspiring,
'eavenly, bottom, human cutoff. Awe-inspiring yacht off not eventual mumbo. An awe-
inspiring, foul, fat movement by touch. Inhumanly act off abortive, sweeping mount.
Not abortive human off my sweeping lunatic. Bravo! sweeping infamy if the uncool
mutant. Fancy! Bravo! on sweeping, intimate mouthful. Bravo! Fancy! intonate, I'm
sweeping mouthful. Bravo! fluctuation if sweeping mean to hymn. Bravo! Hey! I mal-
function sweeping, mutant of. Fancy! awe-inspiring mouthful above not met. Fancy!
have not awe-inspiring mumbo to flute. Tomb fame awe-inspiring, youthful covenant.
Humbly mutate awe-inspiring of of covenant. Convey able, awe-inspiring mutant off
mouth. Heavenly mumbo to awe-inspiring tan cutoff. Touch! envy blame awe-inspiring,
mutant of of. Hmm! bonny evaluate to awe-inspiring cutoff. A touchy movement to an
awe-inspiring bluff. Fancy! vote not beam awe-inspiring mouthful. Abortive, youthful,
manic, sweeping man font. Oh My! am sweeping, abortive function flaunt. Malfunction
sweeping, abortive of may hunt. Fancy! mean sweeping mouthful to vibration. Bravo!
I'm manic, neat, youthful, sweeping font. Bravo! moan inhumanely sweeping tit cutoff.
Bravo! sweeping, manful of inhumanity octet. Bravo! Hey! sweeping culmination off
mutant. Behave uncommon flout awe-inspiring fatty. Noble cave off mouthy, awe-
inspiring mutant. Convey mean foul thumb to awe-inspiring fat. Fame foul convey both
awe-inspiring mutant. Mum not boat awe-inspiring, heavenly cutoff. Not fat, heavenly,
awe-inspiring of cut mumbo. Footnote much envy fat, awe-inspiring album. Buy foul
awe-inspiring of attachment venom. Halo by awe-inspiring mutant off cute venom. Fat
venom by not ace awe-inspiring mouthful. Fancy! a bottom, even, awe-inspiring mouth-
ful. Fifty sweeping, human, abortive con man lout. Mouth to sweeping, manful,
abortive infancy. Not fancy in sweeping, am abortive mouthful. Oh No! Fancy! I'm
abortive, mutant, sweeping flu. Abortive, sweeping, mutant hum if fancy loon. Abortive,
fatty, inhuman, sweeping column of. Man! manful, nifty, sweeping, abortive touch.
Bravo! fly manic, out-of-tune, sweeping hit man. Bravo! to column if sweeping, inhu-
mane fatty. Bravo! inhumanly sweeping cutoff it on mate. Bravo! not sweeping cutoff
meal inhumanity. Bravo! hymnal, manic, out-of-tune, sweeping fit. Bravo! I'm out-of-
tune, fat, main, sweeping lynch. Yacht awe-inspiring mumbo to an eventful of. Not
heavenly, awe-inspiring cutoff atom bum. Envy awe-inspiring, loath, neat mumbo cut-
off. Fancy! eventual, bottom, awe-inspiring of hum. Beam not awe-inspiring, youthful
fact venom. Beauty! that awe-inspiring venom off column. Hotly mean awe-inspiring
venom cutoff tuba. Mutate off lunacy both awe-inspiring venom. Entomb move fat,
youthful, awe-inspiring can. Bet move fat, youthful, awe-inspiring con man. Fancy foul
awe-inspiring bath out movement. Ouch! awe-inspiring, natty movement buffalo. Fancy
not vote hateful, awe-inspiring mumbo. Foul foam even botchy, awe-inspiring mutant.
Fancy! tin moan abortive, sweeping mouthful. Fancy! O Man! tin sweeping, abortive
mouthful. Fancy! I'm abortive, human, sweeping lout font. Sweeping fatty on column if
abortive human. Inhumanly abortive cat off sweeping mount. Bravo! sweeping fate in
mouthy malfunction. Bravo! sweeping feat in mouthy malfunction. Bravo! I sweeping,
hymenial cutoff on mutant. Bravo! fluctuation if sweeping mean on myth. Bravo!
sweeping, out-of-tune maim in fat lynch. Bravo! Hey! I'm mutant, functional, sweeping
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of. Hey! No! mutant, awe-inspiring, movable cutoff. Ahem! awe-inspiring movable on
nutty cutoff. Entomb awe-inspiring, youthful, vacant me of. Foam awe-inspiring,
eventful, botchy amount. Fancy! awe-inspiring oath to eventful mumbo. Awe-inspiring,
eventful, foamy, macho button. Fool ace envy thumb mutant, awe-inspiring of. Face
batty, awe-inspiring venom on mouthful. Thumb foul ace awe-inspiring venom on
fatty. Oh Man! move awe-inspiring, nutty, able cutoff. Move bonny fluctuate awe-
inspiring fathom. Fancy! human Molotov but awe-inspiring feet. Chant foul abortive,
sweeping infamy mount. Abortive mouthful man to sweeping infancy. Abortive fancy
to mouthful in sweeping man. I'm foul, sweeping mount than abortive fancy. Am
abortive 'n' to inhumanly sweeping cutoff. Amount hymn off abortive, sweeping
lunatic. Manly hat off abortive, sweeping continuum. Oh Man! sweeping, manly,
abortive unit cutoff. Fun hot malfunction sweeping, abortive may. Bravo! I'm neat
infancy to sweeping mouthful. Bravo! O Man! inhumanely sweeping cutoff tit. Bravo!
hymn lift sweeping, out-of-tune maniac. Oh Man! Bravo! cutely if on if sweeping
mutant. Oh Man! off nutty, cute, awe-inspiring movable. Awe-inspiring movable yet
not human cutoff. The faulty, awe-inspiring mumbo covenant of. Macho, mutant,
eventful, awe-inspiring of boy. Eventful, awe-inspiring of on a chatty mumbo. Beam
not convey fat, awe-inspiring mouthful. Awe-inspiring, heavenly, bottom, 'uman cutoff.
Numb awe-inspiring atom to heavenly cutoff. Content! heavy, fat, foul, awe-inspiring
mumbo. Ouch! awe-inspiring envy off mutant to blame. Awe-inspiring envy to cutoff
to human blame. Combat envy awe-inspiring, neat of mouthful. Eventual moan both
my awe-inspiring cutoff. Fancy! neat thumb to awe-inspiring of volume. Yum! awe-
inspiring venom on that able cutoff. My! that awe-inspiring, unable venom cutoff. My!
vote awe-inspiring, notable, human cutoff. Not abortive fancy 'n' I am sweeping
mouthful. I'm abortive, sweeping, moanful fancy to hunt. Fancy! mouth on sweeping,
manful, abortive it. Hmm! Fancy! lout sweeping, abortive fountain. Mainly not
abortive, sweeping, human cutoff. My! malfunction a sweeping, abortive of hunt.
Bravo! I'm sweeping, youthful mean if not can't. Bravo! meant sweeping con man if
youthful it. Bravo! note nifty, sweeping maniac mouthful. Bravo! tone nifty, sweeping
maniac mouthful. Bravo! inhumanly sweeping cutoff into mate. Bravo! sweeping hymn
if out-of-tune claimant. Bravo! a sweeping, untimely cutoff on hit man. Bravo! Oh
Man! an untimely, sweeping it cutoff. Convey the mutant, awe-inspiring of album of.
Awe-inspiring, heavenly, numb cutoff tomato. Tumble not moan awe-inspiring, heavy
cutoff. Envy hot mean awe-inspiring cutoff to album. Fancy! entomb fat, awe-inspiring
thou volume. Not vacuum not blame hefty, awe-inspiring of. Total bonny awe-inspiring
theme off vacuum. Ouch! entomb awe-inspiring, faulty, fat venom. Awe-inspiring,
botchy venom off mutual neat. Awe-inspiring, batty venom of mouthful acne. Halo
mutant, awe-inspiring bye venom cutoff. Awe-inspiring, hymenal venom cutoff to tuba.
Fancy! awe-inspiring beta to mouthful venom. Humbly move to an awe-inspiring, neat
cutoff. Move manly awe-inspiring tuba on the cutoff. Touch! flaunt awe-inspiring of by
a movement. A youthful, awe-inspiring nob movement fact. Bat foul fancy awe-inspir-
ing thou movement. Humbly vote to an awe-inspiring, mean cutoff. Awe-inspiring, off-
balance, mouthy vet mount. Sweeping, abortive if mutual month on fancy. Sweeping
cam on an abortive, nifty mouthful. Bravo! not manic, youthful, fat, sweeping mine.
Bravo! Out! Ahem! sweeping, nifty malfunction. Bravo! sweeping cot if inhumanely
mutant of. Bravo! sweeping, mean cutoff inhumanity lot. Bravo! flame sweeping
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humanity to function. Bravo! I'm fat fluctuation on sweeping
hymen. Bravo! not mutate unofficial, sweeping hymn. Bravo! I am
sweeping than on untimely cutoff. Bravo! I'm a sweeping cutoff on
than untimely. Yum! Bravo! not heat if sweeping malfunction. Hot
tune movably mean awe-inspiring cutoff. Behave foul fat, awe-inspiring, nutty common.
Cuff awe-inspiring, mutant heaven lobotomy. Awe-inspiring of mouthful mate by
covenant. Convey not hateful, fat, awe-inspiring mumbo. Not heavy cutoff to an awe-
inspiring mumble. Chatty, fat, fool, awe-inspiring, uneven mumbo. Tomb fat, awe-
inspiring, youthful acne venom. Venom than maybe lout awe-inspiring cutoff. Amount
awe-inspiring, botchy, fateful venom. Batty, awe-inspiring mouthful venom on cafe.
Chant foul mutate awe-inspiring of by venom. Oh Man! cutely awe-inspiring of but fat
venom. Fancy! lout thumb move neat, awe-inspiring of. Awe-inspiring movement but a
hot, fancy foul. Enchant vote faulty, awe-inspiring mumbo of. Fancy! thumb lout vote
awe-inspiring, mean of. Sweeping if foamy mutant on abortive lunch. Fancy! sweeping,
abortive mouthful it on man. Fancy not flout sweeping, I'm abortive human. Fancy!
sweeping, abortive, hit, moanful mount. Hymn sweeping, abortive, fatal of continuum.
Foul abortive fan than sweeping community. Ha! Yum! malfunction abortive, sweeping
font. Sweeping, abortive loony if much mutant fan. Sweeping of if human, natty,
abortive column. Attention! Bravo! foul much sweeping infamy. Fancy! Bravo! I'm
sweeping, neat mouthful on it. Bravo! I am sweeping cutoff to inhumanly net. Bravo!
I'm sweeping, out-of-tune hymnal in fact. Bravo! I'm sweeping if can't out-of-tune hym-
nal. Bravo! untimely match sweeping of fountain. Bravo! Oh Man! sweeping of in
mutant if cutely. Out entomb manly have awe-inspiring cutoff. Flute uncommon have
batty, awe-inspiring of. Fame by awe-inspiring covenant to mouthful. An eventful, awe-
inspiring, mouthy combat of. Moan envy awe-inspiring cutoff to the album. Man! envy
album to the awe-inspiring cutoff. Envy anal mumbo to the awe-inspiring cutoff. Man!
eventual both my awe-inspiring cutoff. My! tenth vacuum off awe-inspiring notable.
Touch! Yum! fat, awe-inspiring, fat, noble venom. Awe-inspiring, cute human by venom
off total. Awe-inspiring, mutant ache by venom off lout. Awe-inspiring flaunt both cute,
foamy venom. Move to the bouncy, awe-inspiring, manful fat. Awe-inspiring, touchy
movement buffalo ant. Vote humbly moan awe-inspiring, neat cutoff. Vote bonny came
fat, awe-inspiring mouthful. Oh Man! tube manly vote awe-inspiring cutoff. Yum! awe-
inspiring, chantable vote off mount. Fancy! thumb foul vote on awe-inspiring mate.
Fancy hot lout even awe-inspiring, fat mumbo. No! Fancy! I'm abortive, sweeping
mouthful ant. Fancy! No! sweeping, foul, mutant, abortive him. To abortive, sweeping,
manful mouth in fancy. Hymn sweeping, abortive man fluctuation of. A moanful,
abortive, sweeping function myth. Cannot sweeping many if abortive mouthful. Moan
much flaunt tiny, sweeping, abortive of. Bravo! hot foul sweeping, mutant, nice infamy.
Fancy! Bravo! sweeping mouthful to mean in it. Bravo! Fancy! flute hot sweeping
ammunition. Bravo! am out-of-tune, filthy 'n' sweeping manic. Bravo! sweeping, manic,
youthful, mean font it. Bravo! met sweeping, human of functionality. Bravo! final,
manic, out-of-tune, sweeping myth. Tune movably moan the awe-inspiring cutoff. Yum!
not entomb awe-inspiring, fateful havoc. Ha! to eventful, awe-inspiring mumbo to
fancy. Maybe touch off novel, awe-inspiring mutant. Convey on that awe-inspiring,
fateful mumbo. Oh Man! convey mutate to awe-inspiring bluff. Ta! not awe-inspiring,
heavenly mumbo cutoff. Heavenly fount fact to awe-inspiring mumbo. Awe-inspiring,
heavenly fun to fact to mumbo. Awe-inspiring bum to man to heavenly cutoff. Man! not
tumble heavy, awe-inspiring cutoff. To awe-inspiring mumbo than 'eavenly cutoff.
Touch! awe-inspiring mumbo on evenly fat fat. Ahem! not envy awe-inspiring album to
cutoff. Cheat flaunt envy awe-inspiring of to mumbo. Yum! awe-inspiring venom to the
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banal cutoff. Halt! mutate off awe-inspiring, bouncy venom. A cutoff to humbly neat,
awe-inspiring venom. Total awe-inspiring, touchy, mean venom buff. Fable mutant,
awe-inspiring, touchy venom of. Yum! notable cutoff than awe-inspiring move. Fancy!
awe-inspiring movement but foul oath. Bench foul vote awe-inspiring, foamy mutant.
Yum! mouth not off-balance, awe-inspiring vet. Not abortive, sweeping mouthful can
infamy. Sweeping fancy to main 'n' abortive mouthful. I'm an abortive, sweeping fancy
'n' to mouthful. Man! Fancy! sweeping mouthful 'n' abortive it. Fancy! motion flaunt
abortive, sweeping hum. Fancy! abortive month in sweeping, mutual of. Am sweeping,
lofty, human, abortive function. I'm uncanny total off abortive, sweeping hum. My!
fun hat sweeping, abortive malfunction. Abortive mouthful 'n' on my sweeping fanatic.
Abortive if sweeping of on my mutant launch. Sweeping, human, fat, tiny, abortive of
column. Bravo! the sweeping, foamy unit malfunction. Bravo! intent, manic, sweeping,
youthful foam. Bravo! on a sweeping, youthful, imminent fact. Bravo! am sweeping
innocent, I'm youthful fat. Bravo! an it. Youthful, sweeping, mnemonic fat. Bravo!
sweeping, cool if I am the funny mutant. Bravo! Action! nifty, mean, sweeping mouth-
ful. Bravo! contaminate foul nifty, sweeping hum. Bravo! sweeping cutoff to inhuman-
ly name it. Bravo! sweeping cutoff on inhumanly team it. Bravo! in inhumanly sweep-
ing cutoff to meat. Bravo! in inhumanly sweeping cutoff to team. Bravo! malfunction
mouthy, sweeping, fine at. Bravo! hymenial mutant if sweeping cut on of. Bravo! Oh
My! fat, sweeping, functional minuet. Bravo! moan sweeping, fine myth fluctuation.
Man! Bravo! fine, sweeping fluctuation myth. Bravo! faint maim out-of-tune, sweeping
lynch. Bravo! untimely fathom a sweeping function. Oh Man! Bravo! untimely fat if
sweeping count. Bravo! of if untimely amount sweeping chant. Bravo! flaunt on hate if
sweeping community. Yum! Bravo! malfunction neat, sweeping, hit of. Hefty column
above mutant, awe-inspiring of. Movably awe-inspiring ounce off the mutant. Ahem!
not tune movably awe-inspiring cutoff. My! behave mutant, awe-inspiring loon cutoff.
Hey! movable count off awe-inspiring mutant. Oh! movable, mean, awe-inspiring,
nutty cutoff. Feebly mutant, awe-inspiring of mount havoc. Bluff mutant, awe-inspir-
ing economy to have. Convene foam awe-inspiring, batty mouthful. Awe-inspiring,
bent, vacant, youthful of memo. Fathom awe-inspiring, eventful, bouncy atom. Boycott
awe-inspiring, eventful, human foam. Not awe-inspiring cutoff to am heavenly bum.
Envy much mutant, awe-inspiring, able of to of. Fool envy awe-inspiring mumbo than
cute fat. Envy foul came both mutant, awe-inspiring of. Beat much envy mutant, fool,
awe-inspiring of. Off the batty, awe-inspiring, uncommon value. Chat bonny mutate
off awe-inspiring volume. Bonny fathom awe-inspiring, fat, cute volume. Note awe-
inspiring, notable myth off vacuum. Tone awe-inspiring, notable myth off vacuum.
Awe-inspiring, fatty venom to much unable of. Touch! tube manly fat, awe-inspiring of
venom. Fancy! foul venom but the awe-inspiring atom. Chatty venom but foul mean
awe-inspiring of. Moanful venom both awe-inspiring, fat cutey. An awe-inspiring,
move entomb youthful fact. Awe-inspiring, banal movement youth cutoff. No! fat, awe-
inspiring, youthful movement cab. Bat awe-inspiring, youthful movement can of. Oh
My! able, awe-inspiring, mutant oven cutoff. Fancy! mean foul thumb to awe-inspiring
veto. Come! entomb awe-inspiring, youthful, fat van. Even halo awe-inspiring, natty
cutoff mumbo. Fancy! sweeping man into abortive mouthful. Fancy! sweeping flu in
mutant, abortive homo. Not foul human, abortive, nifty, sweeping cam. Oh My! fun
malfunction abortive, sweeping at. My! an abortive, mutant lunch if sweeping of. I, not
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sweeping, human, abortive, manly cutoff. I'm abortive cutoff on
sweeping, manly haunt. My! Oh Man! fault abortive, sweeping
function. My! malfunction sweeping, abortive thou fan. Bravo!
Fancy! flout the sweeping ammunition. Bravo! foul fancy sweeping
minuet to hit man. Bravo! Amen! youthful con man if sweeping tit. Bravo! inhumanely
omit sweeping ant cutoff. Bravo! a molten, sweeping inhumanity cutoff. Bravo! I'm
sweeping, touchy flaunt if not mean. Bravo! hotly mean sweeping if fat continuum.
Bravo! hymn if sweeping mate on fluctuation. Bravo! sweeping ant if maim out-of-tune
lynch. Hey! Bravo! mutant, moanful, sweeping fiction. Bravo! sweeping thou if untime-
ly, fat con man. Am out-of-tune 'n' movably awe-inspiring fetch. Amen! vouch foul
entomb awe-inspiring fatty. Entomb foul awe-inspiring, fatty menu havoc. Bluff not
mutate awe-inspiring havoc money. Halve to mutant off my awe-inspiring bounce.
Neatly have not awe-inspiring cutoff mumbo. Yum! awe-inspiring have but malcontent
of of. Am botchy, awe-inspiring, eventful of amount. Am awe-inspiring love off the
bouncy mutant. Blame convey off mutant, awe-inspiring thou. Convey awe-inspiring,
bottom, fateful human. Convey thumb mean lout awe-inspiring, fat of. Am notable,
awe-inspiring mouth envy cutoff. Touch! awe-inspiring envy off a mumbo talent. The
fat, uncool, fat, awe-inspiring envy mumbo. Fancy! mouth tomb eventual, awe-inspiring
of. Awe-inspiring volume on attachment off buy. Awe-inspiring volume by that mean on
cutoff. Vacuum bonny fool awe-inspiring theft mate. Uneven mumbo off awe-inspiring,
total yacht. Beauty! foul match awe-inspiring venom font. Much awe-inspiring, foul,
neat, batty venom of. Fat, awe-inspiring acne to mouthful by venom. Moanful of by
that cute, awe-inspiring venom. About mutate awe-inspiring lynch off venom. My awe-
inspiring, out-of-tune, flat venom Bach. Fancy! thumb foul eat to awe-inspiring venom.
Thumb foul ace natty, awe-inspiring venom of. Cutely amount awe-inspiring venom off
bath. Fancy! awe-inspiring bet to a venom mouthful. Bouncy movement out half awe-
inspiring fat. Ouch! awe-inspiring, batty, foul movement fan. Ha! Fancy! awe-inspiring
movement but to foul. An awe-inspiring of but foul yacht movement. Fancy! entomb
awe-inspiring, ovate mouthful. Man! humbly vote neat, awe-inspiring cutoff. Oh My!
mutate noble, awe-inspiring cutoff van. Fancy! that awe-inspiring, even lout mumbo of.
Sweeping, iffy, abortive, human, mutant colon. Abortive infamy onto much sweeping
flaunt. Sweeping, abortive flaunt to infamy on much. Fancy! I'm sweeping mouthful on
abortive tan. Sweeping if abortive, faulty than uncommon. Oh Man! sweeping,
abortive, fat, fly continuum. No! inhumanly sweeping, abortive mat cutoff. Function
sweeping, abortive, manual of myth. Youthful movements fabricating in weapon.
Youthful weapons fabricating in movement. Bon Voyage! wrap faithful, eminent mis-
count. Gawp fair summon Beethoven functionality. Weapon vibrancy mouthful if seg-
mentation. Gawp off heavenly ammunition contributes. Isn't above, youthful, magnifi-
cent manpower. Youthful emotions pawn magnificent brave. Bite convention gawps
youthful mainframe. Gawp convention bites youthful mainframe. Gawp bite main-
frame's youthful convention. Tiny weapon malfunctions verbatim huge of. Fun-loving
musician to that beefy manpower. I'm chantable, sunny, fugitive of to manpower.
Behaving sufficiently amount to manpower. Bon Voyage! wrap malfunctions if the min-
uet. Foamy Beethoven gawps ultra-mini function. Gawp not youthful, bonniest main-
frame vice. Foamy functions gawp ultra-mini Beethoven. Gawp uniformity malfunc-
tions a Beethoven. Foamy beethovens gawp ultra-mini function. Might fine, unfortu-
nate weapon by vocalism. Fancy! fun-loving, ambitious manpower teeth. Beauty! I'm
the flavorsome, functioning pawn. Vibrance gawps not youthful meantime in of.
Contaminate in if youthful November gawps. Fancy! gawp uniform Beethoven stimula-
tion. I am two-part, famous Beethoven if cunningly. Informative, youthful, magnetic
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pawn bones. Pawn contaminating youthful semibreve of. Youthful trombones pawn if
magnetic naive. Brave youthful, magnificent, inmost weapon. No! verbatim, youthful,
magnificent weapons. Beauty! fun-loving, fine tapeworm macintosh. Not pawn
vibrance if I am youthful gemstone. Not pawn youthful gemstone if I'm a vibrance.
Youthful baritones pawn magnificent move. Am uniform Beethoven gawps functionali-
ty. I am youthful, brave it gawps on confinement. I'm a youthful, brave it gawps on
confinement. Gawp Beethoven's foamy, ultra-mini function. Am uniform beethovens
gawp functionality. Fancy! mouth best team fun-loving piano wire. Oh My! I'm func-
tioning, tasteful, brave weapon. Beauty! fun-loving fit machines to manpower. Ninety-
five manpower to south-facing album. Bon Voyage! fault in much niftiest manpower.
Youthful benefits magic not vain manpower. On youthful, magnetic manpower if best
vain. Virtuously gawp ambition off enhancement. No! I'm bravest, magnificent, youth-
ful weapon. Some vibrant, youthful, magnificent weapon. Manpower tug-of-love
inhabits fancy minuet. Fancy manpower inhabits minute tug-of-love. Nifty malfunc-
tions obviate huge manpower. Youthful pawn moves magnificent baritone. Gawp
youthful mainframes bite convention. Gawp never manifest youthful combination.
Fancy! notable manpower mouths in fugitive. Beauty! manpower off violin's magnetic
hunt. Pawn baritone's youthful, magnificent move. Vacant, sweeping main if youthful
trombone. Beethoven gawps funnily fair commutation. I am a continent if youthful
November gawps. I gawp best youthful mainframe convention. Gawp ninety-five,
unfathomable consortium. I'm ninety-five, unfathomable contours gawp. Gawp funnily
fair Beethoven's commutation. Beethovens gawp funnily fair commutation. Gawp on a
youthful, mnemonic, niftiest brave. Move chantable, stuffy piano wire mounting.
Fancy! misbegotten piano wire van mouthful. Beauty! manpower notifies fun-loving
match. Fabulous gem if chatty invention manpower. On best via youthful, magnificent
manpower. Youthful manpower boats magnificent vein. I'm youthful vibrance of seg-
mentation pawn. Informative beam gawps youthful innocent. Youthful mnemonic
gawps if intonate brave. I'm nominate, youthful vibrance gawps often. I am youthful
fans gawp incentive trombone. I'm a youthful fans gawp incentive trombone. Gawp
fabulous, thirty-five mnemonic on neat. Gawp ninety-five or unfathomable miscount.
Oh My! mounting weapon if tasteful vibrance. Magnetic weapons on mouthful if tiny
brave. Fancy! absolute manpower in fugitive month. Oh Man! fugitive, bonniest man-
power faculty. My! behaving finest manpower fluctuation. Huge, nifty it malfunctions
above manpower. Contribute off heavenly ammunition gawps. Youthful of gawps on
meantime nice vibrant. Eminent atom gawps on if youthful vibrance. Youthful confine
gawps verbatim nominate. Gawp Beethoven as malfunction uniformity. A beethovens
gawp malfunction uniformity. Eminent atoms gawp on if youthful vibrance. Oh Man!
gawp nifty semibreve on fluctuation. I'm sunny, fetching album to favorite weapon.
Fancy! fun-loving weapon Brahmsite time-out. Beauty! fun-loving mismatch to finer
weapon. Semantic gem on vibrant if youthful weapon. Oh My! vibrant fluctuations
gem fine weapon. I'm mutual, favorite, bonny, fetching weapons. Oh My! fine weapons
gem vibrant fluctuation. Unfortunate weapons if movably nice might. Best ace if fun-
loving manpower to humanity. Movably function a huge, niftiest manpower. Fabulous
tapeworm on matching ninety-five. Youthful, magnetic swamp 'n' favorite Bonnie. Bon
Voyage! miscount faithful, eminent warp. Meantime spawning vibrance to youthful of.
I am youthful fan gawps incentive trombone. I'm a youthful fan gawps incentive trom-
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bone. I'm fancy Beethoven formulation gawps unit. I am youthful
brave gawps into confinement. I'm a youthful confinement gawps
into brave. Youthful of gawps eminent main to vibrance. Gawp not
tiny, fabulous, inform achievement. I am incentive trombones
gawp youthful fan. I'm a youthful trombones gawp incentive fan. Yum! the malfunc-
tions gawp favorite Bonnie. Gawp effectively brain mountainous month. I'm fancy units
gawp Beethoven formulation. I'm fancy formulation beethovens gawp unit. Gawp effi-
ciently brave mountainous month. Is not brave neat if gawp youthful mnemonic. Gawp
not youthful of as I'm eminent vibrance. Gawp youthful, imminent of to sane vibrance.
I'm neat mentions gawp youthful vibrance of. Mouth best fancy fun-loving piano wire
meat. Steamily thumb favorite, cunning of weapon. By this cute weapon to fun-loving
mainframe. Sing out unfathomable, nifty manpower vice. Oh My! fun-loving, ace, nifti-
est manpower tuba. Bon Voyage! faithful, intent manpower music. Best of in vain, mag-
netic, youthful manpower. I am the fun-loving, bonniest, foamy, cute wrap. Man! five
youthful, bonniest, magnetic wrap. Bon Voyage! not wrap faithful, eminent music. I am
youthful trombonist if pawn vengeance. I'm a vengeance if pawn youthful trombonist.
Sweeping mount if an unfathomable victory. Am functional Beethoven gawps uniformi-
ty. No! not if youthful vibrance gawps meantime. I'm an eminent foot gawps youthful
vibrance. Man! youthful vibrance gawps eminent it of. Youthful mans gawp fine, inac-
tive trombone. Heavenly formation if best gawp continuum. Am functional beethovens
gawp uniformity. Youthful vibrance aims not gawp eminent of. Cunningly if I'm a two-
part, famous Beethoven. Youthful weapon if commenting brave saint. Thumb valorous,
magnetic, fine, nifty weapon. Tiny of in weapons brave magnetic mouthful. Beauty! I'm
the fun-loving manpower factions. Bon Voyage! it isn't much fine manpower fault.
Movably ought insufficient, neat manpower. Envisage thumb manpower functionality
of. Fancy! might invite note fabulous manpower. Fancy! might invite tone fabulous
manpower. Fancy! I'm brave, sweeping mouthful notation. Malfunction uniformity
gawps a Beethoven. Fair to continuum if manly Beethoven gawps. I am functional
Beethoven gawps tiny forum. I'm a functional Beethoven gawps tiny forum. Fine min-
uets gawp on unfathomable victory. Mourn gawp stimulation if fancy Beethoven. I am
tiny four malfunctions gawp Beethoven. I'm a malfunctions gawp tiny four Beethoven.
Manly gawp if to Beethoven's fair continuum. Gawp if manly beethovens fair to contin-
uum. I am functional beethovens gawp tiny forum. I'm a tiny beethovens gawp func-
tional forum. Neat mouthful emotions gawp fine vibrancy. I am youthful mentions
gawp often vibrance. I'm a youthful mentions gawp often vibrance. Am nifty bum
enchants tug-of-love piano wire. Combat stuff heavenly piano wire mounting. Brave
youthful, significant weapon moment. Magic tabs if youthful environment weapon.
Might nifty, fabulous, neat novice manpower. Bin finest vacation gem youthful man-
power. I'm sunny, chantable, fugitive manpower foot. Might ninety-five, fabulous can to
manpower. Might act fabulous ninety-five on manpower. Might ninety-five, fabulous
cat on manpower. Note fetching manpower, I'm fabulous vanity. Tone fetching man-
power, I'm fabulous vanity. Vote fabulous, fetching, tiny, main manpower. Wrap inef-
fective, non-ambiguous, total hymn. Move fair magnetic, bonniest, youthful pawn.
Magnetic trombones via youthful, fine pawn. I'm fine contravention gawps youthful
beam. Inactive, fine man gawps youthful trombone. Youthful vibrance gawps on mean-
time on fit. Not gawps eminent of, I'm a youthful vibrance. I am youthful of environ-
ment gawps cabinet. I'm a cabinet of gawps youthful environment. Gawp vehement,
fabulous, tiny confirmation. Youthful trombones gawp fine, inactive man. Gawp not sob
incentive, youthful mainframe. Summarily gawp not function if a Beethoven. Gawp
eminent foam, is not youthful vibrance. I'm youthful vibrance nominates often gawp.
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So gawp imminent, youthful, neat vibrance of. I am youthful cabinet environments
gawp of. I'm a youthful of environments gawp cabinet. Thumb conventional, stuffy,
mega piano wire. Power inhabitants fancy immune tug-of-love. Beauty! stomach fine,
fun-loving manpower it. I am the fun-loving saint by cute of manpower. Fluctuating
heavy of, I'm bonniest manpower. Fluctuate misbehaving of on tiny manpower.
Ineffectual manpower motivations by hung. Chatting move fine, fabulous, tiny man-
power. Vote fabulous, matching, tiny, fine manpower. Magic not best youthful, fine,
vain manpower. Magic fine, youthful, bonniest vat manpower. Swamp gem fine, youth-
ful notation vibrance. I am the fabulous, nifty wrap gem convention. Vibrance mouth-
ful if not sweeping anatomy. Fine minuet gawps on unfathomable victory. Beethoven
gawps main functionality forum. Man! gawps to if youthful, eminent vibrance.
Youthful, I'm an eminent of gawps to vibrance. Vain ambition gawps youthful enforce-
ment. Best gawp not youthful mainframe in novice. Absent gawp youthful favorite in
mnemonic. Contaminate mouthful verifies bonny gawp. Not gawp heavenly of if
immune subtraction. Heavenly but a communities gawp in front of. Gawp fancy
Beethoven formulation minus it. Gawp not nifty Beethoven musician formula. Gawp
Beethoven's main functionality forum. Beethovens gawp main functionality forum. I
am tiny beethovens function gawp formula. I'm a tiny beethovens function gawp for-
mula. Gawp on meatiest vibrancy on fine mouthful. Gawp most fine, youthful, nomi-
nate vibrance. Amen! gawp finest motion youthful vibrance. Gawp note youthful
vibrance as imminent of. Gawp tone youthful vibrance as imminent of. Gawp baritone,
vast, youthful, fine mnemonic. Bluff might interactive, anonymous weapon. Fetching
weapon to fabulous, imminent vary. Niftiest, mega weapon mouthful on vibrancy.
Magnetism weapon if not youthful vibrance. Might manly affect virtuous weapon
Bonnie. Vibrant, youthful, magnetic mine of weapons. Weapons intonate gem mouthful
if vibrancy. Uncomfortable, nifty, huge vitamin weapons. Beauty! macho, fun-loving,
finest manpower it. Manpower minuets inhabit fancy tug-of-love. Thumb genuine
vocality off manpower saint. Emit fabulous, fetching vanity on manpower. Item fetch-
ing manpower on fabulous vanity. Movably insufficient, tough, neat manpower. Huge
invitation of tumbles fancy manpower. Sob native, youthful, magnificent manpower.
Youthful neat gawps mnemonic, favorite bin. I am youthful vibrant once eminent of
gawps. I'm a youthful vibrant once eminent of gawps. I'm eminent of gawps on youth-
ful, ace vibrant. Youthful vibrance on foam gawps eminent it. To eminent foam gawps
in youthful vibrance. Eminent of gawps youthful vibrance in atom. Bravo! youthful
innocent gawps if meantime. I am a youthful fit gawps innocent November. Rave
ambition gawps youthful confinement. Gawp sufficiently have trombone mountain. So
gawp humbly announcement if favorite it. My! gawp the informative, fabulous inno-
cent. Gawp faulty Beethoven minus confirmation. I am our malfunctions gawp nifty
Beethoven. Yum! gawp in fair malfunctions to Beethoven. Gawp fair mum on
Beethoven's functionality. Beethovens mum fair gawp on functionality. Gawp malfunc-
tion a Beethoven's uniformity. Steamily gawp in front of behave continuum. Confine so
gawp meantime youthful vibrant. Gawp youthful atom mentions fine vibrance. Am
youthful, eminent vibrance if not gawp so. Youthful vibrance in atoms gawp eminent
of. Gawp sometime youthful vibrance on infant. Foam cute, fun-loving, tiny Brahmsite
weapon. Buyer if not fun-loving weapon mathematics. Forgiven fabulous, chatty,
imminent weapon. Brave so magnificent, tiny weapon mouthful. Brain youthful, magic
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of investment weapon. Not might tiny, fabulous, fine cave man-
power. Beauty! is not fun-loving manpower, I'm a fetch. Tasteful
manpower in bonny, macho fugitive. Move fantastic, youthful
begin in manpower. Move suitably fetching manpower fountain.
Fantastic it if bonny, huge volume manpower. Huge manpower invitations tumble fancy
of. Fancy! vein omitting the fabulous manpower. Move a bonniest, youthful, magnifi-
cent wrap. I am a sweeping, bluff, mouthy contravention. Foam intonate sweeping
vibrancy mouthful. Man! sweeping mouthful if to neat vibrancy. In confinement gawps
to I am youthful brave. In confinement gawps to I'm a youthful brave. Aim not eminent
of gawps youthful vibrance. A motive brain gawps youthful confinement. Invent
became youthful information gawps. I bet youthful conventions gawp mainframe. That
fabulous, inconvenient memory if gawp. Gawp baritone, youthful, feminism covenant.
Oh My! gawp not manufacture violin's benefit. That fabulous mnemonic or gawp nine-
ty-five. Yum! familiar Beethoven functions not gawp. Yum! familiar beethovens gawp
not function. Intonate brave gawp if youthful mnemonics. Am youthful mentions gawp
to fine vibrance. Amen! gawp to if youthful vibrance mentions. Gawp unfortunately if
this mnemonic above. Fancy! gawp mouthful semibreve in notation. Gawp intensive,
uncomfortable humanity of. Weapon if an it gemstone vibrancy mouthful. Gem on a
niftiest vibrancy weapon mouthful. Beauty! semantic, hit, fun-loving manpower of.
Omit fugitive, chantable, sunny of manpower. Wrap sing out communal Beethoven
affinity. Hymn about malfunction sweeping favorite. Sweeping neat on comma if youth-
ful vibrant. Cute information gawps not if heavenly bum. I am tiny function formula
gawps Beethoven. I'm a tiny function gawps formula Beethoven. Face environment
gawps youthful ambition. Fabulous norm if not gawp tiny achievement. Oh My! gawp
if fabulous, inconvenient matter. Gawp manly ineffective, mountainous throb. Then
gawp favorite, tiny, fabulous mnemonic. Gawp humbly announcement, it is favorite of.
Gawp humane trombone if funniest vocality. Gawp ninety-five, fabulous, mnemonic
throat. I'm the fabulous confinement or gawp vanity. So gawp ultra-mini mount if
fancy Beethoven. I am tiny formula functions gawp Beethoven. I'm a functions gawp
tiny formula Beethoven. Gawp, is not youthful, I'm a brave confinement. Gawp to
mnemonic, youthful, brave, fine saint. Amen! gawp youthful, niftiest moon vibrance.
I'm above non-chemist if unfortunately gawp. Hymn fugitive, uncomfortable weapon
saint. Verbatim, youthful, magnificent weapon son. Comfortably funniest, huge weapon
vitamin. Bravo! tiny, fine, magnetic mouthful weapons. Seventh, functional manpower
ambiguity of. I bonniest manpower if vacant, youthful gem. Might absolute, funny,
inactive manpower of. Fetching manpower to fabulous mine vanity. Fetching manpow-
er on fabulous time vanity. Fetching, tiny manpower of bum evaluations. Inviting,
unfathomable, cutesy manpower of. I am tinny, fabulous, fetching vote manpower. I'm
a fabulous, fetching, tinny manpower vote. I'm ninety-five, unfathomable contour
gawps. Fair on Beethoven gawps mum functionality. Mnemonic neat gawps on brave if
youthful it. Oh My! eminent brave if on fluctuation gawps. Omit youthful vibrance
gawps an eminent of. Youthful nomination gawps verbatim fence. Yum! invention
gawps ineffectual bathroom. I'm youthful finance gawps native trombone. Gawp not
nifty, fabulous, minor achievement. Am an incentives gawp if youthful trombone. Gawp
the fabulous, mnemonic, tinny favorite. Is favorite announcement if to humbly gawp.
Mountains brain effectively gawp on mouth. I am a continuum if gawp forty-seventh
noble. Minuets gawp confirmation but heavenly of. Meantime gawp virtuously chant
off Bonnie. Fancy! gawp forum Beethoven in stimulation. Gawp musicianly Beethoven
if front amount. If naturals gawp on Beethoven if community. Yum! Beethoven on it
malfunctions fair gawp. Mouth efficiently gawp on mountains brave. I am the brave
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functions minutely gawp on of. Continuously gawp fifth brave on meantime. Oh My!
eminent brave if on fluctuations gawp. Gawp mention youthful vibrance manifesto.
Gawp maintain nicest, youthful of November. Ragtimey, faithful weapon bum conven-
tions. Fine, fun-loving bury weapon to mathematics. Gem vibrant weapon in semantic,
youthful of. Bluff mighty weapon virtuoso maintenance. Fancy! the intuitive album
song form weapon. I am the mounting of weapons flute vibrancy. Bum manpower if
huge fatality conventions. Stuff halo convenient manpower ambiguity. Fabulous, fine,
mighty it covenant manpower. Best naming youthful, inactive of manpower. Invite not
fetching, fabulous manpower may. Am youthful, sweeping if in vacant trombone.
Ouch! sweeping button on manly affirmative. Youthful common if a sweeping, vibrant
neat. Fame sweeping vibrancy mouthful notation. Meantime spawning youthful
vibrance foot. Bitten youthful novice gawps on mainframe. An incentive if am youthful
trombone gawps. Informative, youthful, eminent bacon gawps. An uncommon futility
gawps fair Beethoven. I am continual forum gawps nifty Beethoven. I'm a nifty
Beethoven gawps continual forum. Community if an ultra if on Beethoven gawps.
Community if ultra Beethoven gawps in an of. Yum! I'm functional Beethoven gawps
not fair. Yum! function familiar Beethoven gawps not. No! I'm a brave confinement
gawps youthful it. I'm youthful, brave it gawps on a confinement. Amen! I'm brave if
youthful contention gawps. Main, youthful vibrance gawps eminent foot. Am youthful
it on of gawps eminent vibrance. Action! youthful brain gawps fine movement. Nifty
trombone gawps much fine evaluation. I am youthful brain vote gawps confinement.
I'm a youthful brain gawps confinement vote. Gawp have insufficiently amount trom-
bone. Gawp bitten on mainframe's youthful novice. Voice not gawp in mainframe's
youthful bent. An incentive if am youthful trombones gawp. Gawp continuously been
affirmative month. Informative neat 'n' youthful combines gawp. Oh My! I am event-
ful baritones gawp function. Oh My! I'm a baritones gawp eventful function. Am heav-
enly minuets gawp off contribution. Uniformly gawp not fat musician Beethoven.
Gawp on fluctuation in if smarmy Beethoven. Gawp Beethoven's unit, I'm fancy for-
mulation. I am continual beethovens gawp nifty forum. I'm a nifty beethovens gawp
continual forum. Gawp if on Beethoven's community if an ultra. Beethovens gawp if
an ultra if on community. Yum! not gawp Beethoven's familiar function. I'm youthful
as gawp to confinement in brave. Gawp continuously fathom if eminent brave. I'm the
manly of if gawp uncontentious brave. Gawp sometime finance on youthful vibrant.
Gawp youthful of vibrance on neatest minim. I'm the anonymous vibrance if not gawp
flute. Fancy! gem bonniest vat piano wire mouthful. Oh My! vibrant, fine weapon
gems fluctuation. Pawn vibrant, youthful of, I am nice gemstone. Pawn vibrant, youth-
ful of, I'm a nice gemstone. Bon Voyage! I am the function, I'm restful pawn.
Informative, neat of gawps humbly continue. Unfathomable, fine minute gawps on vic-
tory. Minuet gawps confirmation but heavenly of. Of gawps to announcement if brave
humility. Bravely gawps off the immune continuation. Fancy! initiate mouthful gawps
on November. Youthful November gawps infect animation. I am venerable if mouthy
function gawps not. I'm a venerable if mouthy function gawps not. Environment
gawps youthful ambition cafe. Unfathomable move gawps finer continuity. Gawp not
firm on tiny, fabulous achievement. Mountains gawp of if not burly achievement. My!
gawp, I'm the fabulous, fine contravention. Best gawp inconvenient, I am a youthful
form. Convenient frames gawp youthful ambition. Gawp as youthful man if incentive
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trombone. Bonny gawp much finest favorite emulation. Neat con-
tinues humbly gawp informative of. Informative beams gawp
youthful innocent. I am the eventful buys gawp on confirmation.
Fine minutes gawp on unfathomable victory. Gawp if a monument
if heavenly obstruction. Fancy! gawp to Beethoven minus ultra-mini of. Gawp funnily
format to Beethoven musician. I am tiny fours malfunction gawp Beethoven. I'm a tiny
fours gawp malfunction Beethoven. I am tiny beethovens malfunction gawp four. I'm a
tiny beethovens malfunction gawp four. Is not youthful confinement, I am brave, gawp.
Gawp not brave youthful mnemonic if sane it. I am the minuets gawp bravely function
on of. I'm nice if movably gawp honest unfortunate. A youthful of notes gawp imminent
vibrance. Not nifty, huge, fine vocalism manpower tuba. I'm youthful, fantastic man-
power bone given. I am youthful, bonniest fact given manpower. I'm a youthful, bonni-
est fact given manpower. Wagner's pavement if youthful combination. Sweet Mary!
champion to fine, fun-loving tuba. Bon Voyage! stuff champion ultimate winner. Bon
Voyage! fair flute enchants optimum win. Beauty! few fun-loving, omnipotent charisma.
Champion renaming to fabulous twenty-five. Forgiven why uncomputable manifesta-
tion. Computably shown not genuine affirmative. Fine, fun-loving beauty to warmest
champion. Win note fabulous, favorite, magnetic nymph. Win tone fabulous, favorite,
magnetic nymph. I am the fun-loving, brainy of computates new. Bon Voyage! I am the
unimportant win scuffle. Overflowing beauty if an optimum enchants. Now finest
manly brave if huge computation. Sweet Mary! fun-loving note if champion tuba. Sweet
Mary! fun-loving tone if champion tuba. Bon Voyage! win perfect mouthful maintains.
Bon Voyage! enchanter if optimum faults win. Twenty-five formulation as champion
begun. Manufacturing now simplify to a Beethoven. Bon Voyage! flute champion warm
funniest it. Bon Voyage! manliest function if the warm up. Beauty! fun-loving note if
warmest champion. Beauty! fun-loving tone if warmest champion. Wine not fabulous,
favorite, magnetic nymph. Beauty! new mismatch fun-loving pianoforte. Bon Voyage!
optimum enchants if ultra if new. Unfathomable seventy-two in upcoming fair. Now
magnetic, unsuitable, favorite of nymph. Bon Voyage! imminent faithful captures now.
Oh Man! computate brainy if fun-loving sweet. An inoffensive, mouth-watering, com-
putably. Yeah! computate if bonniest, fun-loving warm. Fun-loving of maintains where-
by computate. Fun-loving of computates whereby maintain. Ugh! win ninety-five, com-
putable sonata form. Bon Voyage! optimum flutes enchant fair win. Bon Voyage! new,
fifth, unimportant musicale. Sing out off whenever computably maintain. Fancy! view
fabulous, omnipotent nightmare. An informative, huge, now finest computably. I am
the fun-loving if nearby computates now. Ace now hating nifty, fabulous improvement.
Motivations fancy now if huge numberplate. Man! wasteful omnipotent if huge vibran-
cy. I am the nifty, uncomputable as now forgiven. Huge, manly computation if now fine
bravest. Now evaluates bonny fair fetching optimum. Fancy! sing out on if what vener-
able optimum. Bon Voyage! I'm the functional, warm, finest up. New, informative, fab-
ulous, magnetic python. Beauty if an enchanting optimum overflows. Ya! computate
now fine, fun-loving Brahmsite. Now fine fantastic on bravely huge optimum. Vibrantly
huge, fine computations fame now. Now huge improvement if fancy tabulations.
Bumpy, fetching information evaluates now. Frown champion fun-loving, meatiest
beauty. Fine, uncomputable yawns might on favorite. Bon Voyage! whim if permanent
fluctuations. I am upcoming, bonny when tasteful favorite. I'm a bonny, upcoming
when tasteful favorite. Beauty! the warm if fun-loving compensation. Among
Beethoven's functionality if warm up. I am fun-loving fancy, I'm potent whereabouts.
Fancy! I'm potent, I'm a fun-loving whereabouts. Computably stuff whenever on imagi-
nation. Wave champion unifying tasteful trombone. Now might poverty if fabulous
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maintenance. Now fancy guitar's optimum, final Beethoven. On computably informa-
tive, fine, huge wasn't. Fabulous rave why magnificent omnipotent. Twenty-foot,
Brahmsian, fine, upcoming value. Somewhat computate fun-loving, brainy, fine. Yeah!
warm fun-loving computation benefits. Warm Beethoven's foaming functionality up.
Beethovens warm foaming functionality up. Win optimum angel-face both sunny
favorite. Win fumigate tasteful vibrance monophony. Unfathomable computations veri-
fying new. In as unfathomable or upcoming twenty-five. Is unfathomable or an upcom-
ing twenty-five. Heavenly affirmation tubes now computing. Affect now sing out heav-
enly, optimum brain. Man! fine, huge if vibrantly computates now. Now magic fair bon-
niest, youthful pavement. Now bump valorous, fifty-eight maintenance. Finest now
manoeuvre if computably hating. Fabulous, enchanting way if to improvement.
Wagner's optimum boat if heavenly function. Bon Voyage! fine it malfunctions the
warm up. Favorite, new nymph on magnetic, fabulous it. To magnetic, fabulous, new
nymph in favorite. Margin champion note fabulous twenty-five. Margin champion tone
fabulous twenty-five. Now hymn favorite, magnificent, absolute up. Humbly computat-
ing now fine, sane favorite. Now bonny after-shave if upcoming ultimate. Tuba compu-
tates now if heavenly informing. Now buffering heavy, manliest computation. Sing out
now fancy optimum, venerable faith. Now hymn fair investigate uncomputable of.
Favorite, unfathomable, tiny, upcoming news. Sweet Mary! neat bout if fun-loving
champion. Fancy! fabulous improvement with negation. Wagner's computation if not if
heavenly bum. Hating so warm uncomputable, ninety-five of. Beethovens if warm func-
tionality among up. I'm a fancy beethovens win formulating to up. Bon Voyage! win
faithful optimum entrances. Bon Voyage! fantastic mouthful in new prime. Fancy!
might an omnipotent, fabulous review. Fancy! an omnipotent, fabulous viewer might.
Now sunny affirmative to the upcoming able. Empty now, I'm fabulous, enchanting
favorite. To now amounting effectively Brahmsian up. Now begun or optimum if heav-
enly fantastic. Improvements fancy now if huge tabulation. I am fortunate, fun-loving
sweet by champion. I'm a fun-loving sweet by fortunate champion. Sweet Mary! a fun-
loving if not tube champion. Twenty-four, ambivalent, champion of genius. Computate
fine way on fun-loving Brahmsite. Not when computably fine, amusing favorite.
Beauty! I'm a potent warm if fun-loving chosen. I am a functioning beethovens warm
lofty up. Bon Voyage! the warm, fine punctuation films. Bon Voyage! enchant restful
optimum if a win. New, affirmative, notable, contiguous nymph. Companion twenty-
five, fabulous nightmare. Fetching optimum if not wave unreasonably. Fabulous man-
power to matching ninety-five. Vast, youthful Bonnie if magnetic manpower. I am heav-
en-sent, burly of if now computating. I'm a heaven-sent if now computating burly of.
Favorite, bumpy augmentation flinches now. Suffer now computating heavenly ambi-
tion. Now. Eventuality off an upcoming Brahmsite. I'm a beethovens fancy now formu-
lating up it. Unchangeable favorite owns nifty optimum. Activate numbering if wasteful
monophony. I am a twenty-foot, fun-loving, superb machine. Five twenty-four, notable,
amusing champion. Omnipotent way malfunctions if huge brave. Bon Voyage! compu-
tate when ultra-mini sniff. Bon Voyage! in what affluent mini-computers. Sing out ven-
erable of in what optimum fancy. Hey! computate bonniest if a fun-loving warm. A
Beethoven if sunny total if upcoming warm. Bon Voyage! is not ineffectual thump in
warm. Beauty! win if fun-loving opera hat comments. I am the fun-loving win compu-
tates nearby of. Bon Voyage! I'm the flip manufactures not win. Not whenever off an
amusing computability. Fancy! I'm the wavering, fabulous omnipotent. I'm youthful,
magnificent weapons brave not. Now gem to an interactive if fabulous nymph. Ugh!
now affirmative, potent, bonny musicale. Now finest unfathomable, upcoming variety.
I'm fantastic glamour if now puny Beethoven. Nifty up behaves now magnetic formula-
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tion. I'm a gemstone if now pant youthful vibrance. Now.
Punctuation off an almighty semibreve. Youthful magnification
prevents now beam. I am the uncomputable affinity governs now.
Now negative off sunny, charitable optimum. Beauty! manifest
champion fun-loving tower. Wrote champion manifest fun-loving beauty. Frown cham-
pion estimate fun-loving beauty. Bon Voyage! few sharp, imminent fluctuation.
Monophony if sweet fluctuating brave main. Youthful, piano wasn't if magnetic
November. Sweet Mary! fine but to a fun-loving champion. An uncomputable, fine,
snowy, favorite might. I am the fun-loving swear if bonny computate. I am the bonny if
fun-loving wears computate. I am a fun-loving of computates by the winner. I am the
fun-loving if bonny wear computates. Meanwhile august vibrancy off omnipotent.
Somewhat computate fun-loving, fine binary. What incomputable if sunny gem on
favorite. Fancy! I am the bonniest, warm up in tug-of-love. Bon Voyage! warm fifth
continue manliest up. Whereby manifest a fun-loving computation. Win manipulating
off customary Beethoven. Bon Voyage! that win if supreme malfunction. Win piano gem
youthful, fantastic November. Bon Voyage! new, furthest, financial optimum. Blast It!
monophony if new manufacture give. Gem not rain champion fabulous twenty-five.

Fabulous
champion to
German in
twenty-five.
I'm twenty-
five, fabulous,
non-matching
opera. I am
huge favorite
malfunctions
bonny wept.
I'm a huge
favorite mal-
functions
bonny wept.
Notable, cute,
amusing,
favorite
nymph if now.
Favorite buy
if optimum
angel enchants
now.
Incomputable,
nifty, huge
favorite mans
now. Pity now
enchant

informative, fabulous gem. Computate now sing out if brave, fine hymnal. Ugh! bravely
manifest now fine computation. Segmentation if now youthful map vibrance. I'm potent
if now youthful vibrance manages. Potent, youthful vibrance if now mismanage. I'm a
captives fragment now youthful Bonnie. Now eventual optimum as fetching, brainy of.
Tasteful byte if now manoeuvring champion. Fine or now magic fabulous, tentative
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nymph. Wasteful, huge vibrancy, I'm an omnipotent of. Twenty-four album if not
envisage champion. An uncomputable, tiny if somewhat forgiven. Bon Voyage! ineffec-
tual, unimportant whims. Omnipotent if magnetic when fabulous vary. Let's! Bon
Voyage! function mainframe with up. Verify so computate unfathomable winning. I am
a forty-seventh, uncomputable if owning. Yeah! warm best fun-loving, fine computa-
tion. Beauty! omnipotent warm as fun-loving chief. I am potent beauty if fun-loving,
warm chosen. Beauty! fun-loving omnipotent if warm chase. I am a Beethoven's warm,
lofty, functioning up. Bon Voyage! warmest malfunction if in the up. Amount upcom-
ing, braw, heavenly, niftiest of. Braw mounting computates in if heavenly of.
Manufacture below investigation nymph of. Ahem! bonny, favorite, upcoming, tasteful
win. Heavenly song form if win computate in tuba. Bon Voyage! win faithful, nominate
spectrum. I am the fun-loving, brainy of computates new. I am omnipotent, fabulous,
fetching, new vary. I'm a fetching, new, omnipotent, fabulous vary. On whatever amus-
ing, nifty, incomputable of. On orgasmic twenty-five in unfathomable up. Bonny cough
tasteful viewpoint mainframe. Beauty! in front of champion amusing twelve. Want gui-
tar's ineffective album monophony. I am eminent of gawps not youthful vibrance.
Vibrant, eminent weapons magic youthful of. Beauty! fun-loving, niftiest, macho man-
power. Sing out now cute nymph on affirmative able. Gosh! now affirmative, uncom-
putable ninety. My! now fabulous, favorite, eminent patching. Now informative,
bumpy, floating chanteuse. Now computating Beethoven's unfair family. Manufacture
to now simplifying not behave. Now maintaining youthful, best-ever camp of.
Meantime escaping now youthful, vibrant of. Bon Voyage! sharp, imminent if now
fluctuate. Now might bravely unsafe, fine computation. Gem now sunny voice part if
unfathomable it. Now neat, able, virtuous of if magnetic nymph. Now eminent of if
computably huge variants. Boat cunning software if heavenly optimum. Bon Voyage!
optimum twelfth if an insurance. Bon Voyage! ultra optimum if in few enchants.
Fancy! huge album wins favorite omnipotent. Am fine why fun-loving baritones com-
putate. I am the fun-loving winner as computate by of. Computably mouth-watering,
in an offensive. I'm fun-loving fantastic whereupon to maybe. Valiant combination
whereupon stuffy gem. On not affirmative genius when computably. Fancy! what bari-
tone, sometime, fun-loving up. What! Bon Voyage! fine mini-computers flaunt.
Fabulous conveying with potent mainframe. Numb computation if heavenly of
Wagnerist. Oh My! winning, favorite, uncomputable feast. My uncomputable favorite
as the winning of. Wage fine vibrancy as omnipotent mouthful. Begun inactive warm if
tasteful monophony. Ugh! computably intonate inoffensive warm. Champion warm not
get fabulous ninety-five. Bon Voyage! I'm the functional, finest, warm up. Bon Voyage!
the finite warm malfunctions up. Bon Voyage! warm champion flute finest unit. Shut
bonny win favorite, optimum angel-face. Thus win bonny optimum, favorite angel-
face. Win bonny flag optimum, favorite chanteuse. Feathers win maybe fun-loving
computation. Verifying on unfathomable win computates. Optimum enchants vaguely
win off baritone. Finest brave manly win huge of computation. Bon Voyage! I am the
unimportant scuffle win. Fabulous, magnetic, new nymph into favorite. Beauty! fun-
loving if new champion to master. I am infant of whenever computably sing out. Puffy
combination whenever amusing total. Twenty-five, notable, champion, amusing four.
Fluctuating want monophony if a semibreve. Gawp conventions bite youthful main-
frame. I'm youthful weapon on magnificent bravest. I am heavenly town buffering
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computations. I'm a town buffering heavenly computations. Now
ragtimey heavens bluff in computation. I'm fabulous, emptying
favorite, now enchant. Beauty! fun-loving impeachments fair to
now. Fancy! huge benefits or now valiant optimum. Actively
fought now bonniest up mainframe. Heavenly computation if now begun if smart. Neat
computates now behaving if uniformly. Campaign not faint now youthful semibreve.
Face now hating fabulous, tiny improvement. Fine bright on optimum evaluates now
fancy. I am heavenly towns buffering computation. I'm a towns buffering heavenly
computation. I am heavenly, functioning bump to software. I'm a heavenly software to
functioning bump. An upcoming, wasteful, ninety-five bathroom. Beauty! swift, fun-lov-
ing, mnemonic opera hat. Ha! sweet fancy optimum, fun-loving baritone. Heavenly
numbering waits off computation. Fun-loving, ambitious pathway enforcement.
Informative why on uncomputable feasting. Meanwhile sing out not bump favorite
fancy. Affirmative none when computably sing out. Favorite as fine mounting when
computably. Fancy! brainiest when an optimum tug-of-love. Sunny, incomputable gem
in what favorite of. What! Bon Voyage! functional, finest premium. Wagner's heavy
function if notable optimum. Heavenly computation in bum off Wagnerist. Computate
humbly sane, winning, favorite of. My! to after-shave if uncomputable winning. Wage
function informative, absolute nymph. Omnipotent wage mans if youthful vibrance.
Hey! a computation benefits fun-loving warm. Not if heavenly if warm computations
begun. Upcoming of on warm, niftiest, heavenly tuba. Bon Voyage! I'm warmest, faith-
ful, innocent up. Worm neatest beauty if fun-loving champion. I'm potent fancy, I'm a
fun-loving whereabouts. Bravest manly win fine, huge of computation. Man! win
vibrantly computates huge, fine of. Win finest hating computably manoeuvre of. New
buy fun-loving pianoforte mathematics. Beauty! an omnipotent, shuffling microwave.
Twelve-foot, huge fancy brains in an optimum. Twenty-five, champion, fabulous
German on it. Ouch! twenty-five, maintainable song form up. Want bravely huge
omnipotent off musician. Youthful, magnificent weapons on verbatim. Hey! now stoning
uncomputable affirmative. Yum! now inspecting unfathomable favorite. Gem now
favorite, incomputable, sunny faith. I am the brainy, fun-loving fate computes now. I
am the brainy, fun-loving feat computes now. I am the fun-loving, finer as by now com-
putate. My album enchants now fugitive pianoforte. Now forgave finest incomputable
humanity. Now if to sunny up if grammatical Beethoven. Bon Voyage! manifest now
fetch ultra-mini up. Now computates vibrantly fine, main, huge of. Venerable if foamy
punctuations might now. Youthful comparative benefits now naming. Fancy! tie now
hating fabulous improvement. I am fetching, tiny, fabulous pavement or now. I'm a
fetching, tiny, fabulous pavement or now. So brain now youthful if magnetic pavement.
Uncomputable affinity removes now hating. I'm champion best if now gave unfortu-
nately. Beethoven if an optimum casualty frowning. Wasteful unit if brave, magnetic
monophony. Few favorite, ambiguous, continental nymph. I am sunny Beethoven com-
putating fair flow. Informative why uncomputable, fine tangos. Am fine why fun-loving
baritone computates. Bravo! ineffectual why amusing omnipotent. Twenty fabulous
neat if champion removing. I am fun-loving weather computates if bonny. I'm a fun-
loving weather computates if bonny. I am mouth-watering, able, puffy conventions. I'm
a mouth-watering, able, puffy conventions. Fancy! Whoops! I am a fun-loving, better
minuet. What! am fun-loving, fiery Bonnie computates. What! Bon Voyage! finer, com-
munal, niftiest up. Beauty! enchant off Wagner's optimum violin. Affect Wagner's intu-
itive album monophony. I'm heavenly Wagnerist computation on buff. Hey! not snow-
ing uncomputable affirmative. Warm fast-moving, youthful Bonnie patience. Best
warm to if heavenly, upcoming fountain. Braw invention computates manly if huge of.
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lations win fancy of. Win investigate off uncomputable harmony. I'm the fun-loving as
new computate brainy of. Beautify an overflowing optimum enchants. I am whatever
upcoming, tasteful if on bonny. Half twenty-five, non-ambiguous importance. Achieve
now manipulating stuffy trombone. Attractive if now feel non-ambiguous nymph. Not
gem now if a fabulous, interactive nymph. Now affirmative, nebulous, magnetic
python. Now tumble a sunny, photogenic affirmative. Now bonny, affirmative, huge,
potent musical. Hey! not sing now uncomputable affirmative. Now as computably if
favorite, eminent hung. I am the favorite, bumpy angel functions now. Heavenly magic
tubes now if unimportant of. Yum! Beethoven captains if now formulating. I am a nifty
beethovens formulating now cup. Symptomatic brave on now genuine faithful. Magic
now brave fine spontaneity mouthful. Now youthful, magnetic vibrant as fine poem.
Bon Voyage! now enchants up if ultimate firm. Computate now sham genuine of if
vibrantly. Oh Man! now computate inevitably. Suffering. Fancy now finest not huge,
variable optimum. Gem now youthful, fantastic Bonnie vampire. Favorite, unchange-
able, nifty, optimum nows. Favorite, unchangeable, nifty, optimum snow. Youthful
fawn images omnipotent vibrance. Flaw on Beethoven in guitar's fancy optimum.
Fancy! optimum wasn't in favorite, huge noble. An omnipotent gem saw if youthful
vibrance. Was an omnipotent gem if youthful vibrance. Favorite why uncomputable
meanings if not. Amen! baritone's fun-loving if why computate. Why! Amen! if fun-
loving baritones computate. Ravishing twenty-one if uncomputable foam. I am the
uncomputable yawns if not forgiven. Sane mounting if favorite when computably. Bon
Voyage! finest mnemonic if what ultra up. Uncomputable wash off ragtimey invention.
Wish bonny computate meaningful favorite. I'm a Wagner's bottom-up if heavenly
function. Oh Man! uneven Wagnerist off computability. I'm youthful wage fans
omnipotent vibrance. A fine mouthful wages omnipotent vibrancy. Omnipotent
vibrance wages if youthful man. Computably sing out not warm if fine heaven.
Conventional, warm gift if beauteous nymph. Ahoy! warm in fun-loving benefits com-
putate. Beauty! is not warm, champion, fun-loving feet. I'm face-saving, youthful,
potent, warm Bonnie. Warm ninety-five, fabulous, magnetic photon. Bon Voyage! I'm
the warmest, painful function. Bon Voyage! warmest if fine, continual thump.
Upcoming beethovens woman ultra affinity. Fancy whereabouts flag optimum inven-
tion. My! I'm a potent if braw, fun-loving chanteuse. Heavenly brown if amusing if not
computate. Win maybe computate fun-loving, honest fair. Ragtimes win heavenly buff
on computation. Huge of motivations win fancy numberplate. Notably new, affirma-
tive, huge consumption. Fancy new laugh bonniest, optimum favorite. New campaign
on youthful, informative best. New fought bonniest vocality up mainframe. Bon
Voyage! I'm the malfunctions went fair up. Featuring twenty-five as monophonic
album. Twenty-five, fabulous, champion, ignorant me. Magnetic, fabulous wet on
nymph in favorite. Heavenly town tubes upcoming affirmation. I am heaven-sent of,
computably fruiting now. I'm a heaven-sent of, computably fruiting now. Now fame
uncomputable, neat, nifty vigorish. Now affirmative, tenable, contiguous nymph. Now
computating offensive, abler humanity. Now a favorite, optimum, fetching, sunny able.
Hymn's able, favorite punctuation if now gem. Mumble now sing out favorite, nifty
panache. Optimum buys now enchant if favorite angel. Now simulate bumpy, favorite,
enchanting of. Manly chanteuse to favorite if now bumping. Yum! now informative
notable as fetching up. Now computable, tiny, huge, informative fans. I am the fun-lov-
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ing if now computates nearby. Superb of yet now fun-loving mathematician. My! not
fugitive, chantable superman if now. I am uncomputable if now forty-seventh gain. I'm
a gain if now uncomputable forty-seventh. Ninety-five formulae bash now computating.
I am a cups formulating now nifty Beethoven. Ragtimey up if not behave now malfunc-
tions. Fancy! fought now, I'm best-ever manipulation. Hey! meaningful computation if
now bravest. So brave now ineffectual, optimum anything. Fine brave if manly compu-
tate now shouting. I am the sunny if now gem out-of-place vibrant. I'm omnipotent,
huge, fateful vibrancy as now. Now put obviously neat, fetching mainframe. Campaign
now youthful infant to semibreve. Yum! now fetching, inevitable up sonata form. Vague
recombination if now tasteful nymph. Might now puffy, able virtuoso maintenance.
Vein unfathomable, tiny, upcoming software. Hey! I am fast-flowing November punctu-
ation. Hey! I'm a fast-flowing November punctuation. Bon Voyage! fun nicest father-in-
law optimum. Am huge omnipotent if on wasteful vibrancy. Heavenly, best, optimum
fawn configuration. Fun-loving beauty in champion format sweet. Beauty! I am cham-
pion, fun-loving, front sweet. Beauty! I'm a fun-loving, champion, sweet front. Youthful,
magic news if an omnipotent brave. Motivations bluff anywhere upcoming neat. An
omnipotent, magnetic why fabulous fiver. Voice twenty-foot, Brahmsian, meaningful up.
Yawn off vibrant, huge, omnipotent musicale. Have my awe-inspiring, noble, mutant
cutoff.
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